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ABSTRACT
This dissertation addresses the complex status of Teotihuacan, officially demarcated as a
“zone of archaeological monuments,” at the center of Mexico, which is a pluralistic
nation-state. Located 40 kilometers from the modern capital, its largest pyramid, the
Pyramid of the Sun, was built almost 2,000 years ago. Attracting hundreds of thousands
of visitors every year, it is not only an important source of revenue but also a powerful
symbol of Mexican national identity and immense historical pride. Leaving this site’s
prehistoric origins and significance for archaeologists to sort out, this thesis focuses on its
position near the core of the political system and its role in articulating and
commemorating national identity. By examining how the site has survived through
history, how it has been represented, and how people interact with the site and at its
premises, this thesis elaborates on the extent to which Teotihuacan should be conceived
specifically as a nation-state formation place and on what other factors have shaped the
place in its current form. The diversity that is revealed by this examination indicates,
moreover, that the nation-state formation paradigm focuses too narrowly on ideological
connotations, and fails to acknowledge some of the underlying aspects of materiality that
form the site as well. The case-study examines the diverse ways in which meaning is
constructed at Teotihuacan and proposes to study Teotihuacan as a 'total site.’ Taking
after French anthropologist Marcel Mauss’s ‘total social phenomenon,’ the ‘total site’
concept describes a place that features diversely in the collective imagination and must be
understood as such, and is used to integrate a variety of perspectives that relate to and
give meaning to Teotihuacan as a diverse place. Serving as a heuristic device to
characterize the complexity of Teotihuacan, the term captures both material and
ideological aspects. This discussion, finally, exposes Mexico as a country with a strong
nation-state formation tradition, but suggests that there is more to Mexico than that
nation-state formation agenda.
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PREFACE
April 5, 1983
To Gillian
Although I am sometimes far away.
With Love I think of you every day.
But the North Wind calls and I must respond,
To Kotzebue, Barrow and beyond.
The secret of life in these far off places,
Is written in lines on Eskimo faces.
Respect for the Land and each man's values,
Guide them through their yearly travels.
And while you have been there once before,
The time has come to go once more.
To see for yourself and understand,
Why Alaska is called 'The Great Land.'
Met liefde,
Pappa

When I was eight, the age at which my father wrote this poem, I thought of
archaeologists as men, and women, who wore parkas and left their comfortable homes to
travel to cold and dark places that reeked of seal oil. Although I knew that these people
were scientists and had important projects to do, I did not like the fact that they would not
return for several months. For me, growing up in the comfort of The Netherlands, while
my father researched past people crushed by pack-ice in Alaska (Newell 1984), I was at
times a bit challenged to understand this.
Intellectually, I certainly comprehended it. After all, I grew up in Ezinge, a small
rural village in the north of The Netherlands atop a 'terp,' or a pre-Roman Iron Age
dwelling mound. Partially excavated in the 1930s by 'Professor' Van Giffen (Toebosch
2003), the terp features a village, which today, without the danger of invading high
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waters, is expanding beyond and around the elevated area of the mound's original
remains. As a child, I played with friends in the garden around my house, which stands
just below the highest point of the terp (seven houses to be precise and counted from the
Dutch Reformed Protestant Church) and at the edge of the recorded excavation area. My
friends and I would find cow bones, ceramics, clay pipes, and other surviving matter
from earlier times, and we would query my dad, an American archaeologist, or in his
absence my mom, a Dutch geography teacher who had minored in archaeology. Curious
and full of expectation, we would want to learn what we had discovered or what could
have happened. My parents would tell me and my friends about stratigraphy, the past,
and people's consumption patterns. I would see time upon time that objects referenced
certain moments in time and that a network of complex relationships connected people,
objects, and different places in an increasingly globalized world.
Yet, I would still wrinkle my nose each time my father, or Dr. R. R. Newell,
returned from Alaska smelling pungently of tundra, whale blubber, and other ”secrets”
left behind. I wondered why my daddy had to go over the ocean to excavate the remains
of a people who apparently thought nothing of keeping dead birds in kitchen cupboards,
which is what I observed when I went to Barrow just after this poem was written. What
made “these far off places" so much more attractive than my own back yard? What
"secret of life” could be discovered that was not retrievable at home?

THE LAY OF THE LAND

12

In anthropology, 'the field' features perpetually and prominently as a place that is
important. Described in our discipline as a “hallmark concept” (Schensul, Schensul, and
LeCompte 1999:70), it is a real and fictive place that shapes much of what we do and say.
A physical setting, the boundaries of which are defined by the researcher, the 'field' can
correspond to “any naturalistic geographic/social setting or location where a selected
research problem is to be studied” as the Ethnographer’s Toolkit explains (Schensul,
Schensul, and LeCompte 1999:70). Featuring as “the natural, nonlaboratory setting or
location where the activities in which a researcher is interested take place” (Schensul,
Schensul, and LeCompte 1999:70), the ‘field’ can be located at ‘home’ as well, however,
and as Chicano anthropologist Renato Rosaldo indicates in his book Culture & Truth:
Remaking Social Analysis (1993).
In his 'native' ethnography, Rosaldo writes that the inclusion of personal experience
is necessary to make the “familiar strange and the strange familiar” (1993:39). He notes,
also, that while this may appear jarring or risk easy dismissal at first or in more
traditional circles (1993:11), the technique is beneficial to allow for greater insight and
understanding. He illustrates his point by utilizing the technique himself and includes
many anecdotes about his life and role as an anthropologist and Chicano, which as he
recognizes is to some extent a contradiction in terms as anthropologists usually go out to
study the other and he is in some ways ‘the other’ –a Chicano living in the United States:
not quite ‘native,’ but also not quite ‘American.’ Rosaldo reflects upon the
contradictions, terms, and experiences that under-ride his life, and debates their inherent
problems to underscore the point that anthropology is changing and can, or should, be
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done at home and elsewhere. Writing that there is no “Lone Ethnographer” anymore and
that no one really can imagine themselves as riding off into a dramatic sunset in search of
his or her ‘native’ group of tribesmen/women (1993:30), he instructs that anthropologists
should do fieldwork at home as well as in the field and vice versa to lead to crossfertilization and the writing up of experience, knowledge, culture, and insight.
In 1983, I visited Barrow and beyond with my mother and father, and met my
father in the ‘field.’ I came to see that summer for myself what was “written in lines on
Eskimo faces” and quickly learned to relish the excitement of 24 hours of arctic daylight
at the 'Top of the World Hotel’ and enjoyed the ‘American’ pancakes at Pepe's North of
the Border -Barrow's Fine Mexican-American dining establishment. To some extent, I
see now that I was already beginning to experience the pull of “The Great Land” at this
time, and that it was not the first time that paths from home crossed with those in the
field.
Before Ezinge and my trip to Barrow, Alaska, there was another place that holds
importance in my life: Bergumermeer. Bergumermeer is the place, located in the ‘other’
province of the northern Netherlands, or Friesland, where my father and mother ran an
excavation for several years, and where students and archaeologists came from all over
the world for multiple seasons to shovel dirt in the hopes of unearthing a piece of the
Dutch Mesolithic puzzle. They came to have fun, excavate, and learn. The project took
place in full force for several years and, then, it continued to survive in the memory of
my parents and that of their former students. The simple mention of its name,
Bergumermeer, would trigger memories of names, jokes, and events. Stories would be
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reconstructed and old, or continuing, practical jokes would be told to reframe in part the
existing, or remembered, unofficial excavation history. Every time a former student
would visit our home, stories would be retraced, clarified, and, of course, a bit
embellished or rearticulated. Over time, a general excavation history emerged that was
always fondly remembered and frequently recounted. It would capture the sense of
nostalgia that people felt when it was recounted and I noticed how it included moments
of life that now seem so essential to the story. When I would inquire into the exact
meaning of this place, however, my parents would always just simply smile. They would
say to me, while looking at me somewhat incredulously: “Well, Gillian, that is where you
are really from.’

RESPECT AND WISDOM

My Concise Oxford Dictionary defines the word ‘place’ as a “particular part of
space” or “part of space occupied by a person or thing” (1982:781). Today, as I
contemplate a year ‘away’ ‘in the field’ in Mexico, I find it impossible to consider the
‘field’ as a place away and separate it from my ‘home.’ In part, this is because the day
that I ‘arrived’ to do my dissertation ‘field’work was the day that my husband, a
Mexican-trained archaeologist, left his house in Mexico City to return to our 'home' in
Tucson. On the other hand, and as I have explained above, my idea of the field has long
before been confused and is interlaced with the idea of home. This has taken place in
many more ways than one and it is in this spirit that I have written this dissertation.
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In a linguistic ethnography of the Western Apache, Keith Basso (1996) provides
another, compelling description of 'place.' He says that according to the Western Apache
"wisdom sits in places" (1996) and describes place-making as an essential part of
becoming and belonging. He writes,
"almost everyone does make places. As roundly ubiquitous as it is seemingly
unremarkable, place-making is a universal tool of the historical imagination. And in
some societies at least, if not in the great majority, it is surely among the most basic
tools of all" (Basso 1996:5).
"We are,” he concludes, “the place-worlds we imagine" (1996:7).
In this dissertation, I explore these notions of identity and construction of lands. I
aim to comprehend some philosophical lands that have given rise to it and find it
indispensable to exercise the "respect for the Land and each [hu]man's values" talked
about in the introductory poem. I include here my opinion on the importance of land and
environment, because it is with respect that I attempt to address a quintessential Mexican
question: "¿de qué lado masca la iguana?” or “on what side does the iguana chew?"
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION: EMBODYING HEGEMONICS
"In the dead object there is always present a greater living being"
(Gramsci 1971:38).
It was a crisp Sunday morning. Flutes pierced the silence to announce another day
and people arrived, one after another, by cars, by bus, or by bicycle. At the gates, where
a sign reads "Teotihuacan," a fresh and newly-awoken set of police guards replaced the
night guards. Custodians welcomed the visitors, sold entry tickets, and oriented those
coming who are unfamiliar with the place. Tourists headed all the way through the
parking lot to walk into the site. At Gate 1, the principal entry way from Mexico City, a
line began to form of cars and busses.
As I watched the drivers and passengers await their turn eagerly, I noticed a white
Tsuru1 drive up to the ticket booth with its windows rolled down. The custodian walked
up and approached the driver about admission. At the same time, a boy and a girl poked
their heads out of the back-door window. "Can you see them? Are they here? Where are
they?" I heard a third child inquire loudly. Trying to maneuver around his siblings, the
smallest child reached to see through the car's front window. Leaning out of the window
and peering through the front window, these children were trying to find... "The
pyramids!" the girl blurted out and interrupting my observations. "There, I see them!
They are right there! See?" the girl said enthusiastically as she pointed into the distance
beyond the buildings and the tops of the trees.
The children took turns seeing and started to tease each other immediately: "A-ha.

1

This is the Mexican version of a Nissan Sentra and it is a common and economic car that serves many as
an affordable and convenient mode of transportation.
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Let's see who arrives at the top first this time!" "Ha, I can't wait to beat you again!"
"Yeah, sure, you wish!" As the children chatted on enthusiastically, I listened to their
comments and watched the custodian smile wryly at them. We observed the mother pull
the children back down onto their seats and the father maneuvered the car into the
archaeological zone's parking lot. The custodian turned to me and said: "You see, that is
all they're interested in: running up the pyramids. That is what I was telling you, they just
come to see and be at an entertainment park." He sighed and shrugged his shoulders:
"We, Mexicans,… We are the worst visitors. We don't care about the past...We simply
don't want to learn." He motioned towards the cars and continued: "You see these
people? in all these cars? I can guarantee you that they have come just to show off.
Friends, foreigners, yes, they come to visit, but the Mexican just wants to show off when
they come or remember his or her patrimony then." Looking at me directly now, the
custodian stated in conclusion: "They [referring to the earlier family]? They just came to
tire out their kids. It is as I said, but now you see it for yourself… It's sad, but that is the
way it is here in our Mexico...."

Mexico is a country that is famous for its past and a great number of archaeological
zones await a national and international public almost every day of the week. People
come from all over the world to see these remains and Mexicans know this. They, having
grown up in a country that exalts its pre-Columbian heritage actively, come to their
archaeological zones, museums, and historical places to see their past, to learn, and to
have a good time also, aware as they are of their government's agenda. Conscious of the
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country’s past, they visit the sites for more of their own reasons, or do they?

Figure 1.1: Entering Teotihuacan.
In the vignette that recounts the family arriving at the major archaeological zone a
question arises as to whether Mexicans visit archaeological zones willingly and for the
‘right’ reasons. The custodian, who grants admission at the site, doubts their intentions
and suggests that they are not at all interested in seeing the past. He has, of course, spent
a considerable time at the zone and has observed plenty of people to justify his opinion.
He might be accurate, therefore, in levying this critique. He may also, however, critique
the family because he is a worker of the state and the family does not conform exactly to
what the state purports the proper use of an archaeological zone to be, which is education.
The main question that emerges from this encounter is: Are Mexicans at all interested in
their past and what is this sense of past? Other associated questions are: Who has the last
word on what the past is? Why are some Mexicans interested in the past and others are
not? What is the past? Why does it matter, or does it? And, how they should behave at a
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place where the past is presented and what should they learn there?
In this dissertation, I wish to explore how the present relates to the past and vice
versa. I want to know how the nation-state plays a role in this and aim to examine the
dynamics of nation-state formation in the representation of an archaeological site. Many
people have asked and are asking these questions currently and do so within the context
of a greatly globalizing world (Abu El-Haj 2001; Boswell 1999; Breglia 2006; Castañeda
1996; Díaz-Andreu and Champion 1996; Dietler 1994, 1998; Handler 1991; Handler and
Gable 1997; Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983; Kohl 1998; Leone 2005; Lowenthal 1985;
Tunbridge 1996; Webmoor 2007).
When scholars acknowledge the importance of the relationship of past and present,
this is often undertaken with reference to the force of nation-state formation (Abrams
1988; Anderson 1991; Alonso 1988, 1994, 2004; Bernal 1979; Breglia 2006; Castañeda
1996; Ferry 2005; Florescano 1997; García-Canclini 1995; Gordillo 2004; Gramsci 1971;
Gutiérrez 1999; Hernández Castillo 2001; Joseph and Nugent 1994; Lomnitz 2001;
Lorenzo 1982; Olick and Robins 1998; Nugent 1993; Rappaport 1990, 1994; Roseberry
1989; Trouillot 1995; Williams 1977), but this works only partially. There are aspects of
archaeological sites that are more complex than the nation-state formation analytical
perspective would suggest and they are important to acknowledge so as not to remain
with an overriding emphasis on ideology (Abrams 1988; Alonso 1988, 1994; Scott 1985).
I argue thus, that the nation-state formation perspective is not entirely effective for the
analysis of an archaeological site and hope to demonstrate that there is more that forms
an archaeological site than just the nation-state. I look at the relationship of the nation-
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state and the archaeological past to understand how it unfolds as an interactive sphere. I
do not desire to question or deny the relevance of the relationship between the past and
the present, or state that nation-state formation is irrelevant. Rather, I want to query their
defining bases and explain how a notion of materiality interacts with the forces of
ideology. It is my belief that just as it would be inaccurate to say that Mexicans do not
share some interest in the past, it would be untrue to argue that those Mexicans who care
about their past do so only because of a strongly nationalistic state agenda.

HECHO EN TEOTIHUACAN/MADE IN TEOTIHUACAN

Figure 1.2: Teotihuacan as depicted on a postcard.
This is a story about Teotihuacan. Teotihuacan is, to briefly introduce the site, a
place that is known as "the place where men became gods" (Sahagún in Gallegos Ruiz
1997:53). It lies evident, accessible, and approachable as a 'zone of archaeological
monuments' in the center of Mexico and is open every day to a large, Mexican and
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foreign, socially, ethnically, and educationally diverse, stratified and general public. It
operates also as an ideal site for nation-state formation for many reasons, but forces of
diversity, such as tourism, spirituality, and archaeology, influence the site as well.
From October 2002 to September 2003, I undertook ethnographic fieldwork there
and at two other sites (the National Museum of Anthropology and the Zone of
Archaeological Monuments of Tula) and explored the on-site dynamics of a zone of
archaeological monuments and their relationship to the nation-state. I looked at the site,
but also considered closely the people and the nation-state as they are in conjunction,
albeit not always in harmony, a complex site of nation-state formation and individual
imagination and diversity.
Located about 48 km north of Mexico City -the modern capital of Mexico- (Figure
1.3), Teotihuacan sits amidst a green and more or less idyllic, rural countryside (see
Figure 1.2). Built in a valley that is encapsulated by three mountain ranges, the ancient
city provides an attractive destination for those who want to escape the hustle and bustle
of the capital city or simply want to spend a day of leisure in the Mexican countryside
(Figure 1.2). Occupied from approximately 100 B.C.E. to C.E. 600-700, the eight square
kilometers of remnant ‘ruins’ that are visible today constitute only the ancient city's civic
and ceremonial center.
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Figure 1.3: Field site location.
Countless groups of Mexican schoolchildren, families, friends, business associates,
and hosts of international visitors arrive and enter through one of the five archaeological
zone's entry gates every day (Figure 1.1). Strolling along the four kilometers of the
principal avenue, the Street of the Dead (Figure 1.4), they encounter structures of stone,
murals, and stone figures that are rich in symbolism. They may descend into some of the
site's habitational complexes or ascend its pyramidal bases or drink in the magnificent
view from atop the Pyramid of the Moon. Seated there 42 m high, one can, looking south,
see the urban axis that aligns the pyramidal bases and the surrounding palace complexes
(Figure 1.4). The Pyramid of the Sun commands attention at the center of the scene and
many ascend its 246 steps to come approx. 63 m closer to the sun. To the south, visitors
may enter the Ciudadela, where stairways, pyramidal bases, and walls envelop a space
that is open. A central altar features in the middle of the plaza and, hidden at the back,
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one can find a dramatically decorated temple with stone heads emerging from the
stairways' edgings and plumed serpents depicting friezes with seashells. Together, these
decorative elements identify this structure as the meaningful Temple of the Plumed
Serpent (Quetzalcoatl)- a building at which sacrifices took place and lie recorded. Around
the site, palaces and residential compounds provide the visitors with additional
opportunities to catch a glimpse of this ancient past and speak to the imagination. The
site's architecture visible from on high and art found throughout suggest that this place
was a highly complex, urban, and socially-organized locus of considerable importance—
a mixture of cosmology and science, if one is to believe the explanations offered on-site.
Large and impressive, the site is recognizable today as the city of Teotihuacan but it
has become so only since later Mexica times. Nahua speakers are known to have
inhabited the surrounding area after the city's original abandonment and up until after the
Spanish Conquest (1519-1521) (Cowgill 1992; León Portilla 1979) and they named the
site (Boone 2000; Codex Chimalpopoca 1975; Codex Xolotl 1980). At present, no
indigenous group exists that can claim a direct line of descent from the civilization, or
city, that is largely defined in archaeological terms as the city of Teotihuacan (López
Austin and López Luján 2001). The lack of an original name and of a surviving sense of
indigeneity has not hindered some people or certain groups from creating a sense of
original ownership, however, and this has only increased Teotihuacan’s visibility and
relevance.
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Figure 1.4: Plan of the “Zone of Archaeological Monuments of Teotihuacan.”
Every year, a steady flow of national and international tourists arrive at Teotihuacan
and ascend the Pyramid of the Sun to see what the site is all about. They come and make
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the city what it is today and articulate in a number of ways with the site (Figure 1.5). The
mere mention of the city's name -in actuality a post-abandonment Spanishized Nahuatl
word- conjures up images of great pyramids. Its visually stunning architecture is depicted
in school and text books around the world (Secretaria de Educación Pública 1993, 1995a,
1995b, 1995c; Fagan 1989:188-189, 2001:1; Jurmain et al. 1990:554-555; Haviland et al.
2005:295; Renfrew and Bahn 1996:68, 86-87), and the site features prominently in
tourism books on Mexico everywhere (e.g. Fodor’s 2008; Lonely Planet 2006).

Figure 1.5: Visitors at Teotihuacan with the Pyramid of the Moon in the background.
Archaeologist Brian Fagan refers to the site in his Oxford Companion to
Archaeology as "[o]ne of the most impressive archaeological sites in the world; it is a
place the existence of which has never been forgotten" (Fagan 1996:708), and thus carves
out a special place for Teotihuacan. The protection of UNESCO, which made
Teotihuacan a World Heritage Site in 1987, illustrates as well that Teotihuacan is
extremely important and that it now forms a part of the patrimony of all humanity.
Monumental and important, Teotihuacan is, thus, now and long after its original
construction, an iconic center of principal proportions.
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But, how does one approach a place that is so centrally located in the imaginations
of the people and that lies so closely at the nexus of archaeology, nationalism, and state
formation? How can one describe and explain a place as Teotihuacan most adequately?
In recognizing a fundamental correspondence with a complex ritual, such as the
potlatch or kula among the Northwest Coast and Melanesian societies, and conforming to
the time-tested principle of parsimony, I began to conceptualize Teotihuacan as a "total
social phenomenon" (Mauss 1950 [1924-1925]). Inspired by the writings of Marcel
Mauss, I coined a new concept: the "total site.”
I define the total site as a social-geographical location, understood in its
contemporary and historical context, in which a great many parts of the larger sociocultural whole are articulated and subject to a process of socio-cultural interpretation. I
present the "total site" concept as a heuristic device and address its utility in the
untangling of the multiple and diverse relationships and processes that compose the site
or zone of Teotihuacan.
But what more is a total site? What are its advantages in studying a place like
Teotihuacan? What does it contribute to an understanding of nation-state formation and
the past with its specific sets of archaeological remains?
In the following section, I explain briefly what the Maussian concept of "total social
phenomenon" is and introduce the reader to its applicability for the study of the
archaeological past and its relationship with the nation-state. Then, I provide some
background on how the past has been theorized and comment upon nation-state formation
theory. I also explain how Mexico is often depicted and conclude the chapter with an
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overview of the dissertation's structure.

AN ETHNOGRAPHER'S DIG-KIT

Through the thicket of current theorizing, I reach back to the forefathers who have
done brilliant work, which continues to provide insight. In looking for a way to analyze
the observed relationships between archaeology, nation-state formation, and nationalism,
I draw upon Marcel Mauss’s The Gift. Maussian scholarship has for several decades
affected anthropology greatly. Many of Mauss’s original concepts - such as 'habitus' and
'technologies of self'- have ended up impacting the way anthropologists study,
conceptualize, and interpret culture, although these terms have often been associated with
other theorists, such as Pierre Bourdieu (1977) and Michel Foucault (1977), respectively
(James 1998:20; Schlanger 1998). Today, however, Maussian scholarship appears to be
en vogue again and social theorists have been, from a variety of directions, turning to
what Mauss had to say on a number of topics (Godelier 1999; James and Allen 1998;
Meskell 2004; Myers 2006; Miller 1995; Sykes 2005; Weiner 1992; Yengoyan 2002). It
is evident from these writings that his ideas, among them those regarding the gift, have
passed the test of time and are certain to inspire others yet to come.
I should note that while a number of scholars have questioned and/or refined
particular findings regarding Mauss's ideas on gift giving (e.g. Godelier 1999; Testart
1998), I am not exactly concerned here with the Maussian interpretation of gift exchange.
I focus, instead, on the concept and methodology of "total," as he uses it in his
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description of "the system of 'total services'" or simply "total services."

The ‘total social phenomenon’
In a short and meaningful essay entitled in English The Gift: The Form and Reason
for Exchange in Archaic Societies (2001 [1990]), Marcel Mauss writes about the custom
of gift exchange in four different societies. He seeks to comprehend one of the most
elementary ways of forming social relations and begins his Essai sur le Don (1950 [19241925]) with a succinct outline of the essay's objectives. He writes: "The subject is clear.
In Scandinavian civilization, and in a good number of others, exchanges and contracts
take place in the form of presents; in theory these are voluntary, in reality they are given
and reciprocated obligatorily" (2001:3). To prove that gifting is indeed "constrained and
self-interested" (2001:3), Mauss examines the potlatch of the North American Northwest
Coast Indian societies and the gift exchange customs among native cultures from
Polynesia, the Andaman Islands, and Melanesia. He finds that a "rule of legality and selfinterest...compels the gift that has been received to be obligatorily reciprocated" (Mauss
2001:3) in these societies and uses this realization to affirm the idea that the gift
exchange is not an isolated, free, or strictly singular event.
To be precise, Mauss signals at the outset of his argument that gift exchange is not
neutral and involves a number of aspects that tie the gift exchange to the larger society by
describing the gift exchange as a "total social phenomenon." He explains it as "an
institution" in which
"all kinds of institutions are given expression at one and the same time-religious,
juridical, and moral, which relate to both politics and the family; likewise economic
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ones, which suppose special forms of production and consumption, or rather, of
performing total services and of distribution..." (2001:3).
He notes, moreover, that gift exchange is never only an exchange of gifts and specifies in
his conclusion "regarding general sociology and morality" (2001:78) that:
"The facts that we have studied are all, if we may be allowed the expression, total
social facts, or if one wishes-although we do not like the word-general ones. That is
to say, in certain cases they involve the totality of society and its institutions
(potlatch, clans confronting one another, tribes visiting one another, etc.), and in
other cases only a very large number of institutions, particularly when these
exchanges and contracts rather concern the individual. All these phenomena are at
the same time juridical, economic, religious, and even aesthetic and morphological,
etc....Thus these are more than themes, more than the bare bones of institutions,
more than complex institutions, even more than systems of institutions, even more
than systems of institutions divided, for example, into religion, law, economy, etc.
They are whole 'entities,’ entire social systems, the functioning of which we have
attempted to describe. We have looked at societies in their dynamic or physiological
state. We have not studied them as if they were motionless, in a static state, or as if
they were corpses...It is by considering the whole entity that we could perceive what
is essential, the way everything moves, the living aspect, the fleeting moment when
society, or men, become sentimentally aware of themselves and of their situation in
relation to others... In our opinion, nothing is more urgent or more fruitful than this
study of total social facts. It has a double advantage. Firstly, there is the advantage
of generality...But above all such a study has the advantage of reality" (2001:78-80).
What emerges from these lines, however, is still at best only a "vague concept of the 'total
social fact'" (Gofman 1998:63) and one does not obtain much more than a general
explanation of what the gift exchange entails or effects. What is the Maussian concept of
"totale"? What does Mauss mean when he describes the gift exchange as a "total social
phenomenon"? What does the term propose in theory and methodology? Is there a
relationship between culture and power that is visible in the analysis of Mauss's gift
exchange and that can provide useful insight into the process of nation-state formation
and it relationship with archaeological remains and the discipline of archaeology?
Mauss’s writings are often conflated with the scholarship of Emile Durkheim, and I
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want to provide a brief explanation of the differences between both scholars so that one
can appreciate the advantages of Mauss's study of the so-called 'social fact' as he
describes it. Mauss was driven by a typical Durkheimian interest in and study of the
"social fact" (Bohannan and Glazer 1988), but, as Mauss himself writes, he studied the
social mechanism of giving and receiving as a part of a larger project which was aimed at
understanding "the organization of contractual law and the system of total economic
services operating between the various sections or subgroups that make up so-called
primitive societies" (2001:3). His approach differed from that of his teacher and uncle
Emile Durkheim, as I wished to indicate already with the a foregoing lengthy quotation
on the nature of the gift exchange.
Aram Yengoyan writes in an illustrative review essay that both scholars differ in
three significant ways. He writes:
"If Durkheim's writings on religion represent a version of Enlightenment thought, it
is clear that Mauss had reservations on the idea of the universality of the sacred and
also Durkheim's commitment to religion of the sacred and as a coherent system"
(2002:336).
He adds subsequently that:
"Another point of departure between Durkheim and Mauss is in the contrast
between form and matter. If form or structure was paramount in Durkheim's
perspective, Mauss's approach stresses matter or content . . . Mauss's insistence on
substance as a means of understanding a particular cultural logic was dedicated to
the conviction that understanding form was essentially secondary to
comprehending the inner values and meanings, societies and cultures through
differing historical trajectories" (2002:336).
Finally, Yengoyan notes:
"The third major departure from Durkheim comes in Mauss's creation of categories
that had theoretical and comparative importance . . . Mauss conceptualizes the total
human being as the locus in which all relationships emanate from an impact on how
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the self/person/body is constituted . . . Not only was this a significant departure from
Durkheim's homo duplex (social facts versus psychological facts), but it also
insisted on the fact that the totality of complex relationships cannot be fully grasped
and understood from a purely abstract theoretical framework, a la Durkheim"
(2002:336).
In sum, Mauss's approach to "social facts," such as the gift exchange, was
characterized by a concern with the material and social relationships of the social
phenomenon. He paid attention to the emotional bonding process that occurs also and
respected thus the inevitabilities of cultural change and cultural continuity that exist in
every society. He entails the involvement of various aspects and actors that compose the
social phenomenon of the discussion, and satisfies, thus, both the personal and the real
and lived, and analytical needs of highlighting a social institution. By exhibiting the
phenomenon in this way, he is able to lift it -in this case the gift exchange- from its
analytical boundaries and analyze the underlying assumptions that build the
phenomenon's context and substance. Mauss follows, then, the process of cultural and
social behavior through all of its extremes and examines the gift exchange as an object
and a subject.
Mauss explains the gift exchange as a 'total social phenomenon' to emphasize both
form and concept, but depicts the analytical and social necessities of society and
scientists at the same time. He provides, thus, a truly reflexive method of analysis and
analyzes the complex phenomenon while using both the concept and the phenomenon as
a tool of analysis. Mauss achieves this to illustrate the same way the gift is given and
returned and it makes the point that a gift exchange continues elegantly. He exhibits and
explains by exemplifying through his method of analysis what the gift exchange is. By
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mimicking the gift exchange process, he makes the point of circularity and continuation
clear and underlines the use of referring to the gift exchange as a 'total social
phenomenon:' it involves not only all of society, but also the analyst-in other words, a full
cycle is provided.
Mauss obtained the idea of circularity and continuity from the gift exchange and it
is useful to explain this in some detail and in his words. He examines the gift exchange
among four "archaic" societies and discovers that:
"The institution of 'total services' does not merely carry with it the obligation to
reciprocate presents received. It also supposes two other obligations just as
important: the obligation . . . to give presents, and . . . to receive them" (2001:13).
After exploring the Maori terms hau and taonga, Mauss uncovers their sense of social
contract. He writes:
"The taonga and all goods termed strictly personal possess a hau, a spiritual power.
You give me one of them, and I pass it on to a third party; he gives another to me in
turn, because he is impelled to do so by the hau my present possesses. I, for my part,
am obliged to give you that thing because I must return to you what is in reality the
effect of the hau of your taonga" (2001:11).
He mentions thus that because the "power resides in the object given," "the invitation
must be returned" (2001:65) and it is this which "causes its recipient to pay it back"
(Mauss 2001:3). Mauss elaborates that:
"In this system of ideas one clearly and logically realizes that one must give back to
another person what is really part and parcel of his nature and substance, because to
accept something from somebody is to accept some part of his spiritual essence, of
his soul" (2001:12).
Mauss adds: "What imposes obligation in the present received and exchanged, is
the fact that the thing received is not inactive. Even when it has been abandoned by the
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giver, it still possesses something of him" (2001:12). He writes: "Gifts circulate,...with
the certainty that they will be reciprocated. Their 'surety' lies in the quality of the thing
given, which is itself that surety" (2001:36). Finding, thus, that "it is not individuals, but
collectivities that impose obligations of exchange and contract upon each other" (2001:5),
he observes that power resides in the object as well as in the subject.
He illustrates that the gift exchange comes full circle, and continues, but does not
end his argument by explaining the gifting of one or another object to the same or another
person. Instead, Mauss provides insight into the incongruencies and incoherences that
characterize gift exchange and that are somewhat irresolvable. He notes that this also
forms part of giving gifts and that it lies in the nature of all 'social facts.' He relates
continuity and circularity to moments of incongruency and incoherence. He reflects upon
the importance of these conditions of process and depends upon the experience of
individuals to understand this aspect of the social fact. He notes, however, that it is
important to integrate the element of relatedness and incongruency into the theoretical
explanation, and is able to cast the gift exchange as a "total social phenomenon" for that
reason.
He uncovers that gift exchange is a complex 'fact' and figures out how it requires
the intricate discussion of social and individual relationships. He is able to develop a
successful explanatory model and facilitates an explanation by developing the "total
social phenomenon" concept. It is important to remember this and to realize that Mauss's
concept of the 'total social phenomenon' helps him analyze three important aspects of the
phenomenon: 1) the relationships between the people who are involved in the immediate
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'social fact,' 2) the power of the object over the 'social fact,' and 3) the role of the greater
social group, as a collective, which may or may not be involved directly in the 'social
fact' at hand and that exert some kind of power over the ‘social fact.’ The detailed
concern with process as well as with matter and content is what enables Mauss to explain
the gift exchange fully and to move it beyond its restrictive analytical bounds as a
concept or as an individual gift exchange. His method of analysis, which posits the gift
exchange as a reflexive and dynamic process, opens up, in other words, the possibility of
unveiling the complex and multi-layered process that constitutes the phenomenon and
that relates many other phenomena to this principal phenomenon in society. It is,
specifically, by following the object through the process of gifting that Mauss can
provide an analysis of interpretation, and achieves such an intricate and insightful
analysis.

The total site
The advantages of a focus on totality for the analysis of archaeological sites are
several. First, there is a sense of diversity and hegemony that becomes possible and is
made apparent. Because of the inclusion of the many sociocultural, material, and
ideological processes in the discussion of the site’s meaning for the nation and the state,
the aspects that extend beyond the nation-state in meaning and in purpose become
obvious. This widens the analysis of an archaeological site, which benefits a further
comprehension of how an archaeological site works and operates as a complex location
in the nation-state. An archaeological site like Teotihuacan is not just a place for or of
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nation-state formation and it consists of a diversity of purposes, which are not always
congruent with one and another. By focusing on totality, the aspects of hegemony can be
explained and examined.
There is also an emphasis on a notion of materiality that makes the total site concept
attractive for the analysis of an archaeological site. Mauss traces the object through its
subject natures —in the sense that he examines how it is used and created by and among
people— and obtains a full idea of how an object as subject and object and its purposes
are constituted. This idea of materiality, which as Miller defines in his study on
materiality is “the study of human social and environmental relationships through
evidence of people's constructions of their material world" (Miller 1983:5), works
especially well at an archaeological site. An archaeological site is a place that is first and
foremost materially constituted and engenders a range of meanings originating with those
of materiality, but is not always described in those ways in the representation and nationstate literatures. I should note here that with materiality I am not referring to any kind of
essentialist idea of materialism. I do not mean to suggest that Teotihuacan has something
inherent to it that facilitates its kind of materiality to survive per se. Rather, I argue that it
is important to look at the conceptualization of materiality in process to understand how
the place has emerged and exists in people’s actions and discourse. Attention to a sense
of materiality enables thus the full picture of Teotihuacan to emerge with its subject and
object relationships as they are kept alive in the socio-cultural imagination.
Finally, there is a focus on place in the total site that binds the theoretical aspects of
diversity and materiality with a concept of totality and that explains how a place can be
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seen in multiple and socially-constituting ways. Henri Lefebvre, in his book Production
of Space (1991), discusses the point of producing space. Noting that space is an area of
continual production, he identifies three fields that constitute it and suggests a conceptual
triad. He names the areas ‘spatial practice,’ the ‘representation of space,’ and
‘representational spaces’ and explains them as follows. He writes:
1) Spatial practice, which embraces production and reproduction, and the particular
locations and spatial sets characteristic of each social formation. Spatial practice
ensures continuity and some degree of social cohesion. In terms of social space,
and of each member of a given society’s relationship to that space, this cohesion
implies a guaranteed level of competence and a specific level of performance.
2) Representations of space, which are tied to the relations of production and to the
‘order’ which those relations impose, and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes,
and to ‘frontal’ relations.
3) Representational spaces, embodying complex symbolisms, sometimes coded,
sometimes not, linked to the clandestine or underground side of social life, as also
to art (which may come eventually to be defined less as a code of space than as a
code of representational spaces) (1991:33; italics in original).
Noting thus that space “'incorporates' social actions, the actions of subjects both
individual and collective who are born and who die, who suffer and who act" (1991:33),
Lefebvre indicates that a variety of notions of identity form space and that space is never
an entirely individual aspect. He states: “[A]ll 'subjects' are situated in a space in which
they must either recognize themselves or lose themselves, as space which they may both
enjoy and modify" (1991:35). This idea of wholeness and space reflects the senses of
totality, complexity, and diversity that Mauss proposes and works to understand how an
archaeological site features in the imagination as a space of diversity and materiality,
which is something that does not always come across in the existing literature.
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NATIONALISM, STATE FORMATION, AND ARCHAEOLOGY

Nation-state formation is a field of study that has developed over the last thirty or
forty years. Much has been written on the topic, and from this literature it is clear that the
nation-state formation process is a complex one, is difficult to analyze and study (Abrams
1988; Anderson 1991; Alonso 1994; Boswell 1999; Roseberry 1989; Smith 1999), and
has something to do with history and/or archaeology. Historians Ernest Gellner and
Benedict Anderson wrote in the 1980’s on the topic of nation-state formation and they
explained initially that nations had a great deal to do with “will” (Gellner 1983:1-62),
“shared culture” (Gellner 1983:1-62), or “imagined political community-and imagined as
both inherently limited and sovereign" (Anderson 1991:6). They provide some insights
on the notions of nationalism, and Gellner notes that nations are contingent upon
nationalism and result from the development of nationalism. They conform to a
“nationalist principle,” he argues, and he defines this as “primarily a political principle,
which holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent” (1983:1). He
illustrates that the feature exists solely in industrial societies and identifies, thus, the
existence of nation-states and nationalism entirely with modernity. In so doing, he
disassociates not only the correct and dynamic articulation of nation and state, but also
ignores the connection that exists between history and archaeology. He says little about
the time periods that occurred before the supposed emergence of the nation-state.
Benedict Anderson examines the “anomaly of nationalism” (1991:4) and writes,
somewhat more effectively, about the notions of ‘nationalism,’ ‘nationality.’ He notes
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that ‘nationhood’ is "notoriously difficult to define, let alone to analyse" (1991:3) and
states in this regard that "one tends unconsciously to hypostasize the existence of
Nationalism-with-a-big-N...and then classify 'it' as an ideology" (Anderson 1991:5). He
finds that the nation is imagined because "the members of even the smallest nation will
never know most of their fellow-members" (1991:6) and stipulates that the community
feeling stems from the sharing of cultural roots—“the nation is always conceived as a
deep, horizontal comradeship" (1991:7). He traces them to the presence of a particular
history. He says the following about this history and identifies archaeology in no
uncertain terms as a major catalyst in the making of a nation-state. He writes:
"colonial regimes began attaching themselves [sic] to antiquity as much as conquest,
originally for quite straightforward Marchiavellian-legalistic reasons. As time passed,
however, there was less and less openly brutal talk about the right of conquest, and
more and more effort to create alternative legitimacies. More and more Europeans were
being born in Southeast Asia, and being tempted to make it their home. Monumental
archaeology, increasingly linked to tourism, allowed the state to appear as the guardian
of a generalized, but also local, Tradition. The old sacred sites were to be incorporated
into the map of the colony, and their ancient prestige (which, if this had disappeared, as
it often had, the state would attempt to revive) draped around the mappers. This
paradoxical situation is nicely illustrated by the fact that the reconstructed monuments
often had smartly laid-out lawns around them, and always explanatory tablets,
complete with datings, planted here and there. Moreover, they were to be kept empty of
people, except for perambulatory tourists (no religious ceremonies or pilgrimages, so
far as possible). Museumized this way, they were repositioned as regalia for a secular
colonial state" (1991:182-183; italics in original).
He recognizes thus the representation and display of archaeological remains as important
mechanisms in establishing the legitimacy of the colonial regimes and describes the map,
the census, and the museum as key "institutions of power" (1991:163). He writes that
these are the "way in which the colonial state imagined its dominion-the nature of the
human beings it ruled, the geography of its domain, and the legitimacy of its ancestors"
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(1991:164) and that "post-independence states, which exhibited marked continuities with
their colonial predecessors, inherited this form of political museumizing" (1991:183). He
describes thus a commemorative use for archaeological remains and suggests that they
function especially as a type of monument in the construction of a post-colonial identity.
Others in this area exhibit a similar emphasis and stress the relationships between
nation-states and archaeological remains as much of this literature explores such topics.
For example, Quetzil Castañeda’s examination of how “the Maya have been and are
(re)invented as a ‘culture’ and as a ‘civilization’” (1996:1) illustrates how there is a
history and discourse of talking about the Maya, but that this is often done
problematically. He critiques in particular the forces of tourism and nation-state
formation and also argues against the archaeological way of representing and explaining
the ancient Maya. Castañeda discusses that the representation of today’s Maya at the site
of Chichén Itzá has been one of “invention” (1996:1), “interaction, collusion, mutual
influence, and even opposition” (1996:9), and likens both the place of Chichén Itzá and
its process of representation to a “Museum of Maya Culture” (Castañeda 1996). He
explains that this concept has a “dual thesis” that refers to “culture [a]s text and text [a]s
culture” (1996:10) and describes it as a
“locus of the strategic organization of knowledge and deployment of practices in
which the multiple guises of the West are realized (made real) through the
‘mysterious’ difference of a Maya otherness textualized and experienced as culture
and civilization” (1996:13).
In explaining how his own cross-cultural roots contributed to the formulation of his
research question, he provides some interesting information, but mentions little or
nothing about the effects of his nation-states, which are multiple if we are to believe his
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autobiography, on the process of nation-state formation representation and his
representation of the Maya’s representation among the Maya and the greater world. This
damages, in my opinion, his interpretation of the Maya past and leads to the tracing of
Maya representation by the nation-state as an entirely external and imposed affair. The
absence of a straightforward and archaeological –in its sense of the original discipline,
not in that of Foucault with his “archaeology of knowledge” (1970)— discussion of how
the site and its exhibition formed as a result of Maya politics and survival over time is
remarkable. It indicates that he prefers to see the issue of representation as a matter of
colonization and an attempt to establish a different postcolonial identity; a fact he
confirms when he refers to the need to do some critical analysis of colonial discourse
(1996:135).
Michael Dietler describes “the manipulation” (1994) and “monumentalization”
(1998) of Celtic oppida –fortified hilltop settlements- in France and explains the
importance of being “self-critical” (1994:599). He notes that one must adopt an
“awareness of the ramifications and historical situation of one’s work” (1994:597) and
writes (1994:584) that he has “an interest” in the examination of the ways in which
archaeology has been appropriated or collaborated in “these ‘invented traditions
(Hobsbawm 1983).” He mentions Benedict Anderson and his concept of imagined
communities, but includes little discussion of how people themselves feel about the
process of “manipulation” and “monumentalization.” In addition, the term monument
already carries a significant charge of history and a sense of elitist leadership (Hung
1995; Osborne 2004; Savage 1997) that make the term less than ideal for the examination
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of how archaeological remains are celebrated and exalted in specific and to some extent
strategic ways. He also does not elaborate on the interest or its effects upon his own
archaeological research, which as he already notes would be self-critical. His relationship
with certain efforts of “monumentalization” remains unclear, thus, and this makes the
idea of analyzing a set of archaeological remains and their representation as merely an
effort of monumentalization unattractive.
Lisa Breglia (2006) similarly evokes an idea of monumentalism, although she refers
to “monumental ambivalence” in the study of archaeological zones/sites Chichén Itzá and
Chunchucmil in Yucatán, Mexico. She writes that she traces the “ambivalence toward
archaeological ruins as it is articulated by a series of social actors and institutions”
(2006:6). Clarifying her notion of ambivalence, she states that the “site of monumental
ambivalence is located not within the ruins themselves (as material cultural icons) but
rather in the historical interplay between territorial assertations of the nation over its
patrimonial resources and the intervention of private interests seeking to benefit from
those same resources” (2006:7). It is unclear what she means exactly with her concept of
monumental, but one does get the idea that it, as in the case of Dietler’s sense of
monumentalization, refers to an elite and nation-state agenda as to how the
archaeological site should be considered. The law-based nature of Breglia’s discussion
and her location of origin of notions of ambivalence in local conceptions suggest that she
to some extent pivots the local versus the national and appears to prefer to remain within
that narrow dichotomy. This situation might also, however, be due to the specific
legalistic nature of Chichén Itzá and Chunchucmil, which is quite different from that of
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Teotihuacan, which exists as a site that is belonging to the state and that has no local
surviving community nearby nor a group that can claim direct descent.
Richard Handler and Eric Gable explore the museologization of the historical site
Colonial Williamsburg and explain that they are interested in its “social history” (1997).
They consider the fact that history is no longer “clean,” and explain that it is not a clear
and simple subject any longer. They are interested metaphorically-speaking in a “dirtier”
past and relate the site’s slave history to a message of consumerism and identity struggle.
Writing that they desire to investigate “to what extent have radical messages of new
social history become common belief and practice?” (Handler and Gable 1997:8), they
observe that museums are usually not seen as active “social arenas” and suggest that they
should be so understood. They propose, therefore, a view of the site’s “total social life”
and include the place’s institutional life as well as its interactions between public and
personnel, and the personnel amongst themselves, but admit that this goal was overly
ambitious (1997:1-26). They include the educational guides and consider the staff
members who work on the objects and artifacts displayed at the site, but unable to fulfill
their entire premise of holism only address the way in which Black history is represented
and neglected. Their work stands out, however, because they do draw attention to the
aspects of holism and totalism and because they mention that most studies of museums
concern themselves only with the already produced messages, and that one must look
beyond these.
These works, and others like them in the field of nation-state formation and the use
of the past, emphasize the constructive nature of the past and acknowledge people’s
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participation in this process, and emphasize the effect of ideology. The themes of
colonialism and independence are common in the literature and the use of the past as a
trope of identity building and legitimization is frequent in this scholarship. They do not
always illustrate, however, what the importance of materiality is and scholars do little to
outline the limits of representation and presentation. There even exists an active critique
against the study of the material (Abrams 1988).
In 1977, Philip Abrams wrote a conference paper, which has since then been
adopted intellectually by a recent generation of nation-state formation theorists (Alonso
1988, 1994; Joseph and Nugent 1994), stating that ‘the state’ must be studied as a system
and an idea. He searched for a way to understand the state. Hoping to come to terms with
the ways in which the state had been studied thus far, Abrams observed that:
"We [the scholars studying the state] have come to take the state for granted as an
object of political practice and political analysis while remaining quite
spectacularly unclear as to what the state is" (1988:59).
Adding that we "are variously urged to respect the state, or smash the state or study the
state” (1988:59), he finds it is important to realize that the state "is not the reality behind
the mask, but the mask itself" (Abrams 1988:58). He writes:
"In other words the state emerges from these studies as an ideological thing. It
can be understood as the device in terms of which subjection is legitimated; and
as an ideological thing it can actually be shown to work like that" (1988: 68).
He describes 'the state' as "a third-order object, an ideological project” (1988:76)
and recognizes it "first and foremost an exercise in legitimation" (1988:76). He explains
that the study of the state as “a material object of study” must be abandoned (Abrams
1988:75) and states that "[t]he study of the state, seen thus, would begin with the cardinal
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activity involved in the serious presentation of the state; the legitimating of the
illegitimate (1988:76).” He concludes that "[t]he task . . . is to demystify; and in this
context that means attending to the senses in which the state does not exist rather than to
those in which it does" (1988:82). Recommending historical analysis for this purpose, he
urges the analysis of everyday reality versus that which the political and official forces of
power project and describe. He emphasizes, in particular, that it is important to
understand the structural and the ideological ways of constructing the state, and indicates
thus that one must distinguish between the state as system and as idea.
The study of ideology, as Abrams stipulates it, and as others have carried it out, in
part because of Foucault’s work on representation and presentation (1970), led to much
of the attention to the relationship of power and knowledge, which became a big trend in
anthropology. This has been effective on the whole, but it is not clear what its limitations
are. In terms of the archaeological remains that survive in situ, and which I studied at
Teotihuacan to comprehend the forces of representation and presentation, a number of
questions continued to emerge that I could not answer satisfactorily with the nation-state
formation paradigm initially. For example, what part does a person play in the
construction of the nation state and in one’s sense of past? What role does an
archaeologist play in this construction of ideology, who is and is not an ‘agent of the
state’? Are they engaged in the same practices as scientists as they are as persons? What
about the public? Are they merely the general public who receives the past and consumes
it for the sake of the nation-state or is an archaeologist influential in this respect or does
the public (in both collective and individual terms) play a more complex and attenuated
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role? What is the relationship between a set of archaeological remains, the public, and the
archaeologists? Finally, what is the role of the people who work in the vicinity of a set of
archaeological remains or at an officially-recognized site, and how do these relationships
function with the people who visit the archaeological remains?
In the field, I noticed thus that a number of terms existed by which anthropologists
and archaeologists refer to the site—Teotihuacan— or any kind of archaeological site, for
that matter and realized these were problematic in a number of ways. Some proved
effective at the outset for an analysis of nation-state formation at Teotihuacan, but
eventually had to be discarded. I review them here briefly to give an idea of how the
relationship between nation-state formation and the representation of an archaeological
site occurred as I saw it happen at Teotihuacan.

Existing terms
Of course, the first term draws from archaeologists, who utilize the term
archaeological site for Teotihuacan and apply this to places like Colonial Williamsburg
(Handler and Gable 1997), Annapolis (Leone 2005), or any other small or big place
which features archaeological remains. Referring to places of earlier habitation and use or
indexing the existing material remains in place, archaeologists employ the term
diagnostically, however, and this makes it a less than ideal concept for nation-state
formation analysis. The term archaeological site is not always a neatly defined category,
however, but does refer to a "place where artifacts, features, structures, and organic and
environmental remains are found together" (Renfrew and Bahn 1996:46). Serving, as
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professional terms are wont to do, for professional purposes principally, the term makes
for a rather restricted use and it is less effective in the field of nation-state formation
analysis and its tracing of the relationship with the archaeological past. In addition, the
term archaeological site in Mexico is primarily reserved for pre-Hispanic sites as the law
stipulates that anything constructed after 1899 falls under the protection of the National
Institute of the Fine Arts and anything before to the National Institute of Anthropology
and History (Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, or INAH) (Ley Federal sobre
Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972). The term
archaeological site is not useable in a full legal sense for historical and modern places,
although there are, of course, archaeologists who are interested in and undertake research
at sites that they call archaeological sites and which are either or both historic and preHispanic in nature. The term is nonetheless not ideal for the purposes of analyzing
nation-state formation.
Similarly, the term ‘archaeological zone’ leaves something to be desired. In practice
and in theory, an archaeological zone, or zona in Spanish and for short as the local
workers, administrators, archaeologists, and community members often refer to the site,
is circumscribed in Mexico as an area of investigation, conservation, dissemination,
education, and celebration (Bernal 1979; Ley Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas
Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972; Ley Orgánica del Instituto Nacional de
Antropología e Historia 1986; Olivé Negrete 1995; Plan de Manejo 2003; Reglamento de
la Ley Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1993).
Legally, it is defined as a zone of (pre-Hispanic) archaeological monuments (Ley Federal
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sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972) and the term
archaeological zone is used only on a daily basis. It contains much more than a simple set
of archaeological remains, however, and entails the administrative structures, the
legislation, the museologization, and the entire framework of concepts that accompany a
place with archaeological remains that are set out for the public. Today, only 177
archaeological zones of many registered (approx. 40,000) and unregistered (estimated at
around 450,000) sites are open to the public in Mexico. Further, it is important to know
that in order to open, or operate an archaeological site open to the public as an
archaeological zone, the site must have been researched for four to five years and feature
areas that have been consolidated and stabilized for tourism. Funds are required also as is
the personnel to maintain and attend to areas and public. There is a, moreover, a
hierarchy of zones. Depending largely on the facilities, services available on-site, and the
size and unique features of the site, the site might fall into the categories AAA, AA, or A
(in descending order of importance)—designation determining ticket price. Teotihuacan
is one of five AAA sites (Monte Albán, Chichén Itzá, Tulum, and Palenque being the
others in Oaxaca, Yucatán, Quintana Roo, and Chiapas, respectively) and it features thus
as a key site and symbol for the nation-state. The term archaeological zone has had a
reasonably long history of use in Mexico, and was first employed by Porfirio Díaz who
designated the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan in 1907. A problem with the name is,
however, that it is tied up with that of monumentality and that it is quite common in
Mexico as an administrative category, but not likely to be heard of beyond the confines of
the actual archaeological zone. The designation can thus not be used for the purposes of
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nation-state formation analysis and its relationship with archaeological remains.
Another term that exists and one that is used frequently in the literature on nationstate formation and representation of the past is that of heritage site. The term heritage
site is particularly common in the United Kingdom and the United States, where it refers
to a place with a sense of belonging (Karp and Lavine 1991; Lowenthal 1985). Heritage
sites, often, stand out and are unique for their role either in history or in preservation. In
the United States, they are frequently historical sites (e.g. Colonial Williamsburg,
Annapolis), while in the United Kingdom they seem to refer to prehistoric sites and
Viking-age sites (e.g. Jorvik) as well. Of course, it is important here to remember that
prehistoric in the United Kingdom refers to something else than what that is in the United
States.
Heritage is a complex term, because it entails feelings and emotions, but it refers to
something concrete also. According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, the term heritage
refers to "what is or may be inherited; inherited circumstances or benefits; (fig.) portion
allotted to anybody" (1982:467). In Mexico, I heard no one refer to the word heritage, or
herencia as it would be in Spanish, but many spoke of patrimonio, which has a set of
unique connotations. The Concise Oxford Dictionary refers to the word patrimony as
"property inherited from one's father or ancestors, heritage (lit, or fig.); endowment of
church" (1982:751), whereas heritage is said to mean “what is or may be inherited;
inherited circumstances or benefits, portion allotted to anybody” (1982:467). According
to the UNESCO, heritage refers to
“…our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what we pass on to
future generations. Our cultural and natural heritage are both irreplaceable sources
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of life and inspiration. Places as unique and diverse as the wilds of East Africa’s
Serengeti, the Pyramids of Egypt, the Great Barrier Reef in Australia and the
Baroque cathedrals of Latin America make up our world’s heritage. What makes
the concept of World Heritage exceptional is its universal application. World
Heritage sites belong to all the peoples of the world, irrespective of the territory
on which they are located”
(From .unesco.org/en/about/)
There is thus a stronger connotation of property and patrilineage in the word
patrimony, and this has to do with the idea of patrimony as being something concrete that
passes down from one's father or ancestors. Elizabeth Ferry (2005) in her study on
patrimony and Guadalajaran mines confirms this and indicates that patrimony has roots in
European law. At Teotihuacan, the term patrimony was taken by those individuals that I
interviewed on the topic to refer to the nation-state and to that which the nation-state
owns, but holds in trust for future generations and the operation of the nation-state as a
whole. The problem with the term heritage is that it does not contain this unique sense of
ownership, these visitors pointed out, and does not include the more specific claims of
property and lineage that lie inherent in the nation-state as well. Heritage, thus, does not
include the Mexican sense of real and emotive ownership and does not work for a full
analysis of Teotihuacan in spite of its applicability as a World Heritage site.
The term ‘tourism site’ has a related problem, and could be used if it were not for
this aspect, as it so often is in the academic literature (Berger 2006; Mireles Contreras
and Morales Segura 1989). In recent years, tourism has become an important source of
income in Mexico and exerts some considerable force as it does now almost everywhere.
There are sites that are now considered tourism sites, but not all entail archaeological
remains. In Mexico, many or certain archaeological sites, however, have de facto become
tourism sites and Teotihuacan is such an example. Yet, when one contemplates a place as
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a tourism sites academically, it becomes clear that much of the focus falls either upon its
facilities (Mireles Contreras and Morales Segura 1989), its host-guest dynamics (Smith
1989), or on the tourists' gaze (Urry 1990). Teotihuacan is of course a tourism site and it
is important to consider this aspect. No analysis of Teotihuacan would be complete
without a consideration of any of its politics as subsequent chapters intend to illustrate.
To remain, however, at the level of evaluating tourism facilities at the site, such as public
resting areas, restaurant, and the variety of tour guides is not at enough; it provides little
information on the relationship of tourism with nation-state formation, which as Berger
(2006) indicates, is often absent.
There is also a preference for referring to archaeological sites or zones open to the
public as “open-air museums” (e.g. Handler and Gable 1997; Masry 1994) or outdoor
classrooms (Jameson 1997), but this is problematic at Teotihuacan because it refers only
to a specific use and a narrow realm of professionalism. In Mexico, the term open-air
museum is used by museum educators and site educational officers only, and I have not
seen it used in the professional literature on Mexico's nation-state formation and the
representation of archaeological remains, although the term is used by professionals in
discussions of heritage politics outside of Mexico. The fact that archaeological sites or
zones are or can be displayed as open-air museums is of course an important fact to
consider, but it is not enough to say that archaeological sites or zones are equal to openair museums. Museums require the staging of a story and display artifacts according to
that story (Hooper-Greenhill 2000; Pearce 1990). Archaeological zones or sites do neither
and, generally, call more for an enhancement, often in the form of handrails, signage, and
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minor rearranging in the sense of placing an entrance way at the location of a ceremonial
center, for example, but archaeological zones or sites should be considered first and
foremost a site of archaeological remains. Formulated and subsequently found in situ, the
remains have remained in place and where possible are kept there to survive in situ and
so serve their purpose. The museum is, as it were, built around these remains and when
artifacts are displayed this is usually done in a site museum that is open to the public, but
tends to take the shape of a traditional museum: closed and/or covered. The term open-air
museum creates thus a certain amount of confusion, especially because a site museum is
usually built upon the premises of an archaeological site or zone, and would be difficult
to accommodate theoretically if the entire site is analyzed as an open-air museum. The
same goes by and large for the term outdoors classroom, as this term is only used in the
educational sphere, and not everyone comes to the site to have an educational experience
or lesson.
Finally, there is in the writing on nation-state formation and representation of the
past reference to monumentality and a comparison of an archaeological site to a
monument or a set of monuments. The problem is that, in general, the term monument
refers to an earlier or a stagnant moment of time, and serves to indicate certain places or
constructions of importance. Actual monuments are almost always described as being
powerful in structure and in meaning, and can assume a variety of shapes or formats.
They may have words, phrases, carvings, drawings, and colors on them, and can be
identified with the creative force that made them. Meant to be reminders or indicators of
what is to be remembered (Hung 1995; Huyssen 1999; Nelson and Olin 2003; Savage
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1997), they are often associated with a certain sense of power and are thus considered to
be at least to some extent synonymous with their larger message. From the literature on
monument building (Huyssen 1999; Grant 2001; Nelson and Olin 2003), archaeology
(Osborne 2004), and history (Agostoni 2003; Tenorio-Trillo 1996), it is unclear when the
tradition of monument building began, although it does reference strongly the Latin verb
monere, which means to mind, and the noun monumentum meaning reminder, memory,
or memento. There is thus a strong connotation of a structure or something physical in
nature that is important and that stems from the past. Today, we use the word in English
to refer specifically to: 1) anything erected to preserve a memory, or 2) a landmark in the
history of creative work (The Concise Oxford Dictionary 1982:656). For nation-state
formation purposes and theorizing, the term 'monument' has become related especially
with the nation-state and theorists often discuss the relationship and its formation in terms
of the nation-state. In those cases, monumentality is often discussed to address the use of
history by those in power (Agostoni 2003; Dietler 1994, 1998; García-Canclini 1995;
Tenorio-Trillo 1996) or to understand the marginalization of those out of power (Savage
1997). Monuments are recognized in this literature as useful instruments to help establish
a form of rule (Grant 2001) and are used to analyze both this form of rule and the means
by which it has been established. Typically, the interest orients itself towards the forms of
rule that exist and research has veered away from the actual monument itself.
Representation and the force of power and knowledge are now important (Grant 2001;
Nelson and Olin 2003; Savage 1997), and one can speak of a monument studies trend
(e.g. Huyssen 1999; Nelson and Olin 2003; Savage 1997) but this is different from how
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monuments are studied by archaeologists.
In the archaeological literature, monuments have been studied to understand the
past and the present. Studied as instruments, monuments -or public architecture as most
archaeologists would refer to such entities- form a part of the larger picture, and are
studied to understand the workings of a past society (e.g. Barrett 1990; Thomas 1990;
Trigger 1990). They are almost never the exclusive focus. Analysts may be interested in
certain buildings or monuments and study these, but this will always be in conjunction
with other, more predominant questions, such as what is the relationship of this
monument with the landscape (Osborne 2004), or what is symbolized in this monument
that tells me something about the broader culture or the decline of a culture (Grove 1981).
In that respect, the days of monument hunting, which used to be the pastime of
archaeologists and early explorers, have ended, and monuments now command attention
as a topic of interest, among many others.
In Mexico, one sees that monuments have been studied a great deal in the past and
some of these activities were not always under the most legitimate of circumstances. The
term monument has this connotation now and can be associated with ideas of looting and
grave-robbing, as they are seen as something of financial worth. This started to change in
Porfirian times and monuments were then even built purposefully by the government
(Agostoni 2003). This contributed to the extension of an idea of monumentality and
monuments became then also a public and modern work. Archaeological research began
to professionalize and the nation's archaeological remains became protected as
monuments under the penalty of law. Monuments started to play an important role at this
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time, and Teotihuacan was one of them.
The term monument provides an idea of static-ness and force that cannot be
associated with Teotihuacan. Teotihuacan is not static and does not represent merely
something of the past. Archaeologists and visitors, for example, visit the site and have
different ideas as to what they are doing there. They imagine the place in an active way
and inscribe their desires into the place as is visible in the terms that they use. Monument
captures only that one sense of the past and that there are other processes of significance
making present make it a problematic term. The term monument freezes Teotihuacan
unduly and relegates the place to a remote past.
In the common use of Teotihuacan, there is also a term that would seem applicable
at first for any archaeological site in Mexico, but that is particularly applied to
Teotihuacan. This term is “the pyramids” and it is often applied to capture the sense of
hearts and minds that people feel at Teotihuacan. Apparently, the site’s architectural
structures exude a range of auras that warrants this name. In general, pyramids are
considered to be important and enigmatic structures. They attract, as Lynn Meskell writes
in her book Object Worlds in Ancient Egypt: Material Biographies Past and Present
(2004), the attention of many people and are considered to be fortuitous. Visited and put
on display in museums and places everywhere -such as the Luxor casino at Las Vegas,
which is what Meskell describes-, pyramids acquired great fame when Napoleon
Bonaparte organized an expedition to the pyramids of Egypt. They are also characterized
as "longing for transcendence and permanence" (Meskell 2004:209 and 211). Finding
that "[t]he pyramid, as a shape, supposedly exudes its own force," Meskell observes that
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it "offer[s] visitors weird and wonderful experiences of alterity, and perhaps luck"
(Meskell 2004:211). Large, old, and decaying, the "pyramids" of Teotihuacan are
important for many of the same reasons; yet, one cannot use the term for analytical
purposes even if the concept of the pyramid has played an important role in Mexico.
Octavio Paz writes in a literary critique on the role of the past in present Mexico
entitled The Other Mexico: Critique of the Pyramid that the pyramid is as an "archaic
archetype of the world" and "a life-generating space" (Paz 1985[1972]:294-295). Noting
that a "Mesoamerican pyramid" is also "Mexico's archetype" (1985:323), he states that it
is not a good metaphor. He writes that the pyramid-depiction projects a broad base and an
exclusive elite on top as the social acceptable norm and this is problematic. Paz pens his
essay just after the Tlatelolco massacres, which is when the government crushed a student
protest violently leading to the death of many. His finding fault with the pyramid
idolization as it occurs in Mexico, suggests that the existing social structure and abuse
must stop. Asking "Why have we sought Mexico's archetype among those pre-Hispanic
ruins?" Paz finds that Mexicans "should learn to dissolve the idols, should learn to
dissolve them within our own selves. We must learn to be like the air, a liberated dream"
(1985:325). Paz finds fault further as he writes in his earlier essay, the Labyrinth of
Solitude, that Mexicans are obsessed with form. He explains that Mexicans love Form
because of their "Spanish and Indian heritages" and suggests it is the cause for their sense
of traditionalism as well. He describes the love for Form as a "fondness for ceremony,
formulas, and order" (1985:32) and insinuates that there is something artificial and
vacuous to it (1985:44). Thus, whereas pyramids have an attractive shape look solid and
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trustworthy, it is not a useful term to apply in the analysis of an archaeological site and
the nation-state. With the majority of weight closest to the ground and the remainder of
the weight pushing down upon what already lies down below, the pyramid's design and
shape inspires a sense of security and safety. Yet, it does not serve as a suitable name for
a place like Teotihuacan, because it elicits too many problems and pits a dichotomy of
intellectualism versus the people.
To date, not a great deal of research exists yet on a specific archaeological site and
not a lot of work has been done on a site's role in the nation-state formation process
(though see Abu El-Haj 2001; Breglia 2006; Castañeda 1996; Handler and Gable 1997;
Leone 2005; Silverman 2002). Nonetheless, there appears to be much focus on the
actions of the nation-state and the nature of archaeology as being nationalistic or the
archaeological remains as being represented strategically. As I have illustrated above,
much of the focus of nationalism and nation-state formation studies remains solely on
museums, which as created exhibit spaces inevitably stage or illustrate a clear story of
visual and textual representation (Karp and Lavine 1991). Archaeological sites are
different in that they are stories that unfolded in situ first and then became exhibited
spaces in later years. These differences are incredibly important and must be investigated
if one is to understand an archaeological zone correctly and if one is to appreciate the role
of a set of archaeological remains in the larger nation-state formation process, which is
often presented as being great and significant.

MEXICO LINDO Y QUERIDO
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Mexico is a country that is known and recognized for its past and its sense of the
past and it is probably for that reason that it has been such a part of the nation-state
formation theory (Anderson 1991; Alonso 1994). Much research has been done on
Mexico and certain periods of time are said to stand out in terms of Mexico’s process of
nation-state formation. Periods that can be characterized as formative for the nation-state
formation process are the pre-Columbian period (33,000 BCE-1521 CE), the struggle of
Independence (1810-1876), the Porfiriato (1876-1911), and the Revolution (1910-1920)
(Beezley, English, and French 1994; Bernal 1979; Cosío Villegas et al. 1981; Ferry 2005;
Florescano 1997; García-Canclini 1995; Gutiérrez 1999; López Austin and López Luján
2001; Nugent 1993; Miller 1985; Morales-Moreno 2002; Tenorio-Trillo 1996). Known,
recognized, and celebrated as important moments of nation-state formation, they are
considered to be crucial ingredients for the process of nation-state formation also. Each
period is associated with certain trends of nation-state formation and the theme of using a
past emerges from almost each period.
For example, the use of Mexica remains stands out in several ways and forms such
topic of debate among historians, writers, and nation-state formation theorists (Alonso
2004; García-Canclini 1995; Lomnitz 2001; Paz 1985; Tenorio-Trillo 1996; Wolf 1999).
Tenorio-Trillo, for example, mentions that Mexica remains were particularly popular in
the time of the Porfiriato as it provided the dictatorship with the means of promoting a
country to an international audience. He describes Mexico’s participation in the World
Fairs as an attempt to foment modernity and notes that the country fronted an ‘Aztec
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Palace’ in the 1889 fair in Paris, which was designed and exhibited as a curious mix of
universal values with Mexican characteristics, many of which were archaeological and
Mexica in origin. He remarks, furthermore, that this past was celebrated strategically.
The designers chose to exalt a Mexica teocalli (temple) and cast a number of statues,
among which was that of the fallen Mexica hero Cuauhtémoc, rather than incorporating
several different pre-Columbian cultures, as had been proposed in the planning stage.
The exhibition of this past thus at the World Fair illustrates that Mexico conceived of
itself, or at least desired to project an image, as a modern nation with a unique and mostly
Mexica past. This exemplifies not only the importance of a past, but illustrates that in
Mexico the past is often political and a matter of intense debate.
The Independence period is remarked upon similarly in the literature on nation-state
formation and the use of the past in Mexico and scholars have explained it abundantly
(Anderson 1991; Bernal 1979; Ferry 2005; García-Canclini 1995; Lorenzo 1982;
Morales-Moreno 2002) as a period of time during which creoles and mestizo elites turned
to the past to justify and motivate a fight for independence. Morales-Moreno (2002), for
example, comments upon the visitation of creoles and mestizos to the National Museum
to see the Mexica monoliths that had been excavated in 1791. These had been placed on
exhibit by the Spanish Crown and were reburied again shortly after as a response to their
popularity. It was not to make a difference as Independence appeared immanent and
creole and mestizo leaders used these remains to found a new and national museum of
natural history (Morales-Moreno 2002).
The Mexican Revolution culminated in a great interest in the past as well and
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scholars point out that school teachers, the government, and artists flocked in great
numbers to the past to celebrate and examine it. Often, this was the Mexica past and it is
this heritage that appears so abundantly in the nation’s national and regional museums
and archaeological zones (e.g. Museo Nacional de Antropología (MNA) Tula,
Teotihuacan), as some scholars have illustrated (Alonso 2004; García-Canclini 1995; Paz
1985).
In short, clear evidence exists in the nation-state formation history of Mexico that
the past is useable for actual nation-state formation purposes and that the past has been
used to provide a convenient and constructive way to build a common identity. Yet,
while nation-state formation theory illustrates and narrates this fact, it also seems to want
to foreground the idea when it speaks of Mexico.
Nation-state formation literature focuses upon Mexico, where remains are often
impressive and/or monumental, for this reason. Much is frequently said about
incorporation of history and archaeology in Mexico, and particular sets of archaeological
remains stand out in this respect. Alonso identifies, for example, in her article on nationstate formation that Mexico is a nation that is particularly effective in employing history
and archaeology as strategies of nation-state formation (1994). In another article she
makes that same point and, while it must be acknowledged that she is a Mexicanist, her
emphasis on Mexico in her Annual Review article (1994) may serve to suggest that
Mexico enjoys some special status among nation-states, but it must be recognized that all
nation-states to some extent utilize the past, being that the process of forming a nationstate formation by definition entails the constitution and living of a past (Anderson 1991).
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Ferry comments upon the status of Mexico as well by suggesting in her analysis of
“patrimony, value, and collectivity in contemporary Mexico” (2005) that Mexico is a
“rich opportunity” for examining questions of “commodity production…state formation
and economic activity” (2005:17). Coincidently, concerned with the notion of patrimony,
or patrimonio in Spanish, she notes that Mexico has European roots when it comes to
ideas of property, patrimony, and value, although she acknowledges that there may be
relationships with pre-Columbian understandings. She suggests that these relationships
must be examined more closely (2005:16) and continues with a European-oriented
exploration to illustrate that Mexico is “one of the countries with the most extensive
legislation concerning cultural properties and [one with] the strongest connection
between the material traces of the past and the nation” (2005:212). She notes in this sense
that Mexico is unique.
Anderson comments upon Mexico also and similarly when he remarks in his now
classic discussion of nationalism, nationality, and nationhood that Mexico is to some
extent emblematic and conceives of the past uniquely. He notes that Mexico is one of the
New World countries to adopt a self-conscious indigenismo, and that it uses archaeology,
history, and the country’s archaeological remains for that reason. He explains it is a
matter of inheritance and national independence (1991:196-198) and utilizes Mexico as
an example in his book on nationhood politics.
There is thus a general trend among researchers on nation-state formation processes
and on Mexico that suggests a necessity to recognize the modernity of the nation-state
formation in Mexico and to comment upon its use of history and archaeology. What is
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not acknowledged or explored sufficiently, however, in these literatures is the
relationship between history and archaeology, which is in some ways only a matter of
rhetorical and scholarly discussion (Lightfoot 1995; López Austin and López Luján
2000a). They create the impression that Mexico is one of the world's most nationalistic
nations and that this is entirely a result of the nation-state’s choice and design.
Archaeology and nation-state formation processes are almost always conceptualized
as being intimately connected. In countries with a great deal of archaeology and
archaeological remains, this connection is seen as being strong and overbearing. Bruce
Trigger explains, for example, that Mexico is a “nationalist” country (1984). He writes as
follows:
“In Mexico, since the Revolution of 1910, it has been official policy to encourage
archaeologists to increase knowledge and public awareness of the pre-Hispanic
civilizations of that country. This is done to promote national unity by glorifying
Mexico’s past and honouring the achievements of the native people who constitute a
large part of the population. It is also intended to assert Mexico’s cultural
distinctiveness to the rest of the world. An important part of this policy is the
development of major archaeological sites as open-air museums for the entertainment
and instruction of Mexicans and tourists alike (Lorenzo 1981; Bernal 1980:160-89)”
(1984:359).
He cites the studies of Jose Luis Lorenzo (1982)2 and Ignacio Bernal (1979) who are both
Mexican archaeologists who have written much on the use of archaeology in Mexico, and
who have noted emphatically that archaeology in Mexico has developed in conjunction
with the nation-state. Beginning their accounts of archaeology and Mexico with the
moment of colonization, however, they explain that there is a major difference in the way
that archaeology is done in Mexico and in the United States, and this makes all the

2

I refer to the same sources, even if publication years differ slightly.
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difference. Bernal describes that the interest in the past in the United States lies in the fact
that it is a country with an intellectual curiosity and that in Mexico it is a matter of
heritage, or patrimonio. Lorenzo explains that the difference is a result of different
colonizing strategies –one being a settler philosophy and the other a conquest and
invasion mindset- that was in part necessitated or contributed to by the differing socioorganizational natures of the native peoples encountered in the New World –hunter and
gatherers and early agriculturalists versus complex societies such as the Mexica and Inca.
Lorenzo also notes that important differences existed between the originating
philosophies of the colonizers- Protestant liberalism, individualism, and mercantilism
versus Catholic religious fervor, hierarchy and serfdom, and plain resource extraction
(Lorenzo 1982). Bernal and Lorenzo comment thus upon the important relationship of
discourse and practice, and signal it to be important. This is absent in the analysis of
Trigger. Lorenzo and Bernal are able to recognize and accommodate a variety of forces
that affect the relationship between archaeology and the nation-state, and explain the use
of the past by the Mexican nation-state as more than mere glorification and past
exaltation. They suggest that the nation-state is a process and illustrate that it is an idea as
well as a necessity. Explaining the importance of protective legislation and the
development of a Mexican archaeology, they come to the conclusion that it is important
to acknowledge a country’s need to have a proper tradition of scientific study and not be
overrun completely by foreigners. They do not illustrate, however, how the Mexican
people themselves think about these issues and themselves and how this is important for
the study of the nation-state, anthropology, and the use of the past.
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Other archaeologists have commented upon the use of archaeology and
archaeological remains for the purpose of nation-state formation as well and have done so
in other countries (Dietler 1994; Fowler 1987; Kohl 1998; Patterson 1995, 1996; Schmidt
and Thomas 1995; Silverman 2002; Trigger 1980, 1984, 1989). When they write on the
uses of the past outside of Mexico, however, they often do from an Anglo-American
perspective that is characterized, on the one hand, by a New Archaeology-type of
dedication to science and neutrality and, on the other hand, by a concern for public
archaeology. These traditions stand apart from those that exist in other countries and it
encourages the idea that Mexico and Mexican archaeology are governed exclusively by
the state. Often only the way is analyzed in which the discipline has been made to play a
role in the nation-state formation process, which are portrayed as the result of nation-state
formation only (Fowler 1987; Kohl 1998; Patterson 1995, 1996; Schmidt and Thomas
1995; Trigger 1980, 1984, 1989). This is in part a circular argument and provides little
purchase upon the subject. Concluding either simply that each country has its own
tradition as a result of its own history and reality, or insinuating to some extent that
Mexico and its archaeology and archaeological remains are somehow tainted and do not
follow a set of neutrally-oriented scientific and modernly reasoned rules is not effective.
Inside Mexico, there are archaeologists and anthropologists who write about these
topics of nation-state formation and archaeological site representation as well. They
acknowledge, on the whole, that anthropology is involved with the state, but argue that
this is due to the country's tradition of using the past, which extends backwards into preColumbian times and is a result of current historical and social realities as a colonial and
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post-colonial country (Bernal 1979; Florescano 1997; Gándara 1992; Krotz 1991; Litvak
King 1985; Lorenzo 1982; Nalda 2001; Olivé Negrete 1981; Vázquez León 1996).
Recognizing or perhaps mitigating an inevitability of having to do this, some refer to a
"social archaeology" (Gándara 1992; Politis 1999), which constitutes an academic
discipline of archaeology that also aims to meet a social need. Most archaeologists and
anthropologist in Mexico lament the manners in which the National Institute of
Anthropology and History, which is the sole and exclusively government-founded and
funded institution that oversees all aspects of archaeology and a considerable amount of
anthropology and history, achieves a strict government monopoly (Krotz 1991; OyuelaCayceda 1994; Vázquez León 1996). They admit and discuss this as a problem, but
recognize that it is a matter of history, current social conditions, and a process of identity
and heritage formation. It is interesting to note, however, that not one archaeologist
addresses or acknowledges explicitly the possibility of their own research having been
compromised in some way, shape, or form by the nation-state formation process or
suggests a clear way by which this could happen.
In general, the fact that INAH controls all aspects of archaeology (permitting,
funding, researching, and still to some extent teaching) is in the nation-state formation
and the use of archaeology literatures a frequent tool with which these literatures
illustrate that the past, present, and archaeology in Mexico are matters of nation-state
formation. That INAH’s founding occurred at a time of aggressive nation-building and
that it was shaped as a federal and social-educational institution, relating to the Mexican
Revolution of 1910, have facilitated this somewhat historically foregone conclusion and
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has served to justify the continuation of the perspective. One must wonder, however,
what the content is of this INAH control and how it is exercised. What is its exact
relationship with the nation-state formation process? What are the nation-state and its
processes of forming and theorizing anyway?
When I went into the field, I wanted to see what ‘nationalism’ and ‘state formation’
in Mexico were, how they were related, and whether Mexico was really that
exceptionally nationalistic. What was the role of a specific set of archaeological remains
in this process was another question I desired to answer, as this has as of yet been little
explored (Abu El-Haj 2001; Breglia 2006; Castañeda 1996; Dietler 1994, 1998; Handler
and Gable 1997; Silverman 2002). Extant literature on the use of archaeology and
archaeological remains is focused generally on the exaltation of remains, but pays little
attention to specific sites and their role in the nation-state formation process. In Mexico,
the centralist and clearly enigmatic, material evidence of the Mexica heritage is often
acknowledged and described (Florescano 1997; García-Canclini 1995; Moreno-Morales
2002; Oyueda Cayceda 1994; Paz 1985), but little to nothing is said about other
archaeological traditions. Some work on the marginalization of Maya perspectives and
culture within the centralist nation-state formation process does exist (Breglia 2006;
Castañeda 1996), but much is necessary at other sites and with other cultural traditions to
understand their incorporation or lack thereof into the nation-state. I found, moreover, in
the writings of the aforementioned archaeologists, especially those writing from within
Mexico, a suggestion that this relation is not that simple and should, in fact, be rethought
(Litvak King 1985; Lorenzo 1982). I attempt to undertake this in this thesis by offering a
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total analysis of an archaeological site that features as diversely in the contemporary and
historical imagination. I set out to demonstrate in this examination that there are many
users and uses of the past in Mexico. It is important to relate these things—site use and
site user—because it appears to be common to imagine relationships to have formed
strategically, politically, or tactically. There is clearly an emphasis in the existing
literature on the use of the past to represent the past as being manipulable (Dietler 1994),
although there is not always a complete analysis of how this has taken place. For
example, Alonso (1988) identifies in terms of Mexico that the past is often used
strategically and ideologically. Writers, such as Eric Hobsbawm and Dennis Ranger
explain, moreover, that the past is ‘invented’ and David Lowenthal even suggests it is a
‘foreign country’ (1985). It would, however, be incorrect to state and understand the
relationship of past and present in this way, and to refrain from seeing the relationships as
being formed in a particular place, time, and discursive and practical environment and
experience. In other words, I found that there are some shortcomings in the literature on
the process of nation-state formation, and I discovered that they have affected the
representation of Mexico as a traditionalist country as well as the disciplines of
archaeology as a dogmatic affair.

DISSERTATION STRUCTURE

The dissertation provides an examination of the ways in which the nation-state
interacts with specific sets of archaeological remains and entails people as well as the
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nation-state as a system. For the purposes of discussion, I have divided the analysis into
six mutually constitutive chapters.
Chapter 1, as I have illustrated here, introduces the dissertation's main theoretical
concepts. In Chapter 2, I present a discussion of my methods and narrate my arrival to the
field. Chapter 3 forms a presentation of Teotihuacan’s history. I explain what differences
there are in the time periods and examine how Teotihuacan became a ‘zone of
archaeological monuments’ that figures so diversely today. I introduce the concept of
history and illustrate the complexity of Teotihuacan from a historical and nation-state
formation perspective.
I expand upon these notions of historicity and nation-state formation in Chapters 4
as I discuss what the discursive aspects of the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan are. I
examine the shape and contents of the discourse (Georgakopoulou and Goutsos 1997),
that I found on-site, and consider Teotihuacan as an exhibitionary complex (Bennett
1995), or open-air museum. I reveal in this process the complexities of representation at
Teotihuacan and indicate that in the process of nation-state formation the site is not a
singular place that serves only for a strict sense of nation-state formation purpose.
In Chapter 5, I explore why people come to the government-directed site of
Teotihuacan and focus on the question of what the general public does at the ‘zone of
archaeological monuments.’ I examine their variety of uses and find that the diversity that
exist in people’s actions and interrelationships to the nation-state indicates that the
nation-state is not alone in assigning a purpose to the archaeological zone and that the
archaeological zone cannot be described only as a place of nation-state formation.
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Chapter 6 forms the conclusion and I wish to make the point there by reconnecting
the separate strands of the different chapters that a totally-, or more holistically-, oriented
analysis has facilitated a larger range of interests and site uses to emerge and that it is no
longer correct to assume or address solely the question of nation-state formation at an
archaeological site.
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CHAPTER 2: TOWARDS PLACE IN ETHNOGRAPHY: ARCHAEOLOGICAL
REMAINS AND COMMUNITIES
"I don't know anyone around here who would want to cross the desert just to see
the Pyramids" (Coelho 1988:55)
After spending the good part of a morning conversing with several tour guides to
understand their perspectives on archaeology, tourism, and their relationships with the
government, I felt reasonably confident that I was making some headway. I had just
begun to work with this group of guides and I seemed to be establishing rapport with
them quickly. Then, one of the older tour guides asked me abruptly: "Don't you have to
go to work?"
A bit startled, I smiled and said to him affirmatively: "I am." He frowned and
replied: "How so? The archaeologists are always running off somewhere, don't you have
to go too?" I began to reiterate what I had said when I introduced myself and my project
to these guides a few days ago: "No, I am interested in what you have to say. I am
researching tourism and archaeology, not doing archaeology." After exchanging glances
with his fellow guides, he probed further: "But aren't you an anthropologist?" "Yes, and
that is why I am here with you, talking to people." Shaking his head, he rebutted: "No.
That can't be right. Anthropologists study the Indians, the ethnicities. I am not Indian, so
you shouldn't be talking to me." As he turned away from me, he waived his arm in the
opposite direction of Teotihuacan and indicated: "You should go there to the mountains
and do your work there...that is where there are still Indians to study. How can you do
your studies here? Do your professors know you are doing this?"
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I plunged into a long explanation of how anthropology had changed and that we do
not really focus on native peoples exclusively anymore. We now undertake also other
topics of inquiry, I said, such as nationalism and tourism. I was making little progress,
however. The guides turned to each other and began to chat about the weather, whether
tourists would come soon, and what they intended to do later that day. As I made a last
attempt, and began to describe urban anthropology - this great new subdiscipline within
anthropology that looks at non-indigenous populations-, I lost my audience completely.
They all had been contracted and left with their own audiences. As they got going with
their families or tour groups that had contracted them, I sat down to jot down this
exchange.

In archaeology, a joke that is often told when one begins to excavate (while being
told not to worry) is that a wall will not be found until one hacks one's way through it. Of
course, one does worry a lot and goes about digging carefully. Yet, nine out of ten times,
the wall is breached accidentally and the method of trial and error proves to be the most
effective. It is true that hindsight provides some tools for understanding, just like jokes
can serve as interesting interludes and contain at least a grain of truth.
When I wrote the notes that capture the exchange narrated above, I experienced a
moment of doubt. I had just begun to work with the Ministry of Tourism (Secretaria de
Turismo, or SECTUR) tour guides at Teotihuacan and was uncertain whether I was going
about my study in the right way. I wondered whether the guides had taken offense at my
presence somehow and at my study. Had I marked them unwittingly as ‘Indians’? Was
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this why they had turned away from me? Were they even offended or did I interpret that
gesture wrongly? Should I explain that I was correct in my methods, had the right place,
and was going about my study in the right manner? I had had the urge to elucidate to
them that anthropology had now changed and that we no longer studied just the 'Indians,'
if ever we did. I wondered, however, if this would help, or create more friction and
misunderstanding? I wrote at the bottom of my notebook in big, fat letters: "Is this a
problem?"
Now, as I look back at this incident, I realize that I worried like anyone at the outset
of a new project does. Trial and error are normal parts of investigation and often provide
moments of insight that are worth their while. Indeed, it was only a few days later that I
overheard one of the tour guides, who had been part of the aforementioned conversation,
explain to another tour guide, who had not been part of this exchange, that anthropology
had changed and was no longer the study of 'Indians' only. He mentioned to his colleague
that anthropology now studied urban themes also, such as tourism and nationalism, and
that this was why I studied with them. I smiled and was comforted, as I came to
understand that this had been an instant of negotiation and the sharing of power,
knowledge, and culture.
In this chapter, I examine my fieldwork experiences and explore what I did, how I
did it, and what did or did not work. I reflect on some of the issues to come to an
understanding of how I arrived at the total site framework. I hope to demonstrate also that
in spite of a strong tradition of self-reflection in anthropology (Geertz 1973; Marcus and
Fisher 1986; Rabinow 1977; Rosaldo 1993), there is still a substantial amount of doubt
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and lack of clarity in terms of methods and methodology that are associated with the
carrying out of a research project, especially one that is focused upon the nation-state. I
begin with a recounting of my entrance into the fieldwork scene, elaborate on field
methods that were available to me via the existing literature on this topic, and continue
with a brief overview of what I actually did to obtain and analyze my field data.

THE EXPLORATORY TRENCH

Located in the center of Mexico, just north of Mexico City, the Valley of
Teotihuacan struck me as pleasantly rural (Figure 1.1) when I arrived in January, 2003.
Traveling from one of the largest cities in the world to begin the intensive period of onsite fieldwork, I looked forward to entering one of its oldest cities. I had left Bus Station
North an hour ago, and got to the primary Mesoamerican city by means of two modern
highways: # 85 and 132. The trip had offered peeks into villages which featured
picturesque plazas, some with market stalls displaying food, flowers, or other goods. I
had enjoyed the journey by bus because it had offered opportunities to gaze. I saw rows
of agave and found that chickens, cows, or horses in green milpas (agricultural plots)
brought the landscape alive to me in the most pleasant way. Having divided my time
between archival and ethnographic research in and outside the National Museum of
Anthropology and the INAH in Mexico City where I got my research started, I was eager
to leave the city now. Originally from Ezinge, a small Iron-Age terpdorp (still-inhabited
dwelling mound) in the rural north of The Netherlands, I looked forward to returning to
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the sense of calm, which I had grown accustomed to and associated with the countryside
(e.g. Mak 2001; Williams 1973). Familiar with "la provincia,” I wanted to be away from
the hustle and bustle of "la ciudad," "el D.F.," or least favorably, "el Detritus Federal."
Upon arriving, I stepped off the bus and crossed a cobblestone road, which
appeared to encircle "la zona arqueológica de Teotihuacan.” I walked up to the custodian
at what looked like a small entrance station and showed him my letters of introduction.
The custodian turned to the policeman standing nearby and together they perused the
letters. Sizing me up, they began to ask me questions: "Why are you here?" "What are
you coming to do?" "Where are you from?" "Who are these people that wrote these
letters?"
Without any indication of whether or not my answers satisfied their apparent
needs to know, the two granted me access and directed me to the administration building:
"Don't follow the public. You need to go right there halfway up the parking lot. See that
building out there to the left? That is the administration. It is not on the map, but you see
it, don't you? You must go there now and they will see how they can help you further."
Putting away my site map hastily, I looked up, nodded, and walked towards what the
guards indicated was the administration building.
At 'la administración,’ I met the director, the administrator, and the head of police.
They discussed the terms of my stay and the administrator cracked a smile as he picked
up his pen, which had been neatly aligned and lying between the telephone and his
notepad. He jotted down a short list: -letter of permission and free entry, -letter of
residency in the researchers' hostel, -key to room 2b. He said that he would have these
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items for me by 4 o'clock that afternoon and added that "la zona" closes every day at 6
pm and opens at 7 am every day of the week. I was expected to be in the hostel during
those times and to remain in the researchers' quarters until the zone opened the following
day. I listened and affirmed that I would come by at 4 pm to collect the three items, and
that I would not hesitate to contact him if I needed anything else, as he indicated his
availability and willingness to me. He confirmed and said that he looked forward to
seeing me at 4 pm. Because everything was now in order, he shook my hand and ushered
me gently out of his office.
Exiting the building, I headed over to the hostel and could not help but feel a bit
isolated. Bound by a road, hermetically sealed by a fence, and protected by the laws and
regulations that surround the place, I felt like I was arriving at some island or distant
shore. Cut off from time and space, so to speak in the "archaeological zone of
Teotihuacan," guarded by a corps of police guards, a crew of observant custodians, and a
number of on-site archaeologists, additional administrators, and a site director, I began to
feel like I had become part of a "little community" (Redfield 1963). Why did I feel like
the term of Robert Redfield (1963)—a term he used to describe his field site –the Mayan
village of Chan Kom in Yúcatan, Mexico— came upon me so many years and supposed
anthropological traditions (Nugent 1993:8; Wilcox 2004) later? What was the
relationship between going to the field and doing the actual fieldwork?

Scratching the surface
When I went into the field I did it with an expectation to recognize the nation-
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state. I realize now in retrospect that I set myself up for this kind of examination and
question of its use as an exclusive analytical frame. I will continue to narrate my arrival
scene to make this obvious, however.

Figure 2.1: UNESCO slabs at Teotihuacan.
As I had time to spare that day, I decided I would walk down to the Street of the
Dead and see what I could find. I had nowhere to go for several hours and it seemed like I
might as well get on with my tareas, or homework. I “gazed” (Urry 1990) around and as
I stood on the Street of the Dead, I let my eyes slide towards the Pyramids of the Sun and
the Moon. I felt a sense of relief from where I was before when I saw numerous visitors
walking around. Even on a quiet Monday morning it looked like there were enough
people to do some research. Then, I noticed a slab of cement. It lay before the stairs that
grant access to the Ciudadela (Figure 2.1) and I walked over to explore it. As I noticed it
being rectangular in form and made of bronze, I also saw that it consisted of two metal
plaques mounted onto two separate cement platforms located about 15 cm above the
ground. Stating that Teotihuacan was and is a World Heritage Site, I understood from
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reading them that the site had been designated so by the National Commission of the
Mexican United States for UNESCO in December of 1987. The signs confirmed that the
"Prehispanic City of Teotihuacan" was "cultural patrimony of humanity," and I felt
excited! My first sign of a type of nation-state formation!!
I pulled out my notebook and began to copy the text. I also drew the signs'
appearances, noted their location on a map of Teotihuacan that I had printed out precisely
for this reason, and took a photograph (Figure 2.1). I reminded myself immediately of the
plaques that I had seen in the National Museum of Anthropology and thought of two
quotations, in particular. One is located on the inside at the rotunda of the entrance lobby
in the museum. It reads:
THE MEXICAN PEOPLE RAISE THIS MONUMENT
IN HONOR OF THE ADMIRABLE CULTURES THAT FLOURISHED DURING
THE PRE-COLUMBIAN ERA IN REGIONS THAT ARE NOW TERRITORY OF THE REPUBLIC.
BEFORE THE TESTIMONIES OF THESE CULTURES, THE
MEXICO OF TODAY RENDERS HOMAGE TO THE INDIGENOUS MEXICO; IN ITS
EXAMPLE, THEY RECOGNIZE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ITS NATIONAL ORIGIN.
MEXICO CITY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1964
ADOLFO LÓPEZ MATEOS
PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

Another quotation, belonging to the poet and former Minister of Education Jaime Torres
Bodet, also popped into my mind. It states, equally strongly worded:
COURAGE AND CONFIDENCE BEFORE THE FUTURE
THE PUEBLOS FIND IN THE GRANDEUR OF THEIR PAST.
MEXICAN, CONTEMPLATE YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR OF THIS GRANDEUR.
VERIFY HERE, FOREIGNER, THE UNITY OF HUMAN DESTINY.
CIVILIZATIONS PASS: BUT IN MEN REMAINS ALWAYS
THE GLORY THAT OTHER MEN HAVE STRUGGLED TO ERECT THEM.
JAIME TORRES BODET

These quotations face each other in the entrance lobby of the MNA. Together, they make
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a strong statement of nation-state formation that the past is important and that one must
respect it as well as today’s nation-state (Figure 2.2). Exemplifying, further, the
nationalistic type of rhetoric that is often discussed as being present problematically at
the MNA (Alonso 2004; García-Canclini 1995; Paz 1985), the quotation contains also the
suggestion that a fierce agenda of nationalism is justifiable in the search of “courage and
confidence” (Rámirez Vázquez 1965; Moreno-Morales 2002; Solís 2001). I wondered, if
the same type of nationalist fervor and nation-state formation would be present at
Teotihuacan, and began to look in earnest once I had found what I at the time saw as a
sign of a certain nationalism or state formation process. Surely, I figured, I would be able
to find more examples of Mexican nation-state formation?
After writing down all the information that I could on the UNESCO sign and
having reminisced about my fieldwork at the MNA, I looked forwards and almost
immediately found another sign. On a small pedestal, located just outside the entrance
building at Gate 1, I saw another metal plaque. Upon reading it, I realized that it was a
mark of a Mexican nation-state formation process. It reads:
The licenciado Adolfo López Mateos
President of the Republic
visited on September 14, 1964, the
works of exploration and restoration
realized during his governance
in this archaeological zone.
It did not say much, but I got enthusiastic. It certainly looked good for me here at
Teotihuacan! Even the date and the president coincided with the quotations that I had
recovered from the MNA! "Hurrah!" I thought. I had found my first evidence of an
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official presence of the Mexican nation-state in the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan.
Surely, more was to follow, and this made me feel better. I had a good chance of piecing
together the parts on Mexico’s nation-state formation process and its relationships with
the archaeological past. I was now eager to meet the people of this ‘community’ and
realized that I would be able to reach beyond the boundaries that had been imposed upon
me by the lay-out of the site and the site administrator.
Interested in expanding the examination of nation-state formation and its relation to
the past, I had focused on Teotihuacan for its location at the center of the nation-state.
Armed with knowledge of nation-state formation theory, I had proceeded into the field
after several months at the National Museum of Anthropology and was eager to learn
about Mexico’s process of nation-state formation at this officially exhibited ‘zone of
archaeological monuments.’ I had reasoned that if archaeology and archaeological
remains played such a big role in the nation-state formation process, as a broad range of
literature appeared to suggest (Alonso 1994; Anderson 1991; Bernal 1979; Kaplan 1994;
Rappaport 1990, 1994; Tenorio-Trillo 1996), an archaeological site would provide an
excellent opportunity to observe and test that type of construction of the past. In fact, I
found much more and realize now that an archaeological site or zone like Teotihuacan
may not in fact adhere as strictly to the confines of a nation-state-oriented space as I had
first thought and I had to reflect upon my own arrival to come to terms with this: a
commonly-employed strategy in anthropology (Clifford 1973; Rosaldo 1993) and one
that is not uncommon in the study of nation-states either (Alonso 1988, 1994; Ferry 2005;
Nugent 1993). In this process, I realized on the one hand the important conceptual aspects
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of the concept of place (Lefebvre 1996) and became aware also of the emphasis on
colonization that exists in some of the nation-state formation theory (Alonso 1994;
Anderson 1991). As a formative aspect of nation-state formation, colonization features
frequently as a departure point for an analysis of nation-state formation. This bias appears
to be particularly common in the analysis of Mexico, as I already mentioned in Chapter 1,
and I began to question its veracity. To what extent is it an accurate conclusion or to what
extent is it a result of how one studies and enters into the field?
In reflecting upon my own entrance in retrospect, I realized that I was perhaps
overly eager to see the nation-state. I recognized the nation-state presence in the record of
a small and barely noticeable commemorative plaque on the President’s visit, and
elaborated in my mind upon the wording as if it was the MNA. The writing up of this
study has enabled me to become aware of my initial bias and drove me to reconsider my
strategies of analysis and fieldwork as well.

Analytical methods
Nation-state formation analysis is a complex field of study and only some
suggestions currently exist on how to go about the task. Anderson writes that the process
of nation-state formation is a historical process (Anderson 1991). In acknowledging the
difficulty of terms, he relates them, recommends their careful study, and notes that they
are "cultural artifacts" (1991:4). He states, most importantly, that they must be studied to
understand "how they have come into historical being" (1991:4) and suggests thus the
historical method.
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Roughly ten years later, anthropologist Ana Alonso expounds in an Annual Review
article on the topics of nation-state formation, nationalism, and ethnicity, that while much
has been written on these topics there is still a lot of "misplaced concreteness" (1994:379)
and finds that this situation leads to "an uncritical reproduction of common sense that
poses intellectual as well as political problems" (1994:379). Asking "what is the
relationship between common sense categories of experience and analytical concepts
developed in order to understand the processes that produce such categories and effect
their taken-for-grantedness" (1994:379), she advocates an improved way to study the
nation-state. She defines the state as both "the state system" and "the state idea"
(1994:380) and proposes an exploration of the state’s "cultural inscription.” (1994:380).
She steers away from Anderson’s definition, but mentions the influence of Antonio
Gramsci, who has, as she says, “an expanded and a narrow definition of the state” 3
(Alonso 1994:381). She notes that one must look at how
"hegemonic strategies, at once material and symbolic, produce the idea of the
state while concretizing the imagined community of the nation by articulating
spatial, bodily, and temporal matrixes through the everyday routines, rituals, and
policies of the state system" (1994:382).

In other words, she focuses on discourse and practice, and mentions the “effects” of
“trope.” In regards to Mexico, she writes:
"tropes of space and place are integral to Mexican nationalist discourses: the
nation is rendered real through a 'vast iconic structuring of 'public' social space'
that 'transforms what was once the terrain of local and regional autonomies into a
homogenized and nationalized domain, where an objectified official history
makes the presence of the state palpable in everyday life'" (Alonso 1988:41 in
3

The state as "government" equated with "functions by command and coercion" and "the state equated with
political society and civil society" (Alonso 1994: 381; see also Gramsci 1971).
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Alonso 1994:382).
She promotes the study of discourse and practice in addition to that of history and argues
they will provide an accurate idea of nation-state formation.
An earlier article by the same author (Alonso 1988) on the notions of "representation" and "community imagining" provides more insight into the interactions of
theory and examination, and how they can be studied. Illustrating at the outset of the
article, which reports on an ethnographic study of a small rural village in Chihuahua,
Mexico, that histories are ideologically constituted, she notes that histories must so be
analyzed as such to reveal their hidden hermeneutics. She writes: “Historiographies hide
their hermeneutics and create an illusion of unmediated reality through several strategies
which, though unconsciously deployed, are nonetheless effective" (1988:34). She
concludes that "language, whether spoken or written, conspires with history-making"
(1988:34) and suggests, that the process of "re-presentation" (1988) must be analyzed as
well, and cites Michel Foucault (1980) to emphasize the importance of discourse and
"power/knowledge.” Uncovering that there is a double reflexivity existing in the nationstate formation process, she realizes in the writing of her article that this reflexivity lies
also in her categories of analysis. She self-reflects upon this and manages to open the
discussion on her own reflexivity. She says that she uses ideology to make "the categories
dance" (1988:34) and illustrates that it is important to self-reflect. She emphasizes,
moreover, the utility of looking at the everyday and speaks of integrating "folk
explanations of social action" (1988:42). She suggests that the contrasting of 'popular'
and 'dominant' versions of the past enables a fully reflexive analysis that provides
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important insight into the nexus of knowledge and power. She offers thus a critical study
of discourse, practice, and history, and cautions that nothing is as it seems.
In reviewing the theory of nation-state formation, there are some concepts that
serve to study the relationship of a set of archaeological remains and a particular nationstate as well. These are, indeed, employed by the social scientists who study the
archaeological past and its exhibition as well. For example, Breglia comments in her
study on heritage and archaeological remains at Chichén Itzá and Chunchucmil on the
fact that heritage is an “eminently spatial practice” (2006:34) and encourages in so doing
that it must be studied as such. She subsequently traces its “statist cartography” and
suggests that history is important. She writes: “Historically, maps, museums, atlases, and
guidebooks determine, establish the importance of, and thus manage the material
embodiments of heritage” (2006:35). She encourages thus the study of practice and
history, while not forgetting space and discourse, although she is not as explicit on the
latter.
Handler and Gable (1997), similarly, explain their strategy in studying the
museologization of Colonial Williamsburg. They are interested in discovering the place’s
“social history” and focus on discourse and practice to reconstruct this. They note they
want to study a totality and include a large range of participants. They suggest that
museums should be understood as active arenas and speak of messages and practices to
obtain this complete picture. They focus on guides, administrators, past concepts of
history and representation, the place’s environment –including both built and experienced
concepts of heritage—, and the business aspect of running Colonial Williamsburg.
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Mark Leone (2005), on the other hand, focuses on individualism and marks it as
an argument to look at ideology. He acknowledges a strong material aspect of ideology in
that he analyzes the past of Annapolis by means of a range of material objects, but
comments upon his use of ideology as a basis of his concept of individualism and
freedom. He acknowledges the importance of practice, discourse, history, and space,
however, but goes about this in a complex way. He reflects upon his terms and does so to
explain what he understands occurred at Annapolis. His analysis is effective in the extent
that it helps to reveal his chain of thought and that it provides an analytical context for the
interpretation of Annapolis.
Overall, the theorists on nation-state formation and those writing about the
representation of archaeological remains note, as Abrams has observed earlier, that the
state or any other process of identity formation are not easy things and are difficult to
study. They entail a complex group of cultural processes and these are never or entirely
‘things.’ The scholars emphasize in their studies that the nation-state and its
archaeological remains are not just things and must be studied as processes and strategies
of construction (Foucault 1970; Bourdieu 1977; Knauft 1996). In affirming like this the
point of Abrams’ kind of thinking –that the nation-state is not just a thing and that there is
a preference for practice and history in its analysis— it is important to mention that they
acknowledge that practice and nation-state formation processes are individual, embodied,
and expressive processes (Connerton 1989). The theorists make clear, thus, that to
understand the interactions of nation-state formation, one must understand the
intersections of history, discourse, and practice, and do so on both social and individual
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levels. I propose the total site concept for this reason and utilize the concept thus to study
the site of Teotihuacan. I attempt to do this and begin the study with a narration of place
and history for that reason (Chapter 3). Subsequently, I look to discourse and then to
practice and articulate both the collective levels of significance making as they are
expressed at Teotihuacan and the individual ones as they are seen among the people. On
the whole, this kind of study affirms that archaeological places are variously constituted
and can never be interpreted as a unitary whole. They are places of hegemony instead. I
found this also in my field methods.

Field Methods
Overall, I undertook a rather standard set of field procedures. Participant
observation, semi-structured interviewing, spontaneous and free conversation, and
miscellaneous visual and textual data recording (video and tape recording, and the
collection of pamphlets, flyers, booklets, books, and magazines) enabled me to gain
access to and insight into the processes and procedures of Mexico’s nation-state
formation. Exhibit mapping, the shadowing of visitors, and the participant observation
among tourists and visitors alike facilitated an impression to emerge of time and public
behavior at Teotihuacan (Bennett 1995; Falk and Dierking 1992; Hooper-Greenhill
1991). I had planned to learn about the archaeological remains, the archaeology, and the
organization of a site's 'exhibit' space in advance and did to a considerable extent, but
found in reality that I learned much more on-site.
In the field, I began with the mapping and transcription of all the explanatory,
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descriptive, and instructive signs. I, then, followed and worked with the public, the INAH
educational officers, the SECTUR tour guides, and the archaeologist tour guides, and
uncovered their use of the 'exhibit' space. I included SECTUR guides, INAH educational
officers, and archaeologist tour guides as they are, in addition to the exhibition signs,
what is available as on-site information and because they form the voice of the state in
some way or another at the archaeological zone. Archaeologists, in particular, are
included because they participate in the tour guiding, but do it in addition to many other,
and sometimes more important, tasks, and because these aspects are usually ignored or
excluded from studies on the nation-state and its representation of the past. Finally, I
spent a lot of time observing the public and the tour guides with or without their public as
they moved around the site.
I focused on:
1) the place with its remains, exhibitionary practices, and modern structures and facilities;
2) the people who worked at, argued about, and shaped the place;
3) the people who visited the place and had their reasons for doing so;
4) the archaeological remains, their artifact histories, and excavation stories.
I gained insight into a range of things, which included:
1) the political and social-geographical contexts that composed and constituted the site
today and in the past;
2) the historical and archaeological trajectory of the site, which structured and influences
the site and its representation today and in the past;
3) the ranges and significances that have been and are attributed to the archaeological
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remains today and in the past;
4) the interactions of place and space that form the site, as well as their political
connections to the nation-state formation process as it is understood and executed today
and at earlier times.

Figure 2.2: The National Museum of Anthropology: a hub of national symbols.4
I directed my research at Teotihuacan, but included two other locations also. I spent
roughly four months at the Museum of National Anthropology in Mexico City and went
for two months to study the archaeological zone of Tula in Hidalgo. I wanted to
understand better the local and national contrasts between an archaeological zone and a
museum, and decided that it would be useful to organize my fieldwork into three phases.
To consider if the nation-state formation effort in Mexico could be characterized as being
concentric in nature, I looked to see if it was distributed most intensively at the MNA, the
sede, or official headquarters according to the literature (Alonso 2004; García-Canclini

4

Note the Mexican flag to the right and the national coat of arms on the building, which make for quite a
different type of entrance than that of Teotihuacan (see Figure 1.1).
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1995; Paz 1985) if there ever was one, of Mexico's nationalism and state formation and
the least at the archaeological zone of Tula, which in comparison with Teotihuacan is of
comparable significance archaeologically speaking, but neglected tourist and researchwise. I hoped that spending time at Tula and the MNA would enable me to make my
study of Teotihuacan more reliable by acquiring more and a broader range of data.
In Mexico City, I undertook the necessary archival research and spent a lot of time
at the MNA working with different tour guides and the public. At Teotihuacan, I
observed, recorded, undertook archival research, and lived at the site full-time. I spent
time in the surrounding communities as well. In Tula, I spent my days at the
archaeological zone observing and interviewing, and lived in the village of San Marcos,
adjacent to the town of Tula. In general, I enjoyed a good reception at all sites and was
able to work with most if not all of the people working at a site and interviewed many
members of the public. Because visitor numbers were simply overwhelming at
Teotihuacan and the MNA, I had to pursue a slightly different strategy with the general
public there and relied upon existing tourism and visitor studies (Mireles Contreras and
Morales Segura 1989; Montemayor et al. 2000; Webmoor 2007). I did not work with
everyone or examine a statistically reliable sample, but worked with the Mexican public
as they came on tours, were accessible in spontaneous encounters, and lent themselves to
fortuitous sampling and the snowball technique. I was able to work with a good number
of visitors, however, and acquired over 80 hours of taped conversation and interviews. At
the end of my fieldwork, I had had the opportunity to go with 74 tour groups (29 at
MNA, 33 at Teotihuacan, at 12 at Tula) and work with 17 INAH guides (12 at the MNA
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and five at Teotihuacan), 18 SECTUR tour guides (12 at Teotihuacan, five at MNA, and
one at Tula), four unlicensed guides at Tula, and four archaeologist tour guides (three at
Teotihuacan and one at Tula). I interviewed many of the members of personnel at the
archaeological zones and several members of staff at the MNA. I also included
innumerable people of the general public in spontaneous conversations at all three
locations. I interviewed INAH officers, archaeologists, and anthropology friends in
Mexico outside of these locations as well, and relied upon several years of working with
INAH archaeologists in earlier years and other projects. I benefited further from
conversations with several Teotihuacan-oriented archaeologists both in Mexico and
outside of Mexico, and engaged in ethnohistorical research.
Overall, I engaged in a holistic set of examinations and evaluated a large range of
experiences. The diversity that I uncovered both in the material upon which I focused in
the field and the meanings that were revealed by these data confirmed to me that
Teotihuacan was and is a place of diversity and could not be examined as an exclusive
place for the nation-state.
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CHAPTER 3: STRATIGRAPHIES OF TIME: HISTORY AT TEOTIHUACAN
"Geography is the eye of History" (Ortelius in Binding 2003:170)

"...Finally, having thus the general form of the building, the exterior was delimited and
made even, which was achieved in the pyramids by means of a small layer of rocks over
which was applied another one of stucco that had a thickness of forty centimeters. In the
smaller bases, an inclined surface was formed as well as the face of the tableros with
which they were decorated, filling the spaces with small rocks nicely accommodated,
over which the stucco was extended with a thickness of six to eight centimeters;
moreover, the tablero was delimited by narrow molding that was sustained by means of
andesite slabs that were even and affixed to the wall on one extreme and that constituted
the only support, for which the construction remained very unstable and exposed to
destroy very easily" (Gamio 1922, vol. 2:117; author’s translation).5

"Here we are in the civic center, the Ciudadela. You know, for celebrations like flag day.
The name, Ciudadela, is a Spanish name. They called it that way because they saw a
walled area and thought of a citadel. <brief silence> It is a beautiful space, isn't it."
Descending the stairs, the group of uniformed children walk across a grassy plaza and
stop next to the stairs of the central ceremonial platform. The children wait in the shade
5

"Por ultimo, teniendo ya así la forma general del edifico, se limitaba y regularizaba la forma exterior, lo
que se conseguía en las pirámides por medio de una capa de piedra mas chica, sobre la que se aplicaba otra
de concreto, que tenia un grueso hasta de cuarenta centímetros. En los basamentos menores se formaba el
plano inclinado y la cara de los tableros con que estaban decorados, llenando los huecos con piedras chicas
bien acomodadas, sobre las que se extendía el concreto con grueso de seis a ocho centímetros; además, el
tablero estaba limitado por anchas molduras que se sostenían por medio de lajas andesiticas bien
regularizadas y empotradas en el muro por uno de sus extremo y que constituían el único apoyo, por lo que
la construcción quedaba muy inestable y expuesta a destruirse fácilmente."
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for the INAH educational officer to continue his explanation, and he begins:
"Good, in this ceremonial platform we observe the talud-tablero style, which is what
Teotihuacan is known for, it is an important architectural style."
"See? Look, see the rectangle next to the stairs? And the slanted base below it?"
The children look, as the educational officer reflects a spot of light around the rectangle
with a small pocket mirror.
"That is the tablero,” he affirms, and he asks the children: "So, what is it called?"
The children say in trained repetition: "Ta-ble-ro."
The educational officer continues: "And the part above is the talud. . . What did I say?"
"Ta-lud,” the children reply again in unison.
"Excellent!" the educational officer exclaims, and adds in a serious tone:
"Remember now, talud-tablero, don't forget it, it is important."
"Now let's move on. . . are you ready to see one of the most beautiful temples?" he asks,
as the children follows him enthusiastically to the entrance of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl,
and the teachers trail behind...(INAH educational officer, Teotihuacan, 2003).

Figure 3.1: The Ciudadela, Teotihuacan.
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Descriptions are a matter of perspective and are to be placed in context. This
chapter intends to illustrate that point as do the introductory excerpts that make up the
composite and introductory vignette.
The first part of the vignette that is provided above is an excerpt from an excavation
report of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. It is written by Manuel Gamio, one of Mexico’s
prominent and first professionally-trained archaeologists, and indicates that a talud
tablero is an architectural feature, consists of small rocks and andesite slabs, and can be
unstable (Figure 3.2). The second excerpt stems from an official educational tour
transcript, which I collected in the course of my fieldwork and is of a much more recent
date. It exemplifies how an INAH-educational officer talks to a group of elementary
school third-graders and their teachers, and illustrates that a talud tablero is an
architectural feature, consists of two elements-the talud and tablero-, and is
fundamentally Teotihuacan. It does not say much more, unlike the archaeologist’s
description, which provides rich detail and identifies the architectural elements of the
talud tablero’s much more appropriately. In addition, the INAH educational officer
includes only some information and while more recent, fails to include anything about
what has become known since the description of Gamio, which occurred almost a century
ago.
Why does the INAH educational officer not mention that talud tableros enable the
archaeologists to study such as things as the scope and contents of political-economic
connections (Cabrera Castro 1992; Fash and Fash 2000; McCafferty 2000; Stuart
2000:467-468; Sanders and Michels 1977), the nature and processes of internal power
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dynamics (Matos Moctezuma 2000:188; Millon 1992:393), or the symbolic messages of
larger architectural features (López Austin, López Luján, Sugiyama 1991; López Luján,
Neff, Sugiyama 2000; Millon 1992; Pasztory 1997; Sugiyama 2005)? Uniquely
Teotihuacan, talud tableros help lend the site its unique aesthetic sense, and art historian
Pasztory (1997), among others, have written about this for years. For example, Pasztory
compares talud tableros with Teotihuacan’s thin orange ceramic wear and concludes that
they give Teotihuacan an idea of “monumental simplicity” (1997:140), which provides
another important element of considering what Teotihuacan is.
Why does the INAH educational officer not include this information? Is it a matter
of superficiality, or should one consider the words of the archaeologist as being more
informative and accurate, even if they were delivered much earlier in time?

Figure 3.2: A talud tablero with signs.
Nation-state formation theory (Abrams 1988; Anderson 1991; Alonso 1994;
Corrigan and Sayer 1985; Gramsci 1971; Joseph and Nugent 1994; Rappaport 1990,
1994; Roseberry 1989) indicates that it is important to start an examination of a nation-
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state with the history of the process of nation-state formation and that this is the best way
to understand and uncover the existing power relationships. In a 1994 review article,
Alonso suggests that examinations of state formation and ethnicity must entail a
consideration of history. She explains that to answer the question "What is the
relationship between common sense categories of experience and analytical concepts
[that are] developed in order to understand the processes that produce such categories and
effect their taken-for-grantedness?" (Alonso 1994:379) one must consider the
"importance [of these categories] as historically constructed and contested 'exercises in
legitimation, in moral regulation' (Abrams 1988:77)" (Alonso 1994:380). She cites
Abrams to refer to his point that history is important, but argues especially that one must
consider what history is contemplated against and notes that there are matters of cultural
inscription and hegemony that are important here. She emphasizes that these forms are
also the ones through which categories are created and notes that they should be
questioned. She suggests also that it must be examined on a daily and professional basis
as the use of history is only thus understandable. She indicates, and follows Abrams in
this, that it is a matter of discovering “the mask” of the state. Calling history
“ideologically constituted,” she suggests that it must be analyzed “hermeneutically.”
Trouillot approaches the question of who and how history is made similarly, but
provides a simpler and more direct explanation. He foregrounds actors and agents, and
explains how both serve as subjects as well as objects. He identifies a double-sidedness in
history and mentions that it forms and is formed by history, and that this must be
analyzed as well (1995). He says in relation to the first aspect that "agents are the strata
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and sets to which people belong" and regarding the second that "actors mean the bundle
of capacities that are specific in time and space in ways that both their existence and their
understanding rest fundamentally on historical particulars" (1995:23). He explains that
"peoples are also the subjects of history the way workers are subjects of a strike: they
define the very terms under which some situations can be described" (1995:23).
Understanding that "history reveals itself only through the production of specific
narratives" (1995:25) and that "facts are never meaningless" or "created equal" (1995:29),
Trouillot hence notes that "[o]nly a focus on that process can uncover the ways in which
the two sides of historicity intertwine in a particular context" (1995:25). He writes further
that these "second-level abstractions of processes ...help us understand why not all
silences are equal and why they cannot be addressed-or redressed-in the same manner"
(1995:27). He specifies that: "The materiality of the socio-historical process (historicity
1) sets the stage for future historical narratives (historicity 2)" (1995:29) and argues this
is to focus on the "production of history rather than its nature" (1995:23). Trouillot
contends that "a theory of the historical narrative must acknowledge both the distinction
and the overlap between process and narrative" (1995:23) and traces power to explain it
as a change of history and a process of history. In other words, history is thus a part of the
production process as well as a final product. He says that "[t]racking power requires a
richer view of historical production than most theorists acknowledge" (1995: 25). Adding
that "[w]e cannot exclude in advance any of the actors who participate in the production
of history or any of the sites where that production may occur" (1995:25), he recognizes
that one must consider the production of history as well as its producers and products,
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and do so equally:
"Next to professional historians, we discover artisans of different kinds, unpaid or
unrecognized field laborers who augment, deflect, or reorganize the work of the
professionals as politicians, students, fiction writers, filmmakers, and participating
members of the public. In so doing, we gain a more complex view" (1995:25).
He prefers, in other words, to consider all the parts and to do so in conjunction and
on equal terms rather than setting up an a priori dichotomy between the 'common sense'
and the 'intellectual.'
History is thus not simply a story or a record of true events as these and other
historians, anthropologists, and critically-aware scholars have discerned (e.g. Alonso
1988; Bauman 1982; Bond and Gilliam 1994; Foucault 1970; Herzfeld 1982; Hobsbawm
and Ranger 1983; Hutton 1993; O'Brien and Roseberry 1991; Olick and Robbins 1998;
Popular Memory Group 1982; Portelli 1990; Rappaport 1990, 1994; Sider and Smith
1997; Trouillot 1995). Not much more needs to be said in this respect and it is no surprise
that in recent years scholars have looked at what history is and how it is not just a
collection of facts, figures, and events. History is now recognized as a matter of survival,
oppression, and vindication and scholars have become focused on how history is or has
been written and is re-presented by the victors. Identified as important and powerful,
history is studied thus to recognize struggles and concerns with justification and
legitimization. There is for that reason now a focus on ‘social memory,’ which is defined
in some respects as a form of remembering the past that stands outside of or away from
‘official history’ (Olick and Robbins 1998). These theorists call for "an interpreter to
untangle the subtle dialectical interaction" (Bauman 1982:3) and state that they must
serve as "historians of the present too" (Popular Memory Group 1982:205) to discover
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the “silencing of the past” (Trouillot 1995).
In a review article on memory and history, sociologists Olick and Robbins, for
example, indicate a concern with the transmission and construction of the past and state
that these interests originated with the Greeks. They explain, moreover, that it did not
form part of any academic analysis until 1902 (1998:106). They argue, while disagreeing
with the works that cite Maurice Halbwachs (a Durkheimian scholar who wrote
extensively on the notion of 'collective memory' in the early 1920's) as the source of
memory studies, that three developments gave rise to the interest of studying the past as a
social construction in the 1960s and 1970s. They state:
1) "multiculturalists identify historiography as a source of cultural domination and
challenge dominant historical narratives in the name of repressed groups; 2)
postmodernists attack the conceptual underpinnings of linear historicity, truth, and
identity, thereby raising interest in the relations linking history, memory, and power;
and, 3) hegemony theorists provide a class-based account of the politics of memory,
highlighting memory contestation, popular memory, and the instrumentalization of the
past" (Olick and Robbins 1998:108).
They find in other words that a moment of truth deconstruction, an interest in power
analysis, and the unveiling of a past as a medium for the truth came together and usurped
the larger purpose of scientific analysis. They mention further that “Analogously,
sociology has moved from the study of social structures and normative systems to that of
‘practice’ (Bourdieu 1984, Ortner 1984)” (1998:108) and note:
“Social memory studies thus fit squarely within the reorientation of cultural
sociology, much like that of recent historiography, from interest in ‘ideas developed
by knowledge specimens…[to] structures of knowledge or consciousness that shape
the thinking of laypersons’ (Swidler & Arditi 1994) as well as drawing on older
sociological interests” (Olick and Robbins 1998: 108).
Historian Patrick Hutton (1993), on the other hand, traces an interest in 'memory'
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and 'history' to French historiography. He cites several scholars who have studied the past
as a discursive structure (Foucault 1970) and as a series of commemorative practices
(Agulhon 1981; Ariès 1974; Nora 1989), and illustrates that history became recognized
as a matter of social duty and effort. He notes that the government and local peoples built
"collective memory" (Halbwachs 1980, 1992), "invented traditions" (Hobsbawm and
Ranger 1983), and constructed "lieux de mémoires," or memory places (Nora 1989), to
warrant an identity and indicates that scholars could begin to study this 'history' to
uncover the mechanisms of power and to address representative matters and problems
(Hutton 1993; Olick and Robbins 1998). It is probably a culmination of effects, efforts,
and factors -provided to some extent by the momentum of history itself interestingly- and
this affected the moment at which history became a matter of self-reflection and
historical examination. Historical reflection and social history became a reality and the
interest in the making of history, or social memory, as some prefer to refer to this process
of making, became en vogue. Anthropologists were no exception here as anthropology
lends itself especially well to discover hidden or social pasts.
In Mexico, as I mentioned, the processes of nation-state formation, archaeological
remains, and archaeology are often associated with each other and there are moments of
history that are presented as being solely important in this respect. In this chapter, I
examine both this strategy of reasoning and its argument –that Mexico is an entirely
nationalistic country— and evaluate how I found it to be relevant for Teotihuacan. I
reflect upon the origins of Teotihuacan and address the question of history production as
so much is said to have started at Teotihuacan. I assess thus the role of history in
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Teotihuacan. This is a first step in asking what the influence of nation-state formation
over Teotihuacan was and is, and serves as a way to identify the participants of
Teotihuacan’s and the nation-state’s presence at Teotihuacan. Is it really a site of
historical construction in its ideological and artificial sense of that word, or is there more
to the construction of Teotihuacan as it lays before our eyes today? I hope, moreover, that
this will provide an evaluation of the object and subject- relationships of history that exist
at Teotihuacan and that are the source of an argument that Teotihuacan is a place for the
nation-state only.
In terms of the vignette, it is important to remember that the developments of the
study of the talud tableros are not included in the INAH educational officer’s description
because they would unduly complicate a description that must be short and to the point
for pedagogical purposes. INAH educational officers obviously interact with children and
teach the past accordingly. It would be incorrect to assume that they lack in knowledge or
fail to exercise a power of knowledge. It is, in other words, important to consider the full
context of analysis and account for the effect of history as it has been present or to the
extent that it has been productive.

FROM THE GROUND UP

History in Mexico is traditionally partitioned (Secretaria de Educación Pública
1993, 1995a; Cosío Villegas et al. 1981) into three primary periods: 1) pre-Columbian
(BCE 33,000-1521 CE), 2) colonial (1519/1521-1810/1821), and 3) modern (1821-to
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date). Additional demarcations are possible, but I divide the first period for the reasons of
convention into two consecutive sections: 1) the Teotihuacan period (100 BCE-700 CE),
and 2) the Coyotlatelco (650-850/900 CE), Toltec (700-900 CE) and Mexica (12001520's) period. I discuss the colonial period as one, but there are three general phases in
this process: conquest (1519-1521), colonization (1521-1703), and Bourbon reforms
(1703-1821) (Cockcroft 1990; Cosío Villegas et al 1981; MacLachlan and Beezley 1999;
Miller 1985; Secretaria de Educación Pública 1993). Finally, I separate the last period
into three parts: 1) Independence (1810-1876), 2) Porfiriato (1876-1911), and 3) Modern
Mexico: post-Revolution (1910-to date).
These sections present and represent certain political and social nodes, and can be
recognized for their representative power. The moments have characterized the country in
particular ways at certain moments in time. Functioning as causes and catalysts for a
particular construction of Teotihuacan, the moments of time that I analyze here explain
what occurred at Teotihuacan. They also provide information on the larger process of
nation-state formation of Mexico and this will become useful in subsequent chapters. I
should clarify that while I commence this narrative history with an authoritative voice,
Teotihuacan is an artifice that is partly constructed as I will discuss later. In addition, I
should mention that because I am interested in Teotihuacan as a concept and as a place
and in the way that it relates to the actual city-state, I adopt the archaeologically
acceptable and recognizable date of 100 BCE (Millon 1992:385-390) -the time at which
Teotihuacan is projected to have 'emerged' as a city-state- as a convenient starting point
for the presentation of Teotihuacan’s history.

100

Teotihuacan
Around the first century BCE, a rapid influx of people from places in and around
the Basin of Mexico transformed the small agricultural community already extant in the
Valley of Teotihuacan into a large and urban complex (Millon 1992; Robertson 2001:22).
The building of numerous residential complexes, impressive pyramidal bases, and sets of
far-reaching trade networks enabled the inhabitants, while attracting more inhabitants
over time, to shape a city that covered an area of at least 20 km2 and that housed a
population of between 40,000 and 200,000 people with an estimated average of around
125,000 persons, making it in one of the most populated cities in the world at that time
(Cowgill 1997:133; Manzanilla 1999:93; Millon 1992:344; Robertson 2001:24).
Specialization, trade, control over key materials (e.g. obsidian), and a location in a natural
corridor between the Gulf of Mexico and the Basin of Mexico enabled the city-state to
grow (López Austin and López Luján 2001:116.
It was in many ways the first city of Mesoamerica that featured a significant
amount of urban planning and that had a considerable magnitude and size. Teotihuacan
was made up of residential areas, or barrios (neighborhoods), divided by wards or sectors
for craft production (Manzanilla 1999; Millon 1992; Robertson 2001) and by ethnicity
(e.g. Oaxaca, Maya), and had magnificent examples of public architecture. Planning
appears to have been a centrally-supervised affair, and residential compounds as well as
public architecture were built according to a strict grid plan. Featuring patterned
orientations, the public and residential architecture appears to correspond to specific
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astronomical bodies (Aveni 2000). They exist also in relationship to the surrounding
landscape, which is visible during the day.
The Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon, and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl
are located prominently against the visible mountains and constitute the city's notable and
representative public architecture. Flat-topped pyramidal bases, often surrounded by
smaller pyramidal bases and joined by open and large plazas in front of the pyramidal
structures featuring altars at the plazas' centers in front of the structures, provide visual
types of anchors and are situated along the Street of the Dead. The Pyramid of the Moon,
most notably, forms a straight line and has a degree of deviation that corresponds to the
other Pyramids and that measures 15.5 degrees east of true north along the north-south
axis. It caps thus the Street and faces south. The Pyramid of the Moon stands at the
northern end of the Street, while the Temple of Quetzalcoatl and the Pyramid of the Sun,
in contrast, face west. All are positioned along the Street. Looking from the Pyramid of
the Moon, the Temple of Quetzalcoatl stands about 5 km (3 miles) to the south, while the
Pyramid of the Sun stands at the center along the eastern side of the Street. They achieve,
in conjunction, a grid effect and divide the city into a several hierarchically structured
separate barrios that together make up Teotihuacan.
The Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon, and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl
were not just simply impressive architectural masses, however. Rather, they formed sets
of complex statements in time as does the city of Teotihuacan in its entirety (Millon
1992:382-397; Robertson 2001:18-31; Sanders et al. 1979). These were not built at the
same time, and, indeed, as archaeologists can confirm almost anywhere, the building of a
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city represents a temporal process as well as an architectural statement of process. For
example, the first great pyramidal base and temple platforms at Teotihuacan that were
constructed in the first century CE and that correspond to the Pyramid of the Moon
constitute only the first version of this Pyramid and these temples. It was not until the late
second and early third century CE that another wave of construction took place and that
the Pyramid of the Moon assumed its current proportions. At that time, the Pyramid of
the Sun was completed with a staircase centrally located over the entrance of a cave and
the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Ciudadela, and the Great Compound (across from the
Ciudadela) were constructed. The San Juan River was redirected at this time too.
Then, quite suddenly when one reconstructs the time line in retrospect, the period of
large architectural projects came to an end and, although structures and spaces did not
remain entirely unmodified in subsequent years, building efforts never resumed with the
same intensity as before the third century CE. Three centuries later, around 600 CE, the
social fabric of Teotihuacan's society began to collapse and by 700 CE, the city of
Teotihuacan lay abandoned (Robertson 2001:27). It is not clear exactly how or why
Teotihuacan collapsed, but a combination of factors -mostly internal tensions, outside
competition, and agricultural over-extension- are projected to have been the cause
(Cowgill 1997; Diehl 1989). As areas of the city appear to have been set on fire
purposefully, a fair amount of destruction is thought to have been done either by people
from Teotihuacan and/or by outsiders prior to the city’s abandonment (Cowgill 1997).
What is certain is that around 700 CE, the city lay abandoned and the city-state of
Teotihuacan had disintegrated.
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The site is researched today by an impressive number of scholars (Brambila and
Cabrera Castro 1998; Cowgill 1997; Millon 1992) and it is probably the most researched
site in Mesoamerica (Diehl 1989). Classifications, chronologies, and analyses (e.g. essays
in Brambila and Cabrera Castro 1998; Cabrera Castro and Sugiyama 1999; Manzanilla
2000:96-97; Millon 1964; Robertson 2001; Sugiyama 2005) have provided specialists
with what is known today about Teotihuacan, and although a significant amount remains
undiscovered, some aspects of the city can be described, which as Millon indicates
(1992), served as a great capital city and an influential state. I should note that these facts
are supported by extensive excavation, survey, and artifact analyses, and that these are
supplemented by analyses of statistics, ecology, iconography, and cosmology (Cowgill
1997; Millon 1992; Pasztory 1997).
Archaeologist Linda Manzanilla (2000:88) provides significant insight into what
Teotihuacan meant at its time of occupation and places her archaeological data into a
wider socio-symbolical context. She identifies three important iconographic motifs that
the Teotihuacanos appear to have used repeatedly. These are: 1) caves and jaguars, 2)
toads/frogs and water deposits/springs, and 3) the sacred mountain and world tree. She
traces their origins from the Middle Formative to the Classic times, and notes their
occurrence at Teotihuacan. Manzanilla explains that these are present or represented
everywhere in the city, and cites her own and others’ work as well as the iconographic
analyses of several caves, tunnels, and other architecture at and around the Pyramid of the
Sun (e.g. Heyden 1975; Manzanilla 1994; Soruco Sáenz 1985) to make the point that the
Teotihuacanos are likely to have built their city as a cosmological template. She indicates
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that it is a common feature amongst Mesoamerican cultures (Manzanilla 2000) to refer to
the natural world in this way and as a building model.
In a review article on the characteristics of Teotihuacan and its research "from 1950
to 1990 and beyond," Millon writes about the relationship between the city's architecture
and environment as well, and notes that the first complex of the Pyramid of the Moon
was built between Cerro Gordo in the north and a cave entrance in the south. He recounts
that several temple platforms were built in association with that cave entrance and that a
rudimentary avenue connected both areas. He notes, further, that seventy-five to a
hundred years later the length of the avenue was increased and that the cave entrance,
covered by a large pyramidal base, formed the first and smaller version of today's
Pyramid of the Sun. He confirms, clearly, that there is a strong relationship between the
building of the city and the natural features of the area, and testifies to the power of
ideological messaging and material representation in doing so.
Others, such as the art historian Janet Berlo (1992) and iconographer Karl Taube
(1992), push the archaeological evidence further and argue that Cerro Gordo symbolized
the Great Goddess. They rely upon insights from iconographic analysis and take issue
with existing, generalist explanations that illustrate that the Mexica-deity Tlaloc was the
principal deity at Teotihuacan. Instead, they suggest that Teotihuacan was ruled by a
female/mother-deity religious complex (Berlo 1992:132) and argue for an analysis that
focuses on place and its iconography proper.
Millon and Manzanilla agree with this interpretation in principle, but seem hesitant
to move beyond their bounds of archaeological interpretation. They hypothesize merely
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about a probable association between Cerro Gordo and the Great Goddess, and suggest
that this may extend back to the beginning of Teotihuacan. They say it probably initiated
the design of the Street of the Dead, but are unsure since no concrete evidence exists
today to indicate this conclusively. Both archaeologists are clearly aware of and note the
possible connection of the iconographic analyses and the archaeological evidence, but are
more comfortable with the study of architectural lay-out, construction, chronology, and
artifact analyses. They base their arguments most centrally upon the lay-out and
construction of the Pyramid of the Sun and the Pyramid of the Moon, and utilize building
structure, underground tunnels, and excavated artifact iconography to verify that
Teotihuacan was built in association with its environment, although Manzanilla does
suggest that this may have occurred in dedication to terrestrial fertility and cosmological
warfare (2000).
Another range of information comes from research that focuses more on the
metaphysics of place, cultural meaning, and cosmology. They suggest that Teotihuacan
was built over time and as an important site, and base their evidence on alignments and
interpretations of already existing data. A variety of art historians, iconographers, and
archaeologists, for example, state that an alignment existed along the Street of the Dead
and with the summit of Cerro Gordo (Evans and Berlo 1992:8-9; Heyden and Gendrop
1988:26-29). They explain, additionally, that an underlying cave of the Pyramid of the
Sun references the underworld and served as a metaphysical place of emergence for the
Teotihuacanos (Heyden 1975; Soruco Sáenz 1985). Anthropologist Alfredo López Austin
(1984:173) affirms that caves, in general, were sacred elements of nature and explains
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that they are analogous to or indexical of orifices in the human body. When López Austin
takes an explicit look at Teotihuacan, he interprets the San Juan River along similar lines
and notes a "strong affinity" among all things that flow. He suggests, moreover, that the
river references the sinuous winding of a serpent and likens it to the flowing of blood in
one's veins (López Austin 1967:28), which is a conclusion that is supported by the
iconographic analyses of the Ciudadela- thought otherwise to be a convincing example of
fertility and warfare (Sugiyama 2000:118, 2005). On the whole, the studies argue that the
earth is a living being with bodily functions and may have been adopted by people to
serve as primordial beings in their architecture and/or cosmology. This, certainly, is seen
at Teotihuacan and it seems to be true that the Teotihuacanos desired to construct much
more than just an inhabitable city.
The material and iconographic evidence helps, as indicated above, to establish in
retrospect that the Teotihuacanos appeared to have wanted to make a clear statement
about the site and signaled a number of things with a powerful message of site ideology.
The likeness between the Pyramid of the Moon and Cerro Gordo cannot have been
coincidental and indicates that nature and mountains must have been sacred in some way,
for example. From this and other such interpretations it becomes clear that semiotic study
is especially effective in uncovering larger messages and has been effective at expanding
existing explanations of the available archaeological data. Reading data as scripts, some
archaeologists, art historians, and epigraphers, among others, have started to collaborate
on issues of Teotihuacan’s relevance and worked to interpret the symbolic connections
that formed and signal the city-state and location of Teotihuacan. It is by this means, for
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example, that one can know that Teotihuacan has had a complex public architecture that
creates an axis mundi and that centers on the Pyramid of the Sun (Manzanilla 2000).
Involving a pyramidal base and altar as an individual and related feature of the landscape,
the samples of public architecture are always larger in size, rectangular, and more
effective in terms of a certain set of specific characteristics, such as the flat surface at the
top, a central stairway, and the absence of residential features, to set themselves apart
from the site's habitational structures and it anchors the city visually. While functioning
as an axis mundi on an individual basis they extend to all the five directions and include
the Pyramid of the Moon, the Pyramid of the Sun, and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl as a
large and conjoined axis mundi that has been explained as a quincunx symbolizing the
universe (Aveni 2000). The quincunx is thought to pull the four corners of the pyramids
together and of the sectors of the site and set in a valley that is formed by three mountain
chains (Cerro Gordo to the north, Cerro Malinal to the west, and Cerro Patlachique to the
south) the statement of significance is powerful. There is, in other words, a natural
surrounding that enhances its symbolic effect and that forms a powerful constellation
representing both the intricate connections that constitute and surround humankind and
that represent the basic form of the city-state, or now the archaeological site and
archaeological zone. The spatialization of time and the quincunx construction are used to
capture time and can be explained as representing the cosmos (Aveni 2000). This may in
turn be used to affirm that Teotihuacan was a cosmological city and had a clear
conception of its surrounding and natural type of monumentality.
Manzanilla indicates (2000) that this research shows quite conclusively that
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different natural features, such as caves and mountains, were demarked and that the
strategically positioned architecture as well as the naturalistic style of iconographic
painting, sculpture, and artifact manufacturing were meant to illustrate the fundamental
importance of nature and the yearly cycle. It appears, moreover, that certain powers were
attributed to animals and that these animals (especially coyote, serpent, jaguar, eagle, and
water reptiles) either abound at Teotihuacan or not and were thus luxury items and the
stuff of legends and/or travel accounts of the possible Teotihuacan world view. The
disagreement, in other words, about the details is present, but it does appear to be true
that Teotihuacanos practiced some sort of animistic polytheism that found an expression
in the stone structures of the Sun, the Moon, and Quetzalcoatl, and that some consensus
existed on how to construct and occupy the city-state of Teotihuacan.
The research illustrates, in other words and on the whole, that at Teotihuacan there
was at its time of occupation a powerful presence of ideology and a sense of materiality
that originates in the construction of actual buildings that mimic the environment. The
material –in the form of the environment—was incorporated in construction of an
ideology by which one was to live and was then reflected in the building of the site.
Teotihuacan, today, makes a reference to this presence of the city. It signals the ideology
and the materiality that existed in its place and references the politics and negotiation of
place and meaning that took place at the time of Teotihuacan. That only the ceremonial
center and several beautifully decorated palaces exist today only helps to illustrate this
fact of politics and their consequences. There is thus a powerful presence of ideology and
materiality at the site and this has survived over time in certain conceptual ways. I should
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note quickly here that I do not refer to an essentialist notion of materiality and ideology,
however, but reference a return of significance that happens through the research that
occurs at Teotihuacan in subsequent periods, as I shall outline now.

Coyotlatelco, Toltecs, and Mexicas
With the abandonment of Teotihuacan, a group of people, identified primarily by
their non-Teotihuacan style Coyotlatelco pottery, resided at Teotihuacan. It is not clear
exactly from where they came, whether they were related to Teotihuacan, or why they
moved to Teotihuacan if it was being, or recently had been, abandoned. The settlement
appears not to have been a matter of conquest, however, as archaeologists have not
uncovered any evidence of clashes, violence, and purposeful absorption. Instead, it
appears that occupation was either subsequent to or around the time of abandonment. The
presence of their remains indicates that they were there, may have come from the north,
and that they exhibited some real "deculturation" (Diehl 1989) or "cultural
impoverishment” (Crider et al. 2007) relative to the material culture that is typically
associated with the Teotihuacan time period. For example, their ceramic ware is not as
sophisticated as that of Teotihuacan and because of its coarseness and lack of elaborate
decoration or polish does not approximate the Teotihuacan Orange ware, to name just one
example. They, further, appear to have disassociated themselves purposefully from
Teotihuacan's public and ceremonial architecture (Crider et al. 2007), and the
Coyotlatelco people appear to have chosen not to inhabit every part of the city. Instead,
they are thought to have lived only in scattered communities that were distributed away
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from the Street of the Dead in an east-west band at the latitude of the Pyramid of the Sun.
They appear to have utilized the caves behind the Pyramid of the Sun for ritual
(Manzanilla and López Luján 1990) and kept the city alive thus as a "major center"
(Diehl 1989:9). Thus Teotihuacan remained alive in some sense for another century or
two in spite of Coyotlatelco people’s own characteristic ceramic style, architecture, and
clear system of distinct rulership. Around the time of Tula's zenith -the capital of the
Toltecs (950 to 1100) and the Coyotlatelco people's presumed affiliation (Rattray 1981)-,
Teotihuacan was abandoned completely, however, and the Coyotlatelco people appear to
have disappeared.
Although not much is known precisely about the Toltec or Coyotlatelco's presence
at Teotihuacan and interpretations are based on the evidence that is found at Teotihuacan
and the Toltec cities, iconographic analysis and archaeological exploration have made
several aspects evident. Structure and artifact analyses, habitation patterns, and the
presence of an animistic iconography at Xochicalco and Tula suggest, for example, that
jaguars, feathered serpents, and mountains maintained an importance in postTeotihuacan, or Toltec, traditions (López Austin 1984). The evidence from the caves
behind the Pyramid of the Sun confirms which were still used in Coyotlatelco times at
Teotihuacan (Crider et al. 2007; Manzanilla 2000), indicates that Teotihuacan held an
importance in subsequent years and that a notion of its ideology continued. The
avoidance of Teotihuacan's ceremonial center by later inhabitants, such as the
Coyotlatelco people, as illustrated by differences in sherd densities, indicates further that
these inhabitants probably associated the public architecture of Teotihuacan with its
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ruling ideology and political system, and confirms that a concept of Teotihuacan survived
even after the city’s original abandonment. The Coyotlatelco people appear, thus, to have
attributed at least some power and significance to the city's abandoned pyramidal bases
and it is not unreasonable to think that the Coyotlatelco people fit Teotihuacan into their
animistic worldview and celebrated it for those reasons. In other words, a notion of
ideology and materiality survived even if the original Teotihuacanos, in the definition of
being active inhabitants in the city to which they belonged, did not.
Then, in the early 1200s, a group of nomadic hunter and gatherers began to arrive at
the Valley of Mexico from areas further north. They established themselves in the middle
of a lake, took hold of the island there, and created a powerful empire within a short
period of time that included much ingenuity and persistence. They created a productive
system of chinampa farming and developed a complex and compelling system of tribute,
trade, warfare, and religious sacrifice (Gibson 1964; Wolf 1999). The empire lasted until
the Spanish conquistadors arrived in 1519 and the society established Teotihuacan as a
place of great significance (Boone 2000; Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997; Garraty 2006; López
Luján 1989; Manzanilla 2000; Matos Moctezuma 2000; López Austin 1987:255).
The Mexicas, as these people were called, held Teotihuacan in high esteem and
were much impressed with the site. They depicted the place as a location for the legend
of the Fifth Sun and they said, as Fray Bernardino de Sahagún recorded immediately after
the moment of contact and the onset of the colonial period, "that before there was a day
in the world, that the gods got together in that place that is called Teotihuacan" (Sahagún
1989:479). The Mexica visited the place, undertook ceremonies there, and incorporated
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artifacts from the site into their own architecture (Garraty 2006; López Luján 1989;
Manzanilla 2000; Matos Moctezuma 2000; López Austin 1987:255). They appear to
have, thus, esteemed the site because of its grandeur and because it afforded them an
opportunity to reconstruct their own sense of being (Wolf 1999). The Mexica built the
legend of the fifth sun around Teotihuacan because coming from elsewhere, they had to
turn to earlier cultures of the area and establish a justifying sort of genealogy. They
constructed a new sense of heritage and in this sense and rewrote their own history. They
portrayed themselves as the natural descendents of the Toltecs and of Teotihuacan, and
Teotihuacan became, thus, as an enduring place of significance again (Boone 2000;
Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997; Garraty 2006; López Luján 1989; Manzanilla 2000; Matos
Moctezuma 1988:99-101; López Austin 1987:255).

Figure 3.3: Teotihuacan as represented in a Mexica codex (Codex Xolotl 1980,
after Heyden 1975:fig. 10 and in Berlo 2000:383).
Mexica rulers and priests came to Teotihuacan in later years and ascribed great
significance to the place. Archaeological excavation at Teotihuacan confirms that
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Mexicas looted parts of the site (Matos Moctezuma 2000; Sugiyama 2000), performed
ceremonies at Teotihuacan (Manzanilla 1999), and deposited their artifacts at the site
(Garraty 2006). The construction of a wall that closed off part of the site, which was
confirmed first by Almaraz in 1865, indicates further that the Mexicas thought highly of
Teotihuacan (Almaraz 1865; Garraty 2006). Finally, the incorporation of Teotihuacan
artifacts and Teotihuacan-styled architecture and iconography in Mexica buildings form
another strong indication of the importance that Teotihuacan held among the Mexica
(López Austin and López Luján 2000b; López Luján 1989).
Surviving codices and colonial documents -written by Mexica priests, elite, or
Spanish colonial priests in the fifteenth and sixteenth century- explain further how the
Mexica conceptualized Teotihuacan. The Codex Chimalpopoca (1975) depicts
Teotihuacan with two glyphs of layered pyramids and a glyph of Tonatiuh, the Mexica
god of the Sun, and the Codex Xolotl (1980:map I:2-3) utilizes two glyphs depicting a
layered pyramid with a glyph picturing a cave to represent Teotihuacan (see Figure 3.3).
Finally, the Relación Geográfica de Teotihuacan of 1580 (Sahagún 1989) illustrates
Teotihuacan with seven glyphs that picture a small triangular mound and two glyphs of a
layered pyramid with the words "Montezuma's Oracle.” Fray Bernardino de Sahagún
describes the site of Teotihuacan as the "place where men became gods" and explains that
the Mexica situated their origin of time at Teotihuacan in the form of the legend of the
Fifth Sun. Clearly, the place was important for the Mexica and they appear to have
considered it by means of different sorts of evidence as a medium of counsel, divine
inspiration, and animism.
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Having Teotihuacan feature thus in their cosmogeny enabled the Mexicas to
legitimize and justify their own rule, but this meant that they had to transform the site
somehow and they did by transforming it into a cosmological event. They converted thus
what was once an entire city and a city-state into a particular moment in time and
disassociated it with the diversity and existence of the earlier inhabitants. They treated the
ancient city as a static whole, and were able to conflate Teotihuacan in time and space.
They transformed it into a ceremonial center and named it Teotihuacan, or the place
where men became gods. The names that the Mexicas used for the different parts of
Teotihuacan (e.g. Miccaotli for the Street of the Dead, or Tonatiuh and Me:tztli for the
Pyramids of the Sun and Moon, respectively), which survive to some extent until today,
indicate that the Mexicas viewed Teotihuacan in an animistic polytheocratic way and that
they imagined Teotihuacan as a place of origin and cosmological worship.
It is difficult to know today whether or not everybody of the Mexica society abided
by this, but there was a clear ideological charge to the significance of Teotihuacan at the
time of the Mexica. Even today there always is a reference to the legend of the Fifth Sun
at Teotihuacan and this appears as a favorite theme in the expression of the nation-state
formation forces. The presence of Mexica artifacts and the mention of Teotihuacan in the
codices suggest, however, that there was a real sense of materiality in this and that the
Mexicas as well as the Teotihuacanos shared a certain sense of materiality. Both had this
senses of animism, drive for legitimization, and ideological use of history. Clearly,
Teotihuacan was powerful for the Mexicas in several ways.
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New Spain
When Christopher Columbus ‘arrived’ in the ‘New World’ and another world came
into being, changes became unleashed across the entire continent that affected everyone
across the globe. In 1519, a Spanish conquistador by the name of Hernán Cortés
embarked upon the coast of what later would become the Mexican state of Veracruz and
this marked the beginning of a different era. Marching into the Mexica city of
Tenochtitlan, he and his men, along with their Tlaxcalan allies, conquered the city by
1521. The city was renamed and became the capital of a new empire. Built right on top of
the ruins of the Mexica capital, Tenochtitlan, Mexico City saw a new system of rule, a
different religion, and another type of administration. Immediately, a new society formed
and the pre-existing remains, earlier cultural habits, and existing forms of worship found
themselves without a purpose or were destroyed in an aggressive campaign of destruction
and conquest. Elite Mexica began to marry elite Spaniards, and other groups intermingled
as well. Aspects and arrangements of earlier times held in this new empire to some
extent, but newcomers kept on arriving and more and more areas became conquered,
settled, and colonized by Spaniards or other Europeans, which induced an increasing
amount of change. Diseases, new systems of centralization, and the introduction of new
people, foods, materials, goods, and animals established a world order that eliminated
earlier ways of being and became a radical change all over the continent and most if not
all areas were never to be the same again.
Little is known specifically about Teotihuacan in this period of conquest and
dramatic culture change. Some indication exists that Mexico's first bishop, Fernando
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Zumarraga, damaged some parts of Teotihuacan. Francisco Gemelli Carreri, Francisco
Javier Clavijero, Marquesa Calderon de la Barca, Emile Chabrand, and Manuel Rivera
Cambas (all in Gallagos Ruiz et al. 1997:86-125) mention that it happened, but provide
no clear detail or evidence to confirm whether this really occurred. Of course, it is
possible since the Spaniards destroyed so many other pre-Columbian centers. It is
difficult to know with any certainty, however. What is clear is that any and all treasures
recovered from tombs, temples, adoratories, or any other kind of pre-Columbian structure
at that time belonged simply to the Spanish King and were to be handed over
immediately in half (after payment of taxes and duties). This appears to have happened in
1587 when a license was granted to Hernando del Carpio to search for "old treasures,”
which he describes as "chalchihuite stones, gold, and other items [...] thought [to] lay
buried in the temples or burials of the Indians or in other places where they made
sacrifices to idolatrous gods" (Carpio in Gallegos Ruiz 1997:68-69). Although he makes
no mention of Teotihuacan directly, it seems reasonable to assume that he speaks of this
site because he states he wants to search in the surroundings of Otumba.
Colonial relations that were penned directly after the conquest describe Teotihuacan
in another kind of way. Fray Bernardino Sahagún's relation, for example, which I have
mentioned already, indicates how highly the Mexicas thought of Teotihuacan. In 1580,
Father Geronimo Mendieta wrote similarly about Teotihuacan and provides a physical
description of the place. These writings indicate that Teotihuacan was recognized as a
significant place of worship and existed not just as a place of treasure, but also as a place
to study at least among the learned priests who took a notable interest in pre-existing
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traditions. It appears otherwise that the Spanish rulers simply allowed the place to exist as
it was: administered and ruled by what used to be the Mexica or Nahua administrators
(Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997; Garraty 2006).
A century later Jesuit father Don Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora directed his
attention to Teotihuacan and carried out what some call the first scientific exploration of
Teotihuacan (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:69). At a time when most pre-Columbian remains
were approached or destroyed as places of idolatry or treasure, this seems to have been a
significant reversal, and, in fact, Sigüenza y Góngora is known today as having initiated a
novel way of looking at pre-Columbian and surviving indigenous traditions (Boone
1993). He, as well as other Jesuits, religious, and some educated people of the time,
began to appreciate native traditions as something worthy of study and began to
incorporate them or aspects thereof into existing and official Spanish channels and rituals
(Boone 1993). For example, Sigüenza y Góngora included images of Mexica emperors
and the god Huitzilopochtli to personify heroic virtues instead of the customary Roman
or Greek allusions in the triumphal arch that celebrated the entry of a new viceroy (Boone
1993:319). To some extent this is of course a continuation of the earlier trend by priests
to record, evaluate, and approach native traditions as I already commented earlier.
Nonetheless, Sigüenza y Góngora appears to have been a turning point and his studies
and actions are recognizably the start of a more scientific orientation and celebration of
the indigenous. Francisco Gemelli Carreri and Francisco Javier Clavijero undertook
examinations of Teotihuacan also and after Sigüenza y Góngora wrote about its past they
reviewed its possible origin and wondered about its age.
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It is at this time that Mexico formed the largest city in the Americas and that an
Age of Exploration began to give way to an Age of Enlightenment. Changes in the form
of the Bourbon Reforms, which corresponded to a set of financial and trade agreements,
altered the ways in which the Spanish Empire did business and created the bases upon
which the development of an Age of Enlightenment could transpire (Miller 1985). As a
result, in part, the presence of intellectuals such as Sigüenza y Góngora, Boturini,
Clavijero, and León y Gama, became possible and they began to study the human race as
a scientific field of study. They studied to contemplate theories of science and human
origins and worked to undermine the geographical determinism that had underlain the
Spanish Empire -determining that only peninsulares, or Spanish-born, could own
property and occupy positions of privilege.
Scientific explorations were organized at this time to examine theories of evolution
and progress. Religion began to loose some ground (Anderson 1991) and indigenous
people became recognized as ‘noble,’ creative, and rational human beings (Ellingson
2001). In addition, universities were founded and museums were created in New Spain
and this occurred mostly under the reign of Carlos III (1759-1788). The Museum of
Natural History and Botanical Garden opened its doors in 1790 in Mexico City, for
example, and a conservation-friendly antiquity society (Junta de Antigüedades) was
founded in 1808 (González Phillips 1987; Rico Mansard 2004). Intellectualism and
scientific thinking became more and more en vogue, and archaeological remains became
visited and studied as places of inspiration. Explorations were undertaken at Palenque,
Tajin, and Xochicalco and, in Mexico City, two great Mexica monoliths were discovered
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(González Phillips 1987:221).
This time of exploration and scientific reasoning also brought explorers from
outside of New Spain to Mexico and this motivated a turn of events to unfold even more
quickly than monoliths did in 1790. Alexander von Humboldt, a German scientist, came
to Mexico in 1803 when he was traveling around the globe. He was allowed by the
Spanish Crown to unearth the previously discovered and reburied Mexica monoliths,
which had been reburied because of their ever-increasing popularity among the creole
and mestizo nationalists that was threatening the order of the day at that time. He had to
rebury them again after completing his study, but was welcomed to include a series of
objects and archaeological places in his studies. He traveled to Teotihuacan, for example,
and spent some time exploring the “pyramids,” as he refers to the encountered remains in
situ. He describes these “pyramids” as being impressive in form and size, and comments
upon the “Indians” still living in their vicinity (Von Humboldt in Gallegos Ruiz et al.
1997:84-95). He elaborates on the similarities and differences with the pyramids of
Egypt, and reports that these “artificial hills” (colinas artificiales) at Teotihuacan were
destined primarily to serve as altars (Von Humboldt in Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:95). The
reports of his trip remained unpublished in New Spain for several years, and it was not
until Mexico became independent in 1810 that Humboldt's work was finally published
there (Morales-Moreno 1994; Vázquez León 1996:79).
Summing up, the Spanish Empire appears to have followed a two-fold agenda vis-àvis archaeological and indigenous remains, which on the whole was rather different from
that of preceding époques. On the one hand, there was destruction of pre-Columbian
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indigenous cities and this more or less common practice signals that indigenous customs
were actively banned and restricted. Religious expression was permitted only at this time
as defined by and related to the Catholic Church, and although there no to little evidence
that Teotihuacan received some kind of destructive attention, there is a clear suggestion
that it was seen as a place of treasure and wrongful or ancient idolatry. The 1587 letter of
permit application for the recovery of treasure confirms, for example, that the place was
thought to be an ancient ruin and one that was associated with the “times of native
infidelity” (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:68). Subsequent letters or references to Teotihuacan
reveal a similar tone and characterize the Spanish way of thinking toward the preColumbian remains. They wanted to exploit these places and the letters speak of profit
and make negative comments towards the indigenous cultural aspects.
Another body of correspondence and exploratory reports that existed exhibits a
different and greater degree of appreciation of and admiration for native remains and
suggests that there were people who were impressed by what they encountered upon
arrival or later in travels. Writing at the time of conquest and in the 300 years of Spanish
colonization, it was mostly priests who were moved to direct recover, safe-keep, and/or
record the pre-Columbian customs, although of course not all of this attention was
altruistically intentioned. There was, in addition, a systematic effort by the Spanish
Crown to record indigenous culture, such as is visible in the Relaciones Geográficas.
The documents, archaeological remains, and indigenous customs that survive until today
exemplify that not everyone was interested in destroying and that there was a surviving
presence and power, however tenuous at times and in places, of the indigenous remains
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and cultures.
The clear turn-around that can be said to have happened and is recognized in the
thinking and writing of creole and mestizo intellectuals around the time of Carlos de
Sigüenza y Góngora’s study of Teotihuacan illustrate that Teotihuacan began to be
considered as a different place of power. Scientific and serious study now became en
vogue and the travel diaries, letters of correspondence, and short papers of the time that
are available on Teotihuacan to indicate that intellectuals came to conceptualize
Teotihuacan as a place of science principally. Referring to the site as “pyramids,” they
suggest that a group of people began to visit the site to explore it as a place of history and
pre-Columbian culture and development that reveals a more abstract conception of
ideology and materiality (e.g. Gemelli Carreri and Clavijero in Gallegos Ruiz et al.
1997:85-88). Of course, this was at a time when people around the globe began to accept
the idea that native Americans were capable of building such remains as those that were
found on the American continent, and even the Spanish King began to share an
enthusiasm for scientific research aiming to develop an understanding of the natural
world. Opening museums and mounted scientific expeditions, the King and his somewhat
new system of rule transformed Teotihuacan and other such places into places of science
and conservation rather than being considered as places of idolatry and exploitable
treasure only. The change was surely tenuous and tentative at the beginning, but it
became important and altered the conception of Teotihuacan, especially as Mexico
obtained its Independence.
Adopting a different modus operandi vis-à-vis the surviving archaeological
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remains, the Spanish rulers and the colonial society were unable to ignore the
archaeological past completely. The Spanish and colonists may have favored a
monotheistic religion and a caste-like hierarchy, but they could not eradicate the
surviving indigenous remains and cultural concepts. This eventually affected their
regime. The survival of these original and somewhat-changed indigenous remains reflects
a strong staying power and illustrates that one cannot ignore the power of the materially
present past. Clearly, as a result of existing and imported ideologies different opinions
developed as to what to do about the past and these quickly became guiding impetuses in
subsequent years.

Independence
In 1810, a new republic formed—the start of ten years of struggle and fighting to
obtain the desired result— and the pre-Columbian remains of the nation provided a
natural and almost logical foundation. When Independence was finally obtained, it did
not take long before the new legislators founded museums, established protective laws,
and formed antiquity-focused societies to celebrate, protect, and exhibit these remains.
Agustín de Iturbide, Mexico's first political leader, ordered the conservation of all
Spanish archives, for example, immediately after the expulsion of the Spaniards in 1821.
Guadalupe Victoria, Mexico's first president, founded the General Archive of the Nation
(Archivo General de la Nación), which still operates today, and re-established the Junta
de Antigüedades, the Conservatory of Antiquities (Conservatorio de Antigüedades), and a
Department of Natural History (Gabinete de Historia Natural) at the Royal and Pontifical
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University. He also founded Mexico's first national museum, the Antiquities and Natural
History Museum (Museo de Antigüedades e Historia Natural), which was converted into
a teaching institution only six years later after its founding in 1825.
Scientific studies became the order of the day now and foreign adventurers,
explorers, and early scientists traveled to Mexico in search of the ancient remains as did
the local and educated elite. In December 1822, two such men, William Bullock and his
son, arrived in Mexico from England. They searched for scientific information and were
interested in the country's ancient heritage as well as in its current state of affairs.
Owning a museum in England, Bullock planned to put together two exhibits –one on
Ancient and one on Modern Mexico- and looked to obtain the pieces as well as the
information to introduce London society to Mexico. The exhibit was to be the first of
their kind worldwide. He found much of interest and had many objects replicated and
studied. He unearthed the famous Coatlicue, which had been unearthed twice before
already, and, finding no temples or "ancient pyramids" surviving of the old Mexica,
traveled to Cholula and Teotihuacan (Fane 1993:156-157; Graham 1993:58). He was so
impressed by the "two pyramids of San Juan de Teotihuacan" that he had models "made
on the spot" (Bullock 1825:109). He returned to London after several months in Mexico
and mounted what was to be the first international exhibition of Mexico. He portrayed the
young nation as confident and independent, and was overjoyed to have been afforded the
opportunity to discover Mexico, which was now an independent, open, and accessible
nation to all of Europe and the world for exploration (Bullock 1825).
Around the same time, for example, John L. Stephens went to discover and draw
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the archaeological remains in the Yucatan with his graphic artist Fredrick Catherwood
(Alcina Franch 2002:18-23). Closer to Mexico City, American diplomat Brantz Mayer
traveled to Teotihuacan in 1842 and wrote a report after spending several days at the site.
He describes the site and likens "the ruins of the pyramids" to the Westminster Abby of
England. He concludes that the "pyramids" are "marvelous and enchanting" (Mayer in
Gallegos Ruiz 1997:102-109). Other foreigners, such as Marquesa Calderon de la Barca,
Emile Chabrand, and Hubert Howe Bancroft, visited Teotihuacan also and wrote about
the site's characteristics, its possible origins, and its comparability with the pyramids of
Egypt (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:110-135). It appears to have been common at this time
to refer to the site as ‘the pyramids’ and this probably relates to the pyramid-craze that
was enveloping the world at the time after Napoleon carried out his expedition to the
Pyramids of Ghiza.
Mexico was not just invaded by foreign scientists, explorers, and travelers,
however, who were interested in its ancient remains. Anglo and European immigrants
began to threaten the northern borders of the United States of Mexico and as Mexico
struggled to maintain its borders, Texas declared independence and the United States of
America invaded Mexico. After the US-Mexican war of 1846, Mexico lost one-third of
its territory to the United States. In 1864, Mexico was invaded again and a FrenchAustrian occupation started as Maximilian and Carlota von Habsburg arrived to make an
empire that was supported by Napoleon III. Displacing the then existing president, Benito
Juárez, this empire was to divide Mexico in half as ex-president Benito Juárez launched a
guerilla campaign. Maximilian struggled to gain control over the country and eventually
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failed to do so. He was executed June 19, 1867. Before this occurred, however, scientific
explorations continued and took place not entirely disconnected from militaristic
ventures. Emperor Maximilian organized, for example, in imitation of Napoleon III, the
first Scientific Commission and had different archaeological remains in and around
Mexico City explored. In 1864, this Commission examined Teotihuacan and published a
descriptive report a year later (Alcina Franch 2002:22; Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:188200). They recognized, notably, that the Mexica appeared to have built a wall around the
central area of the site, and discovered a large statue depicting the Water Goddess, or
Chalchihuitle (Almaraz in Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:188-200). The Habsburg attempted
to rule a large and mostly incommunicable country and were in fact much in favor of
scientific exploration. They supported various endeavors and hoped to bring some socalled sophistication and development to the country (mostly in the form of French
cuisine, architecture, and intellectual pursuits). Their reign was not to succeed, however,
and as European forces ignored their pleas to send resources and military support,
Juarista forces gained strength and control. They were able to restore the republic and
exiled the French troops. Maximilian was executed and Juárez was re-elected. He
immediately began to restore a weakened republic and enforced several explicitly
oriented nation-building decrees and reforms (Miller 1985).
As a pyramid-craze had taken hold of Europe and discussions centered everywhere
on the origin and antiquity of these types of structures, explorers in and outside of
Mexico came to explore any and all structures, or so it seemed, that looked like or were
pyramids. Several French explorers and early archaeologists, such as Claude Joseph
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Desire Charnay and Charles Etienne Brasseur de Borbourg, arrived in Mexico for those
purposes. They traveled the country and explored its most ancient remains and Charnay
spend some time at Teotihuacan (1887). He excavated the Superimposed Buildings and
visited several caves in the immediate vicinity. He found that Teotihuacan had many
aspects in common with Tula, which he excavated also, and concluded that both preceded
the Mexica of the center of Mexico (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:166-, 252-271).
As these developments took place, legislators recognized early on that there was a
need for protection. In 1859, they established a formal declaration that protected the
nation's cultural legacy and that declared all and every archaeological remains national
property. This declaration then became the Law of Conservation in 1865. In addition, a
number of inventions, such as gas lighting and railroads facilitated the visitation of
archaeological remains and people could travel and see sites and museums (Carrasco
Vargas 1987; Morales-Moreno 1994; Sánchez Valdés and Reissner 1987).
At the same time, an increasingly liberal attitude developed, especially after the
reinstatement of Benito Juárez –a highly-educated and native Zapotec. This meant that
more scientific research occurred and that this tradition of research continued in full
force. The country's leaders began to develop a free and secular education system, and
Mexican and foreign historians and scientists began to study the native past more or less
systematically and with some impetus from the government. Engineer Antonio García
Cubas, for example, wrote a comparative examination of Teotihuacan and the Egyptian
pyramids in 1871 (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:200-235). The report illustrates more than
anything that the scientific method, an international perspective, and the reasoning of a
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scientist were becoming increasingly en vogue and that Mexico was becoming a presence
on the world stage as an independent and sovereign nation-state.
There was a radical change in how archaeological remains were approached in the
period of Independence. The world was being reconnoitered and Church doctrines were
loosing some of their dogmatic believers. More and more people and societies turned
towards science and technology (Anderson 1991) and the past was becoming celebrated
and explored purposefully and with pride. At the same time archaeology developed as a
scientific discipline and this is all revealed in the first decrees and declarations on the
archaeological past. Issued shortly after the acquisition of Independence, these
recognized the indigenous provenience of the remains and stipulated their protection and
conservation as part of the nation-state’s priorities and sovereign right of that nationstate.
Of course, other factors came together as well and these influenced Mexico.
Principal among them was the French Revolution. Hooper-Greenhill (1992), for example,
describes this in her analysis of the French Revolution and notes its effects on the
development of museology. She writes that around the time of their Revolution (1789)
there was in France: 1) the decisive move towards democracy and republicanism; 2) a
new emphasis on public display, representation, and transparency; and 3) the developing
belief in rationality, achievement, and discipline. These changes created a more liberal
orientation in museums and the ways in which museums articulated with their publics
was altered. Museums suddenly were recruited into the government-initiated push to
educate the masses and that governments worked to open public parks, found public
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museums, and encourage private collectors to open their doors to the public. The idea
was to provide the working man and woman with alternatives to the ale house, the
gambling house, and the brothel and to encourage a rather different and increased level of
education, sophistication, and civilization. Visits to parks, museums, and science fairs
were thought to be and serve as transformative experiences, and a growing group of
educated, upper-class, and professional people, politicians, and lawmakers counted on
these institutions to reform society (Bennett 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 1992; Karp and
Lavine 1991).
Mexico was no exception and enjoying its Independence, presidents founded
museums, universities, and public parks almost immediately to stimulate the same type of
visits and cultural activities (Morales-Moreno 1994). Mexico looked to its archaeological
patrimony, however, to recover a sense of its past and to redefine itself, and it found in
the archaeological past a natural kind and available source of inspiration. Indigenous and
endogenous, archaeological remains served the country, which was forming according to
the ideals of republicanism, democracy, and liberty. The medium of nation-statepromoting education illustrates also and alerted the citizen that it was important to
partake in this sense of past. Unfortunately, many, if not most, Mexicans at this time were
still living at the margins of society and were unable to conceive of themselves as equal
citizens or obtain these rights as stipulated under the constitution. At this time, the
importance of the nation’s archaeological remains began to be associated with the
pursuits of nation-state formation, education, and science, and subsequent periods would
carry this impetus further to shape a certain destiny for sites like Teotihuacan. The fact
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that this was even possible underscores the importance and veracity of this initial period
of nation-state formation, and is illustrated in today’s legal and everyday situation. The
existence of numerous institutions that protect the past and celebrate its remains similarly
indicates that these events really occurred and that the remains continued to be important
in material and ideological ways.
The discipline of archaeology that begun to develop in the world enabled the
country to consummate Independence and helped it take advantage of the archaeological
remains. Hypothesizing about the development of humankind, researchers began to test
and explore what the nature of different archaeological remains was. The size, number,
and diversity of Mexico's archaeological remains impressed the early scientists so much,
as the publication record indicates (e.g. Charnay 1887; Humboldt 1822), that they often
made a point of traveling to Mexico to research remains. The remains began, thus, to
feature significantly as places of research and as objects of the scientific imagination and
featured as such as important harbingers of Independence and national identity.
Ideology and materiality came thus together again in a way that it had not before.
The drive for identity helped resurrect, sometimes quite literally, enlivened the surviving
remains and memories of indigeneity, and forged a status quo that celebrated the
materiality of the past and contributed ideological weight to the past. The past of
Teotihuacan may not have been surviving in actual fact, but in significance it certainly
did.

Porfiriato
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In 1876, a president took power who was to pursue an aggressive agenda of
European-styled progress, technology, order, and civilization. He sought to obtain foreign
investment, stimulated capitalist business, and motivated investors to increase and bolster
the still basically non-existent infrastructure and rudimentary means of communication.
In doing so, he connected an entire country with its more or less centrally-located capital,
but maintained a power of will that made him an unforgiving dictator. His name was
Porfirio Díaz and he reigned for thirty years. He established a strategic dedication to
history and also featured a brutal form of policing, propaganda forming, and political
manipulation. He facilitated the rise of a more sophisticated nation-state, but also had
most of its citizens live in poverty. Servitude was still an everyday reality for those who
worked on the haciendas and many suffered from real and evident misery there and
elsewhere. Education formed an integral part of his nation-state formation agenda, but
few had any ability to access and benefit. Overall, the Porfiriato, as this period of
governance is called, is thought to have placed an incredible burden of inequality on a
majority of citizens, and this eventually led to Díaz’s downfall. In 1910, a nation-wide
and full-scale revolution broke out (Cockcroft 1990; MacLachlan and Beezley 1999).
In terms of protection, investigation, and exhibition of archaeological remains,
however, the Porfiriato was an effective time. Advances were made and scientific
commissions as well as government support, decrees, and institutions were established to
facilitate the discovery, study, and celebration of the country's archaeological remains
(Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997; Tenorio-Trillo 1996). In 1885, the government founded the
Department of Inspection and Conservation of the Republic's Archaeological Monuments
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and established the first government office dedicated to protect, conserve, and investigate
the nation's archaeological remains (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:271). Leopoldo Batres, an
engineer by training, occupied the position of Inspector of Monuments and took charge of
the past archaeological remains until he was replaced in 1911 by Francisco Rodríguez.
Batres worked in Teotihuacan as he was appointed and excavated the Chalchihuitle that
had been located by Almaraz and his Scientific Commission in 1865. He also explored
the Pyramid of the Sun and the Superimposed Buildings. Batres transported the
Chalchihuitle to the National Museum in Mexico City for its exhibition there.
At the same time, government support increased and a number of decrees helped to
protect the archaeological remains. On June 3, 1896, a decree stipulated that official
permission was necessary to excavate and that one must be financed to carry out the
excavation, excavate only in the area stipulated, and hand over all recovered artifacts to
the national government via the Inspector (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997: 271-276). This
decree was made law on May 11, 1897. Financial support increased also and Batres
excavated and restored not only the Pyramid of the Sun, but also the Superimposed
Buildings and the Pyramid of the Moon with this money in subsequent years. He
facilitated the construction of a railway to the Pyramid of the Sun and established a
museum, workshops, research quarters, and storage facilities (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:
171-183). He facilitated a significant change of meaning at Teotihuacan.
In 1905, Batres began the purchase of plots at and around the site in an effort to
protect the site and to be able to explore the area. Batres finished the first government
expropriation of lands to make way for an "archaeological zone" in 1907 (Gallegos Ruiz
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et al. 1997:73; Suárez Cortés 1987) and thus facilitated its protection and investigation.
The publication of these events in the Diario Official made the "archaeological zone of
Teotihuacan" a reality. Indicating how peasants were compensated for their lands, the
announcement describes the "archaeological zone of Teotihuacan" as a "place of public
utility" (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:73). These events facilitated not only his own
exploration and restoration projects, but also encouraged others to come and study at
Teotihuacan, and many people did. A range of projects that varied from studying the
astronomy and the engineering to understanding the etymology and symbolism of the
place were subsequently carried out (Evans and Berlo 1992:16; Antonio García Cubas,
Antonio Peñafiel, Julio Jiménez, Ignacio C. Herrera, and Francisco Rodríguez in
Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997: 171-183). Then, in 1910, Teotihuacan was featured as an
important location for the Centennial celebration.
As Mexico was hosting the Congress of Americanistas once more and Díaz wanted
to attract foreign investors, an expedition was made to the recently excavated and
developed 'archaeological zone of Teotihuacan.' Illustrating that Mexico was now, 100
years after its Independence, a modern, productive, and strong nation, Batres had
organized a tour of the place. Foreign dignitaries, diplomats, and professional
anthropologists who had come to Mexico for these events made their way to the site by
train and, according to the report by Batres, toured the site finishing their day at a
restaurant in one of the caves behind the Pyramid of the Sun (Gallegos Ruiz et al.
1997:336-338). Impressed by what they had seen the European and American
anthropologists helped forge a plan to found an International School of Ethnology and
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Anthropology in Mexico City. They established it in cooperation with France, Germany,
and the USA and figures, such as Franz Boas and Eduard Seler, worked to realize it in
1911 (Rivermar Pérez 1987; Suárez Cortés 1987).
The year that the school was established, however, became one of great change.
The Porfiriato was brought to an abrupt end and the president was sent into exile. The
country became enveloped in a civil war and fighting broke out everywhere, starting a
revolution. It is difficult to say at what point a real and measurable change began,
especially as certain administrative duties and overall developments in terms of
archaeology and anthropology continued, but there certainly was some change, as
Mexicans around the country had enough of Porfirio Díaz and said, Ya basta!
The real and imagined connection with the Mexica, its surviving and enigmatic
quality of remains, and the attractive location in the Mexican countryside converted
Teotihuacan into a prime site for Porfirian grandstanding. The construction of a railroad
to the foot of the Pyramid of the Sun in preparation for the celebration of the
Independence's Centennial and Congress of Americanistas, which is still visible at the
site today and survives in the archaeological and archival record, exemplifies that Díaz
conceptualized Teotihuacan as a project for this new and modern Mexico, and shows that
Teotihuacan formed a part of his attempt to appear au courant. The fact that so much of
this effort was state-directed, however, indicates that the nation-state was still forming. It
also suggests that Teotihuacan was envisioned from the beginning of this nation-state
building agenda to be an important place for and in Mexico, even if most of the
population in need of an education was time working on haciendas and at plantations, and
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was unable to visit an archaeological zone. Feeling part of the patrimony, which was
being projected as heritage on an international stage, appears to have been mostly for the
elite at this time and it should be acknowledged that it was mostly scientists and elite
travelers who came to Teotihuacan.
Archaeology began to formalize further as a scientific discipline and Teotihuacan, like
other sites, became a favorite place. National and international scientists, travelers, and
young intellectuals on world tours traveled to the site and feast their eyes. Elite visitors
were the most common, although local populations are sure to have had some concept of
the site and its importance. The 1907 designation facilitated the visitation and presence of
Teotihuacan as an important place and for an international and profession public, and
Teotihuacan became a prime location for the Mexican nation-state formation as such and
as a place to research the laws and acceptable generalizations of humankind. In that
sense, it was to be a place of democracy as well.

Modern Mexico: Post-Revolution
From 1910 to 1917, there was a Revolution that embroiled the country and this
lasted until a new constitution was signed and some calm and regularity could return to
Mexico. In 1920, General Alvaro Obregon was elected president and the country began a
road to reconstruction (MacLachlan and Beezley 1999). Archaeology and investigation
had continued to take place at Teotihuacan (and elsewhere) in the years of the
Revolution, and several archaeologists had undertaken excavations there at that time.
Francisco Rodríguez, for example, had taken over Batres's position as the country's
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Inspector in 1911 and excavated at the Pyramid of the Moon. Two years later, Manuel
Gamio became the Inspector of Monuments and began to explore the site with a set of
clear and professional standards. His excavations featured the recently-developed
stratigraphic method, a precise record-keeping, the four-field approach, and an
interdisciplinary work crew. By 1917, Gamio had a general plan of the site drafted and
excavated at the Ciudadela, the Pyramid of the Sun, and the Superimposed Buildings
(Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:183-186, 188-200). He published the results, among other
places, in a comprehensive study entitled The Population of the Valley of Teotihuacan
(Gamio 1922) and showed that the place should be studied fully, including a
contemporary ethnography, a traditional history, and an archaeological and ecological
exploration. He also aimed to provide some immediate economic relief to the area's
communities (Noyola Rocha 1987) and offered training, supplies, and a location for the
production of artesanias, or handicrafts, so that the population of the Valley of
Teotihuacan could sell handicrafts to the tourists visiting the archaeological zone. In
doing so, Gamio worked with and as the government and in these projects it is obvious
that he believed that archaeology and anthropology could play an important role in
reconstructing the nation and serve a social need (Gamio 1917; 1987[1935]).
At the same time, intellectuals and artists, such as Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, and
Dr. Atl, most notably, illustrated that they and others espoused these ideals also. They
came to Teotihuacan to incorporate its elements and worked to create art that reflected
and participated in the country’s social-education agenda, which President Obregon
started in the 1920’s (Braun 1993; Errington 1993:224).
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Explicitly nationalist, the education campaign aimed to educate and modernize the
most rural citizens of Mexico and attempted to rebuild and unify a nation-state that had
been until then fighting and/or working at haciendas or other jobs of servitude and
misery. Ministers of Education, such as José Vasconcelos (1925), directed the efforts of
teachers, archaeologists, anthropologists, and artists throughout the nation to teach the
poor and downtrodden (Hernández Castillo 2001; Rockwell 1994; Vaughan 1997).
Presidents after Obregon maintained and strengthened this agenda and President Lazaro
Cardenas (1934-1940) is particularly associated with that social educational agenda as he
redistributed land to the poor, nationalized many private industries, and founded a range
of government-directed institutions (Miller 1985).
Gamio reorganized the Department of Inspection and Conservation and became the
director of Archaeological and Ethnographic Studies. He, later, transformed the
Department of Inspection and Conservation into the Direction of Anthropology (Gallegos
Ruiz et al. 1997: 338-347) and was horrified by Batres's excesses. He published a report
about the unscientific ways of Batres, and, recording around 80,872 visitors at
Teotihuacan between 1925 to 1928, redid the site museum, paved a road to encourage car
travel, and extracted the Porfirian railroad tracks, which had caused damage to the site
(Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997: 438). At the same time, many foreign archaeologists and
anthropologists came to Teotihuacan. Professionals, such Edward Seler, Alfred Kroeber,
George Vaillant, and Sigvald Linné, arrived and focused on different aspects of
Teotihuacan. Studying and excavating the place in a way that provided great advances for
the understanding of Teotihuacan, they helped make the site more famous. George
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Vaillant (1938), for example, refined cultural sequences, while Sigvald Linné wrote
comprehensive excavation reports (e.g. 1934) that included detailed information on
archaeological context.
Institutions that were established to facilitate these aims of nationalist education,
such as the Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas in 1936 (España Caballero 1987;
Sanchez 1999) and the National Institute of Anthropology and History in 1939, indicate
that the nation-state was committed to reconstruct the nation-state via an education
agenda (Hernández Castillo 2001; Oyuela-Caycedo 1994; Vázquez León 1994). The
latter institution was created explicitly to oversee the conservation, investigation, and
protection of the nation's cultural and pre-Columbian patrimony, while the former
concentrated on the indigenous populations. Vázquez León (1994) argues that the state in
doing so, fused the museographic and governmental archaeologies, and assimilated the
academic archaeology into one singular government anthropology institution). Others
confirm this to varying extents and identify the INAH as the sole government institution
(Gándara 1992; Krotz 1991; Nalda 2001; Olivé Negrete 1981, 1995).
Around the same time, archaeologists and ethnohistorians began to investigate
whether Teotihuacan was really a Toltec city, as was thought at this time. Surviving
codices spoke of the great tollan, but more and more students of Teotihuacan became
skeptical of the idea that Teotihuacan was the tollan. They organized the First Roundtable
(Mesa Redonda) to discuss the matter and as knowledgeable archaeologists and
ethnohistorians began to compare notes, they concluded that Tula was in fact the ancient
tollan and not Teotihuacan. They established a research agenda and began to explore
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Tula. As a result, Teotihuacan became somewhat neglected and it was not until Pedro
Armillas’s research that significant progress was made again on the questions of
Teotihuacan's origins and temporality. He excavated the Viking compound in 1942-1943,
found a mica floor, and established that Teotihuacan was indeed a significant city, but
one that dated to the early and middle centuries of the first millennium (Gallegos Ruiz et
al. 1997:515-553; Millon 1992:345). Discoveries of outlying palaces and mural paintings
caused a determined resurgence of interest in Teotihuacan and with the development of
new technologies, excavation techniques, and professional terms and conventions, an
even greater grasp upon its past was realized. Iconographic studies became more
common and they generated new questions (e.g. Séjourne 1966). Archaeology developed
into a more sophisticated and professional discipline and Teotihuacan became a national
and international center of and for research.
When World War II ended and a market for car-travel expanded, a continued desire
to develop and maintain an identity encouraged Mexico to explore tourism as a possible
mechanism for development and modernization (Berger 2006; Clancy 2001). Offering
the possibility of "pyramids by day and martinis by night" (Berger 2006), Teotihuacan
formed an ideal location as it was situated near Mexico City and featured an idyllic
countryside and impressive archaeological remains. It proved to be an automatic choice
and around 16,000 visitors are reported to have visited the site in 1960 (Piña Chan in
Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:34).
Archaeologist Roman Piña Chan proposed a comprehensive research project for
Teotihuacan at this same time (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:575-582). He suggested the
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purchase of more terrain, the excavation of unexplored areas along the Street of the Dead,
and the development of a more advantageous infrastructure (roads, site facilities, and
exhibition). Piña Chan also noted that further development was sure to boost tourism
numbers (Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997:34). Eager to capitalize on the tourist dollar, the
government decided to fund the project, and more terrain was purchased and
expropriated. The site's infrastructure was increased greatly (highway, multiple accesses,
circulation road, and administrative facilities) and several areas were excavated and
restored, such as the now emblematic Temple of Quetzalpapalotl, which was then carried
out by now famous archaeologists Ignacio Bernal and Jorge Acosta, among others. A
series of on-site improvements were made also (entrance buildings, recreation areas) and
the entire project was inaugurated on September 14, 1964 by President Adolfo López
Mateos. The President came to Teotihuacan for this occasion and as part of the
Independence Day celebrations. A plaque located outside of the entrance building, which
I have described already, commemorates this event.
Two other important foreign projects were already underway at this time and these
illustrate the advantages of increased technology as well as the impact of foreign
participation in the comprehension and popularity of Teotihuacan. In 1960-1961, William
T. Sanders began an expansive ecological study of the entire Valley of Teotihuacan
(Sanders 1970). Applying full-scale survey techniques, sampling, excavation, and
statistical calculations, Sanders obtained a comprehensive understanding of what is likely
to have occurred at an early date and over time with the Valley's population fluctuations,
construction efforts, and natural environment. A year later, René Millon (1964, 1973)
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began a full-scale survey of the site as well, but he applied aerial photography and
practiced surface collection techniques to establish the site's boundaries and likely
architectural concentrations. He included investigations on topics as varied as social
status, craft production, residential organization, mortuary practices, rulership, and
regional relations, among others, and came up with an impressive map. Following in
these footsteps, archaeologist George Cowgill (1974) applied an equally impressive
gamut of statistical techniques upon Millon's results and obtained another set of insights
that are still inspiring students today. He also continued to do archaeological
investigations at Teotihuacan and is still noted as being one of the experts, as are Sanders
and Millon. It should be noted, also, that these early students of Teotihuacan are still
working hard to move the field of Teotihuacan studies forward. They have inspired
multiple generations, who now engage in their own examinations as well, but at the time
their projects were revolutionary in their amount of information and technology that
served to develop a successful basis for an understanding of Teotihuacan.
In Mexico, a more recent generation of archaeologists emerged in the 1980's and
1990's in the wake of the earlier projects of the 1940’s, 1950’s, and 1960’s. They moved
the study of Teotihuacan forwards in new and scientific ways, and provided many
opportunities for the training of subsequent generations of Mexican archaeologists.
Ruben Cabrera Castro, for example, headed another government-sponsored project in the
1980's (1991). He focused in this study on the Ciudadela, but explored and contemplated
a great number of other areas around the site. Today, he still works to improve the overall
understanding of Teotihuacan and focuses on the areas of ideology, iconography,
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cosmology, and chronology (Millon 1992). Directing another government-sponsored
project in an area of Teotihuacan that is called la Ventilla a decade later, his work has
inspired many students to continue in his footsteps, even though large-scale governmentsponsored projects have become a rarity.
In addition, researchers from other Mexican institutions, most principally the
National Autonomous University of Mexico (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México, or UNAM), have explored the site as well and they involved thousands of young
archaeology students in their projects. The enduring research of Linda Manzanilla at and
around the Pyramid of the Sun, Oztoyahualco, and Xalla (1993, 1994, 2001) and the
explorations of the Pyramid of the Sun by Eduardo Matos Moctezuma stand out (1995),
but a number of other important iconographic studies have been undertaken as well by
the researchers of the Department of Aesthetics of the UNAM (De la Fuente 1995),
among others. Some of this work by the Department of Aesthetics has, in fact, led to the
construction of a third museum at Teotihuacan in 1998: the Museum of Teotihuacan
Mural Painting.
Foreign projects have continued as well and the work of Saburo Sugiyama (in
collaboration with Ruben Cabrera) at the Pyramid of the Moon is important in this
respect (Cabrera Castro and Sugiyama 1999). Collaborations between foreigners and
Mexicans, such as Sugiyama's recent work with López Austin and López Luján (López
Austin et al. 1991) and his work with Cabrera, or the studies by other foreigners, such as
the iconographic analyses of George Kubler (1967), Arthur Miller (1974), Esther
Pastztory (1997), and Karl Taube (1992), and certain astronomy studies, such as those by
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Anthony Aveni (2000), are noteworthy and have expanded as well as deepened and
diversified our understanding of Teotihuacan. Naturally, continuing work and care by the
archaeologists who work at the site as government employees, such as Ruben Cabrera,
Alejandro Sarabia, and Sergio Ortega, should not be discounted and deserve
acknowledgment.
Much internationally-sponsored research appears to prevail today to an extent as
financing has become an increasing problem in recent years on the national level and
fewer projects are taking place as a result. The demands of an increased population in
surrounding communities and pressures from incoming visitors upon the site are
mounting as well and have become unrelenting, leading to challenges to the research. In
addition, the policy of no more reconstruction than what is known to have existed, as
signed according to the UNESCO convention, has meant that government projects such
as the one in 1960, which included major reconstruction efforts along the Street of the
Dead, are not possible anymore. A series of international decrees, watch groups, and
international arrangements, such as the World Heritage list, ICOMOS, and various
UNESCO treaties, facilitate Teotihuacan's safe-keeping, but also circumscribe the
unfolding of any research and/or restoration. This indicates that the care for the nation's
patrimony has become an international affair as well, and in 1971, for example, a treaty
of cooperation was signed between the Mexican United States and the United States of
America to stipulate the recovery and return of robbed archaeological, historical, and
cultural goods. A set of mural painting fragments have been returned to Mexico in 1986
as a result of this initiative after they had been confiscated (Messenger 1993:302). Other
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examples exist, of course, but the illegal antiquities market appears to be growing in spite
of these joint efforts. The designation of Teotihuacan as a UNESCO World Heritage site
in 1987 is another example of an increased effort to work together on an international
level and a concerted effort by the Mexican government and archaeology establishment
to protect these fragile remains around the world. That Teotihuacan is now part of the
patrimony of humanity together with 22 other sites in Mexico means that it falls under
the international laws of regulation and protection as well as the existing national laws
that were put in place long before the UNESCO designation to protect the nation's
archaeological remains (Ley Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos,
Artísticos e Históricos 1972). There is in that sense a double layer of vigilance and
conservation in place.
In 1972, a new federal law of monuments and archaeological zones took effect,
which replaced an earlier 1934 law that, in turn, was a replacement for the Porfirian law
as the earliest version (Ley Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos
e Históricos 1972). This law, while ambitious, is applicable in nature and aims in theory
to protect any movable and immovable archaeological goods. In practice, it reflects, as
Olivé Negrete explains (1980) that the scientific definition of the monumental is a
universally-open and chronologically ill-defined idea of what archaeological time is. PreColumbian materials are included, but historical documents, landscapes, and any other
aspect of historical interest are not, or at least not explicitly nor sufficiently. At
Teotihuacan, one sees this, as archaeologists work mainly to safe keep its pre-Columbian
culture and pay less attention to what occurred after the arrival of the Spaniards (Garraty
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2006). Teotihuacan becomes thus almost exclusively pre-Columbian for the law and none
of the later changes, or architecture related to later uses, such as the train rails, are
acknowledged specifically. There is a freezing in time that occurs and this has affected
the image of Teotihuacan. People think of the place as being one time period that is often
imagined homogenously.
This freezing is increased by the fact that archaeologists are unable in many respects to
attend to what lies outside of the archaeological zone’s boundaries. They also have to
deal with the lack of interest in the site’s post-Teotihuacan years on the part of the public
and the nation-state. It is important to remember, however, that millions of visitors come
each year to Teotihuacan for this reason: to learn and find out about the site and the citystate called Teotihuacan, which is often referred to as ‘the pyramids,’ even though many
are unaware of to when the site dates exactly and sometimes confuse it with being a
Mexica site.
The nation-state has maintained a presence at the site in all of these years and this
has become even more obvious after the Revolution, as government funding and the
carrying out of several large excavation projects on the hands of INAH can demonstrate.
The establishment and survival of the described infrastructure, visiting facilities, and site
museums, first at the time of Gamio's activities from 1917 to 1922 and then later in the
1960’s and subsequent years, in particular, signals that Teotihuacan was meant to uplift
the area economically and educate the visitors and local community members of its past
sophistication and Mexico’s significance to the entire world. In other words, a renewed
sense of ethnicity and identity was to be established and prompted. In more recent years,
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and in particular at the time of Piña Chan's 1959 proposal, if one is to believe the
literature on these topics, the strategy of seeking out visitors and developing the area as a
means to attract more visitors, became a matter of developing tourism as well as of
offering the Mexican population another example of national grandeur, and this illustrates
that there are some changes in the nation-state formation paradigm. In addition, the
comparative paucity of government-sponsored project in the most recent years, suggests
that a change has occurred in this agenda and provides the idea that nation-state
formation might not be that important anymore at Teotihuacan. It also serves to indicate
that foreign and national research agendas are now more science-driven, are working
cooperatively, and might not reflect anymore the kind of aggressive nation-state
formation agenda that earlier projects, such as that of Piña Chan featured, for example. In
this respect, it is fair to say that there is now a clear link between the existence of a
scientific archaeology and a nation-state that sponsors that kind of archaeology and that
conceives of itself as being scientific, modern, and democratic. Teotihuacan is thus no
longer a narrowly defined nationalistic place. It is perhaps accurate, moreover, to
conclude that the archaeology of Teotihuacan is now more materialistic than ideological
in nature.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

The above discussion of Teotihuacan illustrates that history at Teotihuacan is
complex and multilayered. Various meanings have been created over time for
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Teotihuacan and they all matter in how Teotihuacan is conceived today. For example, the
Mexica used Teotihuacan to construct a powerful cosmovision and genealogy, and the
Spaniards used it either to extract treasure or to comprehend the nature of humankind or
the early peoples of the pre-Columbian era, which they were to some extent actively
destroying. In the struggle of Independence, pre-Columbian remains, such as
Teotihuacan, became cornerstones for the construction of a new and independent society
and served as evocative icons. They came to play an important role in the nation-state
formation politics and to this date are celebrated often in an attempt to construct a history
of pre-Columbian and indigenous remains.
In these differences of significance, one sees a number of similarities. The first is
that the site continued to play a role over time in society in spite of major historical,
cultural, and socio-political changes and the place continues to carry some of these earlier
meanings. Socio-religious in the Mexica times, the site was mostly of economic worth in
the colonial time period. During the years of Independence and afterwards, the site
became both secular and sacred in nature, and the site has remained as such. The site is
now, thus, and in part because of its history, a polysemic place that involves many parts
of society as they exist today.
There are, of course, also some major differences between these different cultural
moments and these appear in the reconstruction of Teotihuacan’s history. They are
important in signaling the diversity of the ways in which the nation-state today has been
formed and reflect back upon Teotihuacan. For example, the Teotihuacanos and the
Mexica appear to have thought of time as cyclical, all-encompassing, cosmological, and
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naturally divine, and constructed a city –one real and the other imaginary- that
represented this sense of the cosmos. The Spaniards, in contrast, conceived of time as
hierarchical and monotheistic and looked to the Catholic Church to distinguish
themselves from supposed earlier states of barbarism. They qualified the surviving
archaeological remains as idolatrous or as evidence of these earlier states of barbarism,
and it was not until a growth of science brought about another conceptualization of time
and space that they were able to admit another sort of reality. As this happened, people
begin to understand that time is a matter of organization, change, and secular
regularization (Foucault 1970) and no longer did it represent a threat.
All these aspects of representing Teotihuacan, as a place and a time period,
differently indicate that the relevance of Teotihuacan has varied over time and that the
site has affected a range of elements of today’s society. For example, for some the place
is a religious and this references the Mexicas’ importance of Teotihuacan, who were there
and attributed significance to the place under the guise of religiosity. The Spaniards saw
the site as a treasure in the crudest of economic terms—or did so, at least at first—, and
this provides an idea of how the site could be seen and was seen in later days, especially
in the Porfiriato when it was exhibited to bring significance and economic power to the
country. In other words, the history of Teotihuacan lends the site an enigmatic side that is
quite diverse in meaning and that makes Teotihuacan a more diverse place today than it
would have been if it had only be considered relevant for one purpose or one time period.
Trouillot speaks of this and mentions the need to capture "the climate of the times"
(1995:27). He identifies in his work the strategy –in addition to reflection and
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juxtaposition- to acknowledge the power in history and says that one must investigate the
"narrative about ... competing appropriations" (Trouillot 1995:26). Stating that "facts are
never meaningless" (1995:29) and "are not created equal" (1995:29), he mentions that
"[w]hat happened leaves traces, some of which are quite concrete-buildings, dead bodies,
censuses, monuments, diaries, political boundaries-. . . limit[ing] the range and
significance of any historical narrative" (Trouillot 1995:29). He acknowledges thus the
importance of space, time, discourse, and practice as they interact to form a history and
recommends that a sense of materiality must be incorporated into the analysis of history
and history production. He cautions, moreover, while emphasizing the importance of
materiality, that "the bigger the material mass, the more easily it entraps us: mass graves
and pyramids bring history closer while they make us feel small" (1995:29), and
comments thus on the material weight of history and history production. Addressing the
risk of history becoming an overly powerful ideology, as one may see in the case of the
Mexica, he also acknowledges the problem of history in providing considerable
psychological baggage for subsequent generations.
At Teotihuacan, Trouillot’s strategy is applicable and it results in a history of place
that focuses on materiality. Materiality is important and at Teotihuacan it emerges at
different moments in time, even if one cannot be sure exactly of people’s respective
concepts of materiality and immateriality (Meskell 2004; Pels 2002). The relationships of
time and space are always evident to some extent. For example, Teotihuacanos were
aware of materiality and immateriality because they built their city in an image of their
surrounding elements of nature. In other words, they worked to materialize and
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emphasize these elements for their benefit, and must have conceived of their buildings as
real and important, both materially and ideologically. They were obviously massive and
appear to have been cosmological signifiers as well. They made thus the material
immaterial and vice versa. The Mexicas, likewise, conceptualized Teotihuacan as
cosmologically important, but were aware of its material presence as well. They
represented the pyramids on their codices and traveled to the actual place to undertake
rituals there. They also took pieces from the site to their Mexica temples and illustrate
that they had a clear concept of materiality and immateriality, and attempted to infuse
their homes and cities with these concepts and Teotihuacan’s aura. The Spaniards,
subsequently, wished clearly to have little or nothing to do with the site, but appear to
have tolerated and even admired the city as they allowed it to exist materially and studied
the place in person and as ancient material remains. In this sense, they obtained a sense of
materiality and immateriality from Teotihuacan, but chose to ignore it mostly. After the
fight for Independence, Teotihuacan’s survival and endurance as a city, albeit in ruins,
made it a site that was incredibly present materially speaking and one that was visible to
the rest of the nation-state and the world, as it inspired a new set of legacies and became a
mechanism for the past to emerge from near oblivion. As archaeologists and explorers set
out to the jungles and remote areas around the new Mexican Republic, Teotihuacan
became an important material presence that encouraged study, visitation, and
reconstruction (hence further increasing its material presence). It also formed an
important concept for nation-state building and accompanying ideology, which has lasted
in important ways until the present day.
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In other words, actors and people engaged at Teotihuacan and elsewhere at different
moments in time and space and in a variety of actions and discourses to make certain
senses of materiality and immateriality. Their representation is complex, but can be
discovered in the presentation of materiality and immateriality at the site, elsewhere, and
the documentation surrounding it. In other words, examining the presence of remains in
the present facilitates the acknowledgment of divergences and ideologies in and of the
past.
At Teotihuacan, history may have been ignored, reburied, destroyed, or
rediscovered over time or at specific times, but it is obvious also that some imposed
silences can eventually resurface as the above section illustrates. For example, although
the Spaniards exerted a tremendous effort at the erasure of a pre-Columbian past, they
simply could not bypass the impressive cultural legacy that remained in place and that
survived in local and indigenous traditions. They had to come to terms with this past and,
unable to do so effectively, were expelled from New Spain as a result after local elite,
peasants, and indigenous peoples achieved a certain accommodation, or sense of a
common goal, and achieved their desired Independence to build a new state.
In nation-state formation theory, it has been said that it is important to acknowledge
the force and substance of history. As the history of Teotihuacan has illustrated, this is
important in spite of the differences of history and in history. The site has remained as an
important place and it is a time period as well with some significant sort of materiality. In
part, this is due to the fact that it is a greatly material place. On the other hand, the place
features a sense of materiality that has outlasted the differences in cultural definition.
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History is for many people a construction of rulers and leaders, and biases and
erasures are often introduced in this process. These may be said to exist as inevitable
parts and parcels of history, as I have indicated above, but it is also true that they are not
entirely the fault of history or those that make an effort at reconstructing it. It is useful to
estimate to what degree the history is or can be a truth, but one must understand that there
is always a part of the conceptualization that cannot be recognized and that may live
more among the people. Inherent limitations of the historical record exist that do not
allow lived experiences to emerge very well and that might enable the erasures of
personal feelings and experiences. There is only so much to be gained by calling a history
ideological.
At Teotihuacan not everything in history is nation-state influenced. Many aspects
are responsible for the demise, for example, of the archaeological record. Likewise
erasures and omission in the more recent historical record are inevitable. Cowgill
indicates, moreover, that different researchers may also have differing and individual
theoretical interests that may lead to diverging methodologies and research questions that
effect different parts of ‘the truth’ to emerge. It is important, he mentions, to consider and
understand this to comprehend one’s limitations, further (1997).
Historical analyses must, of course, always account for the possibility of
inaccuracies, irresolvable contradictions, and a lack of knowledge. Trouillot's proposal to
trace power, juxtapose different sources, and investigate the process of history production
as well as history as a product is useful to ascertain the aspect of history that is unsure
and there is much in general that is unknown. His methods provide an idea of what is
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true, but also provide an idea of what can be true, and how these truths were
reconstructed in hindsight.
It would be unfair to say, however, that my history of Teotihuacan is an invention.
It is, of course, produced and I have, without a doubt, made some adjustments, filled in
several gaps, and eliminated a range of points of information. It is impossible to verify
whether everyone in the Mexica empire agreed with their priests and leaders who thought
so highly of Teotihuacan and if they all described the city as the place of the gods. I also
have no real clear idea of why the Spanish invaders appear to have spared the city or, at
least refrained from building a church on its premises, when this was a common practice
at the time given that the Spaniards considered the Catholic Church as the only place
appropriate for worship.
Naturally, the closer one gets to modern times, the easier it is to see what exactly
happened in those times. Records exist, can be consulted, or may provide enough or the
right information and can be supplied or supplemented by another range of other sources.
Additional materials may reveal biases, uncover omissions, or complete missing
information and this can provide a presence for surviving generations or individuals that
makes it easier to reconstruct the past, although this potential must not be overestimated.
People can confuse the past and obfuscate it through difference in opinion and different
vantage points, and there is therefore no guarantee to obtain a true and certain past. Many
of these luxuries cannot be enjoyed, however, in the reconstruction of more remote pasts
or when archaeological remains are the sole source of information. Then, the examination
of the material culture that is found in place can provide the most plausible and possible
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insight. These interactions of time and place, and discourse and practice are in these
respects important to acknowledge.
In this examination of Teotihuacan it becomes clear that history is a product as well
as a process of production and that it exists as a diverse space in time already. Many
people have written about and nation-states represent the place in certain ways and
Teotihuacan has become thus both a history of production and a product of time and
space. This process deserves to be explored if the site is to be understood in its entirety
and its exploration as presented above illustrates that the site is diverse and has relevance
for both individuals and the nation-state. The place cannot, therefore, be considered as a
nation-state formation place only.
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CHAPTER 4: STATING THE PRESENT: VISITING TEOTIHUACAN OFFICIALLY
"Whether found in the museum or at the garage sale, culture is always already
laced with the politics of conflicting ideologies" (Rosaldo 1993:64)
1

"Around the year 400 B.C., the Valley of Teotihuacan was occupied by several rural

2

communities with a population of approximately 5.000 inhabitants in an area of 4-6

3

km². Around 200 B.C., part of the population from the south of the Basin of Mexico

4

emigrated to the north of Texcoco Lake; thus a reorganization was generated in the

5

settlements and a new population center was formed in the Valley. Hence, the first

6

planned urban settlement originated in Mesoamerica. During the following phases of

7

development of the City of Teotihuacan, a high degree of urbanization was achieved

8

that is evidenced by an urban grid with streets and blocks -in itself governed by two

9

large perpendicular axes: Street of the Dead and Street East-West- as well as

10 by a drainage and sewer system in the residential units, public buildings and plazas,
11 and an official architectural style known as talud-tablero. At its peak (A.D. 450-650),
12 the City covered an area near to 23 km² with a population of 175.000 inhabitants.
13 The demographic increase, the economic development, and the high degree of
14 specialization that was required to satisfy all the necessities of the population
15 generated great social differences as well as important developments in the
16 sciences and arts. The principal element of government was religion. It concerned a
17 theocratic society, which had the control not only over the Valley of Teotihuacan, but
18 also over the neighboring valleys of the Basin of Mexico.
20 From the beginnings of Teotihuacan, the Street of the Dead was outlined and
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21 the Pyramids of the Sun and Moon, and not much later the Temple of the Feathered
22 Serpent, were constructed. The temples and palaces that delimit the Street of the
23 Dead identify the political-administrative and civic-religious areas. The
24 residential units are located in the periphery of the commercial center. Throughout
25 the City, one appreciates different construction levels; in other words, the City grew
26 over itself during nine centuries. Hence, one may observe the superposition of
27 buildings that correspond to different stages in the development of the Teotihuacan
28 Culture until its fall in A.D. 700-750.
29 After the abandonment of the City and until the arrival of the Spaniards, different
30 cultural groups, like the Toltecs and the Aztecs, at different times during the pre31 Columbian time period, respected it as a Sacred City. They arrived to establish
32 settlements at the periphery, reoccupying habitational zones and agricultural areas
33 fed by springs."

(Introductory sign, Teotihuacan [with line numbers added])

"Good morning!"
"Good morning," the assembled crowd answered.
"How is everyone today? Ready for a day at Teotihuacan?"
"Yes!!" everyone in the crowd responded at once.
"Well, good. Let's get started then" the guide said and continued:
"My name is Francisco and I am one of the tour guides here. I will guide you today on a
short two-hour recorrido [tour]. We will see different places and talk about a variety of
topics. So let's make sure that everyone realizes that questions are welcomed at any point
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in time. I will do my best to answer them, but since we don't lie here, I cannot guarantee I
will get them all."
The group smiled and continued to direct their attention to the tour guide.
"Are we ready to do some walking and see one of the most beautiful places on earth?"
"Yes" the crowd responded eagerly.
"Alright! Well, the Archaeological Zone of Teotihuacan extends a warm welcome to
you,” and the tour guide clasped his hands in one as if he were shaking someone's hand.
"It is one of the most ancient cities in the entire world...Teotihuacan. Right here, señores
and señoritas, in the center of Mexico, we have one of the oldest and most precious
World Heritage sites," the guide said while extending his hand towards the Pyramid of
the Sun and looking out over the Street of the Dead.
The comfortably-dressed and adult group of business people began to look out over the
entire site. Nudging each other to point out the different features that caught their
attention in the landscape, this group of international, insurance-company conferencegoers looked forward to a day out of doors. Away from their tight cubicles and busy
meeting rooms, these people were ready to think about something else. Interested in
learning a little more about Mexico's past, these individuals continued to gather around
the tour guide and listened attentively to what he had to say about Teotihuacan (SECTUR
tour guide excerpt, Teotihuacan, 2003).

These two different fragments of text illustrate how visitors are welcomed at
Teotihuacan. They make the point that discourse matters and exists in context, and can be
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analyzed for representation. Nation-state formation theory tends to ignore some aspects
of the text’s contextuality at times and overemphasizes the communicative side of nationstate formation.
In the preceding chapters, I have examined the importance of history, theory, and
writing about nation-state formation. I described how one must take into consideration
that things are constituted in multiple ways and mention that there are numbers of forces
of history that form the nation-state, the history of a nation-state as it has formed, and the
nation-state’s relationship with that history. I illustrated that history is a product and a
process of production, and discuss that it is important at Teotihuacan to understand what
history really is: a materially-based and partly ideologically-constructed chain of events. I
have not yet dealt with its most discursive aspects and will address these here in this
chapter.
In the opening vignettes, I indicated that an analysis can encourage a context to
emerge and that its correct interpretation can lead to greater insight and consciousness.
This is a complex process, however, and one that requires copious amounts of
information and subsequent ‘re-presentations’ (Alonso 1988). For example, the first text
is an explanatory text that is mounted on a metallic sign and that is accompanied by an
aerial map of the site. It states that "the Toltecs and Aztecs, at different times during the
pre-Columbian time period, respected it [Teotihuacan] as a Sacred City." It serves as an
introduction to the archaeological zone and the site of Teotihuacan, and suggests in some
ways that visitors should think of the site and treat it with respect. The second text, a
fragment of a SECTUR tour guide narrative, illustrates how a tour guide approaches his
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audience and that he welcomes them with a direct statement that Teotihuacan is beautiful.
Both fragments of text can be said to achieve a similar effect: the idea that Teotihuacan is
beautiful and valuable. Their modes of delivery are distinct, however, and this matters as
far as their interpretation and subsequent attempts of representation go.
In the previous chapter I looked at how the nation state formation theory examined
history and argued for its application at Teotihuacan. In doing so, I found that there is an
ideological aspect to the history of Teotihuacan, but that it has material components as
well. I traced the continuities in time and argue for a holistic view as I found that more
than just the nation-state formed the site and its significance. In this chapter, I apply the
same strategy and evaluate discourse and the discursive context of Teotihuacan to
understand how Teotihuacan was and is represented by the nation-state.
Nation-state formation literature signals discourse as an effective way to identify
power and uses it to speak of ideology and representation. For example, Corrigan and
Sayer state that:
“[s]tates, if the pun be forgiven, state; the arcane rituals of a court of law, the
formulae of royal assent to an Act of Parliament, visits of school inspectors, are
all statements. They define, in great detail, acceptable forms and images of social
activity and individual and collective identity; they regulate, in empirically
specifiable ways, much—very much, by the twentieth century—of social life.
Indeed, in this sense, ‘the State’ never stops talking” (1985:3).
Identifying that the discourse of the nation-state is an explicitly discursive effort, they
argue that it serves to define and regulate. It never stops talking, they say, and this can be
seen to lock the ‘state’ into a role of prescription and unrelenting presence.
Alonso speaks of discourse as well and identifies it as a “conspirator” (1988:34)
that exists together with history’s effort of hiding its hermeneutics. She writes: “language,
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whether spoken or written, conspires with history-writing” and notes that both the
“fixity” and the “freezing” of the printed and spoken word, respectively, “aid the work of
simplification and reification” (1988:34-35). Establishing an authority that acquires the
“measure of truth and legitimacy” (1988:35), discourse and history warrant analysis in
her opinion. By identifying discourse as a co-conspirator of history and commenting
upon the nation-state as a writer of history, however, she implies that the nation-state is
also the author of a particular style of discourse and represents it as a voice representing
in a certain tone only.
In nation-state formation theory, there has always been a strong emphasis on
Foucault (cf. Alonso 1988; Bennett 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 1992) and his idea of
representation. In The Order of Things: An Archaeology of Science (1970), he gives a
concise analysis of representation and presentation, and writes to explain the intricacies
of power and knowledge. He details that representation refers to a general theory of signs
and meaning, and that it is predicated upon the primary concepts of order and science. He
mentions that the power of 'representation' lies in its ability to convert something into
something else, while retaining always the possibility of reflection and reflecting when it
does on both parts of the process: conversion as well as the process of conversion. He
makes these points to illustrate, on the one hand, the fallibility of science, which is by
definition a set of means that allows one to see the world practically, and to demonstrate,
on the other, that science, representation, and ideas such as order serve to divide the
world and our place within it into digestible chunks. Foucault explains that there is a
circularity that underscores the human condition as life is a consensus of reality as well as
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a lived reality. He finds thus that one must comment upon the aspect of invention as well
as a phenomenon’s actual construction. The reader is to understand from this complex
explanation that representation is doubly reflexive and that it is both real and artificial to
certain measurable and immeasurable extents. To understand what one's place in the
world is and what is true or servable of all that is said about life, Foucault argues, it helps
to determine and examine of what this reflexivity consists. He stops short, however, from
determining what this is really like or how it has been experienced by real and everyday
people. That there are no voices in his analysis, hurts the understanding of how discourse
converts into or relates to ideology (Eagleton 1991), but appears to facilitate the
examination of power and knowledge.
In this chapter, I look at the notion of voice and representation, and examine both
the voices of the nation-state, and the idea of voice as a contributing factor to the image
of one nation-state. As plenty of linguists have confirmed, language has long been
studied to understand what people feel, think, and understand. At Teotihuacan, certain
discourses exist because they illustrate what the nation-state thinks and represents. I
describe in this chapter what this interaction is as I look to the representative nature and
voice of discourse at Teotihuacan. I thus examine the utility of linguistic analysis for the
nation-state formation process.
Now, because the argument is so reflexive, I begin with an overview of what
formed Teotihuacan and built its voice of discourse. I then define the kinds of discourses
that I saw at Teotihuacan and suggest that these four forms of discourse make up its
nation-state voice. I evaluate how these, and if they, can be seen as representative of the
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nation-state and conclude with some insights on the relationship of discourse and nationstate representation at the site.

IMPOSING VOICES

Teotihuacan has formed in the course of time through a variety of actions, historical
events, and discursive statements. These have to an important extent formulated what the
zone is today and they are important here to mention here. Of course, the primary one,
which made the zone into the administrative and research-oriented space that it is now, is
the declaration of the archaeological zone as such in 1907 (Diario Official in Gallegos
Ruiz et al. 1997:74). At that point, Teotihuacan became a clearly-defined and
government-protected archaeological zone. In subsequent years, researchers,
administrators, and Mexican presidents have paid a certain amount and type of attention
to Teotihuacan as well, and the archaeological zone has become a frequently-visited and
much-studied archaeological site, zone, and space of leisure. Of course, government and
several Mexican projects stand out (e.g. Cabrera Castro 1991; Manzanilla 1993, 2001;
Matos Montezuma 1995; Piña Chan in Gallegos Ruiz et al. 1997), as do several foreignfunded and organized projects (e.g. Millon 1964, 1973; Sanders 1970; Sugiyama 2005),
but, on the whole, it was one man that made the archaeological zone what it is today.
Porfirio Díaz, who was the then president of Mexico, decided that it should be so and
issued a decree (Diario Oficial 1907 signed by Justo Sierra, who was then the Secretary
of Education) to its effect. It is true also, however, that the archaeological zone became a
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reality because Mexico’s people at the time accepted it as a amenable idea and chose to
uphold it even once the Mexican Revolution took place and Porfirio Díaz was exiled.
Change has obviously been forthcoming at the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan
ever since its initial declaration, and the zone is now larger than it was before in part due
to some additional appropriation and to certain legal changes (e.g. Ley Federal sobre
Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972; Reglamento de la Ley
Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1993). Yet,
open to the public, the site has retained and remained in its role as a publicly-accessible
archaeological zone and occupies as such the hearts and minds of the people who visit
and of those who administer the site. In part, this is so because everyone agrees that it
must be so and chooses to maintain or uphold its corresponding legislation, even if
visitors are not usually allowed, or at least actively encouraged, into open and active
excavations (often a lack of knowledge is enough to perpetuate this situation and
otherwise fences and signs manage the risk).
In terms of representation and discourse, there is much that has happened at
Teotihuacan as indicated in the previous chapter. I should also mention that INAH has
full rights (copyright and legal uses) over the visual imaging of any archaeological zone
or the replication of any archaeological object or motif. It controls, in particular, the site
and its visual distribution in reference to for-profit purposes and those who want to use
any image for profit must pay a fee to INAH and request formal permission (Ley Federal
sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972). In other words,
the nation-state has been and is influential in certain respects as to what the
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archaeological zone is, and in so doing has helped to form an idea of an archaeological
zone, even if it is in terms of imaging and legal definitions only.
At Teotihuacan, there is an official voice that reveals how the nation-state
represents and thinks of the past at Teotihuacan. It is important to examine this discourse,
because it reveals what its intentionality for the site is and what meaning people are
supposed to gather from this place. I encountered the four variants of representation that
shape the voice of the nation-state at Teotihuacan and which determine to some extent the
manner in which the people may interact with the site or come to understand the place.
I examine a variety of ‘voices’ (Bakhtin 1981; Hill 1995) in the sense that I look at
what voices make up Teotihuacan discursively on-site and constitute the official voice of
nation-state formation. Mikhail Bakhtin (1981) speaks of 'voice' and explains that it refers
to "the speaking personality, the speaking consciousness" and the "will or desire behind it
[the word], its own timbre and overtones" (1981:434). He utilizes the idea to understand
and emphasize that "no living word relates to its object in a singular way" and explains
that "between the word and its object, between the word and the speaking subject, there
exists an elastic environment of other, alien words about the same object, the same
theme, and this is an environment that it is often difficult to penetrate" (1981:276; italics
in original). Identifying the environment as heteroglossia and noting that it affects all
words, he examines the word as "entangled, shot through with shared thoughts, points of
view, alien value judgements and accents" (1981:276). I adopt this strategy to arrive at an
examination of discourse and language at the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan and to
focus on voice, materiality, and ideology. I do not yet contemplate fully the role of the
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general public at the archaeological zone, but incorporate their presence in the nationstate’s discourse.
The voices of representation are at Teotihuacan: 1) signs and site lay-out, 2) the
archaeologist tour guides, 3) the INAH educational officers, and 4) the state-licensed
SECTUR tour guides. Each has a distinct set of characteristics, which I will describe
now, and relates to the nation-state in unique ways.

Signs and site lay-out
At Teotihuacan, there are three sorts of signs. They are: 1) explanatory, 2)
prohibitive, and 3) directive. All provide an idea of the site, but none can be said to be
authoritative on a completely solitary basis. The first type, explanatory, is the most
prominent sign at the site and this group can be further sub-divided on the basis of
presentation format. There are metal signs that stand a little above an average person's
eye level and that feature a text and/or some graphic representation, such as a map or an
architectural plan view (Figure 4.1). These explain how the structures are important and
may be in three languages -Spanish, Nahuatl, and English, although mostly, they are in
Spanish. Located in conspicuous places at the site, such as the zone's entrance gates, the
Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon, the Ciudadela and the Temple of
Quetzalcoatl, the Quetzalpapalotl Palace, and Tetitla Palace, the signs indicate by
importance and presence that the structures are somehow significant.
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Figure 4.1: Explanatory signs at the Pyramid of the Sun with public reading.
The second type of explanatory signs is those cement slabs that are located on the
ground and have words etched into their surface. They appear in the three aforementioned
languages and are located at the main features of the archaeological zone: the Pyramid of
the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon, the Ciudadela and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, and the
Quetzalpapalotl Palace. They illustrate that these structures are important and in
conjunction with the aforementioned signs suggest that there are some structures that are
more significant than others.
Finally, a series of hard, rectangular pieces of vinyl boards that are placed upright
upon the reconstructed floors of the palaces, such as that of Tetitla and Quetzalpapalotl,
form the third type of explanatory sign. These boards are in Spanish and tend to be
covered with text entirely. They explain the place's decorative features and symbolism
and indicate by presence and composition that the remains where they are located are
fragile. There are not a lot of examples of this type and it is the least common explanatory
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sign type.
In general, the explanatory sign labels have two types of discourses: one scientific
about the remains and one historical about the life and history of the site. Words such as
"population center,” "residential units" and "B.C." or "A.D." stand out and indicate it is a
scientific sign. Descriptions such as the Toltecs and the Aztecs respected it (the city of
Teotihuacan) as a "Sacred City" illustrate that the signs are also historical in their
messaging (see the introductory text of the vignette). Content appears to be based upon
the dimensions of the sign as well as the type of sign and all the signs adhere visibly to
one standard of signage as stipulated in their respective categories. Their purpose of
identification and explanation further appears to determine largely the kind of
information that is described and the topics that are broached. Content is always succinct
and to the point. The signs can be said to provide a sense of narrative in that they describe
different aspects of Teotihuacan, but stand by themselves as well. There is no numbering
and no sign makes reference to any other sign. That signs can be read independently and
make no reference to each other means that they frame the site only in the sense that they
are located at a location where there is something to see and do not provide any sense of
direction or guidance to any new destination or to features that the visitor may have
previously encountered at the site.
Visitors who are interested in the signs can read them wholly, or partially, and some
are read only cursorily and in a haphazard manner by the visitors. Nation-state formation
theory (Alonso 1988, 1994, 2004; Joseph and Nugent 1994; Nugent 1993) as well as
plenty of museum studies (Bennett 1995; Falk and Dierking 1992; García-Canclini 1995;
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Handler and Gable 1997; Hein 1998; Hooper-Greenhill 1992, 2000) have illustrated that
this, as an aspect of theory and practice, is an important characteristic to track and
understand. There is no easy way to say which sign is read most often or not at all,
however, especially because Teotihuacan is such a large site with multiple entrance gates
which would have required an extended period of exclusive monitoring and recording,
but I did observe a greater than average part of the public stop at and begin to read the
first sign at the site, which is an introduction to the site and is located just outside of Gate
1 along the Street of the Dead (see text of first vignette). In other words, around 50% of
the people who enter through Gate 1 read at least some of one of the principal signs.
Other signs that I witnessed being read are those around the Pyramid of the Sun, at the
entrance of the Ciudadela, and by the Temples of Quetzalcoatl and Quetzalpapalotl.
Visitors entering through other gates also often glanced at or read the introductory signs
that are located there, but a view of the map is more common there. I also observed
numerous schoolchildren take pictures of the signs or take notes, ostensibly for
homework purposes, and many visitors spent minutes at the signs even if not everyone in
a visiting group read the signs. At times, a person in a group would read the sign out loud
or communicate the gist of the signs to the remaining members of the group.
When asked, visitors expressed a general dislike for signs, in some cases, but admit
to using them. They comment upon their need and mention that it is important to provide
information at an archaeological zone as so much is too obscure, mysterious, or
confusing otherwise. "So much is unknown,” they would say, "so we need these signs"
(visitor interviews 2003). Signs are thus for orientation purposes only and as an
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archaeologist who wrote some of the signs suggested, books and further study can
augment and move one beyond the signs' cursory interpretations. That signs play a part in
the nation-state formation analysis is not surprising and affects how they may be read.
Archaeologists write the signs (personal communication) and this is obvious in that
the signs use an official type of jargon. They offer a story that is staged with much
information and scientific terms (see lines 1-33 of the opening vignette, for example).
Remarking upon the planning, urbanization, architecture, and social complexity of the
site (e.g. lines 1-11 of the opening vignette), the texts use common archaeological terms
and they impress upon the visitor that Teotihuacan is, hence, an important archaeological
site and zone. The use of jargon, which implies the neutrality of science, and a concern
with education are evident and reveal themselves in the words that archaeologists use to
write the signs for the zone. Words, such as those mentioned above ("population center,”
"residential units," and "B.C./A.D"), the use of a passive third person (e.g. "was
occupied," "is evidenced"), and the nestling of one fact into another (e.g. "Throughout the
City, one appreciates different construction levels; in other words, the City grew over
itself") illustrate that the visitor is to get a flavor of archaeology and reflects a
professional occupation. Because the site archaeologists, who often write the signs, are
usually trained at the National School of Anthropology and History (Escuela Nacional de
Antropología e Historia, or ENAH) and ENAH is an ancillary of INAH, it would be easy
to say that they and by extension their wording represent the state’s ideology and the
nation-state. This is, however, only in part the case, as I discuss below.
There are also prohibitive signs at Teotihuacan and this is the second type of the
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typology. Prohibitive signs consist of one, two, or three-worded directives (e.g. no
trespassing, stay out, do not touch) and indicate what a visitor is or is not supposed to do.
They are present in areas where conservation is poor or where remains are fragile or
where there is ongoing excavation. In and of themselves, they are not a surprising feature
of an archaeological zone and make an intuitive sense. They are short and they are meant
to be obeyed. Their wording is for this reason short and concise.
These signs are in general obeyed, although there are, of course, people who do not
adhere to them. In both cases, these signs fulfill a need in the eyes of the people in that
they direct and guide the visitor, if the person desires to be so led, around the site and can
be said as such to exhibit a sort of "exhibitionary complex" (Bennett 1995). This concept
has become somewhat important in the museum studies, representation of the past, and
nation-state literatures (Boswell 1999) and Bennett explains it in his study The Birth of
the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (1995) as follows. As he analyzes the emergence
of “the museum” as if it were a “reformatory of manners” and not just a “place of
instruction” (back cover of Bennett 1997), Bennett observes that public museums are
now spaces of "regulation,” "emulation,” and "representation." He analyzes aspects such
as signs, site lay-out, and museum infrastructure, and writes that it is important to
understand a dynamic of state supervision and modification of visitor behavior because of
these reflective features. He utilizes the insights of Foucault and his study on the prison
system, the clinic, and the asylum (Bennett 1995:59), and argues that the element of
'representation' and ‘discourse, (Foucault 1970) must be examined. In his analysis,
Bennett depicts the presence of signs, site lay-out, and museum infrastructure as almost
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always strategic, and nation-state formation theorists would suggest in general that they
are (Abrams 1988; Alonso 1988, 1994, 2004; Anderson 1991; Corrigan and Sayer 1985;
García-Canclini 1995). It is therefore important to acknowledge this characteristic, thus,
and discuss its presence, especially in terms of the prohibitive signs, which are most
likely to exhibit this aspect.
At Teotihuacan, prohibitive signs help protect the visitor, the site, and the
archaeological remains. They provide an idea of what the site is: fragile, age-old, and a
nationally important, informational, set of archaeological remains. Apparent and visible
in areas with an especially high visitor volume and a great degree of decorative art, which
can be very fragile in nature, such as the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Palace of Tetitla,
and the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl, the prohibitive signs are in their presence more than
logical and might suggest to create only an oppressive atmosphere of nation-state
vigilance, if one disobeys. But it is easy to ignore the signs, as unfortunately many do or
have—evident by rubbed spots or chipped edges. To argue thus on the basis of this
presence that a strategy of nation-state formation is present and adopts a totalitarian
attitude vis-à-vis the incoming public would be problematic. There simply are not enough
of these types of signs, nor do they absolutely prohibit the movement of people, as is
obvious by the many alternative walkways that exist and the presence of ‘ambulantes,’ or
walking vendors, who appear to have shortcuts everywhere.
The presence of the nation-state as a governing influence appears to be minimal and
somewhat ineffective at Teotihuacan, in other words. People can go almost anywhere,
collect sherds, or pieces of the flora, or exhibit and sell their wares, in the case of the
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walking vendors, who really should not be there at all, but move rather uninhibitedly and
exert all kinds of illicit control over the site. There is a paucity of actual guards in
comparison to other places, such as the MNA, for example, and there are no fences other
than the external fence on the edge of the officially demarcated archaeological zone.
Similarly, there are no clearly defined or restrictively formed walk paths or signs that say
clearly to walk on the path, for example. In other words, there is not as much presence of
nation-state formation as the nation-state formation and museum representation theory
(Alonso 2004; Bennett 1995; García-Canclini 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 1992; Sax 1980)
sometimes suggests.
The third type of sign at Teotihuacan is the directional sign (see Figure 3.2 for an
example), which provides an idea of where facilities and certain structures are. They
indicate where a visitor can see certain things, walk to get somewhere, or utilize certain
facilities. There are three types of directional signs at Teotihuacan. They are: 1) site maps
located on metal signs, 2) little white arrows painted on rocks, and 3) identifying names
mounted upon small, rectangular metal signs. The site maps are found at each of the five
entrances and along the Street of the Dead. They may be said to provide an official sense
of route in that they encourage visitors to walk in a certain way, but provide the visitor
with a total view of the site as well. This suggests that a certain sense of freedom and
movement is permitted and perhaps even encouraged. The absence of arrows or
suggested routes on the site map and at the site confirms this. The fact that Teotihuacan
features five entrance/exit gates and that visitors are allowed freely to move from one to
the other indicates this as well.
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The rocks (type 2) and identifying signs (type 3), which are found along the way to
the site museum and in the vicinity of named structures, such as the "Pyramid of the
Moon," "Tetitla Palace," "Superimposed Buildings," and at modern facilities,
respectively, indicate that someone, ostensibly site archaeologists and/or administrators,
has been concerned with the logistics of moving around the site. The logistical markers
orient the visitor and give an idea of where things are, what can be seen en route, and
what a place to be visited is at the site. They advertise in no particular way what can be
seen at the site, but do paint an attractive panorama. The visitor is thus not forced or
cajoled to see a certain part of the site, but may choose individually to carry out this task
or not.
In the nation-state formation literature and museum studies or site representation
literature, there is a trend of focusing on the lay-out or infrastructure of a certain place or
institution (García-Canclini 1995; Handler and Gable 1997; Hooper-Greenhill 1992,
2000; Pearce 1990). Aspects of organization are thought to reveal ideas of reality and
argumentation, in other words, and they are read as texts.
At Teotihuacan, there are five access gates (see Figure 1.3). They control and
provide admission, and one can choose through which gate enters the site. One is allowed
to enter again through another gate. Although the gates create a sense of directionality, as
they are numbered 1 through 5, the fact that five exist at Teotihuacan and that none is
definitively marked as the main entrance provides a choice of movement for the visitors
and facilitates their movement around the site. Most visitors use Gate 1, but much public
enters through Gate 5 as well. Gates 1, 3, and 5 are the most commonly-used exit gates,
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but it is difficult to say to what extent they are used on an individual basis, as figures are
scarce or unavailable and many visitors use multiple entrances.
Inside the site, there is a clear pattern as to where people arrive and where they go
on a visit. Most frequently, and apparently regardless from which gate people enter
originally, people gather at the foot of the Pyramid of the Sun. They, then, may walk into
the direction of the Pyramid of the Moon or head towards the Temple of Quetzalcoatl.
Signs and site lay-out make these structures stand out as important monuments, but it is
also an effect of visitor interest, as I learned through visitor interviewing. The presence of
a huge and paved street, which is in fact the original Street of the Dead, that leads almost
directly up to the Pyramids and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, and the visibility of these
structures from almost any point of the site encourages people to head down to these
locations and motivates them to understand that they are important and main features of
the site. There is a preference for the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl as well, as people
frequently gather there, and it appears to form a convenient waiting point for family
members that come from elsewhere in the site. Visible from anywhere in the Plaza of the
Moon, the Temple features a set of steps that makes waiting comfortable. People can sit
in the shade and cell phone reception is an added and essential bonus.
The Street of the Dead is also much visited, but this is in large part because it is still
the main thoroughfare through the entire site. In fact, it would be impossible to be at the
archaeological zone without a visit or a walk on the Street. It dates back as an existing
avenue to the time of the original construction of the urban complex at Teotihuacan and
as such has functioned and still functions as a surviving avenue for and of the site. It is
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symbolic, therefore, and powerful in terms of this symbolism, but can be seen also today
to serve as a principal mode of transit transporting hundreds to thousands of visitors on a
daily basis. It runs from south (Gate 1) to north (Gate 3) and vice versa, and divides the
site to constitute a central axis of communication and visitor flow with entrance and exit
gates at either side of both Pyramids and one entrance/exit gate to the south in front of the
Temple of Quetzalcoatl.
A visitor can circle around this central lay-out as well and visit, furthermore, several
important and surviving residential compounds, or ‘palaces.’ They are organized on the
other side of the circular cobblestone road, which in fact serves to cut and divide the
original city of Teotihuacan into numbers of surrounding and to some extent modern
communities in addition to the original ceremonial center, but this is not meant to take
away from their importance. The palaces and residential compounds are concentrated into
three clusters: 1) Tetitla, Atetelco, Zacuala, and Yayahuala to the west, 2) Tepantitla to
the northeast, and 3) La Ventilla in the southwest. They are also visited, although many
people are not aware of their existence or simply choose not to visit. Time is always
limited at Teotihuacan and there is much to see. They may be overlooked, therefore, in
part because of the zone’s lay-out and in part because of visitor preference.
The above indicates that there are a few emblematic structures that orient and pull
the visitor closer. In a sense, they provide a certain power and this helps the organization
of the site. It provides a lay-out and this makes sense as it utilizes a number of already
existing features, such as the Street of the Dead, the Pyramids, and the surrounding
palaces. To say that this alone is a matter of nation-state formation is problematic in my
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opinion. Rather, and as the previous chapter has already indicated, the Pyramids of the
Sun and Moon have been present at Teotihuacan as principal elements of the city and
stand out since the time that they were constructed. There is a clear aspect of religion,
urban planning, and iconicity interrelated with the surrounding environment that has
converted the site into a significant place and that influences today what happens at the
site and how it is represented. There is a monumentality and materiality to the site, which
exhibits itself clearly and that exists without the help of the nation-state. This must be
taken into account when doing a nation-state analysis of Teotihuacan. That the remains
are often embedded solidly into the ground means that there is little a subsequent
interpreter can do to change the situation and alter the lay-out of the city or its major
architectural structures and associated features. The materiality of the remains has thus a
power that can outdo that of the nation-state and that affects obviously the behavior of the
nation-state’s people without the influence of the nation-state.
This point of materiality relates to the nature of signs as well. Signs are static and
mostly physical in origin, just like site lay-out. Made of stone, vinyl, or metal, signs
display a mode of explanation that is costly to maintain, create, and update. They are
erected at differing dates and there are different signs that feature somewhat different
wording and content. This makes them recognizable as features of certain times and this
can help to indicate what was going on in the nation-state at the time. For example, at
Teotihuacan, the signs that are ceramic stone slabs are older and restrictive in nature.
They elaborate on an aspect that they describe, but they provide fewer details than the
newer, bigger, and more conveniently located -at eye level- metal signs. The location of
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the signs now at the public's eye level has facilitated people to read more signs and
people can be observed doing this. When I asked the public, they professed a preference
for the metal signs and even made fun of the ceramic slabs, which feature explanations in
Nahuatl and English also. Few people recognized that the sign in Nahuatl was in the
Nahuatl language and unknowing some even questioned its use. They wondered what its
point was and commented upon the fact that few people who would only know Nahuatl
would be at an archaeological zone or site to learn about its past. They illustrated as such
that there is in Mexico an idea that Spanish is the national language, even if it is only a de
facto belief.
People mentioned the inclusion of diagrams and much more information on the sign
as positive features, and people thus acknowledged the change as an improvement.
Several tour guides noted to me, further, that the slab signs were terribly outdated. In fact,
there is one sign, they would explain, that no longer followed the current archaeological
understandings of the Pyramid of the Sun. No one, they would say, believed anymore that
the Pyramid of the Sun was dedicated directly to Tlaloc, as the ceramic slab indicates.
The story on the Pyramid of the Sun is much more complex, and they note that the sign
should be replaced. They are embarrassed by the fact that it is still there and mention it as
an indicator of the government's negligence. They also explained to me that they do not
stand near to it when they are explaining something about the site. They do not want to
create confusion and I did observe this in the field among all the types of guides. The
failure of either the removal of this sign or the presence of another sign either correcting
the erroneous sign or drawing attention to it for didactical purposes suggests a real
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nervousness on the part of the state and indicates that it might not be that easy to change a
sign or to critique the nation-state.
The general opinion about the metal signs is positive, but it was interesting to note
that a set of very recently and presumably temporarily located signs along the stairs up to
the Adosada Platform featured a different sort of language. There is now a tone that
indicates a constructivist (Vygotskii 1978) teaching philosophy, and this reflects an
interest in today's postmodernism and poststructuralism, a concern with the process of
learning and self-reflection, and a need to explain the rather radical change in site flow
and organization. The signs' tone is indirect, exploratory, and questioning. For example,
one part of the sign reads:
“…The structure was discovered in 1917 by archaeologist Manuel Gamio who
designated it the Temple of Quetzalcoatl because of its feathered serpent
representations. More recent investigations have proposed that it is not a building
that is dedicated to Quetzalcoatl, but to the tracking of time, the calendar, and that
it is related to fertility..”
Clearly, there is a more reflective and critical tone here.
In Mexico, a change of sign or site lay-out requires at least a significant amount of
justification and may even require a change in legislation. When the site was purchased
by the nation-state to form the archaeological zone of Teotihuacan, an entire body of
legislation was called into existence, for example. In the years subsequent to Porfirio
Díaz's and Leopoldo Batres's replacement (as president and monument inspector of the
nation, respectively), other changes occurred and some of these were spurred on by
changes in the ways that archaeological sites were seen and became spaces for science
and learned exploration. At Teotihuacan, this resulted in an expansion and areas that lay
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beyond the reach of the officially-designed archaeological zones became marked as
archaeological areas as well. Today, there is a set of prohibitive signs that mark these
locations also. Signs and site lay-out are thus subject to some change, but respond to the
impulse of nation-state formation and intellectual climate change.
Currently, signs and site lay-out are written and designed to provide the past's
dissemination, to facilitate in the education of the people, and to encourage the site's
conservation and investigation (Plan de Manejo 2003). These are important mandates in a
country that is extremely diverse and that is ethnically, socially, and educationally
divided (García-Canclini 1995; Gutiérrez 1999; Hernández Castillo 2001).
Fundamentally part of this country, the archaeological zone and its surrounding areas
belong to the nation-state legally and must be safeguarded to meet the mandate of the
nation-state. This is, however, not done alone or in an isolated context. Time, space,
people, discourse, and practice matter.
Signs and site lay-out have undertaken the unmentioned (at least in terms of signs
and site lay-out) task of illustrating these and other facts, but because the archaeological
zone is open to the general public this is not always clear. Some legislation and
administrative structures exist to stipulate, organize, and execute these objectives (Ley
Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1972; Olivé
Negrete 1995). Yet, one does not know how the public reacts to these decisions, and it is
therefore important to remember or to relive the strong sense of comradery and continuity
that is required for a nation-state to behave as such.
Site, lay-out, and exhibitionary signs are often conflated with the nation-state and
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easily judged because of it. Yet, it is important to remember that the nation-state and its
people are entirely interrelated. Signs and site lay-out do not change easily and the
decision to do so is not made lightly. It is usually generated from a context of change and
a need for teaching, conservation, and investigation on the part of the nation-state or the
investigators. At times, the need for improvements or the making of repairs to the site
necessitates a sign or a minor change to the general site lay-out to be made. At other
times, the restoration or excavation of a part of the site leads to the closing, opening, or
deviation of a part of the site or site routes. Signs, changes, and site lay-out alterations
may not be permanent, however, and they could be misinterpreted as making a statement
if one does not take into account the possibility of change and the real challenges of site
use, and nation-state ideology and materiality.
Signs and site lay-out require generally a fair amount of justification and
accommodation to exist, and some, as I have mentioned already, are either legislative or
interpretative in nature. For example, the signs around the actual archaeological zone that
indicate it is an archaeological zone and that it is protected are in part legislative in
origin, but add an interpretative touch as well.
Signs and site lay-out have in principle remained the same for much time now and
this has affected the representation of the site. Some signs are clearly outdated and others
exhibit dated language. In comparison to the other forms of representation, site lay-out
and signs are, moreover, the least likely to change or become altered. Of course, the site
and the way it has formed originally are the main attraction and it is for that reason that
the site is conserved much as it was and considerable attention is paid to the way the site
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has come to form in spite of changes and alterations over time. In that respect, whatever
changes have been made at the site have now become part of the exhibition and are seen
as that function of time, although in part they result from legislative changes or earlier
customs, which must be remembered. For example, the work that Batres has done at the
Pyramid of the Sun is celebrated in a way by his mention at the Superimposed Buildings.
It is also true, however, that Batres did much damage in spite of his undoubtedly best
intentions. This is not mentioned explicitly on the signs, but acknowledged, perhaps, by
the absence of his name at the Pyramid of the Sun. This shows, in general, that exhibit
signs are an element of their time and that the destruction of a section of the site is not a
good thing to mention in a country where few trust the government and their governors.
Changes are to some extent inevitable over time and they will continue. Likewise,
changes are due to visitor and archaeologist abuses. Tourists impact the site and
necessitate all kinds of services (restrooms, information booths, walkways, etc.).
Archaeologists, while oriented toward the conservation and investigation of the site and
its vestiges, examine the site, but require some infrastructure to do so and have in doing
so developed a range of methods, which is not always entirely in keeping with the
theoretical mandate of conserving a site. Archaeologists excavate to learn and this is by
definition a mostly destructive activity. Records are kept and backfilling as well as site
restoration are common ways of alleviating this profession's main conundrum, but in
spite of this it is important to remember that excavation equals to some extent to
destruction. Effects of time will also continue to wreak havoc on the site, although these
may be moderated to some extent by careful (and costly) restoration, efforts at
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conservation, on-site protection, and national legislation, and a vigilant team of workers
who are committed to these tasks. When signs are changed, this is usually due to repair,
a certain addition, or a change in the archaeological understanding of the site or one of its
components. That this does not happen easily or quickly, though, is evident in the
collection of signs that are visible throughout the site. The presence of certain discourse
markers, such as the presence of interrogatives, explanations that guide the reader to
understand the process of study and investigation, and an interactive tone, in the
explanatory sign at the base of the staircase in the Temple of Quetzalcoatl complex,
indicates that explanatory signs at archaeological zones are today constructivist
(Vygotskii 1978) in nature. The sign and its text contrasts, therefore, with other
explanatory signs available at the site that feature a more behaviorist explanation and that
have no question marks, but feature a neutral, direct, and expository set of statements and
the authoritative tone of science that consists of precise statements, measurements, and
dates. The differences are easily explained, however, by a change in philosophy and site
use. Today, the archaeological zones are frequented by a variety of the public and the site
planners as well as the archaeologists who work at these places have to be more aware of
this.
In general, archaeological zones or archaeological sites are not easily repaired,
when damage is inflicted, and a clear set of legislative rules and professional ethics of
conduct govern the changes that are a possibility when this or something else happens. In
Mexico, no one but a certified INAH archaeologist or an INAH approved archaeologist is
allowed to excavate or work at a Mexican archaeological site (Reglamento de la Ley
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Federal sobre Monumentos y Zonas Arqueológicos, Artísticos e Históricos 1993) and
these archaeologists are subject to a strict system of regulation and professional codes in
terms of what they are or are not allowed to undertake at the archaeological site. For
example, archaeologists are allowed to reconstruct only if enough scientific proof exists
on how a structural feature was originally, and on the whole archaeologists are keener on
restoring than on reconstruction. This differs from earlier times when archaeologists were
used to reconstructing and did on a large scale. The Temple of Quetzalpapalotl is an
example of this earlier mode of thinking and would never have been completed in the
way it is today for the aforementioned reasons; reconstruction is not a common practice
any longer. Site lay-out is thus limited by physical constraints, but also by certain modus
operandi and changes therein. It would not be fair to say that site lay-out is simply a
matter of ideology or state influence. Likewise, there are clear limits upon the shape and
contents of a sign. In short, it would be simplistic to assume that site lay-out or signs
simply represent the archaeological past that is represented at these places or the nationstate and its opinion on the nation-state and its use of the past.
Additionally, and certainly in comparison with other types of institutions that
exhibit the past-such as the MNA and other such national museums—, the archaeological
zone of Teotihuacan is at least in terms of signs and exhibit lay-out a rather logisticallyoriented and informative explanatory place. It differs in that respect from these other
places which may be said to feature a modernist (a predominantly linear, cognitivelyoriented, passive, and authoritative visual transmission approach; see Hooper-Greenhill
2000) agenda or that celebrate a past with nationalist-inspired paradigms (visible at the
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MNA through exhibit lay-out, museum design, and commemorative citations, such as the
ones I described in Chapter 2). Of course, it is important to realize also that
archaeological zones are exhibitions that are only partially created. Adapted to and
mainly interested in what survives in-situ, they are not as staged as museums are (Bennett
1995; Holo 1999; Hooper-Greenhill 1992, 2000).
Creating without a doubt a certain official voice, there is more to the signs than an
effect of nation-state oriented ideology that is often offered as a suitable explanation for
the wording and presence of signs in the nation-state and museum studies literature.
Exhibition lay-out and site signage are clearly of interest and certainly help to introduce
and orient a visitor, but they cannot be interpreted only by an exhibitionary complex of
museology. The fact, moreover, that surrounding villages and towns are at the outskirts of
this site and have by now and historically as well operated to encircle almost completely
now the site further undermines this idea of a problematic or strategy-oriented
representation even further. Moreover, there are features, such as site custodians, police,
and fences, as well as an overarching body of legislation and administrative system, that
make the site stand out in certain respects (size, importance, and difficulty of policing and
legislation), but that also obviously serve to keep visitors in and that facilitate the
archaeological zone as a working place, which operates in a certain way. For example,
the site custodians have whistles and voices to reprimand and control the visitor, if
necessary, but have nothing else at their disposal to stop or interfere with any potential
harming behavior. Likewise, the police are only present, during opening hours, at the
gates’ entrances and do not police the zone or direct traffic in a totalitarian sense.
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In general, the visitors expressed a rather positive opinion on these features in the
sense that they recognized the need for them to be there. They were negative, in that they
had an ingrained distrust and dislike of authority and government figures. Encounters
between visitors and police or site guards could be abrasive, but were also courteous and
positive. Mostly, it depended on the behavior, or perceived behavior by the guard or
police man, of the visitor, and interactions between the two were short and directive.
Again, and as I have already mentioned above, there is a clear sense of freedom and
flexibility in this respect also and the site is not nearly as restrictive as a nation-state
formation perspective would presuppose. Rather, there is a variety and permissibility at
Teotihuacan that appears different from sites elsewhere (e.g. Mesa Verde) and that
promotes the idea that the nation-state is more flexible and less overtly present than was
previously thought and pertains to the nation-state formation paradigm.
I now present the remaining three voices of nation-state formation at Teotihuacan.

The archaeologist tour guide
There is a number of archaeologists who work at the archaeological zone of
Teotihuacan, and at times they function as archaeologist tour guides. These tour guides
may take groups and enter the site for a guided visit, although these visits are usually prearranged. Sometimes, however, an archaeologist is called upon spontaneously by the
administrators to guide a very important person (VIP) or a group of significance. It is
uncommon to see archaeologists wait at the entrance of the site to tour a group on a fee
basis, unless the archaeologist is unemployed as an archaeologist and works as a tour
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guide instead (in which case he or she must have an official license and fall under the
SECTUR tour guide category).
The archaeologists that guide tours are, in general, trained at the ENAH and are in
this sense a double part of INAH; they work for and are trained by the same institution.
This fact can, if one is to believe the literature on nation-state formation and archaeology
representation in Mexico (Trigger 1984; Oyueda-Caycedo 1994; Vázquez León 1996), be
used to argue for an effect of state ideology. It is, however, also true that archaeologists
in Mexico can be trained elsewhere in Mexico (e.g. Autonomous University of Zacatecas,
the Autonomous University of San Luis Potosi, the Autonomous University of Veracruz,
the University of the Americas) as well or at universities around the world (in which case
they will have to ratify their degree with the Ministry of Education), and this diminishes
the strength of the argument for nation-state influence and straight nation-state
dissemination. In addition, while ENAH students follow a nine semester curriculum with
classes in Mexican history (four semesters at the time of my research), Mexican
archaeological legislation (one semester), and several extensive periods of fieldwork in
different areas of Mexico (Newell 1997), the curriculum has been sufficiently revised in
recent years (Olivé Negrete 1999) and it would be unfair to say that it is still only
nationalistic in orientation. The presence of courses in different theoretical currents, areas
of study, and materials of study, and the requirement to do a thesis as well as a social
service, which is often fulfilled with some type of material analysis or data processing,
signify that there is a strong tenet of science that has been instilled as well, although it is
of course important to acknowledge the connection that exists at least on paper between
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the nation-state and the ENAH education.
The archaeologist tour guides' narratives (see Appendix A.1 for an example) reflect
a kind of professionalism (Figure 4.2) and comment, for example, much upon the way in
which their discipline, or archaeology, is carried out. They illustrate what has been
researched at Teotihuacan (see lines 24-28, 110-111, and 121-123, for example, of
Appendix A.1) and what is known about the city culture, city-state, and research of these
processes. They emphasize, moreover, the importance of conservation (lines 136-143)
and explain that learning about archaeological remains facilitates the growth of science
and its distribution among the people in general. They remind the public that Teotihuacan
was and is an important site and in a mostly informative and scientific sense explain
where tourists can or cannot go ("please follow me,” "we cannot go there"). They are
affirmative about what a tourist should or should not do ("look here,” "please do not
touch"), but provide as a professional tour guide (Cohen 1985) a certain courtesy in doing
so. They offer directional instruction, but hold true to their identity as professional
archaeologists as well as they tend to explain reasons for rules and mention that
regulations facilitate the protection of remains rather than saying simply what a visitor is,
or is not, allowed to do. The archaeologist tour guide indicates, moreover, that the
fragility of the archaeological record is great and emphasizes that something can always
be taken out of context easily leading to a tragic loss of irretrievable information once
this happens. They are able thus to illustrate the difficult nature of their jobs and appeal to
the peoples’ senses of reason and show that archaeology is a method of interpretation and
careful research. Archaeologists follow in this respect the sense of their discipline and
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illustrate it is a science rather than a simple reflection of or on the nation-state's message
of education and celebrating a glorious past, which is to some extent of course part of the
nation-state’s message to the people.

Figure 4.2: Archaeologist tour guide with a group.
The narration of incredible detail, such as the exact ways and historical order in
which Teotihuacan has been explored, how archaeologists know today that it has been
constructed in periods (lines 131-134), and how the city's demise was likely caused by a
variety of factors, facilitates the visitors to understand how archaeologists make
interpretations and illustrate their role as experts with a set of professional limitations.
Professional and personalized war stories, anecdotes, and field gossip lighten the tour and
entertain the listeners, and can be seen to distract the listener from the specialist's position
of authority. They also invite the visitor into the "archaeologist's world” and make them
complicit in this as a desirable world. The stories enhance thus rather than detract from
the archaeologist's position and authority. Visitors on some of the tours which I joined as
a visitor indicated to me that the “cool” thing of having an archaeologist tour guide was
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that you got the real story and that you would get some sense of the adventure from their
field stories. The stories thus have multiple functions. Of course, the existence of a public
perception and a continued media portrayal of archaeologists as mysterious adventurers,
eccentric gentlemen, or courageous and educated women and men (Boyd 2002; Gale
2002; Membury 2002; Russell, L 2002; Russell, M. 2002) facilitate this portrayal and
enable an archaeologist to talk to his or her audience with a certain modicum of authority.
It also explains why archaeologists are so popular as tour guides and why the execution
of their job of dissemination and education, are greatly enjoyed by the public.
Because archaeologist site tours are generally pre-arranged and taken by
appointment only, the tours can be said to reflect some sense of nation-state formation.
People who have prior knowledge of the availability of archaeologists at an
archaeological zone as tour guide and/or who know that this can be a part of their job
description, or those who are so important that they obtain an archaeologist tour guide by
virtue of their importance to the nation-state (e.g. Kings, Queens, State officials, like
ministers, politicians, or famous people), obtain an archaeologist as tour guide, if
archaeologists’ schedules and other job responsibilities permit it. Thus, for their
importance or knowledge of the nation-state, one can say that these tours are nation-stateoriented in origin. They endorse thus a kind of hierarchy of the most-preferred kind of
visitor, and stand as such in contrast to the ordinary citizen in a sense. The fact that site
and INAH contract archaeologists are often involved in carrying out other and by them
perceived as more professional and archaeological duties at or in relation to the site
means that the strong and, at times officially-mandated, professional standard of
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knowledge distribution and dissemination is not always in full effect. Archaeologists
work on the whole as public servants and for the nation-state, at least in Mexico, but this
does not signify that their narratives present merely an effort to educate the Mexican
people and serve the Mexican nation-state.
In addition, there is always a mention of professional jargon, research experience,
and academic training. This enables the archaeologist to create an atmosphere of
authority and locates the archaeologist as tour guide within the discipline encouraging an
element of respect. The quotation of some relevant literature, the inclusion of a book or
two to show images, the provision of any hand-outs, and the examination of certain
professional disputes that exist regarding particular theories or interpretations of different
elements at the site are also common features. Indicating that the archaeologist knows
what he or she is talking about, it also conveys a sense of authenticity to the guided visit
and pushes the visitor to think beyond the words that are presented. That the
archaeologist tour guide is willing and able to answer a public's questions demonstrates
the knowledge of the field as well and affirms his or her status as an elected expert. This
makes the audience feel confident and special.
The archaeologist tour guide –in many ways a representative of the paradigm of
science—, mentions the use of science, but also corrects misnomers, such as the word
"pyramidal bases" for "pyramids" and the Sun Stone for the Aztec Calendar in the case of
the Mexica culture. That archaeologist tour guides always include a visit to the site
museum is further illustrative of their emphasis on science and information.
They tour, in addition and as key parts of their guided visit, which last usually
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longer than average guided tours, the Pyramids of the Sun and Moon, the Street of the
Dead, and the Ciudadela with its Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Most of the time, the Viking
complex, the Superimposed Buildings, the Puma mural, the Quetzalpapalotl Temple, and
the Jaguar Palace are included also, although I witnessed a few short hour-long tours that
did not. Tours usually last around 2 to 3 hours and archaeologist tour guides occupy
themselves in this time mostly with providing explanations and answering questions.
They mention a general array of themes that are relevant to the explanation of
Teotihuacan (such as environment, temporal context, conservation, architecture,
construction methods, symbolism, trade, social structure, political and cultural
developments, religious and cosmological aspects), but can be seen to adopt a nationstate agenda in the sense that they appear to follow a somewhat officially and exhibitiondriven laid-out path that illustrates the most important buildings of Teotihuacan which, as
I have pointed out above, sort of insist on being included because of their conspicuous
monumentality and arrangement. They emphasize these thus as the most significant
features of the complex. It is important, however, to remember that archaeologists are
professionals and aim simply to explain as much as they can in the span of time, which
they always consider as being too short, that they have available to them. They indicate,
certainly and to a certain extent, that Teotihuacan is important for the nation-state, but do
this only in the sense that it formed a part of the history that eventually formed the
nation-state as it exists today. It would, therefore, be incorrect to consider an
archaeologist tour guide as a clear and unambiguously nation-state representation agent.
Finally, while archaeologist tour guides will socialize and discuss findings and
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interests with other INAH officers, including the INAH educational officers, they often
are disrespectful of the SECTUR tour guides and consider them as lacking in knowledge
and experience. The archaeologist tour guides are in that sense certainly exercising the
role of gatekeeper and, aware of this role, care little about what others think or say of
them. The strong sense of individuality lies in their knowledge of the past and the fact
that archaeologists often operate alone in remote areas with minimal funding and
facilities. Bounded by the institutions of their discipline and the INAH to some extent, the
archaeologist tour guides that I came across at Teotihuacan execute their tours as
something enjoyable and consider it either as something on the side, or as an integral part
of their job. On the whole, they have a sense of allegiance to the institution and its
mission to educate and distribute the knowledge of the past, but exercise first and
foremost a commitment to their discipline and refer to the nation-state when pressed to
explain the nature of their jobs as INAH employees. Of all the archaeologist tour guides
that I met at Teotihuacan, there was not one that did not live and breathe archaeology in a
complete and full-time way. The reflexivity that they practiced when I interviewed
several of them indicated not only an awareness of their position as authority, but also a
certain discomfort with this role. They indicate that they see themselves as being first and
foremost engaged with the past and to do this for the sake of the survival of that past.
Articulating a liking and importance for knowledge, they state on a conceptual level that
this is important to impart to the public, but also explained that it was not their main job.
They are first and foremost scientists who do the tour-guiding of the public either as a
side job or because they cannot escape it as an institutional obligation. Disseminating
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knowledge to the public is part of their job description, but they do not receive any
particular remuneration for the giving of tours (unless it is done via an outside agency or
the INAH Cultural Tours (Paseos INAH) office).
Of course, archaeologists are people and are as such potentially unpredictable in
what they say or do. They may state a message a certain way or repeat a message over
and over again. It would not be fair, however, to assume that archaeologists are entirely
indiscriminate in what they say or do. They are professionals and have been trained that
way by multiple professors, many courses, and a number of important professional
experiences, such as excavation, field explorations, and public presentations. Associated
often with a particular tradition (archaeological or theoretical), a place (archaeological
site, regional area, or country), or a university, archaeologists, in general, work hard to
maintain their reputation and publish to this end as well. They come to the field with a
mixture of professional and personal interests, and carry the credentials of an
archaeologist who is permitted to practice, guide and explore, and be recognized as a
bona-fide archaeologist. In Mexico, the process of accreditation consists of a licenciatura
degree, which -falling somewhere between an American B.A. and M.A.- is obtainable
after nine semesters of coursework, an intensive period of field practice, and a thesis
(Newell 1997).
In the field, I observed a number of differences among the archaeologists who I saw
providing tours and these originated partly in personal and professional differences. For
example, an archaeologist tour guide that I followed around on a Cultural Tours trip of
the INAH explained a great deal about the site in mythological and religious terms. He
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focused on philosophy and the controlling aspects of power and ideology, and mentioned
both the work of Mexican archaeologists at Teotihuacan and their findings, and the
meaning of different elements in terms of different social dynamics at the site. For
example, when standing in the Ciudadela he commented upon the influence of
Teotihuacan upon later societies and city states elsewhere. He said: "The priests
manipulate the people" (los sacerdotes manejan la gente). He added that this was a
Marxist idea -religion is the opium of the people- and that the priests looked for fertility
and made gods for that reason. I found out later in an interview with this man that he was
studying to get a Ph.D. in philosophy and was working on a dissertation that focused on
religion and its theories, such as those by Mircea Eliade. He also mentioned the work of
Eduardo Matos frequently on his guided tour and it became obvious from his
explanations and the later interview that he had worked with him and thought highly of
the man and his work. A range of personal and professional interests and experiences
influenced the tour and made the tour as well as the man appear in the ways that I
represented here to analyze.
The tour with the archaeologist tour guide whom I described already provided a
slightly different picture, however. While he gave much of the same basic type of
information that I also observed in the tour of the archaeologist tour guide mentioned
above, he also provided descriptions that were shorter and more restricted in nature. This
was, as the transcript indicates, due to the fact that the tour group was larger and already
tired mentally. The archaeologist who gave the tour was also much younger and not as far
along in his educational career, which affected his tour. The archaeologist explained to
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me later that he provided only a little bit of the information that he usually imparts
because he saw the group being tired already. He noted that it was more important to
have the group spend a good time at Teotihuacan than to wear them out with information.
Explaining that Teotihuacan is obviously beautiful, he also said that the lower quantity of
information permitted him to let his visitors simply enjoy and experience the site—
information could always be gotten later by them, if they so desired. The trick is, he said,
to whet their appetite and then to wait until they come back to get more information. It
was for that reason also that he permitted and even encouraged plenty of breaks and
refrained from expressing his frustration at the end when most listeners had lost interest
in the explanatory part of the tour.
In other words, audience and personal and professional interests affect the guided
tour and this illustrates that there is a range of differences and similarities that exists
among archaeologist tour guides that go beyond any influence that the nation-state may
or may not exert. The presence of a Marxist critique indicates that many archaeologists
do not necessarily or wholeheartedly and passively go along with the nation-state agenda
and work at times to undermine the governing influence of this nation-state. As the
transcript indicates, archaeologist tour guides can be fairly critical of the nation-state and
even reveal mistakes of earlier governments. This does not affect their own position of
authority, however, and this indicates that they play a more complex or negotiated role in
the nation-state than some of the theorists are willing to admit. They occupy a double role
in many ways, for example, as they work for the nation-state, but study the formation of
society as well making them more aware of nation-state formation processes and politics.
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More than a few archaeologists expressed their ironic awareness of this fact and believe
that this is the purpose of visiting archaeological sites and zones: to increase social
awareness.
Nation-state formation and archaeologist tour guiding are thus, in short, not as
strictly related as the relationship that is often supposed on the basis of the institutional
affiliation would appear to suggest. There is more going on and one must consider the
professional differences, personal preferences, and circumstances of a guide in and out of
the field to understand what it means to be an archaeologist tour guide and to grasp what
words might come out of an archaeologist tour guide to represent the nation-state.

INAH educational officers
There are also a set of officially-employed INAH educational officers who provide
guided tours at Teotihuacan to the general public and, in particular, to the school-going
public. At Teotihuacan, they work in an official capacity and as educational officers, and
for all intents and purposes work for the nation-state in the sense that INAH is a nationstate institution (Figure 4.3). All have come to their positions from other posts either at
the site or in INAH, and all have been educated to varying degrees in a range of
professional studies. Holding, or have studied for, technical and/or university degrees in
anthropology or a related field, such as history, pedagogy, art history, tourism, and law,
the INAH educational officers at Teotihuacan are also educated in the ways of the INAH
by their time at the site or within the INAH structure. They have, in other words, career
experience and this becomes an asset when fulfilling their duties as educational officer
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for the INAH. Most of the five individuals that work at Teotihuacan, but also those with
whom I worked at the MNA, have followed a career track that consisted of working one's
way up and obtaining additional professional training and preparation to make the
transition to educational officer. In some respects this has helped them as it makes them
identify with the social service aspect of their job and their institution, but it also leads to
some hard feelings. Those who have come up from another post within INAH, have done
so as a result of a complex points-system and the taking of exams. Other officers, or even
if they arrived at the post from within the institution, did so by completing and qualifying
for a series of tests and formal exams and by applying for the position of educational
officers directly. Educational officer positions are opened up when money is available
and when there is a real and demonstrable need for this position. The job description is
thus closely tailored to the institution’s need and participants are expected to have some
knowledge of the institution prior to applying. Once applicants are accepted, the
educational officers work with other already-working educational officers and formulate
a tour narrative that works within the institutional framework and that is prepared with
their assistance. They use a range of materials to educate themselves and make their
narrative archaeological by reading about archaeology and talking to site archaeologists.
Trained, therefore, in the ways of the institution, the educational officers interpret their
archaeological patrimony in a rather straightforward orthodox way, and bring only some
minor individual variation to the position.
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Figure 4.3: INAH Educational officer with schoolchildren.
The 'explicators of national patrimony,’ or divulgadores de patrimonio nacional, as
the educational officers are formally called, use a series of narrative techniques, such as
metaphors, analogies, straightforward explanations, and in-field demonstrations, to
educate the children and the teachers who come along with the schoolchildren. Reflecting
their explicit jobs as educators and the educational level of their audience, the
explanations of the INAH educational officers are short, to the point, and provide both
the school educators and students with sound-bytes that can be repeated easily and
remembered in subsequent days or lessons (see Appendix A.2). Educational officers use
jokes (see line 51 “I am shining on with the newest technology”), and this is to entertain
and capture the attention of the children, when they are distracted, which happens
frequently. Their tone is friendly and explanatory because they take their job as
“explicators” seriously, but they educate the children to feel proud of their heritage and
their Mexican identity. They reflect in that sense an official and institutional mandate, but
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as I learned in educational visitor interviews, it is also a part of a personal philosophy and
experience as many of the officers express some gratitude for having this job. As one
person explained to me: “For me it is a way to be close to the archaeological site, to work
near to my family, and to form a part of the nation's future, all in one.” Some express
some frustration with not having been able to meet other desired professional or personal
goals, but they too indicate that there are definite benefits to working with children and
being able to live near an archaeological zone.
Because the schoolchildren are often a rowdy bunch and usually require
instruction as to where to go, what to do, and what proper behavior is, the giving of
clearly formulated instructions is often a common part of the tour. The lining up,
reprimanding, or warning of a group of children before they enter certain parts of the site
are frequently heard commands. They may serve to some extent to intersperse the
informative contents of the tour and work as breaks. They also indicate that the officer
must remind the children how to behave in what the officers often refer to as a museum
without a roof.
The tour begins usually with the provision of a historical frame and a description of
the environment of Teotihuacan. This serves, in part, as an overview and a review, but
also as a test (lines 13-18). Educational officers assess to see whether or how well a
school group knows its history, and to establish and recognize what the school group’s
dynamics are. Officers, usually, then turn and walk through while narrating the different
parts of Teotihuacan. They visit, in particular, the Ciudadela, the Street of Dead, and the
Pyramids. They discuss these structures’ architectural features, art, decoration, and
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symbolism, and mention the importance of trade, politics, social structure and
organization, religion, cosmology, and calendrics. They order a narrative that goes more
or less along with that provided in the official school book and educational officers’
guided tours could thus be said to fit into the program of Mexican schools and serve as an
official form of site representation. If anything, it certainly illustrates that the educational
officers take their job as educators seriously and that they focus in their effort to educate
on the site’s representation in the nation-state formation process. Of course, this method
of representation is also the cleverest, clearest, and most logical way of understanding
and explaining Teotihuacan, which for some or most of the children may very well be
their first time and last time at Teotihuacan, as several of the officers indicated to me in
interviews as constituting the main reason for their organization and content.
The educational officers at Teotihuacan, a woman and four men at the time of my
research—who were located at the entrance building near to Gate 1 in the Educational
Services Department —work in shifts and provide the visitors to the archaeological zone
with the possibility of taking a free educational tour and are available every day of the
week. Because these people work, as their titles already suggest, as educators, their
public is mostly schoolchildren. The officers educate principally by means of guided
tours, workshops, and visits to different schools, and aim to give a clear and direct
explanation of the site regardless of the format in which this unfolds. School groups,
generally, arrive at the Educational Services Department after an appointment has been
made in days prior and educational officers only venture out with groups after a check-in
procedure has been concluded and when their services are expressedly solicited. Tours
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start, in part, at the entrance building of Gate 1 for these reasons.
Appointments are usually made prior to arrival, but it is not uncommon for groups to
walk up unannounced and make arrangements for either a guided tour and/or a hands-on
workshop. Curriculum requirements and special events, such as school graduations,
generate many of these visits, but youth groups, hospital groups, and unscheduled school
groups often arrive as well. Visitation tends to be intense around the end of the semester
and before the holidays, and concentrates on weekdays, and it is for this reason that the
educational officers’ schedules can be hectic. This may require them to go out twice or
even three times per day and may lead to a shortening of the tour on a particular day.
In summer, visits by schoolchildren are far less frequent and educational officers
take advantage of this to catch up on administrative duties, plan exhibits, and visit
schools in the area or host an educational camp. Depending on tourist flow, officer
availability, and the schedule of pre-existing appointments, a group arriving at the office
without an appointment may or may not encounter an educational officer and be able to
schedule or immediately leave on a tour. Educational officers take schools that have preexisting appointments as a priority and on an ad hoc basis, and must wait therefore for
these groups. They can take unscheduled school groups if there are no other appointments
on a certain day and may combine unscheduled with scheduled groups if the group with
the appointment agrees with this arrangement. This is not an infrequent practice, I noticed
in my fieldwork.
Educational officers will typically begin their guided visits of Teotihuacan
immediately outside of the entrance building, and welcome the groups there to the
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archaeological zone. A brief explanation and site introduction will serve as a warm-up
(lines 1-10) and officers will walk across the Street of the Dead into the Cuidadela to
continue the visit. They will enjoy an elaborate visit to the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, often
including a live and on-site demonstration by another person, and walk towards the
Pyramid of the Sun along the Street of the Dead. If the group of children is old enough
and moderately well-behaved, the general tourist flow manageable, and time plentiful, the
tour might include a visit to the site museum and/or possibly a visit to the Superimposed
Buildings. Children will be allowed some free time to run, climb, or walk up the Pyramid
of the Sun, eat their lunches, and walk over to the Pyramid of the Moon. If children are
too rambunctious, however, and/or there are too many tourists at and around the museum,
the group will finish their guided tour in front of the Pyramid of the Sun and forego a
visit with the educational officer to the site museum. In rare cases, the educational
officers will accompany a group to the Pyramid of the Moon and/or visit the site museum
after spending a period of time at the Pyramid of the Sun.
An effort at education and much more accommodation is often made with adult
groups from the general public, a large family group, or a group that is of a special
nature, such as a hospital group or a youth group. Frequently, and in my experience, these
have pre-existing arrangements and are not sent with archaeologist tour guides because
they are composed of young children or people who could not come at a time that suited
the archaeologist tour guides. In those cases, I have seen officers include the Pyramid of
the Moon, the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl, and/or the Museum of Teotihuacano Mural
Paintings as well as the usual structures and explanatory stops. These cases are rare,
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however, especially if officers are already obliged by visitor volume and pre-existing
appointments to do two or three tours in one day. Time constraints and visitor use
prohibit, in other words, this type of elaboration.
Tours generally last around two to three hours and are very pedagogical in nature.
Educational officers work either as ‘promoters of culture’ (promotores de cultura) or
'national patrimony explicators,' and are directed toward the general public, but guide in
practice only Mexican schoolchildren. They do this to attend to their mission of educating
the people of Mexico and because it is mostly school groups that attend the site with an
expressed wish to take a guided tour. A more general public which consists largely of
adults and foreigners, principally, does not make pre-arranged appointments and tends to
arrive at the site with a more spontaneous program in mind.
Educational officers provide explanations which focus on certain noteworthy or
characteristic features of Teotihuacan, such as the talud tablero, and the site's symbolism,
like the feathered serpent iconography or the Temple of Quetzalcoatl's calendrical
connotations. They will also mention the skills that were required to engineer and
construct the original structures, and include some theories of how the city and cityculture came to be, how they unfolded, and how they collapsed, but present these in
rather simplistic terms. They incorporate into these discussions the role of trade and
social organization, but use modern analogies to make a point (see lines 20 to 22 for
example, where the officer refers to the space of the Ciudadela as that of what is used
today in Mexico for celebrations like flag day).
The use of drills, question and answer sessions, and the opening for comments are
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common features also (see lines 27-43) and ascertain whether the children understand the
most important components of the site and of Teotihuacan culture. Are they able to
remember and repeat these basic facts, is a constant question that drives the officers,
according to what they told me in interviews. The officers create an understanding of the
site via direct explanation but encourage the skill of interpretation as well, which is, as
the officers point out and a substantial museum education literature (Hooper-Greenhill
1991, 2000; Karp and Lavine 1991; Pearce 1990) confirms, an important benefit of
guided tours and a necessity for students, who need to develop an informed and critical
outlook in a short amount of time.
Educational officers also foment an agenda of site conservation and promote a
sense of cultural and self-conscious identity. They include on-site demonstrations and
require the forming of lines in particularly fragile areas of the site to aid in the
comprehension of proper behavior, and to demonstrate that the site and the past, more
generally, are important and worthy of appreciation, respect, and conservation. They
illustrate that the archaeological zone is a sort of open-air museum to encourage some
respect and control over the children (lines 6-8), but also do this to indicate that Mexicans
are supposed to esteem their past as it is unique and interesting. They teach, hence, in
these respects the official agenda of the archaeological zone and the INAH, which
encourages everyone to conserve, disseminate, and investigate the past to understand the
present better. This may be seen as an effective example of an official sense of nationstate formation, but it is also true that most if not all aim to practice what they teach, in
part for personal benefits of job satisfaction and not just for the nation-state.
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“Doing their job” among Mexican children fills the officers with pride and makes
them feel like they are working on a future generation. “The children just fill you, and
that is really enough in the end of the day even if they don’t pay you all that well,” is
what one officer told me. They also would claim an allegiance to the ‘pyramids’ and most
told me that they marveled at the opportunity to call this location their work place and felt
a sense of honor to work at the site. Having grown up around the site, the officers do
more than simply reflect a nation-state formation agenda here. The site to them means
something more visceral and reflects the idea of local roots as much as that of national
identity. In interviews, they would refer to the fact that they grew up around these
pyramids and lived in their company for all these years.
The message of conservation and local pride is distributed mostly among Mexican
schoolchildren, as they are the ones that commonly take an INAH guided tour. The fact
that schoolbook texts reverberate these same general messages (SEP 1993, 1995a, 1995b,
1995c), albeit with a more nationalistic slant, will, of course, mean that the
schoolchildren are especially attuned to it, and it may be for this reason that educational
officers are often respected by children and teachers alike and seen as the official
explicators and disseminators of knowledge and patrimony. Seen as important “liaisons
between past and present,” as several teachers explained to me, the educational officers
are often sought out for their knowledge and availability to provide a guided tour.
Children can be seen to follow the INAH educational officers around the site eagerly and
often listen for at least part of the time intently. The presence of competition and frequent
desires to ask questions, at times prompted by teachers or accompanying parents,
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indicates that educational officers are popular and appreciated by the children and
provides the idea that they do a real service. When children continue questioning the
officer when the formal part of the tour has already finished and as they are walking
informally towards the site museum, or the Pyramid of the Sun, it is likely that children
feel a spontaneous joy and curiosity that is unlike the idea of the exhibitionary complex,
which suggests that children and adults are or may feel watched, instructed, and/or
policed. The sparking of discussion that these questions often evoke further indicate that
a sincere interest exists among the children to hear about their patrimony and that they
want to listen to their past quite eagerly and generally voluntarily, which is not always
what the nation-state and museum studies literatures imply, as I have mentioned to some
extent already.
Usually nation-state formation literature equates education with a sense of
indoctrination (Bourdieu 1984; Gutiérrez 1999), and certainly there are examples or cases
in which this can be said to be the case. For example, the pleasure that the children feel in
moving around the site and being exposed to these new ideas (or having textbook ideas
reiterated) illustrates how some ‘indoctrination’ takes place by means of the body,
although this does not account for the sense of freedom that goes associated with these
activities.
Pierre Bourdieu notes in his study on the ‘judgement of taste’ that “[t]he 'eye' is a
product of history reproduced by education” (1984:2). He explains that in his study on
the social reproduction of a ‘judgment of taste,’ or arts consumption, that a high degree of
education facilitates the process of a cognitive pleasure taking and that this amounts to a
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greater effort at and interest in the ‘higher’ arts. In terms of my study, at Teotihuacan, it
would be easy to say at this point that the ‘evidence’ is starting to illustrate this same
pattern. Archaeologist tour guides take mostly a ‘higher’ class public and educational
officers focus on the early citizens who still need to learn to partake in acceptable and
encouraged consumption patterns. Certainly, to an extent there is some truth in this. On
the other hand, the fact that I could perceive hardly any difference in the teaching of a
private or public school and that all children are treated more or less the same appears to
undermine the observation that education reproduces a sense of class and that officers
and tour guides are participating in this type of pattern. Educational officers give the
same tour to a private school as to a public group, and interact similarly with either group
if the group is willing. Of course, at times, a group is not willing and this usually leads to
a silencing effect on the educational officer.
In general, the officers have a rather standard and standardizing narrative. They
move around the site freely, but do so in a regularizing and predictable way.
Conversation and free play form a part of the site visit and are incorporated purposefully
into the guided tour as an aspect of comic relief and part of the educational objective. All
educational officers illustrated to me that they are cognizant of the importance of
incorporating fun elements into their explanations and certainly invested some time in
teasing me or making jokes to me or with me. They also teased each other, especially
when in close proximity while touring, and this facilitated to lighten the mood and to
soften any presumed identity on the children’s behalf as too strict of an authority figures,
or so they explained to me after the fact.
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Groups are usually able to follow such collegial banter easily and children are glad
to incorporate some of these fun activities on the tour, such as running through the
sprinklers along the Street of the Dead and rubbing two small glass pyramid necklaces
against each other to see if they will stick. The walk along the Street of the Dead towards
the Pyramid of the Sun is usually reserved for these activities and time is given to do
these things. This is also the moment for children to purchase souvenirs from vendors. In
general, these activities are explained by the guides as ways to help reduce the idea that
museums and archaeological zones are boring and that they are sites for serious and
undivided engagement only. This is an idea that is now appearing in the public
archaeology, museum studies and museum education, and tourism literatures (Falk and
Dierking 1992; Hein 1998; Hooper-Greenhill 1991, 2000; Jameson 1997) and it is
recognizable in the education literature that it is important to have fun and learn and that
this benefits learning (Piaget 1962; Vygotskii 1978).
The presence of archaeology at Teotihuacan is always discussed and one
archaeologist is always mentioned on the guided tours of the educational officers.
Identified usually as the first Mexican to excavate at Teotihuacan, Manuel Gamio is
named specifically and assumes thus a place as an exceptional archaeologist. He is often
described as an innovator of the stratigraphic method and officers signal with this that he
is an example of Mexican ingenuity and must be admired for that and other reasons.
Other references to archaeologists or archaeology tend to be more general in nature and
serve more often as a reference by which the educational officer can illustrate that he
knows what is going on at the site and that he or she is talking with a certain authority.
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Archaeologists are referenced in these cases as general sources of knowledge and are
acknowledged as experts (e.g. “the archaeologists mention,” “restored by the
archaeologists” (lines 42-43). Only Gamio is recognized as the expert.
A second topic that is mentioned frequently in relation to archaeology and
archaeologists are the restoration techniques which are clearly visible at Teotihuacan and
often motivate questions from the children (lines 41-43). Facilitating an idea of what
archaeology is and does, the explanation of the insertion-of-small-pebbles technique
contributes to the children’s understanding of the idea that not everything is original and
that reconstruction, investigation, and the restoration of concepts and of actual materials,
are important activities to understand and in which to engage, to comprehend and to
visualize the past. Children learn in this way that not everything is as it seems and that it
is important to analyze and deduce. This reinforces, moreover, the educational officers'
goal of teaching students how to observe and analyze, but also provides the children with
an idea of how to participate in the nation-state. In this sense, educational officers are
clearly INAH employees and illustrate in part the methods of the official and nation-state
oriented institution. Yet, driven “not by money” as the officers indicate themselves, they
teach and distribute information and teach how to understand something for the benefit of
increasing knowledge as well. They work to benefit the nation-state and serve its
children, but also provide a standardized narrative that enables them to show clarity and
to teach a group of children that need it to survive in today’s world. To witness the sense
of satisfaction that many officers expressed to me and to consider that they attend roughly
36,400 (estimated from Appendix C.1) children and adults per year at Teotihuacan
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(Servicios Educativos, unpublished notes, 2003) and 67,186 adults and children a year at
the MNA (Appendix C.2) there is no question that they are doing a service to the nationstate. In doing so, however, a sense of job satisfaction and personal ideas of
professionalism play a role as well in the realization of their jobs as educators and this
must not be forgotten when one theorizes on what these educational officers mean when
they speak and of what they speak. It is also important to remember that while there is a
certain unity and effort at coordination in providing a standard narrative, there is not
much difference among the individual narratives because of the concern to provide an
easily understandable and memorable account for the children, lest they get confused, as
several guides emphasized to me. Saying that it is preferable that children hear the same
story whenever they come to the site, they work to homogenize their narratives and are
loathe to veer too far away from the canonical idea of what Teotihuacan was or is. While
this connotes that there is a certain basis of facts on Teotihuacan, it also suggests that a
consensus exists at least in general terms. This is useful, but has not entirely been the
result of a recognizable nation-state influence here, as some museum studies or nationstate formation theorists suggest, given the actual contents of these theories. It simply
would be inaccurate to suggest that the tours effect an emphasis on the past as important
because Mexico has featured an exclusive type of nationalistic nation-state formation that
celebrates only the works of ancestors and has no interest in contemporary times and
issues. Jokes made by the educational officers to suggest that we are now, even today,
managed by the ‘gobernantes’ and the making of analogies that allude rather strongly to
the state of affairs in the current nation-state and Fox’s (Vicente Fox was President at the
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time of my fieldwork) as ‘governor,’ would certainly seem to counter this and illustrate
that humor and anecdotes are part of any guided tour-even if they are somewhat official
in nature, and index some of this resistance against the nation-state perspective. Such
jokes serve the guides to manage their own role as nation-state representatives, but also
indicate that there is not a total control over what they say or do. There is thus flexibility.
Of course, INAH educational officers are people also and they are therefore as
unpredictable, at least in principle, as archaeologist tour guides are in what they say or
do. Their status as state-employees and as state-governed individuals, however, coupled
with the fact that they are not professionals in the same way that archaeologists are means
that they are more homogenous and dependent on the nation-state for saying what they
do. Distinctions, such as professional degrees, often separate the individual educational
officers and the absence of or lack of a unified training method for the INAH educational
officers can lead one to conclude that the nation-state has not governed everything and
that it is not necessary to do so. Indeed, there are some personal predilections and subtle
differences that indicate the absence or at least diminished capacity of the nation-state
influence.
For example, there is a guide, who always liked to talk about the dental history of
the Teotihuacanos and who emphasized mathematical and engineering aspects of
Teotihuacan. Another guide provided a detailed and all-inclusive description of the site,
and included an in-situ demonstration of pre-Hispanic dyeing techniques that is provided
by an unlicensed individual at the site. Personal interviews with the different INAH
educational officers confirmed the presence of personal differences in guiding and the
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INAH educational officer who appears to have a fondness for teeth, math, and
engineering indicated that he frequently guides the Odontology Department of the
National Autonomous University of Mexico and includes the information on teeth and
science for this reason. He also argued that people like to hear about things to which they
can really relate: "We all go to the dentist, don't we? Today and back then,” he said. Math
and engineering were important to mention, he explained, because they show that we
Mexicans are capable of this and that we don't need to be afraid of these things. "I want
the children to feel that they can do it too," he said, "so I familiarize them with it here in
this way by mentioning them and explaining that the ancestors already did this, so that
they have it in their blood."
An examination of INAH educational officers, as I undertook both at the National
Museum of Anthropology and at Teotihuacan, indicates that they employ and impart
knowledge and power, and that they aim to project a correct image for and of nation-state
formation. They can be seen as government employees and as nation-state
representatives, but they are also individuals, who sometimes need to act as nannies,
policemen or women, entertainers, and educators. One INAH educational officer at the
MNA explained to me the importance of dressing a certain way. She indicated that she
used to come with jeans and casual shirts, but slowly started wearing more formal wear
when she noticed that the children paid better attention when she wore formal wear.
Today, she wears a skirt, a pressed blouse, and a pair of dress shoes. Most INAH
educational officers at the MNA use a metal or reed pointer and explained to me that this
helps them to focus the children. At Teotihuacan, these devices are not used and officers
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are more informally dressed. Nonetheless, they resort to certain practices as well to
control the children and to guide them along without a problem. Lining children up,
calling on them to pay attention, and methods, such as interactive games, on-site
demonstrations, and engaging types of explanations (such as the clapping before the
stairs in the Ciudadela to create an echoing sound, which intrigues and educates children
on the architecture of acoustics, for example) are favorite methods for the INAH
educational officers at Teotihuacan. These are, of course, strategies and one may argue
that they indicate nation-state formation and signal problematically the controlling
aspects of nation-state formation. When one has spent enough time with a group of
children of any age, one will realize that some measure of control is necessary. Without
it, no child will pay attention, as was evident on certain school group tours, especially the
ones where teachers were disinterested and played no active role in the visit.
INAH educational officers are not trained officially, institutionally, or formally as
archaeologists are, but they are still white-collar workers who work to benefit the nationstate and answer to the nation-state. They work for an entity that articulates with and
symbolizes the nation-state, and this suggests that to some extent they can be counted as
nation-state employees. Yet, the fact that individual variation exists and that the picture is
not as simple as is often thought or represented.

SECTUR tour guides
SECTUR tour guides work at the site in an independent fashion licensed by the
Ministry of Tourism and obtain their public from either outside or at the site. SECTUR
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tour guides may arrive also at the archaeological zone with an already-contracted group
of tourists and come with the auspices of a travel agency, but I do not include these
SECTUR guides here. I look only at those SECTUR tour guides who are available on-site
and who come to guide on their own initiative and are contracted by spontaneouslyincoming tourists. They are separate from the INAH educational officers and, in fact,
maintain little relationships with them.

Figure 4.4: SECTUR tour guide with public.
In general, SECTUR tour guides must acquire a state-issued license to guide. Its
acquisition entails an administrative process that includes a test to verify whether the tour
guide knows his or her history of Mexico and whether he or she speaks a foreign
language (unpublished flyer: SECTUR Tour guide licensing requirements, SECTUR
2002). At the time of my fieldwork, anyone with a bachillerato degree, or higher, could
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apply to the SECTUR license to guide, but when many of the tour guides with whom I
worked first obtained their accreditation only a junior high school (secundaria in
Spanish) diploma met the requirement. Today, to maintain the license the guides must
renew their credencial every four years by proving that they took forty hours of courses
on any of the following related topics, such as colonial architecture, archaeology, or
history, at an accredited cultural institution and file for a continuation of the license. It is
important to know also that SECTUR guides are not allowed to look for or solicit tourists
inside the archaeological zone or historical site (Ley Federal de Turismo 1992).
It appears from these rules that the nation-state is prepared only to certify those who
are not part of INAH, and who guide on their own initiative and this would suggest a
nation-state influence, if it were not for the fact that the process of obtaining and
maintaining a license is fairly flexible in respect to content. Focusing principally on the
colonial and archaeological knowledge of Mexico, there is no specification as to where
tour guides can guide and what knowledge they should have to work at particular places.
Rather, it is a one-size-fits-all philosophy that is exacerbated with the coursework the
guides are supposed to follow to maintain their license. There is no control in terms of
what content the guides take and there is therefore no correlation as to where guides
guide and what they take as course material.
They can also be said to have received some influence from INAH and its role as
nation-state representative, because the exam that guides take to certify themselves is
written and administered by the ENAH and is produced by the INAH and its
archaeologists (unpublished flyer: Knowledge requirements for SECTUR tour guide
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licensing examination, ENAH 2003). Tour guides can take a preparatory course for the
test also, which is provided by the ENAH and would reflect in this sense a nation-state
influence as well, especially as most of the curriculum is focused almost exclusively upon
Mesoamerica, but because it is not a requirement and often not taken by on-site available
SECTUR tour guides, this argument would not be fully effective.
Finally, there is the fact that tour guides are not allowed by law (Ley Federal de
Turismo 1992) to advertise their narratives within the archaeological zones. This
demonstrates that SECTUR tour guides are not part of the INAH and that there is a
difference between the Ministry of Tourism and the Ministry of Education (Secretaria de
Educación Pública, or SEP), which is to what the INAH belongs, and that these ‘camps’
stand at odds within the nation-state. Apparently, the SECTUR tour guides and Ministry
of Tourism stand outside of the nation-state’s definition of culture and the nation-state is
not seen to identify the cultural-educational agenda with that of tourism. As a result, the
nation-state’s control, as defined by INAH, is not extended equally to SECTUR tour
guides, as it is to INAH workers and employees.
The SECTUR tour guides at Teotihuacan and at the MNA use a lot of innuendo and
specialize in the making of direct, veiled, and politically-oriented critical jokes. They
joke steadily on the tour (see Appendix A.3, line 55: “Well? How does it compare to your
conference rooms!”) and while this serves to break the monotony of a tour, it also
encourages visitors to listen. Tour guides indicated to me that it creates a fun and friendly
atmosphere and helps to maintain a visitor's energy level. They provide the tone of a
friendly banter to introduce themselves, break the ice, and ask questions. They appear
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thus accessible and can communicate at the level of authority, although they must always
be aware that they are not the same (“igual”) to the visitors that contracted them.
Perceived as less, the SECTUR tour guides must always struggle to generate a sense of
cooperation.
Tour guides are varied on an individual basis and this may be said in a way to
reflect their lack of commitment to the nation-state. It can, however, also reflect a fair
amount of individual personality and interest, as they do exhibit a considerable amount of
variation. Some may focus upon the mathematical aspects of the site and relate these to
the site’s cosmology and symbolism, while other prefer to talk about site architecture,
metaphysical energies of the site, and/or certain performances that were or are still
undertaken.
SECTUR tour guides, generally, go wherever the paying public indicates that they
should go, but this does not mean that SECTUR guides move about the site directionless
or entirely at the wish and command of a paying visitor. Rather, guides usually suggest a
route when they are negotiating with potential customers as to length, price, and possible
routes for the visit and use this route to structure their tour narrative and site movement.
Because the SECTUR guides receive a payment that relates in some ways to the
information that they provide and the distance that they travel through the site, they are
often very eager to give and take on long guided tours. They may even expand an
existing guided tour to last beyond the 1 to 2 hour-tours that they provide as a general
average.
Guided visits can last up to a day and, in some rare cases, span several days, if the
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contracting party decides to hire a guide for the larger trip and pays him or her to do so.
In these cases, guided visits will include places elsewhere. Families and small social
groups may join already-existing tour groups, if the originally contracting group agrees
with this arrangement, and if the costs are shared between the different groups. This can
mean, in some cases, that the tour will extend beyond the originally-planned route. At
times, the opposite may occur and groups or a tour guide might cut off a guided visit for a
variety of reasons (e.g. family emergency, time constraints, improper behavior or lack of
interest on the part of the public, or dissatisfaction with the guide on the part of the
contracting public).
Guides are stationed at Gate 1 and 5 and await the incoming public there. Forbidden
to solicit the public from within the site, they advertise their stories at the edge of the
parking lot just in front of the ticket check gates. On the whole, the guides who work at
Gate 5 will initiate their tour at the site museum, go to the Pyramid of the Sun, walk north
along the Street of the Dead, stop at the Puma mural, include the Pyramid of the Moon,
and finalize their tour at the Jaguar Palace and the Temple of the Feathered Shells. If
visitors have enough energy, they walk to the Ciudadela after visiting the site museum,
include the Superimposed Buildings, and walk up the Street of the Dead to the Pyramid
of the Sun, after which they will resume their usual route. If tourists are willing, but
unable, to walk very much, the tour guide will arrange to meet the group at Gate 1 after a
member of the party brings the car around from Gate 5 to Gate 3 (next to the Pyramid of
the Moon) and drives the group to Gate 1. Because the archaeological zone allows
multiple entrances in a day, guides are quick to suggest this option because it facilitates
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the visitation of the entire site and maximizes comfort.
Guides who guide from Gate 1 begin with the Street of the Dead, cross over to the
Cuidadela, visit the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, walk north along the Street of the Dead upon
exiting the Ciudadela, and finish at the Pyramid of the Sun. Depending on the interest of
the public, they may go directly to the Pyramid of the Sun and end the tour there, or
include the site museum before or after doing the Pyramid of the Sun, or do the
Superimposed Buildings before finishing at the Pyramid of the Sun. If the public is
willing to pay more, the guides will go as far as the Pyramid of the Moon and might even
include the site museum, the Puma Mural, the Quetzalpapalotl Temple, and the Jaguar
Palace. Often, they will suggest eating a meal at a restaurant behind the Pyramid of the
Moon or Sun upon terminating such a long tour, and the public frequently accepts this
idea enthusiastically as it allows them the opportunity to converse and replenish their
energies.
At the time of my research, a SECTUR tour guide charged around 150 pesos for an
hour's worth of guiding, and 250 to 350 pesos for a two-hour or two-and-a-half hour tourboth of which are common tour lengths. According to the tour guides, this was in
accordance with the State Department of Tourism's guidelines on tour guide pricing, and
this fee structure certainly seemed to be the consensus among all guides at Teotihuacan
and my research at the archaeological zone of Tula confirmed this price range also. In
general, the tourists pay what was agreed upon at the outset, but sometimes they add a tip
if they feel that the tour was beyond expectation, and, of course, if they have the financial
means to do so.
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SECTUR guides include much archaeology in the tour because Teotihuacan is
obviously an archaeological place, but also because many of the guides love the subject.
Some guides have training in the subject either through intensive self-study or the
acquisition of certificates and/or the pursuit of related areas of study, such as tourism,
and, finally, some have worked on one or more of the site's excavations. Almost always,
site features are explained with reference to archaeological methods, such as excavation,
restoration, and investigation, and interpretations. Sometimes guides will mention that
they have worked with archaeologists, learned from archaeologists, or reference a
number of important archaeologists, such as Manuel Gamio and Ruben Cabrera Castro
(the latter being a site archaeologist who works currently at the site of Teotihuacan and
has been fundamental in excavating the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, la Ventanilla, the
Pyramid of the Moon, among other areas). Tour guides also include information on the
site's symbolism, art, and historical importance, elaborate upon calendrical connotations,
and describe the importance of myth, religion, math, and engineering for the site's
construction. They will illustrate the site's urban planning and emphasize the influence of
social hierarchy, trade, and cosmological beliefs on its shape, use, and relevance.
Moreover, because a number of the SECTUR tour guides are enamored generally with
the site's cosmological elements, these elements are often explained in detail, especially
when the contracting public expresses an interest as well.
It is important to realize that SECTUR tour guides are especially responsive to the
public's interests and are guided in significant ways by the public's questions, curiosity,
and concerns. Fatigue, heat, time constraints, and concerns of safety will sometimes
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reduce the latter part or even all of the tour, especially if a contracting group is delicate
and/or lacks interest. Explanations can also be extended or continued beyond their usual
duration in particular areas, however, and become quite engaging if the contracting public
asks many questions and/or expresses particular interest. In the field, I have, for example,
witnessed a number of elaborate conversations unfold in the areas of engineering,
mythology, and cosmology. Questions are, therefore, an essential part of the SECTUR
tour guide narratives and SECTUR tour guides may, therefore, have to exhibit a rather
wide range of knowledge. Scope, contents, quality, and length of any particular tour can
thus be quite different and SECTUR tours vary from being highly informational and
interesting to being rather superficial and limited. Although the public is in part a prime
factor in this equation, tour guide professionalism and proficiency is an important
variable as well and this can affect the quality, scope, and duration of the tour. A nationstate formation influence over these elements would only be able to be argued if the
nation-state identifies itself wholly and actively with the Ministry of Tourism, but since
this is not the case, it would be unreasonable to assume that tour guide professionalism or
proficiency comes from anything other than the individual him or herself.
Tour guides are generally very aware of their role as tour guides (Cohen 1985;
Holloway 1981) and are concerned genuinely with the public's comfort and interest. On
the tour, they will provide indications as to where and when to take the best pictures,
offer instructions on how to manage the site's infrastructure (“walk here,” “not there”),
and explain what tourists can do once they finish their tour (lunch, further sites of
interest, drive around in the area). SECTUR guides are also interested in providing a
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relaxed atmosphere and often work to entertain the public, although they will direct this
banter mostly towards adults. In general, SECTUR tours are adult-oriented, but this is
probably so because they are most commonly contracted by groups of adults. When they
do guide groups of schoolchildren, however, I have witnessed the tour guides making an
effort to make their tours more educational, include on-site demonstrations, and adopt a
more pedagogical tone. It is impossible to see any of this guiding assistance as direct
nation-state’s influence, as it focuses more on providing the guided tour with the
maximum possible comfortable and safety and not on creating any kind of the
exhibitionary complex that Bennett describes for the public museum.
Interspersed in the explanations, SECTUR tour guides include friendly banter,
conversation, free time, and some other elements, such as in-field demonstrations and/or
guided meditations. Again, their use will depend in large part upon the public and vary
from guided tour to guided tour. Some guides will take it upon themselves to include
some explanations of the most quotidian aspects of the site and note that poorer people
and peasants lived at the margins of the site at the time of Teotihuacan's occupation much
like some indigenous groups still do today in Mexico. These explanations might include
comments and illustrations of the people's supposed hygienic facilities at the site,
although it is not clear whether these features were truly used in this way.
In general, SECTUR tour guides form a varied group, which always provides
instruction into what the site constitutes, what it was, and how it might have functioned.
They include an idea of why it is so important for Mexico today and this might be seen as
an argument for and influence of the current nation-state. They provide a pleasant
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experience of the site, offer rudimentary insight into the site, and include a fair sense of
its archaeology. Their role, however, is often discounted and ignored and this is a result
both of the professional literature on tour guiding, museum and archaeological remains
representation, and nation-state formation theory as well as of the minds of many local
and archaeological zone, professional, and academic personnel who work with the public
and archaeology.
SECTUR tour guides play unquestionable roles in the presentation of the country's
past to a national and international public, however, and in that sense participate in the
representation of the nation-state. They attend to a national and international public, and
this means that they offer a very large number of people an idea of the archaeological
zone, its features and importance, and the part of the nation-state’s formation. After all,
SECTUR tour guides not only represent their nation-state as being individuals of the
nation-state in which they live, but they also discuss the nation-state in the sense that they
use it to make examples and explain some aspects of the site or of the nation-state today,
especially to an international public. There are no precise figures, but I offer a rough
estimate based on the Educational Department's average of attended public. The 15
SECTUR guides who work at Teotihuacan guide a total in excess of 50,000 and probably
no more than 250,000 individuals each year. It is hard to say how many of these people
are Mexican or foreigners from these numbers, but from daily observations, I suspect that
a little over half of the visitors who choose a SECTUR guided tour are Mexicans. One
must include their work on site representation into a nation-state formation analysis and
contemplate to what extent they are in fact representative, as they are to some extent
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representative of the nation-state formation process, even if they exhibit some significant
individual identity differences. Their sheer presence, of course, at the archaeological zone
endorses the idea of visiting an archaeological site as something proper, while the
differences complicate the picture and beg the question whether nation-state formation is
constituted by a simple visit to an archaeological zone.
Obviously, SECTUR tour guides are human as well and they can be equally
variable in their actions and discourses as the preceding two categories of guides.
Independent and only loosely affiliated to the nation-state (as after all they are licensed),
the SECTUR guides are more able to move around the site, however, although they are
restricted in advertising their tours and must await their clients outside of the
archaeological zone. Saying whatever they want in some way, they may come to work or
not in whichever way as they please or see fit. They all come dressed more or less
casually and take advantage of the fact that the work is outdoors. Some wear a hat and
others wear other what-they-would-call important assistive gear or instruments, such as a
flute or heavy-set stone jewelry (Figure 4.4). Most guides come regularly and skip only a
day or two when they had a particularly good day earlier, have a job elsewhere, need to
give a tour to a tour group elsewhere, or have some pressing family business. They are
freer in their choice of what kind of narrative to provide than are the archaeologists and
INAH educational officer, because they are not guided as strongly by either the discipline
or the nation-state. They are limited, however, in what they say to the paying public by
this same public, who is not likely to accept just any kind of story.
In addition, the SECTUR guides, licensed by the nation-state and utilized by a
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public that searches either for information or for service, obtain some legitimacy by
knowing the site and having worked as a licensed tour guides. They advertise themselves
as official guides and the public appears to demand a certain degree of professionalism at
times. They may be interested in being guided, but many would not walk up to a tour
guide to request such services. Instead, the tour guides need to hawk their wares and do
this by looking professional and approaching the incoming tourists respectfully. Usually
they incline their head slightly, clasp their hands behind their back, and ask: "A guided
visit? We give you an explanation of the place." Posters at Teotihuacan also advertise and
identify what legally licensed SECTUR tour guides look like. A plastic laminated
identification tag with name, licensing date, and registration number around the neck
further identifies the guides as legitimate. In other words, there is a concern with legality
here, and they cannot be completely independent or uncritical in how they go about their
jobs.
There is, however, a certain degree of differentiation among the different tour
guides and their narratives that is important to consider. For example, there is one guide
who talks a lot about the NASA and explains the site's supposed mathematical
proportions and dimensions. He avidly believes that all the site's measurements amount to
the sum of nine and he compares this with the human gestation period. He states in his
tour that the Temple of Quetzalcoatl measures 378 meters to the top and that this amounts
to 9 (adding 3+7+8=18 and 1+8 =9). He cites the work of NASA scientist Hugh Harliston
and says it makes sense: "The Teotihuacanos knew what the cycle of life was and they
would have used it to construct the site." "You could use your bodily measurements to
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confirm it at the site" he assured me one day when I asked him about this, and added that
"the architects back then were intelligent people. They knew how to make a building and
just used what they had. It is not like us today, we don't know anything anymore."
Another guide confirmed this idea of spirituality and the use of the body at
Teotihuacan, but was more circumspect of mentioning his own beliefs and preferences in
the guided tours. He explained that he would only mention it if he found someone with
real interest. Usually, he would just give a more standard explanation and not focus on
the spiritual aspects of Teotihuacan. When I asked him further about this, he said, "You
know, more archaeological, with exact dates and explanations of how the site was made,
not what it may have meant for people at that time." Yet, again others, indicated to me
that they used a mixture of archaeological and spiritual knowledge and interests for their
guided tours. One guide, in particular, provides some meditative experiences on his
guided tour and has the public close their eyes to see the site at a different time and in a
different way. The fact that he is able to make a living off of these kinds of guided tours
indicates that there is a need for it and one may argue that it is therefore a useful
discourse. That guide also provides much information on medicinal plants, herbeology,
and natural life styles. Other guides in the SECTUR tour guide category provide this
information as well and many of the guides include the same demonstration of the plants
that release a natural colored substance, as the INAH educational guides are accustomed
to doing.
In general, there seems to be a preference for alternative sources of information, but
after spending time on numerous tours it must be said that most SECTUR guides provide
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the basic information and are not that far removed from what the archaeologist or INAH
educational tour guides supply. They mention the site, discuss its measurements, review
construction methods, and reference archaeologists. There is thus a real presence of the
material remains in the discourse of these tour guides as well. Together with these other
types of guides, they provide their information directly to the members of the general
public that visit Teotihuacan and benefit from and have to respond to the direct
interaction that the tour guiding scenario offers. SECTUR tour guides are clearly a varied
group and this adds to the representation of Teotihuacan. The variety is not as much as
one might think, however, especially given that there is no strict overview by the nationstate and it is thus clear that material remains matter and affect their representation of the
site, instead of the nation-state.

THE OBJECTIVES OF REPRESENTATION

The above descriptions indicate that there is a diverse set of discourses at
Teotihuacan and that these compose in different ways the voice of the nation-state. For
example, the archaeologist tour guide and the signs and site lay-out feature a more
scientific and authoritative voice, whereas INAH educational officers and the SECTUR
tour guides offer a more pedagogical, and entertaining or spiritual voice, respectively.
There is thus a complexity of discourse that has a great deal to do with the underlying
professional slant of each representation.
Bakhtin explains in his essay on "Discourse in the novel" (1981) that a person's
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profession can mark an utterance, as may another host of things. He suggests thus that
analysts of language and discourse -to separate to some artificial extent the written and
spoken realms- should consider this dialogical nature of utterances. He describes
dialogism as "the characteristic epistemological mode of a world dominated by
heteroglossia" (1981:426) and elaborates it refers to a state in which "[e]verything means,
is understood, as a part of a greater whole—there is a constant interaction between
meanings, all of which have the potential of conditioning others" (1981:426). Because
"no living word relates to its object in a singular way: (1981:276; italics in original),
Bakhtin argues that one must consider intentionality and assume its discursive content.
In terms of the discourses presented above, this is indeed the case. For example,
among the archaeologist tour guides, which are in many ways the most centrally located
spokesperson of the nation-state, elements of professionalism appeared to be much
stronger and take preference over those of the nation-state. Archaeologist tour guides are
more interested in providing the public with an idea of how the past unfolded and how
this knowledge is constructed. INAH educational officers, on the other hand, are
expected and employed to provide informational lessons for the general public and reflect
this in their discourse. SECTUR tour guides likewise feel a commitment to provide
information, but are more likely to do this with an interest in providing the public with
service and accommodation, which is not unlike what their professional would dictate
and what the client would expect.
In other words, there are different kinds of intentionalities in each and these give
different voices of representation to the nation-state. There are many limiting factors on
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the shape, tone, and format that different forms of discourse take at Teotihuacan. They
represent the past, but do not necessarily communicate the full message of the nationstate.
The second aspect of influence in the discourse at Teotihuacan is the materiality of
the site itself. In this respect, Peirce explains that a signs involves four elements: the
representamen or sign, the object, the ground, and the interpretant. He envisioned a set
of three triadic structures - 1) comparison, 2) performance, and 3) thought- and explained
that a sign or representamen is "something [sign] which stands to somebody
[interpretant] for something [object] in some respect or capacity [ground]" (19311958:Vol. 2, para. 228). He considered, thus, that a sign is composed of more than its
sheer force of representation and pays attention to the object-subject relationships. He
mentions that discourse is a matter of representation and that representation has a sense of
materiality in each element of that representation.
At Teotihuacan, this is obvious when one considers the whole picture of what
shapes the voices of discourse. In the signs and site lay-out there is a physicality and
hardness that makes elaboration, change, or corrections difficult or expensive. Site
explanations mention therefore only the general importance of certain specifics and
illustrate that they are at least in part material in nature. Tour guides are limited by
physical constraints as well, as they must consider the factors of fatigue and visitor
comfort. INAH educational officers indicate that tours get shorter when they have
multiple tours lined up. Representations operate thus as signs and illustrate that the field
is uneven. Visitor diversity, knowledge, interest, and capacity are fundamental factors in
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the making of a representation.
The aspect of materiality can be especially problematic for the different tour guides
and sign/site lay-out complexes when they are judged for their degree of nation-state
representation and representativeness. When content is equated simply with the fact of
representation, one is be tempted to qualify the SECTUR tour guides as not serving as
adequate or official nation-state formation representatives because their discourse does
not reflect that much nation-state formation. Likewise, archaeologists can be seen to be
too professional in terms of representation, and not serve truly as nation-state
representatives because they are driven by their discipline. This suggests that there is a
materiality of discourse that is at play and this confirms the idea that not all
representations are entirely the result of a nation-state formation or represent the nationstate in their entirety.
In the nation-state formation literature, it is common to say that power and
knowledge are essential. The context of some materiality casts doubt upon this simple
connection, as I have attempted to illustrate above. Signs and site lay-out can in many
ways be said to represent the nation-state, but a closer analysis of how they are composed
indicates that this is not entirely the case. Size and material limits representation, and
format, the one-dimensionality, and static nature as a written form of representation
means that signs and site lay-out are constrained in ways that are not explained simply by
nation-state formation. Similarly, while archaeologists can be said to provide a stateoriented representation by virtue of their role as state employees, their discourse is
determined as much by their profession as by their professionalism as a site worker and
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their personal interests.
The examples also show that while people can agree to be subject to nation-state
formation to some extent, they still express their proper voices and exercise a personal
agency in choosing how to express themselves. At Teotihuacan, this variety of voices and
their different compositions is visible, and makes for an environment of heteroglossia.
Speakers can choose from a variety of options and constitute a voice for the nation-state
that is diverse and dialogical, denying the idea that the voice of the nation-state is
homogenous. In this respect, it is obvious that many elements of society are involved in
creating a meaning and representation of Teotihuacan and that not all are exactly or
entirely at the level of the nation-state. It is important and useful to remember this
diversity; it gives a more complete picture.
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CHAPTER 5: PYRAMIDS OF THE EVERYDAY: AN OBJECT FOR AND OF THE
PEOPLE
"No living language could be studied like Latin...analyzed as an inert object,
as a corpse on the dissecting table...."
(Gramsci 1971:38)
Q1: "They gave homework to one of my girls."
Q2: "So that they learn about our old culture."
Q3: "I have been coming to Teotihuacan since I was a child.”<turning more serious>
Q4: "Well, we visited everything and the new museum, which I had not seen before."
Q5: "I think the zone is for the entire nation, for the Mexicans. I am against it belonging
to a foreigner, that cannot be."
Q6: "It is so that we do not forget our old cultures. So we don't forget that we have Aztec
blood even if it is only a mille-fraction, we are still Aztec."
Q7: "For me, <swallows> it is a jewel...It is a jewel and it fills me with
emotion..<suppresses tears with difficulty>"
Q8: ".. I learned about Teotihuacan from my grandparents... They were dancers...they
belonged to the Totonaco calpulli, so we went to a lot of these places."
Q9: "No, not anymore, I grew up, married, and moved away, but I still come to visit."
Q10: "What I like most? The pyramids. It is still the pyramids, to ascend them
<contemplative silence> That is really why I come, to go up the pyramids."
Q12: "They are the god and goddess. You know? My daughter is pregnant again with her
third, and all of them have been boys so far, my grandchildren, so I am here to ask if they
can give me a girl this time."
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Q13: "You known, you ascend both pyramids and that is how you unite the male with the
female.... I have done this my entire life and I cannot complain: My children have all
become professionals, I have plenty of beautiful grandchildren, and I am here again
today with some of them. <turning to the child next to her>
See, this one here is now two years old, and these two next to me are three and four
years old.”
<Interrupting herself she says to her grandson:> "Mi'ijito, show the senorita where the
others are."
<Again to me:> "See they are almost at the top. They are the ones waving. Aren't they
great?
You see, all my 'deseos' (wishes) that I ever requested have come to be. Now, I am here
with my grandchildren, to do the homework, to enjoy the zone, and celebrate our Aztec
heritage…“

(excerpt visitor interview, Teotihuacan 2003)

Teotihuacan is an excellent place to visit and many people do so for varying
reasons. This chapter explores the question of visitation and deals with practice as well as
with nation-state formation, and does so from the perspectives of the public.
In nation-state formation theory, analysts have made concerted efforts to understand
what the nation-state is and how it works. They focus upon the interaction of the people
and the nation-state, and aim to comprehend how a nation-state's formation process is
constituted, forms, and unfolds in time and space (Alonso 1994; Joseph and Nugent
1994; Nugent 1993; Rappaport 1990, 1994; Vaughan 1997). They illustrate that practice
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is important to investigate and focus on the activities of the 'everyday' (Joseph and
Nugent 1994; Scott 1985). Joseph and Nugent, for example, speak of examining the
"state's day-to-day engagements with the grassroots society" (1994:3) and emphasize in
their volume entitled Everyday Forms of State Formation: Revolution and the
Negotiation of Rule in Modern Mexico that such a focus has been missing from the
historiography on Latin America and, specifically, that on Mexico. They explain that one
must provide an action-driven idea of history and of nation-state formation, and state that
one must study its "dynamics" (Joseph and Nugent 1994:3). They argue further for the
integration of a perspective of 'the state' and that of 'the people.' They mention James
Scott's study, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance, in this
respect, where Scott describes the dragging of feet or the exercise of gossip among
Malaysian peasants as recognizable acts of resistance and ones that are recognizable
among many other elements of work to signal the everyday resistance. They emphasize,
and Scott identifies in his work on the Malaysian peasant as a class of disenfranchised
people (1985:xv-xvii) that one must examine the day-to-day life and work to understand
how they are disenfranchised and to understand how they deal with this. He writes that
“the objective [of the book] is a deeper appreciation of everyday forms of symbolic
resistance and the way in which they articulate with everyday acts of material resistance”
(1985:304).
In the literature of archaeological site and museum consumption, a focus on the
effects of practice is not uncommon. It is, as several museum theorists indicate (Bennett
1995; Falk and Dierking 1992; García-Canclini 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 1992), the best
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way to understand whether a museum or archaeological zone is successful in meeting its
objectives. In fact, it is for that reason that visitor studies, which are assessments of
visitor consumption and practice, are often carried out at museums or archaeological
zones (Falk and Dierking 1992; Schmilchuk 1996). Yet, when studies include visitor
consumption, they indicate frequently that visitors have problems connecting to the
exhibition or the archaeological zone and that this may relate to a set of negative feelings
towards the nation-state as reflected in the exhibition. Visitors may be described, for
example, as staying away from the museum and the archaeological site or zone
(Castañeda 1996; Hood 1983; Hooper-Greenhill 2000; Montemayor et al. 2000) and
protest in this way the exhibition on display (Alonso 2004; García-Canclini 1995; Muñoz
Enríquez 2000).
In this chapter, I look at these processes of visitor practice, describe them, and
consider their possibilities of protest and acceptance of the nation-state at they are
expressed at Teotihuacan. In doing so, I focus on both objective and subjective parts of
nation-state formation and examine thus the relationship of nation-state formation and
visitor consumption as a part of an archaeological site.
In the vignette that opens this chapter, I rewrote the words of a 57-year-old
grandmother from Tecama, Estado de México (State of Mexico). I interviewed her one
sunny day in April and asked her what she thought of Teotihuacan. She answered, seated
amongst three of her youngest grandchildren and awaiting another set of older
grandchildren, that Teotihuacan is a jewel. She mentioned, moreover, that her children
were proof of her success and expressed gratitude for the wishes that the pyramids had
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granted her. Surprised that she got so emotional at my questions, I realized that I could
not capture her feelings in simple statistics. It is for that reason that I focus on practice
and address questions of practice in a mostly qualitative way. First, however, I give some
general visitation figures on Teotihuacan, which I collected from several existing visitor
studies.

LISTENING TO THE PAST

The archaeological zone of Teotihuacan receives a total of roughly 3,000,000
people a year. Official records of the archaeological zone itself (Zona de Monumentos
Arqueológicos de Teotihuacan, or ZMAT, 2003) indicate that over the span of seven
years (1997 to 2003), an average of 2,954,505 individuals came to Teotihuacan per year.
Of these, 255,588 were Mexican schoolchildren, 2,202,000 were national tourists, and
496,917 were international tourists.6 More than a decade earlier, an earlier visitor study
(Mireles Contreras and Morales Segura 1989:70-71) by the Department of Tourism of the
Autonomous University of the State of Mexico (Universidad Autónoma de Estado de
México, or UAEM) mentions that Teotihuacan received an average (calculated over the
span of five years from 1983 to 1987) of 1,240,000 individuals per year and marked it
then as one of the most popular and frequently visited archaeological tourist sites. Today,
the trends in visiting behavior persist and Teotihuacan is categorized as one of five
6

Rendered in terms of the total population of Mexico, which amounted to 103,263,388 in 2005, the
number of visitors may appear to be small, but considering the attraction of other archaeological zones
open to the public in other parts of Mexico the absolute number is still quite high. In fact, Teotihuacan
receives the majority of visitors when compared to other archaeological zones.
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category AAA sites (together with Palenque, Monte Albán, Chichén Itzá, and Tulum):
the highest type of administrative categorization it can achieve within the INAH system
of registered sites and archaeological zones that are open to the public.
In general, the visitations at Teotihuacan reflect a Mexican civic-religious calendar
and follows a rather regular pattern of seasonal fluctuation (ZMAT 2003; see Appendix
B.1). Holy Week and March 21 stand out as prime visiting times, while visitor numbers
in the summer months abound as well as during the holiday months. Visitor numbers are
low in the fall, but rise slowly again towards the end of the year when school semesters
come to a close. Christmas is a popular time and January tends to be a slow month before
February shows an increase again. Personal observation, field interviews, and much
information from several existing visitor studies on the visitation at Teotihuacan (Mireles
Contreras and Morales Segura 1989:84; Webmoor 2007:199) indicate that national
visitors come from all areas of the Republic, but that visitors from Mexico City, Estado
de México, Hidalgo, and a handful of other nearby states (e.g. Guanajuato, Jalisco,
Puebla, Queretaro) arrive most commonly and frequently at Teotihuacan. These
tendencies were, in fact, confirmed at the MNA (Montemayor et al. 2000:296), where I
researched this and other issues also briefly7, and at Tula (see Appendix B.3). It appears,
therefore, that people visit archaeological zones when these are in their vicinity. The fact
that people from northern states frequent the site in greater numbers than those from
southern states might serve to confirm this, as southern states have their own impressive
sites, such as the Chichén Itzá, Palenque, and Monte Albán in the states of Quintana Roo,
7

The Montemayor et al. visitor study of the MNA reports the following percentages of visitors' residence:
Mexico City: 45% , Estado de Mexico: 21% , rest of Republic: 11% , foreigners: 17% , no answer: 6%
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Chiapas, and Oaxaca, respectively, and the northern states do to a lesser extent.
People arrive from abroad as well, and there is a strong American and European
contingent as the UAEM Dept. of Tourism visitor study confirms (Mireles Contreras and
Morales Segura 1989:84-85). Foreign tourists visit the site around the time of Christmas,
and in early spring or summer. I noted a great deal of Mexican-Americans and Mexicans
who have migrated to the United States visiting the archaeological zone around
Christmas and Spring break as well, and they appear to be making an effort to see their
cultural heritage. Often, they do so in the company of friends and/or relatives who are
still living in Mexico. These visits are thus uniquely national and international in nature.
The visitors of Teotihuacan appear to be both first comers and repetition visitors.
The 1989 visitor study by the UAEM Dept. of Tourism indicates that 56% of the visitors
(total n=203) are first timers, whereas 22% of the visitors have been to Teotihuacan four
times or more and 13% a second time and 8% a third time (Mireles Contreras and
Morales Segura 1989:92). Webmoor, who examined the site for visitor behavior and
concepts of heritage in 2007, (Webmoor 2007:192) finds, in contrast with the previous
visitor study, that 51.9% of the visitors he surveyed at Teotihuacan (total n=471) had
visited Teotihuacan 7 times or more, and only 5 people had never come before. It is hard
to say, though, how much the fact that Webmoor included workers in his data collection
has affected these figures.
I found in the field that many people had been to Teotihuacan before, but that most
children (with or without a formally organized school group) were visiting for the first
time. It is feasible to think, therefore, that about half of all visitors to Teotihuacan have
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not been there before, but that the majority of adults (especially those who are Mexican)
have been to the place before at some time or another. Either way, most visitors, at least
those who are Mexicans, can claim some familiarity with the site, as pictures and textual
descriptions are plentiful in Mexico (e.g. in school history books and the popular media).
On the whole, visitors arrive on every day of the week, but school groups arrive
most frequently during the week and concentrate towards the end of the week. General
visitors can be seen mostly on the weekends (see also Mireles Contreras and Morales
Segura 1989:99). Mexican visitors tend to arrive Sundays in the greatest numbers and
foreign visitors can be seen a lot on Saturdays and Mondays, although the latter might be
more due to the absence of Mexican visitors than a real increased numeric presence of
foreigners on those days. It is not unlikely to think that many foreigners arrive at the site
to take advantage of the fact that all museums and cultural areas are closed on Mondays
elsewhere and that Teotihuacan is one of the few publicly accessible places that is open
that day.
There is some indication that visitation to Teotihuacan averages from 3 to 4 hours
in duration. Both Mireles Contreras and Morales Segura (1989:99) mention this fact and I
found it to be true in my site observations.
One can say that in general there are just tourists at Teotihuacan, but a closer look
reveals that there are three groups of national site users: 1) Schoolchildren and teachers,
2) Family and social groups, and 3) Mexicatiahui and other spiritualists. A brief
description is useful to understand the visitors’ individualizing behavior and to interpret
their relationship with the nation-state and the archaeological remains. I should note that
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apart from the foregoing numbers and origins, these 'types' are mostly heuristic and are
meant as indicators of tendencies only.

Schoolchildren and teachers
Schoolchildren and teachers come every day of the week, but tend to congregate as
school groups in the middle and end of the week. They arrive often as the semesters are
coming to a close and just before Holy Week. The children who visit range from ages of
4 to 18, but generally are concentrated within the ages of 8 to 11. This is when school
curricula focus on national history (third, fourth, and fifth grade of primary school) (see
also Montemayor et al. 2000:249 at the MNA).
In Mexico, schools are divided into the following age segments: preschool (4 to 5
years of age), primary (6 to 12 years of age), junior high (13 to 14 years of age) and high
school (15 to 18 years of age) levels. They can be public or private, bilingual or
monolingual, and religious or secular. I have no data on which schools predominate in
coming to Teotihuacan as such records are not being kept, but observation and the visitor
study of the Educational Services at the MNA indicate that public, monolingual, and
secular schools are the most common (Montemayor et al. 2000:248).
Schoolchildren who come to the archaeological zone on weekdays are usually on
school trips and are accompanied by teachers and/or other responsible adults, who may
be parents, friends of the school, or tour guides. Older and younger siblings of some of
the children, at times, accompany the group and always seem eager to take advantage of
this school trip opportunity.
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Figure 5.1: Schoolchildren entering the site museum.
School trips, in general, occur to give students a unique learning opportunity. In onsite interviews, teachers always confirmed this and one put it to me in these words:
"There is nothing better than to have the children see the place with their own eyes...They
climb the pyramids and really see for themselves what it is all about...It's like an outdoors
classroom." Another group of teachers explained to me that they think of it as teaching
beyond the classroom (enseñanza más allá del aula) and referred to the site as an openair classroom.
In some cases, I observed that school groups arrived because they were expected to
do so by the Ministry of Education. Usually, teachers came with school groups on their
own initiative and did so because it fits into their curriculum. It is also true that the school
history texts (SEP 1993, 1995a, 1995b, 1995c) explicitly encourage visits to
archaeological zones.
Many of the school visits are guided, although this is not always done by a
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professional tour guide. At times, knowledgeable teachers, parents, or friends lead groups
and, in other cases, there are no tour guides or the children are left entirely to their own
devices. Often, however, school teachers will be interested in contracting a guided visit
and they will make an appointment with the Educational Services or contract a SECTUR
guide at the site. I have also seen school groups enter with some kind of educational
guide from an agency. It is hard to provide any exact figures as records are being kept in
very broad categories, but if one thinks that for the month of April (a popular month to
visit) a total of 31,684 Mexican students entered the site and that of these 3,978 students
were given a tour by the Educational Services (according to their figures) then at least
12% of the total number of students who entered the archaeological zone that month
appears to have received a guided visit.
Unfortunately, there is no recordkeeping among the SECTUR tour guides and it is
difficult to estimate how many guided visits they have given to school groups at any one
time. It is clear, however, that many of the guides give guided visits to schools on a fairly
regular basis and I witnessed around one third of the guided visits that I joined to be to
school groups. It may be fair to assume, then, that at least the 12% of the Educational
Services is significantly augmented by the efforts of the locally-available SECTUR tour
guides in terms of guiding schoolchildren. It will, however, be clear that most of the
schoolchildren find their way around the site without a guided tour from either of the
available on-site guides, excluding the archaeologist tour guides who do not guide
schoolchildren.
Groups of schoolchildren generally arrive early in the morning in contracted school
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busses. They flood into the site especially from Gate 1 and come either in neat lines or as
chaotic and semi-organized masses. Often, SECTUR guides approach the busses and
offer their services before the schoolchildren have a chance to exit the bus and other
times they will identify and approach the teachers at the entrance gates. If teachers have
prior appointments with either the Educational Services Department or a particular
SECTUR guide, they will search and maneuver with their group until they have found the
appropriate guide. Sometimes, if traffic jams en route to Teotihuacan have hindered their
arrival, they may have to wait, start a visit late, or join another tour. In general, however,
they will set out once the children have visited the restrooms and are all accounted for. If
no tour guide is contracted or acquired, the school groups will enter the site on their
initiative and visit many of the principal areas. I have seen the school groups go to the
Ciudadela, the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Street of the Dead, the Pyramid of the Sun,
the Pyramid of the Moon, and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Depending on the teacher(s)
who accompanies the visit, the group may visit the site museum, but this is often not the
case.
On guided tours, the route is more or less the same and rather standardized,
although more time is spent at the Ciudadela, the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, and along the
Street of the Dead. The Superimposed building and the site museum may, as I mentioned
earlier in Chapter 4, be part of the guided visit if circumstances allow it to be and the
Pyramid of the Sun will form in most cases the end of the guided tour. Groups may go on
to the Pyramid of the Moon on their own initiative and, then, visit the Temple of
Quetzalpapalotl as well, but this will depend on time. Guided visits are usually longer in
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length than unstructured visits and at times this is a factor in making the decision whether
a school should contract a tour guide. If a school group indicates that they only have an
hour to spare, tour guides will often send them on their way and suggest they visit the
main features, but offer no guided visit. Most groups who look for guided tours, however,
have at least 2 to 3 hours available and many spend more than half a day at the site and its
surroundings. It is, for that reason, not uncommon for guided school groups to include a
picnic meal at the picnic area near the site museum before or after entering the site
museum. Some school groups will do a workshop at the Educational Services as well,
especially when they come later in the day. In these workshops, the educational officers
lead the children in making Teotihuacan-style jewelry or clay masks.
Usually, the unguided school visits are rather unstructured and children are more or
less left to their own devices, particularly around the Pyramid of the Sun. For many
teachers, it is simply impossible to control the children and they may leave them to run
up the Pyramid, socialize with their friends, or check out other school groups. They can
be seen laughing at and with foreigners, and, frequently, ask foreign visitors to make
photographs of them or to appear in pictures with the foreigners at the site.
Students can be seen to enjoy the archaeological zone and may spend a lot of time
exploring the place and its structures. They often express a sense of wonder at the site's
size, its art, and sophistication, and note the area's environment. In visitor interviews,
they would indicate that Teotihuacan was “big” (“grandissima”), “pretty” (“bonita”),
“important,” and “Mexican,” as if to indicate that Teotihuacan was theirs. In the field,
they could be seen to be mesmerized by ants and molehills alike, relishing the time spent
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outdoors, and racing each other. They would frolic in the grass and play hide and seek.
The presence of the vendors would motivate purchases and at times encourage even
wilder games, such as chasing each other with plastic tomahawks and shooting at one and
another with mini bows and arrows. They would also spend as much time checking out
the site as they would looking at other people. As I mentioned already, photos would be
taken of and with foreigners, but also of friends, the site, and anything else interesting. At
times, teachers would attempt to take advantage of the opportunity when meeting
foreigners and engage these people in a conversation so as to practice their and their
students' English. This happened often to me and would result in interesting exchanges.
Along the same lines, schoolchildren can be seen to seek out foreigners to do short
interviews, often taped for school purposes.
When asked specifically, however, most of the schoolchildren recognized that they
were at the archaeological zone to learn about their patrimony (“nuestro patrimonio”)
and that it was important to know more about the ways their ancestors lived (“como
vivieron los antepasados”). They would express pride and often felt a proprietary sense
about the site being Mexican. For example, one interviewee indicated that Teotihuacan
was for the entire world, but especially for the Mexicans (“para todo el mundo y en
especial para los mexicanos”). They emphasize that it must be preserved so they can take
their children to the site and often said that they will return with their respective families.
They appear in this sense to take the educational message of the nation-state to heart and
behave in some respects according to what the nation-state and their teachers would want.
The teachers, having come and gone through some considerable trouble to do so,
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are often eager and make the most of the opportunity. They spend the maximum time
possible at the site and listen carefully to the tour guides. Of course, I also came across a
few teachers who were not that interested and who did not participate in the guided tour.
Resources and time allowances are also not always entirely accommodating and traffic
jams in Mexico City may wreak havoc upon any teacher's best intentions, which may
lead to a rushed or less than ideal visit. Generally, though, groups of schoolchildren and
teachers are eager to participate in the consumption of their past.
Much scholarship exists on the importance of education and its role in the nationstate formation process is recognized widely (Bourdieu 1984; Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm
1990). In Mexico, it is considered to be a major factor of nation-state formation and has
been recognized as such for a long time (Ornelas 1995; Gamio 1917; 1987[1935];
Gutiérrez 1999; Rockwell 1994; Vasconcelos 1925; Vaughan 1997; Zoraida Vázquez
2000). Numerous historians and educators have examined how this relationship has
occurred in Mexico and conclude, in general, that education has always been important to
an extent, tracing it back to at least as early as the Mexicas (Gibson 1964). In colonial
times, there was some emphasis on education also, although this took the form mostly of
religious doctrine and often was a privilege of the elite. After Independence, the interest
in education continued and rapidly increased as museums, curio rooms, and some
publicly-accessible archaeological sites became part of this agenda only to form an
official part of an explicitly nation-state-oriented education mandate (Bennett 1995;
Morales-Moreno 2002).
Currently, public museums, and historical and archaeological zones and sites have
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become important things to analyze for this reason and to understand the formation of
citizens in any given country (Bennett 1995; Hooper-Greenhill 1992; Holo 1999; GarcíaCanclini 1995; Kaplan 1994). This scholarship has begun to discover the vicissitudes of
museum and archaeological site/historical zone education (e.g. Falk and Dierking 1992;
Hein 1998; Hooper-Greenhill 1991; Karp and Lavine 1991). They emphasize, in general,
the benefits of education, but also indicate that several problems exist. Hein criticizes that
a modernist education agenda governs the museums and argues that this too is
behavioralist in nature as it features transmission-based pedagogies and an exclusive
object-centered method of exhibition. He notes that because learning is done by a variety
of people who have a specific skill set, visitors must be recognized as being
multisensorial, having multiple intelligences, and being divergent in learning ability.
Teaching must occur in an engaged and constructivist way, and reveal its composition as
well as its message. Others, such as Falk and Dierking (1992), who have written on the
changing museum experience and critique the idea of a homogenous audience to
advocate a more responsible and interactive education agenda, confirm this (see also
Hooper-Greenhill 1991, 2000).
At Teotihuacan, it would be easy to argue that a constructivist and engaged teaching
style is mostly absent and that the public is missing this. Signs are clearly linear,
directional, and authoritative, in terms of explanation and location, and the different tour
guides, while providing a discourse that is more varied, responsive, or interactive in
comparison to the signs with the public, still offer a narrative that is largely instructional
and educational. Especially with the archaeologist tour guides and the INAH educational
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officers, there appears to be only a little room to negotiate and the story can definitely
said to be authoritative. Canons of science and the desire to provide the people with a
cohesive story can be said to influence their narratives. One could say, thus, that there is a
transmission-based form of education, that children and adults are expected to simply get
it by walking through or listening to the guide narratives, and that the nation-state
imposes a type of educational agenda upon the people at Teotihuacan, but is this really so
and what lies behind such an assumption?
Education in Mexico is oriented toward the nation-state and it has a modernist
origin (Ornelas 1995). Because of historical forces and a high rate of illiteracy, Mexico
has had to employ an aggressive education campaign. A desire for independence and a
need to reform socially, politically, and economically immediately after the fight for
Independence and in subsequent years was a first step to a purposeful educational
agenda; it simply formed a logical way to convince and adhere citizens to a concept and
novel reality of the nation-state. As the nation-state took shape different educational
institutions were founded and a trend of secular, liberal, and republican teaching took
hold (Vaughan 1997:49). After the Revolution, initial nation-state formation efforts
solidified and took an even stronger secular and social orientation. In 1921, the Ministry
of Education formed and one can say that the nation-state has been in control of its
education. Overseeing all of Mexico's public education (primary, secondary, and
university), the SEP also prescribes and provides all primary and secondary teaching
materials (free since 1959) (Zoraida Vázquez 2000). Under Article 3 of the Constitution,
the nation-state guarantees since 1918 the individual right of each citizen to a free
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education. In theory, this meant that all Mexicans are educated now and that they all get
the same basic education. In reality, there are significant differences between public and
private schools, and the schools in rural areas or poor urban areas are considerately worse
off than are other schools (Ornelas 1995).
In the SEP-provided free schoolbooks, there are some books dedicated solely to
history and they mention the importance of the nation's archaeological zones (1993,
1995). They describe Teotihuacan in some detail as well as some other major
archaeological sites and illustrate its importance and that of archaeology in general by
including glossy pictures of archaeological zones and mentioning in smaller text blocks
that children should try to travel and see nearby archaeological zones (SEP 1993, 1995a,
1995b, 1995c). In a fourth grade primary school textbook, for example, Teotihuacan is
described as being "at the time of Teotihuacan, one of the most populated cities on earth"
(SEP 1995a:21). It is also depicted in an adjacent picture of the Street of the Dead and the
Pyramid of the Sun and a small text box on the previous page reads that "If it is possible
for you, visit with your family, your school group, or some friends, according to what is
possible, some museum or some archaeological zone that is close to where you live"
(SEP 1995a:20). These types of examples evoke interest, but also confirm that these
places are important, and that they play a significant role in the education system.

An examination of Teotihuacan's visitors has already revealed that hundreds of
schoolchildren come on an almost daily basis to Teotihuacan. This would suggest that
education does take place at the site and that people go there to be educated. When asked
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why people came to the site, many answered that they came for educational purposes. In
fact, whenever I would talk to a school group or a teacher (and I talked to people of
around 30 groups who were on a guided tour and over probably 100 individuals, children
and teachers, in the course of site observations and on-site interviewing) they almost
always indicated that education was their primary goal for visiting. Teachers would
invariably emphasize the how great the opportunity was that they visited an
archaeological zone and that it enabled them to do some teaching outside of the
classroom. There is, in other words, some disagreement as to what the educational
mission of the archaeological site is and how it is effectuated.
In certain respects, education takes place at Teotihuacan in that schoolchildren and
teachers flock to Teotihuacan to be educated. They abide by the nation-state formation
agenda and utilize the archaeological zone exclusively for those purposes. The group of
educational users of Teotihuacan should, however, also include two other types of people
and broaden the definition of what education is. Family and social groups (see below)
would mention the use of education also, but arrive in lower proportions (probably about
75% of an estimated 45 groups and around 200 persons interviewed). Families with
young children were more apt to give this answer and I witnessed upon several occasions
that several families toured the site with a SEP text book in hand.
A group who did not mention education as one of their priorities, but took an
interest nonetheless in a performative way in education, were the Mexicatiahui or
spiritually-minded people (see below). They indicated steadfast that they came to dance,
to commune, or to seek energy. When they mentioned education, they would do so either
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in a broader sense-to learn about life- or in addition to the spiritual use, as the
grandmother of the opening vignette exemplifies.
Education is, thus, as so many concepts are, a relative term. It may be defined by
the nation-state as free, important, and the right of every person, but it is not clear exactly
how this should unfold. Education could be the dancing and communing with the site to
which Mexicatiahui and spiritual users refer, as they explained to me. Tlacatzin (Nahuatl
for Esteemed Man), a man in his 40s, explained to me, for example, that they danced to
understand how the site used to be celebrated and that this was an important lesson to
teach to the children, much more important than what they teach in the books and the
school. "You know, by doing it" he emphasized in this conversation. Even in the
informal, ostensibly non-educational, and/or leisure-oriented activities of the families,
school groups, and social groups, one can say that there is some educational value, as
these activities do transfer a particular meaning to the persons that undertake these
activities. For example, the tag team play that some families practice while walking at the
site confers an important degree of socialization and interfamily experience. This does
not feature in any kind of official education message of the site, but it does serve as an
important component of what occurs at the site and why the site may be important for the
public.
Plenty of performance theory (Bauman 1986; Lee 1997) and education theory (Falk
and Dierking 1992; Hein 1998; Piaget 1962) exists to confirm that these types of
education are simply embodied and that they are equally valid. In fact, much of this
theory argues today that embodied types of learning may prove to be even more effective
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as the practice aspect enables people to remember or value the thing or process more, as
if it were literally deposited in the body. Connerton, for example, refers to 'habit memory'
in his study of ceremony and memory and explains it, much like Bourdieu does with his
concept of habitus (1977), as a memory that is "sedimented" in the body (Connerton
1989:72). Bodily practices and commemorative ceremonies that exhibit a high degree of
ritual, especially, facilitate this embodiment to occur.
It is for this same reason that many teachers come to Teotihuacan in the first
instance. They want to show to their pupils the way that Teotihuacan looks, smells, and
feels like in real life. They feel a pride for Teotihuacan and stimulate this idea among
their pupils. The children are conscious of this purpose, even if they do not always
identify it as their first reason for coming, and usually speak of Teotihuacan in similarly
positive terms. One teacher who I interviewed said that it was important for the little ones
to experience first hand the height of the steps on the Pyramid of the Sun, to feel tired at
walking from one end of the site to the other, and to experience the difficulty of climbing
the structures. They make for interesting memories, but also enable children to
understand the lessons of the day back in the classroom, the teacher mentioned. A
spiritual user explained it to me as learning how to step consciously and the tour guides
would confirm this. They often told me that it was important to teach children to observe
rather than just to see, and indicated with this a concern for the embodied component.
Education happens in multiple ways at Teotihuacan and it would be erroneous to
assume that education is only a modernist matter, that schoolchildren and teachers come
only for educational purposes, or that it is only schoolchildren and teachers who come for
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educational purposes. It clearly means different things for different people and in doing
so it does not necessarily reflect their participation in the nation-state. Different
participatory models indicate different types of visitors. The presence of schoolchildren
signals, nonetheless, the importance of an overwhelmingly formal type of education and
the presence of this concept among families, social groups, and even Mexicatiahui and
spiritualists illustrates that education is in some way, or another, on the minds of all, as I
will now explain more closely.

Families and social groups
A large number of families and social groups arrive at the archaeological zone of
Teotihuacan every year and account for a majority of visitors (see also Webmoor
2007:204-209 and note that Montemayor et al. 2000:245, 283-284 confirm this finding
when they report the following numbers at the MNA: 20% of 353 interviewed visitors
came with their family, 17% with friends, 16% were parents with their children, 16%
alone, and 12% with their partner). Consisting of nuclear and extended families as well as
of social groups composed of friends, business associates, and/or work colleagues, this
group is extremely diverse, but is both friend and family-oriented.
Observation; interviews with site visitors, tour guides, and site personnel; and
impressionistic site surveys in the field indicated that most families and social groups
arrive on the weekend, especially on Sunday, when admission is free for Mexicans, and
on holidays, when admission is also free (see also Montemayor et al. 2000). Group size
varies, but individual nuclear families usually amount to 4 or 5 members and extended
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families range up to 10 to 20 members. Children and adults, generally, compose the
family groups, while groups of young adults are common among the groups of friends.
Social groups tend to be small, unless people come with a group of business associates
and/or work colleagues. Those groups can average between 15 to 30 or more people.
Organized groups can come any day of the week, but there is a clear preference for
Thursday, Friday, or Saturday. The same goes for the smaller groups of friends.
People in this group can be seen running up the pyramids and the Pyramids of the
Sun and Moon are the main locations for this activity. Every visitor in the group tends to
visit the Pyramid of the Sun and most will visit the Pyramid of the Moon also. Not
everyone ventures into the Temple of Quetzalcoatl and the Ciudadela, however, and even
less go to the Superimposed Building, the Viking complex, the Mica floor, and the
surrounding palaces at Tetitla and Tepantitla, for example. Probably, a roughly-estimated
45% does only the pyramids and the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl, 25 % visits the pyramids
and the site museum and/or the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, and 15% does the pyramids, the
Temple of Quetzalcaotl, the site museum, and/or the Superimposed buildings.
Unfortunately, these are rough estimates based upon field research only as INAH does
not keep track of this.
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Figure 5.2: Visiting public along the Street of the Dead.
Family and social groups make day trips out of their visit to Teotihuacan and often
combine the site visit with the consumption of a meal immediately outside of or within
the vicinity of the archaeological zone. They emphasized via interviews that there is a
tendency to spend time together at the site and that this is the main attraction. Families
can, indeed, be seen sitting around, spending time together, and sharing food as well as
conversation. They take pictures also and this feature indicates that people want to
remember their time together as much as record an actual visit to the archaeological zone.
In general, visits range between three to four hours and, as I observed in the field, the
desire to eat lunch, which in Mexico occurs around 4pm, is usually what terminates the
visit. I have, however, came across groups who spent only an hour at the site and,
conversely, met one or two families who planned to see the site over a span of days and
took a lot of time visiting each and every part.
Visitors indicated that they, on the whole, had gone to some considerable effort to
get to the archaeological zone and that they meant to enjoy their visit. The fact that many
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are repeat visitors, coming for second, third, fourth, or more times, indicates that site
visitation is a regular and enjoyable feature for many families and that it might be for
them a prime way to spend quality family time together. A few families that I spoke with,
in fact, noted that they used the site as a convenient meeting point as the site is located in
the middle of residences of the different parts of the family. It is noteworthy, in this
respect, that many of the repeat visitors are compelled to see only certain parts and may
come to see only a part with which they have not become familiar yet.
Guided visits are common, but a majority of the site visitors of this group sees the
site by themselves. Those who do contract a guide may do this on the premises when
SECTUR guides are available or come with a prearranged tour and tour guide. Again, it
is hard to estimate how many family and social groups enter the site this way, as record
keeping is scarce to non-existent, but it is fair to say that some small percentage sees the
site with some tour guide. In these cases, the tour guide will offer his or her services,
arrange for a route and time period and begin the tour from the gate where the family or
social group entered. Most people arrive at Gate 1, but many social groups and families
arrive at Gate 5 also and two SECTUR guides stand available there, while around 10
guides await the public at Gate 1. Depending upon which gate is chosen to enter, the tour
guides will either include the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Street, the Superimposed
Buildings, and the Pyramid of the Sun for an hour and a half to two hour tour from Gate 1
or do the site museum, the Pyramid of the Sun, the Puma mural, the Pyramid of the
Moon, the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl, the Jaguar Palace, and the Substructure of the
Feathered Shells. When visitors contract the guides for more time, they will either go
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until the Pyramid of the Moon and the Temple of Quetzalpapalotl when coming from
Gate 1 and/or the site museum or include the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Superimposed
Buildings, and more of the Street when coming from Gate 5. Because tour guides are
usually contracted, visitors will determine to a considerable extent the way and the length
of the tour, and at times visits may be cut short when the visitors are too fatigued or
simply not interested. Guided visits are usually 1.5 to 2 hours long, however, and upon
occasion can be extended to 3 to 4 hour events. It is not uncommon in these cases to
invite the guide for a meal afterwards and continue thus the conversation.
The families and social groups that I conversed with to assess their visiting behavior
indicated that they enjoyed coming to the 'pyramids" and referred to the site in positive
terms. They would call the site “beautiful” (“hermosa”), “fascinating,” “impressive”
("impactante"), “interesting,” and “important.” They noted that they came to teach their
children, to spend quality time together, and to get to know the site. Younger social
groups would sometimes add gigglingly that they came to see foreigners or more
seriously that they came to do a homework assignment.
The visitors in family and social groups who are concerned primarily with a sense
of communal enjoyment can be seen to tell family stories, remember earlier visits, and
relive important family moments. The people who come to do their homework or to meet
foreigners spend their efforts on recording signs or taking pictures and/or having
conversations with the foreigners. In general, the families and social groups acknowledge
the message of nation-state and site-oriented education, but concentrate on the effort of
socialization and on feeling connected somehow to an earlier past. Site heritage and
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family remembrance are blended for these groups and form the core of any interactions
and experience they have of the site.
It is tempting to catalogue this kind of behavior either as resistance against the
nation-state or to see it as simply leisure-seeking, as so much nation-state or tourism
research does, respectively. Research on tourism is still a fairly recent phenomenon
(Stronza 2001) and only a few studies exist to date on Mexico (e.g. Berger 2006; Breglia
2006; Castañeda 1996; Clancy 2001; Nuñez 1963; Van den Berghe 1994). On the whole,
nation-state formation theorists often ignore the presence or validity of tourism altogether
(Berger 2006) and it is therefore worthwhile to elaborate somewhat on what tourism is.
The concept of tourism, in and of itself, appears to have developed, at least in the
"Western" world, as a popular practice after WWII (Nash 1996) and is debated as being a
site of leisure and/or pilgrimage. Tourism has been associated with the idea of pilgrimage
as a sacred activity (Graburn 1983; MacCannell 1976) or a secular ritual (Chambers
2000), but few elaborate on what this means at an archaeological site or zone.
In Mexico, tourism is said to have taken off in the 1970s (Berger 2006; Clancy
2001; Nash 1996), and earlier steps to promote an agenda of tourism began in the 1930s
(Berger 2006). Tourism is the third source of internal revenue currently, and people from
around the world travel to Mexico to see its sights, sit on the beach, or travel to its
archaeological past. Today, there are tourists, defined as groups of leisure seekers, at
Teotihuacan every year. They come to the site and aim to see it as a leisurely time. This is
obvious in multiple ways. Adults and children come in family and social groups and
orient the visit towards each other. They can be seen to hold hands, for example, or to
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hold each other by the shoulders. They may walk like this multiple times in a visit and
hold their poses for quite a distance. When I inquired about this practice, one couple told
me that this made them feel closer and that they could enjoy the site better. They
indicated that they thought of a site visit as a casual affair and that a relaxed pose and
attitude were parts of achieving this experience.

Figure 5.3: In the plaza of the Pyramid of the Moon.
Informal chatting and reminiscing are also visible practices at the site and almost all
the visitors can be seen to do this. Among the topics that I heard are those of previous
visits, additional family members, trips elsewhere, and theories for different parts of the
site. The visit to the site in this sense seems to trigger in people already existing
memories and this facilitates people to feel relaxed in a positive way. One family that I
interviewed indicated that this is why they sometimes go to the site: to revisit earlier
memories and to commune like a family. A woman from another family explained that
nowadays there are not that many places where you can spend time comfortably with
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your family and that they came to Teotihuacan for that reason. She also let me know that
her extended family really consisted of two smaller families who live in opposing
directions from each other and that they had agreed to meet at Teotihuacan to see each
other and join the families. Time spent in the more leisure-oriented areas of Teotihuacan,
such as the picnic area, the shady parts of the sculpture garden, and the recreational areas
with snack bar facilities, as well as the taking of breaks along the way at the bottom of
the Pyramid of the Sun and Moon, for example, illustrates that leisure is part of their
visit, and in many cases is the main motivation without having much to do with the
agenda of nation-state formation per se.
The schoolchildren exhibit some of this leisurely behavior and engage in this sense
in tourism as much as in education, especially if they are given free time on generally
education-orientated visitations. It is important to remember this to illustrate that the
category of tourism is applicable to other categories of visitors as well. The climbing up
and down the Pyramid of the Sun features, for example, among the children’s favorite
activities and many engage in this activity after spending time listening to their teachers
or on a guided tour; in these cases, the trip up and down the pyramid is often a search for
leisure, or so the children indicated to me. Crawling in and out the different drain pipes
along the course of the Street of the Dead is another fun activity that one frequently
observes.
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Figure 5.4: Families playing with their children along the Street of the Dead.
Having fun in these ways provides an idea of Teotihuacan, as is a tourism site and
identifies visitors of Teotihuacan as tourists as well as students who are interested in their
nation-state’s past. Many of the people whom I interviewed and observed expressed an
interest in the site, because it made them feel removed from their daily lives and they
enjoyed spending a day in the country side (“en el campo”). They affirmed in this sense
that they sought leisure and were tourists. The reference of home as being away and
something to go back to featured strongly and challenged the idea that all visitors are at
the site to enjoy and partake in the nation-state.
Interestingly, several of the visitors answered my question on site use somewhat
differently and emphasized that they were national tourists. They explained thus that they
saw their tourism as being slightly different from what is being practiced by those outside
of the nation-state or by foreigners within Mexico. They also illustrated that they
associated Teotihuacan with nationality and would identify Teotihuacan as part of their
national patrimony, when asked, which would make their visit seemingly more
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educational in orientation. In using the site for tourism purposes, however, they
acknowledged that they were there more to have fun than to learn about the site. This
shows either that both were to some extents part of their mindset or that there is an
ambivalence regarding the concepts of nation-state formation and tourism. In other
words, there is thus only a tentative connection that is being traced to nation-state
formation by those visitors who are at Teotihuacan on a clearly leisurely basis, while the
family and social group category is composed of a variety of visitors: tourists and
education-oriented individuals, who participate to varying degrees in the nation-state.

Spiritualists
Spiritually-minded people come to the site as well and form a third group of
visitors. They call the archaeological site or zone a “sacred center” and come to
communicate with, dance, worship, or commune at the site. They visit regularly and often
come on a calendrical basis. Many of the spiritually-minded visitors aim to 'renew'
themselves by receiving energy from the 'sacred center' and either place their hands on
the rocks or extend their hands out to the sun from some favorable location at the
archaeological zone.
Around the time of the spring equinox, especially large groups arrive at
Teotihuacan numbering in the tens of thousands. Visitors then dress in white or in
Mexica-styled tunics, headdresses, and loincloths -depending on rank and gender-, and
spend time at 'the pyramids.' They welcome the sun near to or from the top of the
Pyramid of the Sun, and celebrate in unison or simply gather energy by laying hands
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upon structures, reaching out to the sun, and rubbing the accumulated warmth upon their
bodies. They also charge rocks, minerals, and other spiritually-related paraphernalia upon
this occasion at the site for these purposes. When it is not the equinox, however, these
'pilgrims,' as they refer to themselves, may come in groups as well or on an individual
basis and engage either in dancing or in other practices, such as tarot readings (Figure
5.5), meditation (Figure 5.8), and the charging of energy.

Figure 5.5: Reading tarot cards atop the Pyramid of the Sun.
It is easy to define these visitors loosely and organize them into two categories:
Mexicatiahui and New-Agers. I rely here upon the study of Francisco De la Peña (2002)
who studied the Mexicatiahui in Mexico. He notes that Mexicatiahui refer to relatively
diverse and radical groups of urban and semi-urban, working-class, and often informallyeducated Mexicans who organize their lives around the pre-Columbian Mexica calendar.
They espouse an Anahuac philosophy—the direct return to ancient Mexica life ways and
culture— and call themselves Mexicatiahui, or let’s go Mexica. They congregate at
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officially-designated archaeological zones, or as they call sacred centers, or other
important Mexica centers, and undertake Mexica-styled baptisms, naming ceremonies,
weddings, or simply dance at these places (Figures 5.6 and 5.7).

Figure 5.6: Mexicatiahuis performing in front of the Pyramid of the Sun.
When they perform rituals or dances, they dress elaborately in decorated Mexicastyled outfits that reflect their supposed rank, age, gender, and nahual (spirit companion).
They adopt these concepts from the Mexica and even organize themselves into calpullis
(Mexica social units, or wards, that consisted of several households which formed an
internally complex corporate group) speaking Nahuatl to each other at every opportunity.
They chant Nahuatl and dance with unlimited energy. As they gather to dance, they
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follow an elaborate sequence of rituals. First, they form a circle, then they welcome the
spirits, salute the four directions, and welcome each other in the dance group. They place
an offering at the center of the circle and occasionally make reference to this or invoke
different aspects of the offering (e.g. the lifting of specific items, such as flowers, seeds,
and copal). They dance and once they reach their climax, which may be either with the
naming of an individual or the sun reaching its zenith, they join in a group chant, such as
Mexica, Mexica, Mexicatiahui, and then dissipate to go about their own way.

Figure 5.7: Close-up: Dancing and burning incense.
Their dancing is usually accompanied by one (or more) huehuetl (a Mexica-style
drum), hand rattles, and shell trumpets. The ceremonies can be long or short in duration
and last an hour to several hours, or in the case of the equinox celebration the entire day.
The ceremonies usually come to a culmination at noon when the sun reaches its zenith
and the Mexicatiahui tend to leave rather abruptly once the dancing terminates. They
interact little with the site other than performing in the place of their dance. They
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consider themselves distinct from the other visitors, which is in part why they refrain
from interacting with the site or the other visitors. They also do not allow these visitors to
enter into their dancing circle and are in general very disassociative with the general
public. Their costumes, of course, facilitate this separation.
New-Agers –the second group of De la Peña's (2002) classification— are people,
who, in contrast, follow a more explicitly neo-shamanistic life style (Wallis 2003). They
focus upon the spiritual healing and wish to create a better and more harmonious world
and live this way mostly for themselves. They gather in archaeological zones, or sacred
centers as they refer to the sites also, but do not abide by the strict Mexicatiahui and
radical philosophy of returning to an earlier time (De la Peña 2002). They frequent sacred
centers, but do in a more covert and less extravagant way. They receive energy
principally by the laying of hands on structures, sun exposure, and the charging of rocks
and crystals at the structures, which are then taken back home. Moreover, New-Agers
wear white clothes and red ribbons tied around waists or as head bands symbolizing
purity and rebirth, respectively, in contrast with the more extravagant dress style of the
Mexicatiahuis described above.
Focusing on the Pyramids and including the Temple of Quetzalcoatl as well for its
symbolic significance, the Mexicatiahui and the New-Agers abstain mostly from visiting
other parts of the site and do not enter frequently into the site museum, although some, of
course, do. Interested primarily with ceremony and healing, the Mexicatiahui, in
particular, dance and make offerings for these purposes, while the New Agers practice a
more internally-oriented ritual.
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Figure 5.8: Spiritually-minded people meditating on top of the Pyramid of the Sun.
The people in this category practice these kinds of beliefs because they believe that
engaging in cult activities away from the hustle and bustle of modern life is a favorable
contribution to their lives. They favor the setting of archaeological remains, which they
see as being alive today, to receive the positive energy that they feel they require. A New
Ager explained to me that for her it was important to step with consciousness and that to
have this consciousness you need to be in tune with your surroundings and yourself. She
noted, also, that she came to the site to let her cells rejuvenate as archaeological zones
have a creative energy and cellular memory that enables cells to regenerate. She said
further that walking with consciousness is not the same as just walking around, and that
we (humanity) must strive to walk with consciousness if we are to respect and let each
other and nature live.
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Celebrating the past and being aware of the relevance of the past for today, the
Mexicatiahui and the other spiritually-minded people express a high awareness of self
and other, past and present, and life and death. They use the site differently from what is
generally proposed by the nation-state. Mexicatiahui and New-Agers encourage a
performative and sensory-based experience that is absent, or at least not actively
encouraged by the nation-state at the site. The Mexicatiahui and New Ager visitors
espouse this more interactive approach and call for an embodied and practice-oriented
interaction that focuses on the remains, but that encourages the idea of earlier times. They
claim that in doing so one acquires a different and deeper consciousness of life and this is
their ultimate goal: to be conscious and to step consciously (pisar con conciencia). There
is an amount of respect, appreciation, and understanding that occurs, and that the
Mexicatiahui and the New Age activities encourage that is not associated with the
cognitive modes of learning that are encouraged by the nation-state. It is for these reasons
that the Mexicatiahui and New Agers prefer to dance and gather energy, and why they,
perhaps in their unique ways, can be seen as standing outside of the mainstream's
perspective.
Interestingly, the current education theory illustrates that there is a difference
between transmission-based and performative or constructivist learning (Falk and
Dierking 1992; Hein 1998; Hooper-Greenhill 2000) and argues for a constructivist
learning philosophy, which centers on multiple learning styles, the five senses (hearing,
seeing, smelling, tasting, and feeling), and an active engagement with the learning
material. This is currently preferred in museums and other places of public learning
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(Alpers 1991; Hooper-Greenhill 1991, 2000) and stands counter to the earlier and preexisting transmission-based approach that focuses on teaching by exhibiting objects and
having children or adults learn simply from looking at the objects and reading the labels.
The curious thing is that most of the archaeological site or zone personnel did not
recognize this other form of learning when it came to the Mexicatiahui and other
spiritually-minded people, even if they recognized generally that a constructivist mindset
and teaching strategy were now very important. This use of spirituality at the
archaeological zone or site is, in fact, not discussed frequently in the literature on
archaeological site use and/or nation-state formation, and it is often deemphasized,
ridiculed, excluded, or simply overseen. In part, this is because there is no easy definition
and because many of the users and uses could be termed simply as alternative. At
Teotihuacan, the usage that stands out is that of the Mexicatiahui, but New-Agers and
other types of spiritualists are significant in number and presence as well.
Around the world, there has been some research on contemporary spiritual uses of
sites and museums, but this is still a recent research topic (Barba de Piña Chan 1990;
Brunwasser 2005; De la Peña 2002; Feder 1999; essays in Harrold and Eve 1995; Salas
Carreño 2003; Wallis 2003). Much of this research has focused on indigenous uses of
archaeological sites and only some research has now begun to center upon other types of
spirituality, such as what is seen among the Mexicatiahui and the New Agers at
Teotihuacan.
I should note that there are also religious people from established faiths who come
to the site, but they do this usually only to have a day out and do not practice their
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religion at the site. I noted groups, however, who came to Teotihuacan after visiting La
Villa (the place where the Virgin of Guadalupe is venerated in Mexico City). For
example, I came across and interviewed a group of teenagers who had come from
Chiapas to attend a religious youth gathering in Mexico City. Because Teotihuacan is so
close to La Villa they had decided to include it on their tour and were enjoying
themselves at the site now, or so they told me. This use is more touristy in origin,
however, and shows that not all religiously or spiritually-oriented people attend
Teotihuacan for those reasons principally.
A different group, which I encountered at the archaeological zone of Tula,
illustrates that a different use of a formally-recognized religious group occurs as well and
I mention it here to exemplify the relationship that exists between religious groups and
certain archaeological zones. The group consisted of around 40 individuals and was
composed of older youths and young teenagers. They belonged to the Church of Latter
Day Saints (LDS) and had visited the site that day to partake in a visit and learn about the
"earliest Christians.” The LDS Church refers to pre-Columbian remains and cultures as
early Christians because they already had a notion of God and because they celebrated
sacred rituals, a member of the group explained to me patiently. He also said that
according to the LDS Church, there are some tablets that are located at an archaeological
site in Mexico and that Quetzalcoatl (a mythical god like figure that originates in Tula) is
the messiah, or more specifically, Jesus in the New World after the resurrection. Because
Tula is the place where Quetzalcoatl, as ruler and as god complex, first emerged, it is an
important site and LDS-ers come to the site every year for that reason and tour and pray
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at the site. One of the local tour guides with whom I had been working confirmed this to
me and said that he had guided the group one year many years ago. He noted, though,
that since they were not interested in hearing the truth and he was not willing to have
them contradict him all the time and because they wanted to pray constantly and in
different places of the site, he was not contracted again and did not seek another contract
in subsequent years. He stated that the decision was mutual, but that it exemplified their
unique, inwardly-focused, and stubborn (“terco”) nature.
I saw no group like this at Teotihuacan in my time there, but know that they are a
common occurrence at the Mayan archaeological sites as well, as this is where the tablets
are thought to be located. Quetzalcoatl is thought to reemerge there because it is, as
legend has it, where he is supposed to have fled to after his brother betrayed him and he
fled into exile (Brewerton 1995).
At Teotihuacan, the use of energy-gathering, dancing, and channeling, as exhibited
by the Mexicatiahui and New Agers is a much more common pattern and this can be
found at other archaeological sites and zones in the republic (Castañeda 1996; De la Peña
2002). There are many reports, for example, that indicate that these activities are common
at Teotihuacan, Chichén Itzá, Palenque, Cuicuilco, Monte Albán, among other more
locally-known sites. The fact, moreover, that INAH mounts 'operatives' at these sites
every year to manage the flow of traffic and to protect the installations and the remains
further illustrates this observation.
Castañeda describes at Chichén Itzá: "As if it were any other day, the March
equinox epitomizes everyday life in Chichén and Piste. Everybody will tell you, "It's no
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big deal." Meanwhile, elaborate preparations are in full gear at all levels of society"
(1996:175). He elaborates:
"This is everyday life; it is like any other day in the life of Chichén. But, all
activity—activities that happen year-round—is intensified and condensed on this
day...The event of the equinox is in the first case a tourist ritual whose objective is to
promote Yucatan and its cultural patrimony as commodities for tourist consumption”
(1996:177).
He explains that it celebrates the 'genius' of Maya culture and that it was put on in 1984
by the state tourist industry in response to the publication of Luis Arochi's book La
piramide de Kukulcan y su simbolismo solar in 1974 and the "escalating" attendance to
Chichén as a result of this book's publication. He finds, however, that it was put on to
celebrate "'national' communities of Yucatan and its sub-national other, the Maya" and
insinuates that it has nothing to do with a true sense of sacredness and spiritualism
(1996:178). He describes the aspects of what he calls "a new age performance of
enlightenment cosmology" (1996:178), but provides little insight into how exactly
participants in the event feel or conceptualize of the event and its surrounding activities
themselves.
I found in the field, as described above, that practitioners of spiritual uses came
principally to do that: to be spiritual. Of course, the presence of individuals who had
other plans and exercised different types of practices, such as trying to have sex in
different places of the archaeological site during the night of the equinox while the site
was open8, drinking in excess, using all kinds of 'mind-opening' stimuli, and wreaking a
general sort of mayhem (vandalism, name calling) or euphoria (shouting and chanting) in
8

At the time of my research the site was still open all night. This is no longer the case. Practitioners are
now expected to overnight elsewhere and to enter the site in the early morning hours
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the name of Mexicanness (Mexicanidad, which is a blend of contemporary senses of
Mexican identity, an over-arching sense of pre-Columbian identity, and a specific
identification with the Mexica and central Mexican culture) cannot be denied. Yet, on the
whole, most visitors who come with the equinox and particularly those who come before
and after the equinox, and sometimes entirely unrelated to the equinox, are truly
interested in doing spirituality, as my visitor interviews indicated. What this refers to is
less clear and appears to be tied to an individualizing sense of identity and a need for
some social identification and attachment.
Many of the people who come under the spiritual banner come to gather energy.
When I interviewed people as to what this meant they would often describe it as a
"spiritual renewal, a recharging of sorts." They would speak of "una renovación," and
"recargar energías." A woman whom I interviewed on the equinox specified it a little
better. She said "It is taking what's sure for the unsure and doing what you can" ("es
tomarse lo seguro por lo inseguro y hacer lo que se puede"). "It hurts nobody, now does
it, and you never know, maybe it will help and you will have better luck next [solar] year.
If nothing else, at least you feel renewed from having been outside and celebrating the
beautiful with all the people” (“No lastima a nadie, verdad, y nunca sabes, podría ser que
te ayude y a lo mejor tendrás más suerte en el año [solar] que entra. Y si no, pues, por lo
menos te sientes renovado por haber estado afuera y haber celebrado lo hermoso de aquí
con toda la gente"), her male partner said.
A woman, who had come with two young children (aged 7 and 9) and was sitting
with them and several Yoruba figures, on a wall of the central altar in front of the
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Pyramid of the Sun mentioned that it is "good" to undertake these sorts of "rituals.” "A
person needs a spiritual life," she said, when I asked her why she came. Then, as I asked
her about the figures, she told me:
"They are Yoruba figurines and we are all Yoruba. This might seem weird that we
are here and are Yoruba, but I think it is important, and you know, this way my
children will see that there are more rituals and that many people do rituals. And who
knows, maybe they will learn something about how important it is do rites and
rituals." 9
Upon my inquiry to expand a little more, she added that rituals help people live and make
them feel a part of something-of some community. She said that it is a confusing world
and that it helps to be a part of something. She noted that they were Yoruba because of
her husband and his parents who came from Cuba. She mentioned that she had been
baptized Catholic, and that her parents raised her pretty much as a Catholic, but that she
never really identified with the religion even though so many people in Mexico do.
Instead, she identified quickly with the religion of her husband and explained that it came
from Africa originally and from Cuba and that it was more tied to the earth. It was a hard
religion, but it made more sense to her, so she converted and is content in raising her
children to be part of Yoruba, which is as she explained it to me not really a religion, but
more a movement.
In her answers, I recognize certain elements of alienation and a need to be a part of
something that are also present in the philosophies of the Mexicatiahui and New Agers,
more generally. In fact, several of the Mexicatiahui who I interviewed at Teotihuacan and
9

“Estas son figurillas de Yoruba. Es que somos todos Yoruba. Puede ser que es un poco raro ya que somos
Yoruba, pero yo creo que es importante y así mis hijos pueden ver que hay más rituales y que hay mucha
gente que hacen rituales. Y quién sabe, a lo mejor aprenden algo de que tan importante es hacer ritos y
rituales."
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in Mexico City mentioned that this was one of their main reasons for joining or becoming
a Mexicatiahui. A failure to identify with many principal aspects of the Mexican culture
that are not indigenous in origin, in particular the Catholic religion, proved to be a
troublesome fact for them. The "gringofication" of many things Mexican was a similar
observation of fact they made and which motivated them to become Mexicatiahui. The
New Agers that I talked to did not identify these elements, but did express a desire to
return a sense of harmony to this earth. This is an element that is mentioned in the
literature on New Ageism (De la Peña 2002; Wallis 2003) and its publicity (Izkalotl
2000; Mundo Esoterico 2002; Versión Teotihuacana 2000).
Wallis, for example and in a great study of shamans and "neo-shamans," as he calls
them, states: "New Agers 'honour spirit above matter' (Harvey 1997b:122), the Pagan
element in neo-Shamanism suggests a spirituality that is often earth-orientated" (Wallis
2003:29). He also mentions that characterizing neo-Shamanism is "a complex endeavour"
but that it can be identified with some 'revitalization movements' and 'marginal religious
movements' although there really is too much fragmentation to speak of a movement. De
la Peña more or less confirms this for the Mexican Mexicatiahui and New Agers (2002).
Feder (1999), Stiebing (1984), Kehoe (1995), and others illustrate that New Agers
and other such groups, like the Mexicatiahui and LDS-ers at Teotihuacan and Tula, are
both unscientific and therefore problematic in nature. These theorists, all archaeologists,
explain that there is a clear risk associated with the constructed, rather than discovered,
New Age philosophies and note that it brings untruths and unnecessary sensationalism to
archaeological sites, which are in and of themselves places of science and discovery. In
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other words, the archaeologists prove skeptical of the New Age type theories and prefer a
sense of scientific truth. Nonetheless, they can understand the New Agers' and
spiritualists' fascination with archaeology and the archaeological sites, and perhaps can
be said to share it.
Every archaeologist whom I interviewed expressed a clear interest in archaeology
and almost always said that they felt fascinated by the field. Archaeology is a noble
science because it attributes an importance to any site and because it is often done under
extreme circumstances with little or no funding. Mexicatiahuis and New Agers feel as if
they are working in many respects under the same types of circumstances because they
are frequently from lower working classes or have had severe experiences of some sort
(violence, family deaths, illness, etc.) and definitely express having a similar kind of
respect and reverence for an archaeological site. Of course there are many more
differences between the archaeologists and the New Agers, Mexicatiahui, and other
spiritualists and this has something to do with the nation-state. While archaeologists stay
close to the cannons of science, as I mentioned in Chapter 3, Mexicatiahui, spiritualists,
and New Agers do not and the nation-state follows archaeologists also in that. Preferring
an experience of knowledge and engaging in a type of spirituality that allows them to feel
separate, Mexicatiahui and other spiritualist are unique in that they feel how a type of
spirituality provides them with a guide to live their life and because it enables them to
feel separate from the status quo in what they conceive as the scientific and/or official
establishment, which they see as being devoid of embodied practice. There is no real
identification with the nation-state in this respect on its most theoretical level, but there
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are parts of their practice that reveals a clear appreciation for the nation-state, and its
formative components.
On the whole, however, the category of spirituality and the spiritually-minded users
illustrate that the nation-state is in ways marginally present at Teotihuacan. It cannot
always be seen as a place for the nation-state’s formation, and this is important to
remember as Teotihuacan does not have a surviving indigenous group anymore or can be
claimed as territory by any indigenous group. Nation-state formation is thus multilayered
and complex at Teotihuacan.

SHAPING FUNCTIONS

In the above descriptions, it becomes obvious that according to the public there are
several different uses for the site of Teotihuacan. Mexicatiahuis dance, while
schoolchildren, students, and teachers are led, or walk around (running at times) by
themselves, learn, and commune at the site, as I describe above. Within these uses, there
are other behaviors as well that make the categories even more diverse. These differences
are important to remember and show that nation-state formation is not the only influence
on visitor consumption. Spirituality, individualism, leisure-seeking, and wide range of
education-oriented behavior (including those behaviors that might not be catalogued
straightforwardly as education, leisure, or spirituality at the surface or by the nation-state)
together with other kinds of issues, such as personal background and family context, are
important factors to calculate in how the public approaches the site and interact with the
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site interpretation as well as with the nation-state participation. The three broad
categories into which visitor use can be divided at Teotihuacan –education, tourism, and
spirituality— are thus only to some extent the result of the nation-state and the
complexity of the categories illustrates that nation-state formation is not a simple task and
that people form categories in multiple ways. People’s interactions with the site, and the
nation-state by extension, is therefore not exactly or always a matter of protest against
that nation-state, as the nation-state formation theory has suggested. People can simply
interact with the nation-state on a variety of premises and are seen to attribute meaning to
the site on the basis of a variety of elements and in different ways. Certain groups see it
as a sacred site, whereas others arrive at the site simply to learn and see it as an open-air
classroom, for example.
This variety of significance and the many areas of relevance that Teotihuacan
touches upon in terms of the consuming general public, further, illustrates that
Teotihuacan’s relevance is fuller than that which the nation-state provides. There is a
totality in Teotihuacan’s importance that becomes obvious when talking to the public.
Teotihuacan appears to touch upon many things and people indicated to me that the site
affects a range of areas of society: spiritualism, education, tourism, leisure-seeking,
commercialism, well-being, entertainment, identity, and ownership. Teotihuacan is not
only a space for or of nation-state formation.
Additionally, the totality of its relevance indicates that Teotihuacan is important
because it is material and stands out because of its sense of the material. The differences
of meaning and how these affect the meaning of materiality are obvious, but this does not
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take away that there still is a strong element of materiality shining through the differences
of each group and because of the varieties among, within, and between them. For
example, as I interviewed people they would say that they were there for educational
purposes, but express a need to be spiritually-minded as well. Similarly, several heads of
some families that I spoke to (fathers and mothers) would indicate that they were there to
enjoy themselves and to see whatever they could pick up as knowledge. When I asked
what that meant, they literally told me, you know whatever you can get, whether it is how
the sun shines that day or some important fact from the museum. Thus, in the multiple
definitions that exist of education and site use, there is a general consensus that the site is
important and that this is not just a matter of the nation-state. The giving of multiple
answers to my questions on preferred site use or the circling back upon already given
answers, however frustrating at first, illustrated, as I came to understand with time, the
existence of diversity and the enduring importance of the site’s materiality. Diverse
interpretations demonstrate that Teotihuacan exists in the minds and hearts of the general
public, but explains that it is primarily a material site that plays a role in society, but does
so in part regardless of the nation-state and its ideology and goals.
In this respect, it seems more productive to simply describe what happens at the site
on each individual category’s premises and refrain from going too far into an explanation
of ideology to avoid the tracing of a connection that may or may not, in fact, exist. The
research indicates that some people simply go to the site to learn because of an individual
interest, while others are more comfortable to dance and perform for reasons that range
from identity, health, and spiritual reasons. The individuality that comes across from
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these choices signals that some people go about their life in a way that does not
complicate their existence and that they do not always interact with the nation-state in a
specific manner or to effect a nation-state formation goal.
Clearly, it is obvious from this chapter that practice and the intricacies of visitor
consumption are complex and convoluted categories. They are not always logical and can
follow a strictly personal agenda, as Bourdieu (1977), Gramsci (1971), and other scholars
of practice have already explained. It makes the categories that we, as anthropologists
employ, hard to work with, but also illustrates that nation-state formation is not entirely
defined by the nation-state. Sometimes people participate actively and other times they
do not. People do not see the archaeological site or zone in similar terms and this means
that the nation-state is not the entire guiding influence.
In the literature on visitor practice and site use there is an unfortunate emphasis on
binary terms. Visitor studies, in particular, can exhibit an overbearing focus upon
quantitative questions: whether or not certain types of visitors come, how much time
individuals spend at the explanatory signs, whether or not people read the signs, how
many people visit what areas, and how much time is spent in a particular place, to name
just a few examples. As Falk and Dierking state, these kinds of criteria are, of course,
also subjective and they are used not always for entirely defined purposes. This manner
of questioning can lead to certain interpretations that can qualify visitors in binary terms
as either good or bad, and assumes that there is only one way to understand the site. It
also tries to depict the visitor as either a good citizen or a bad one, or alternatively and as
some nation-state formation literature sometimes effects, a good citizen and a bad nation-
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state, which exhibits the past in certain and troublesome ways.
Joseph and Nugent emphasize that history and nation-state formation are matters of
looking from up top and from below. They state that one must look at meaning and
process to understand any kind of thing and experience, and illustrate that a thingness is
an experiential aspect also. They critique "revisionist" and "neopopulist" ways of
analyzing for they fail to bring the people in and to return to the state (1994:11-12).
Stating that one must "simultaneously integrat[e] views... 'from below' with a more
compelling and nuanced 'view from above'"(1994:12), they suggest an analysis of
concepts as well as of relationships. They reflect upon the term 'popular culture' and
mention that they do this to understand its "relation to a notion of state formation that
equally recognizes the importance of the cultural dimension of historical process and
social experience" (1994:12). By focusing on the intricacies of the term popular culture
as well as its experience as it is lived by 'popular' and 'nonpopular,' or academic theorist,
people, they achieve their integration.
To contrast categories and experiences as people and existing literature compose
them, as I have done in the section above, illustrates that differences exist and that not all
is nation-state formation in nature. It also shows that while it helps to take a bottom up
approach, this cannot lead to a glorification of what happens at the bottom or a vilifying
of the nation-state. For example, in the case of the Mexicatiahui, it would be easy to think
of their performances as critiquing the nation-state. Yet, when one takes a closer look at
their practices and considers how these fit into the wider frame of nation-state formation
and democracy, one realizes that the Mexicatiahui cannot be easily categorized as nation-
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state formation oppressed. Taking the position of oppressed because of their working
class-styled lives and real background, the Mexicatiahui also enable a sort of oppression
as they deny coevalness for the current indigenous groups in Mexico by desiring a return
to Mexica times and glorifying the Mexica. This contradiction illustrates that bottom up
approaches can sometimes be erroneous when done exclusively and that one must admit
that there is a complicating picture of nation-state formation that does not always emerge
when one just focuses on the bottom up. In other words, there is a tension of the
categories and a variety of perceptions exist on site use that illustrates that Teotihuacan is
not a homogeneous space and nor does it exist only as a nation-state formation presence
for the people. This is important to consider in light of the theory that often proposes it
otherwise.
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CHAPTER 6: TEOTIHUACAN: A MONUMENTAL SIGNIFIER
"Constat igitur artificiosa memoria ex locis et imaginibus"10
(Ad Herennium, III, xvi-xxiv)

Nation-state formation is a complex task and this is something of which many
countries and citizens are well aware. It is for that reason that they invest a great deal of
effort and many resources in the making of the nation-state and work hard to make
people feel part of the larger whole. In the theory of nation-state formation, there is an
emphasis on the use of ideology for these purposes and there are consequences that are
seen as the nation-state formation effort to influence the people. Archaeological zones are
at times part of this story.

INTEGRATING NATION-STATE FORMATION, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND THE
TOTAL SITE

This dissertation has examined whether or not the question of nation-state formation
is a guiding influence in an archaeological zone that is also an archaeological site, a
tourism location, an open-air museum, an informal classroom, among several other
definitions. In each chapter, I found that there is some emphasis by the nation-state on
how the past is projected, but also relate that this process is mediated heavily by a variety
of other factors, which are not entirely or at all nation-state formation in origin. In
Chapter 4, I explain with the analysis of tour guides, sign texts, and lay-out that

10

Artificial memory is established from places and images (Caplan translation (1954) in Yates 1966:6)
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Teotihuacan is a space of nation-state formation, but that the nation-state formation voice
is much more complex and varied than is often thought. This voice involves tourism,
archaeology, professionalism, and individuality as well as nation-state formation, and in
so doing is not just a nation-state formation voice.
Likewise, in Chapter 5, I illustrate that the general public’s practices indicate that
site use is also formulated at Teotihuacan by leisure, tourism, and spirituality and consists
of more than just nation-state formation. Featuring the embodied forms of nation-state
formation that could be considered strictly educational or resistance-oriented, if one were
to use a typical nation-state formation paradigm of analysis, the practice of site use is
more than just the nation-state because it involves a sense of a materiality. Every user
acknowledges in some way or another that the site is important, if it were only because of
its enormous size, and constructs thus a sense of materiality around it. The site becomes
then important to them as a place of materiality and all types of materiality are ascribed to
Teotihuacan. Mexicatiahui think of the site as being spiritual and attribute energy to the
place and its structures. Tourists come to enjoy themselves and take the buildings more or
less for granted, although they do recognize that their presence provides them with an
opportunity and excuse for relaxation. Finally, the educationally motivated visitors come
to absorb the knowledge that they expect is emanating from the structures and their
meanings.
Even the chapter on history (Chapter 3) illustrates that Teotihuacan was formed
over time in multiple ways and by multiple actors and that this is not all related to the
nation-state and/or for nation-state purposes. For example, the science of the past
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propelled itself quite effectively without the input of the nation-state, although the nationstate, of course, did facilitate certain things, such as site access, funding, and permission.
In addition, at least at Teotihuacan, the amount of non-nation-state formulated and
sponsored archaeology is almost equal to that which is undertaken by other universities
and non-governmental institutions and this may serve to indicate that the nation-state is
not as influential at Teotihuacan as one think in a country that is often described as being
nationalistic and that has a clear history of nation-state formation and intervention.
The chapters illustrate in conjunction that there is much to Teotihuacan that is not
nation-state formation-motivated or so ideological in nature and that at times an
archaeological site is just a space of being and doing. There is thus a diversity that
provides the site with many faces and which are not all equally relevant to the nationstate and the formation of the people. In other words, the nation-state formation paradigm
is not the only one that serves to understand the site of Teotihuacan and Teotihuacan is
not just a place of and for the nation-state.
Of course, the site features in important ways as a key symbol for the Mexican
nation-state and appears as such in the Mexican school books, the tourism media, and
other popular media sources. Berger, for example, talks of the site as if it were a place of
pyramids during the day and martinis at night. She mentions the tourism flyers that
project Teotihuacan as an attractive place to visit while enjoying the comfort of Mexico
City. She mentions thus how the place was used to promote day travel from Mexico City
and illustrates how it managed to attract visitors for that reason (2006). The popularity of
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the place becomes obvious in the numerous and steady visitation over time. Teotihuacan
is and will probably always be an important symbol for the nation-state.
Yet, Teotihuacan beckons as a place of materiality and this becomes obvious as one
looks whether or not ideology plays an influential role. The analyses of discourse,
practice, and history, as outlined in their respective chapters, reveal that the site is a place
that has limitations as a materially constructed place and as such is not an entirely nationstate formulated location. This adds to the diversity that takes place at Teotihuacan and
that forms the site. It also illustrates that much of society is engaged with the
archaeological zone and that it must be considered as more than the sum of its parts.
Diversity is what stands out at Teotihuacan and what makes it a unique place. The
process of cultural interpretation that is ongoing at Teotihuacan makes it relevant to the
society of Mexico and constitutes the site as a ‘total site.’
Mauss had in mind the expression of every possible kind of socio-culturally shaped
dimension of human life when he proposed the gift exchange as a total social
phenomenon within a single moment. He noted the dimensions involving the material
(the actual use-value of the gift), the spiritual, ideological, social (the relationship that
precedes and follows the moment of exchange), religious, among other things, and
highlighted thus the gift exchange as a phenomenon and process that engages everyone
and everything. In this dissertation, I have enumerated the use of Teotihuacan as a site of
relaxation, education, enlightenment, something to reinforce family ties, express
institutional and scholarly authority, a place to make money, a place to be "spiritual,” and
a site for the presence of the nation-state to be manifest, among other things. In doing so,
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I have highlighted that an archaeological site can be a place affecting and reflecting the
entire greater sociocultural whole. As such, Teotihuacan is a total site and one that has
ideological and material aspects. These must be studied as such to avoid an overly strong
and one-sided effort of nation-state formation representation. The advantage of the total
site concept is that it enables one to integrate all the different aspects and to see the site as
a place of diversity. I hope this will benefit the study of tourism, nation-state formation,
and hegemony in the future.
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APPENDIX A: TOUR GUIDE TRANSCRIPT EXCERPTS
1. The archaeologist tour guide
An archaeologist tour guide leads a group of loosely affiliated school teachers through
the parking lot at Gate 5 from the Center of Teotihuacan Studies where the teachers had
just finished an exam. They discuss where they should go and the archaeologist asks
whether or not they have been to Teotihuacan before. The majority says no and Juan (the
archaeologist) suggests that they should start with the site museum. The group agrees and
chooses to do the Temple of Quetzalcoatl also before returning via the Street of the Dead
to the Pyramids. The entire visit is to take about two hours, Juan indicates.
At the site museum, the group enters the museum after having left their water bottles at
the entrance and Juan begins to explain in the first exhibit hall:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

"The first hall here shows the natural resources, but first we need to provide some
context. Teotihuacan belongs to the Classic period. Like Greece and Italy, we have a
Classic period, but here it is defined by Teotihuacan. Before Teotihuacan, Cuicuilco
was very important, but because of and explosion of the volcano, people had to go
from there and many of these people came to this area and founded Teotihuacan.
Teotihuacan dates to 100 before our era and features the Quetzalcoatl Temple, the
Pyramid of the Sun, the Pyramid of the Moon, which are the largest pyramidal bases
here. Around 650 CE, the site was totally abandoned, burned and abandoned. Much
later, the Toltec empire emerged in Tula, Hidalgo, but that was not until 1000 CE.
Foreign tourists here think that the Aztecs were here, but that is not true. They came
through here, but this was much later.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Now in terms of the environment, there was water here. It came from below and ran
off from the fields above on the surrounding mountains. The resources here were
rock, tepate, and as you see here” <points to a diorama on the wall of the first hall as
the tour group moves through> “animals like the jaguar, rabbit, etc.
Many people tell me that there was no jaguar here. But this arrived through trade,
like with the mother of pearl, so it is a resource that was obtained through
exchange.”
<pointing to the display case with small ceramic coats of arms> “Look here, these
are coats of arms like the cities in Medieval Europe used as well. They had them
here also, just like the coat of arms of water in Mexico City today.”
<after moving to the second and through to the third hall> “You see here the
ceramic and lithic material of Teotihuacan. This is what we call Teotihuacan orange
and it characterizes the site. We analyze these materials here when we find them in
the field to understand temporality, trade relationships, social organization, and
specialization. We look for example at the finishing, the size, and shape, like here
with the Teotihuacan orange, and then we can identify sometimes what its function
may have been or where it has been made. A lot of this material does not conserve
well, however, as you see, they are sometimes glued together. But these are the
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
...
40
41
42
43

nicest pieces here on display. …. Now please follow me”
<in the third hall on lithic and ground tool implements> “We also see here the
plumb bob and by seeing this you realize that the Teotihuacanos were very advanced
in terms of construction techniques. You can see the other materials, like a hammer,
a grinding stone, and an arrow straightener...”
<in front of an exhibit on small clay figurines> “There was difference in status and
social class at Teotihuacan and you see this here represented in the differences of the
personages presented here. Do you see the difference? One has a huipil [Mexican
native dress usually reserved for the upper class], another has a head dress, while
this one only has its hair done up.”

44

<One teacher asks and interrupts:> “Are they original?”

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

<Juan answers:> “Yes, but they were not found in this way. They were fragmented.
They also found molds and in this way we could reconstruct these.”
<walking to the fifth exhibit hall, which consists of a fiberglass bridge that extends
from one end of the room to the other and enables one to 'walk' over the room-sized
and miniature representation of Teotihuacan.> “As visitors step onto the bridge,
<Juan says:> “Do not touch the side bars, as the floor generates static.......The
building was built by Pedro Ramírez Vázquez and he was sort of the official
architect of the nation.
He also constructed the Temple of Guadalupe and the National Museum of
Anthropology. Fortunately, he followed the architects in their recommendations and
made this model.
In the center lived the elite and at the margins the poorer people. That is also where
the agricultural fields were. Everything was painted in red, all the buildings. The
pyramid of the Sun, if you realize, has a distinct form. This is because it is a
restoration. Leopoldo Batres did a political project in the time of Porfirio and
dynamited it. The last layer was blown off, so really the last layer is missing. What
we see today is just the fourth phase, but there are five here, so there should be
another one...<pauses>
I don't know what the [SECTUR] guides invent that it shines, that the flying saucer
land here <laughs>, but all of that is obviously not true.”

<in the fourth hall, which features different specializations> “Here we see theater
type incense burners. Each region had a distinct type. Theater type incense burner is
archaeological speak. It is called this way because the figurines are inside and they
would be illuminated when the two spots would be ignited here in the back.”

65 <A woman from the group asks:> “What is this on the pyramid?”
66 <Juan answers:> “it is a buttress, we should not be seeing it, but because the last
67 layer is missing we do and it shows that they used these architectural features to give
68 great stability to build the next layer. So we see that they already used techniques
69 that we use today.
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70
71
…
72
73
74
...
75
76
...

The Pyramid of the Moon has seven construction phases. Imagine, there are six
pyramids inside. It is like an onion.
There is the Ciudadela. It is where the market was, you know where people come to
put their ware on display and to sell. They would come from the margins or outside
and sell.
The San Juan River was in part artificial. We have evidence that it was rerouted
from the mountains.”

77 <in the fifth exhibition hall> .... “These are the offerings of the Temple of
78 Quetzalcoatl. They were like the laying of the first stone. You know, like we do
79 today with a school or a church. Today, when they construct a government building
80 they do a symbolic ceremony for the laying of the first stone. Here [in Teotihuacan]
81 they did the same, but with offerings of people. There were 260 individuals, but
82 there was no standardization. What I mean to say with this is that there was no
83 pattern for example of only 15 to 20 year old men. No, there were people of all ages,
84 both genders, and all kind of body types. …And please do not touch”
85 <One persons asks:> “The youngest, how old was he or she?”
86 <Juan:> “13 years, when adolescence starts.
87 But so that you don't think that they are barbarous, these molar teeth are made of
88 marine shell, they are not real teeth.”
...
89 <in the last exhibit hall, which features the influence of Teotihuacan over other
90 culturally-defined areas> “You see now that Teotihuacan was a cosmopolitan city.
91 There was commerce from other areas and then the Aztecs came almost 1500 years
92 later. They are the sons of the fifth sun. The legend of the fifth sun tells us that there
93 was a beautiful god, he must have been an archaeologist <every one laughs> and a
94 really ugly one here at Teotihuacan ...you all know the story really well don't you?
95 Anyway, the ugly one ends up jumping in the fire and that is why we have the sun
96 and the moon with a rabbit on it, which is so pretty. This is a legend that we are
97 taught in primary school.”
98 <pointing to the almenas11> “Like today, right? We go to Las Lomas and we see
99 some very fine ones. It was the same here, we go to the center and we see some
100 really fine ones with sculpture, etc.
101 Further out, there were just adobe houses and with some strong rains over the years
102 these houses disappeared.”
103 ..<we exit the museum and walk over to the Pyramid of the Sun>
104 “We see here the Pyramid of the Sun and it becomes clear how there were different
105 construction phases. Remember what I talked about in the museum. This is the
106 fourth layer, but you can see here how there were other phases before it.”
11

decorative ceramic boards located on top of structures
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107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

<we walk to the Ciudadela. The group follows Juan and chats amongst each other.
They discuss the exam, the afternoon, the weather, amongst other things>
“Upon arriving at the Ciudadela, Juan turns around and says: Please take a moment
to turn around and to look where we were before. As you can see and as the
landscape archaeology theory indicates you can see the pyramidal bases reflect and
imitate the shape of the surrounding mountains. You see how this is repeated
everywhere and it is important to realize this. It explains to us in part why the
Teotihuacanos built the way that they did.”

115
116
117
118
119
...
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
...
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

<on top of the stairs into the Ciudadela> “This defensive walling is the last phase of
construction at Teotihuacan. Before everyone could enter here into this space, but
then there was a military control. This signals that there was some social discord
before the abandonment of the site. Deforestation is a probable cause for the
discontent and may very well have begun the process of abandonment.”
<inside of the Ciudadela, just before entering the walkway where one can sit to
appreciate the Temple of Quetzalcoatl> “This façade was not known in Aztec times
and the Spaniards also did not know about it. Manuel Gamio began in 1911 to
excavate it and”
“Why so hidden?” one teacher interrupts.
“What do you mean, hidden?”
“Well, you know, that nobody knew about it for all this time? Why did they hide it?”
<Juan answers:> “It is because there are two different constructive moments here.
First the facade was built and the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Then, the platform was
extended to cover the Temple..”
“But it is original?” <asks the same person.>
“Yes, see you have to think logically about it and critically. It was covered until the
1920's because of the passing of time. Then, Gamio excavated it because he was
interested to see how Teotihuacan had developed. A city is not built in one day, so
you need to think of the place in different construction phases.”
<remarking upon the antennas that protrude from the Temple that are part of an
experiment> “These things up there are part of a climatological study that is being
undertaken to see how we can conserve this monument. The black mark that you see
on the facade are inside humidity and this is responsible for the gradual deterioration
of all this beauty that we have here and that we show to the foreigners. Slowly it is
spalding away.”
<A teacher says:> “What? Can't something be done?”
<Juan:> “Well, yes, that is why we are doing this study, but it is only a start. We are
still lacking and this is due to the lack of financing and personnel.

144 In fact, while we are on this topic let me add that we need to give our children an
145 idea of this richness that we have. We must not destroy it. The younger generations
146 are dedicated now to destructive acts, such as graffiti. It is what we see everywhere.
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147 The problem is that if the government does not give a medium for expression than
148 people will look for it themselves. So if we give them a conscious idea of the beauty
149 we already have we can work to avoid this type of behavior...”
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

<exiting the Ciudadela, we walk along the Street of the Dead. Slowly, the group
starts to disperse and we arrive with only about 5 teachers to the Pyramid of the Sun.
Because it is already late, Juan asks the teacher what they want to do: wait for the
rest or go up and hear the explanation. The teachers answer that the others are
probably tired and that it was a full day with the exam, etc. They suggest that we go
up now and will meet everyone else downstairs if they don't want to go up. Juan
nods and we head up>

157
158
159
160
162
163
164

“From the top of the Pyramid of the Sun we can see everything really well and I
want to point out to you that the Oaxacan barrio was where we now see Atetelco,
there to the West. This was the barrio of the traders. There was also one from the
Golf which was located behind the Center of Teotihuacan Studies. There should
have been a Maya barrio too, but we have no evidence to indicate this, so we are not
sure. These areas were designated and they could only live in these areas. So the
foreigners were restricted in where they could live.”

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

<more teachers are arriving as Juan gives this explanation, and as they gather around
him to hear the explanation they also point to the middle point of the pyramid where
there is a small iron rod extending into the pyramid. The rod is surrounding and
obviously lodged in a block of cement. People have covered this cement with
graffiti. Juan sees where the teachers point to and says:> “Yes, that is also what
happens with the passage of time and that is what I was talking about earlier.”
Everyone shakes their head disapprovingly and a few sigh in a kind of sad way.>
<One child from a teacher in the group says:> “Look mom, we have to touch here to
get energy.”
<Juan pays no heed and continues:>
“When we look over there we see the Pyramid of the Moon. We don't have time to
go over there anymore, which is too bad, because there is also the Temple of
Quetzalpapalotl.
Jorge Acosta reconstructed this in the 1960's. Then in 1988, the UNESCO banned
this type of reconstruction and declared that reconstruction could only be done when
there is an exact idea of how it was originally. But anyway, we should probably go
down because I think your time is up, isn't?”
“Yes" <the teachers confirm in unison.
We walk down and at the bottom a teacher asks:> “And what if something is found
around the zone?”
<Juan responds:> "Then it would be looting if the person did not report it and this is
against the law. You have to report it.”
<As we wait for everyone to return and gather around, Juan says:> Well, I hope it
was not too long. That is why I asked in the beginning if you wanted to take the long
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190 route.”
191 <One man from the group steps forward and says:> “Thank you, it is very different
192 when you get an explanation. It was really great. Thanks.”
<The group departs after shaking Juan’s hand and saying goodbye. I return to the
Center of Teotihuacan Studies with Juan after the group who precede us.>

2. The INAH educational officer
Beyond the parking lot, the souvenir stores, and the entrance building with the restrooms,
stands the Department of Educational Services. A group of primary school fourth graders
from a Mexico City public school is gathered there and listens with their teacher to the
educational officer. The educational officer says:
1
"Good morning.."
"Good morning!"
2
"The Archaeological Zone of Teotihuacan extends a warm welcome to you.
3
How is everyone doing?"
"Good!"
4
"My name is Francisco, <pauses>
5
I am an educator from the Educational Services here at the archaeological zone.
6
We find ourselves here in an open museum <pauses>
7
that deserves respect. <pauses>
8
This is not a recreational visit, but a cultural visit.
9
If you have questions, if there is something you don't understand, please ask, and I
10 will do my best to answer.”
11 <On top of the stairs leading into la Ciudadela, the educational officer turns to the
12 group to elaborate>
13 “We are going to visit important places in Teotihuacan. But what does Teotihuacan
14 mean? It is a Spanish word based on the Nahua word; the Aztecs named this place.
15 Teo means god, huacan place. So it is the place of the gods or place where the gods
16 got together or the place where men converted into gods. It is the legend of the fifth
17 sun, where two gods throw themselves into the fire and emerge as moon and sun.
18 Here they are.”
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

<The educational officer turns around and faces the Ciudadela>
“Here we are in the civic center, for celebrations like flag day. The name, ciudadela,
is a Spanish name; they saw a walled area and called it a citadel. It is a beautiful
space.”
<Walking down the stairs, across the grassy plaza, the educational officer halts in
the shade beside the stairs of the central ceremonial platform, and continues>
“Good, in this ceremonial platform we observe the talud-tablero style, which is
typical Teotihuacan.
Look at the rectangle” [points by reflecting light from pocket mirror]
“That is tablero…what is it called?”
“Tablero”
“And the part above it is talud...how?”
“Talud”
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“Also, we notice here the construction materials, like vesicular and denser, regular
basalt.
Everything was constructed without beasts of burden and they didn't know metal
either.
They also used river cobbles.
What might they have used to stick the rocks together?”
“Clay?”
“Yes, good, clay and lime.
Afterwards they made stucco and covered everything, they made that of clay, lime,
and ground vesicular basalt.
Colors, where did they get the colors?”
“Plants”
“Yes, plants, animals, and minerals.
Any questions so far?”
“These little rocks are decoration also?”
“No, these little pebbles are not decorative; they indicate what was restored by
archaeologists.”
<Upon arriving to the entrance to the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, schoolchildren are
lined up, warned to behave and keep their hands to themselves, and guided in
following their guide who seats them somewhere on the amphitheater-style stairs
facing the intriguingly decorated façade. The educational officer continues>
“The building we have in front of us is the Temple of Quetzalcoatl.
A quetzal is a bird, coatl means serpent. It translates to feathered serpent. Look
[point reflection from pocket mirror] around the head are feathers of a bird, see what
I am shining on with the newest technology.
Who is the second person?”
[silence]
“Let's divide it in parts to better appreciate it.
A nose plug in front of the mouth. These circles are the eyes, they used obsidian to
decorate, they placed it in the eyes. Also used it for arrow points, etc. When you see
black eyes like that they are obsidian incrustations.
Let's continue..
We see two more circles, they are chalchihuites, precious stones, or jade. There are
also sculpted eras. Together this symbolizes, indicates that it is Tlaloc…god of..?”
“Water”
“What more do we see?”
“Shells”
“Yes and strombus shells, but we are so far from the sea, two days walking. The
archaeologists say that we have to see what the symbolism wants to tell us.
In this case, it talks to us about trade with the Pacific Ocean area, the Gulf of
Mexico
In 1917 archaeologist Manuel Gamio made a trench here to discover if it was hollow
inside and he found the Temple. He also uncovered that the Temple had six levels
and the same decoration on the four sides with 365 sculptures which represent the
solar calendar. The ritual calendar had 260 days.”
<The educational officer brings the school group over to the north side stairs, where
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an older man stands ready to give a demonstration. The educational officer
introduces him, and says>
“Our great friend is going to show us the colors”
<they shake hands>
“Look, this is the prickly pear pad”
<the prickly pear pad is help up high>
We are going to take some of the white, which are the eggs of the cochinilla
[miniscule animal that lives as plague on the prickly pear but when smeared on
textile functions as dye], “also called chauxistle, and we see the red.”
<whittish grub from prickly pear is taken with a short stick and smeared onto a
white envelop revealing a bright red color. Then pokes his stick into the prickly pear
and smears the gooey substance over the red color>
“Oooohhh”
“Then, we take the cactus juice, it's like varnish, the varnish allows us to seal and
conserve the color.
Cochinilla is color from an animal, but there is also color from flowers, like the
yellow from the Chicalote.”
<the thorny-looking, grey plant stem is cut and the new end of the stem is rubbed on
the same envelop; a yellow that dries to a mustard color appears> “Oooohhhh”
“Red is the color of blood, of death and yellow is the color of fertility, the earth.”
<the crowd of children clap>
<the educational officer and the man demonstrating the painting interchange smiles
and shake each other’s hands.
Then, the educational officer steers the school group from the central platform, to
the Adosada Platform, located in front of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Gathered
along the railing in front of the long stairs behind the railing, the educational officer
proceeds>
“Here again we see the talud-tablero and also we observe that all the buildings have
stairs. Above stood the priest to undertake the ceremonies, rites-like going to Mass
today.
I want you to imagine that there above a priest stands making music. He has incense
like they do in church. The priest communicates with the gods by means of
applause. Play close attention.”
<The educational officer claps once, and another time, two sounds reverberate
turning the children's heads looking for the origin of the strange sound. The
educational officer claps again, several times, and the same sound follows in quick
succession, as he explains>
“The gods say what needs to be done, more rain, less rain, etc.
The sound transforms into something else, did you hear?
Do you know a bird that lives in Guatemala?”
“Quetzal?”
“What is it like?”
“Green”
“Well, it is purple, the green kind must be his cousin. It is purple with long feathers.
These feathers were used for head dresses; the bigger the head dress, the more
important.
Which animal quacks?”
“A dog?”
No, a duck quacks”
<the educational officer claps again, which is followed by
the reverberated sound. The children watch in amazement. Others begin to laugh.>
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“That is the song of the quetzal, when you travel to Guatemala you can hear it there.
The educational officer divides the school group into two: He takes all the boys over
to the north side of the stairway and the girls remain left on the south side of the
stairway.
Girls, clap over there.”
[girls clap]
“Did you here anything?”
“No”
“And did we, boys?”
“Yes!”
“Now listen.”
[the educational officer and the boys clap]
Did you here something this time?”
“Yes!”
“This is a form of architecture to control the people, the masses.”
<Upon exiting the Ciudadela, the school group, teachers, and the educational officer
head down the Street of the Dead and directs the group to the site museum. It is
too crowded, however, for a visit and they change plans. In consultation with the
teacher, they decide to eat lunch in the picnic area and do the visit to the Pyramid of
the Sun afterwards. The educational officer says to the group after the teacher has
announced how plans have changed:>
Are there questions?”
“No!”
“Then I have nothing else to add but to say thank you and enjoy your lunch.
When you are done and go to the Pyramid of the Sun, make sure you go up carefully
and use the railing in the middle.
Also, if there are children or the teacher with heart problems then they should not go
up or do so very slowly.
Alright, on my part I thank you for your time and good bye.”
“Thank you! “
<applause while some teachers and children shake the educational officer's hand,
while other children wait or eagerly head toward the pyramid>.

3. The SECTUR tour guide
"If you'd like, we have a guide service, we can give an explanation of the place, a history
of the site?" Fernando, a SECTUR tour guide asks an incoming group of adults at Gate 1.
Leaning back and smiling friendly with his hands clasped behind his back, he waits for an
answer while directing himself to the apparent leaders of the group. The group walks by
and passes to the turnstiles, but the tour guide, dressed casually, manages to make eye
contact with some of the members, and repeats.
"I'll give you a good tour.."
One of the group members asks for the price. With spirited step, the tour guide now
invites the group to see the site view map and explains that there are several options for a
tour of an hour, a few hours, or even the whole place. The group members discuss this
amongst themselves, and settle for a tour of a few hours. The person who leads the group
turns to the guide and asks again: "So, how much do you charge?" The guide replies:
"That is your decision..., but if you ask, 200 pesos." The man exchanges glances with
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several others, and finally nods: "All right, let's do it." The guide is enthusiastic and says
"Good, Let's get on with it then. But first if you want to use the restroom, do this now. I
will wait for you on the other side of the entrance building."
The group disperses to use the restroom, buy bottled water, and take some first pictures.
Within five to ten minutes they gather again, but in the vicinity of the tour guide.
Standing just outside the entrance building, at the top of the Street of the Dead, Fernando
starts:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
...
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
...
29
...
30
31
32

"Good day,
Welcome to Teotihuacan
Let me tell you that you are going to be able to visit one of the most important
archaeological zones of this country. The site is called Teotihuacan. The word
comes from the language called Nahuatl and it has various interpretations. The
closest one is place of the gods.
Well, the site, I want to tell you, is still being studied. All kinds of technology has
been used for this and investigators from the entire planet have come because
Teotihuacan is so interesting, large, and monumental.
And it is mentioned, by the investigators that it is the largest city in size and
architecture that has been found in this country.
Teotihuacan has an average of 23 km² and of this size the archaeologists,
investigators, have only been able to study about 15 percent. Because of a lack in
economic resources no large projects take place anymore.
And we are going to get to know this part with the greatest use in this city.
We stand on the badly-named, but famous Street of the Dead, which in its trajectory
is oriented north south
To the north we find the Pyramid of the Moon. It is already damaged and there are
some meters missing in height, but it is made of overlain bodies and is missing the
top layer. It does not finish in a point and there must have been a small house for
praying.
Currently, it is only 45 meters high and with a rectangular base of 130 by 150
meters. It is totally solid. There has been investigation and it has been discovered
that it was made in different phases.
It has stairways on the sides and doesn’t finish in a point. It is not a real pyramid. It
was called so since a long time ago when people thought they were tombs, but then
it was discovered that they were not and now they know that they were not
pyramids. The archaeologists tell us that they are pyramidal bases.
Pyramid of the Sun...
Because of its construction and its symbolism it has been discovered that the city has
a religious character and this topic is still being investigated. They comment that the
city was directed by a group, clan, of priests.
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No evidence has been found today of writing, no codices, which would permit us to
understand how they did all this monumental work, what technology they used and
from where they got their knowledge.”
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It is said that this area was the most populated….

43
44
45
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46
47
48
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50

Now I want to invite you to come along and see the most important temple, the
temple of the feathered serpent”
<All move to the Ciudadela and stand at the top of the stairs.>
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“ You see the stucco here, the entire site was like this
What you see here is cement and the little stones signal that these are reconstructed.
In the center you see the altar. Look at the plaza. How many people do you think can
fit here?
Well? How does it compare to your conference rooms!”
<the group smiles and laughs>
<Fernando changes position and turns to walk down the stairs. As he does this, he
says to the group> “Ok, I recommend that you walk down diagonally, just like the
serpent.”

[points out over Street of Dead]. “They say it took them more than 300-400 years.
Why? Because they did not have the wheel, there were no beasts of burden, and they
did not use metal, so this is a monumental job. Look at its monumentality.
But everything was symmetrical, mathematical, and geometric in form.
Later, the famous cult of the most important deity of Mexico surged here, which is
called Quetzalcoatl, or feathered serpent and we are going to see his temple.

<asks the group> “Walls were made with rock and?”
<Audience starts guessing….> “Glue? Earth?” <one small voice says> “Mud?”
<Fernando nodds emphatically> “Yes! mud”
<The group cheers and laughs and Fernando continues when everyone settles back
down>

<in the plaza, the group arrives at the platform>
“Now I commented already about how many people could fit here in this space, that
would gather here. My observation is this, it is very interesting, in that time period,
when they didn’t have speakers or microphone. When a priest or governor wanted to
speak to the people, well they did this via the architecture they invented the
resonance and acoustics. And here, this open space, with all the angles, when
someone makes a sound, be it by voice or with an instrument, the sound travels
across the plaza without repetition. There is no an echo, this is made by nature. No
this sound travels and bounces back, it was man-made and it is so designed for a
certain use, especially when the common people gathered here and this was for
moment of worship
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There were social classes. In a while we will see some houses that are very well
conserved to show this, but here it is about the sound.
I have moved you here in the open space. I am going to clap and you will hear that
the sound reverberates, just like a duck that quacks”
<Fernando claps and you hear the sound. The group is impressed. They take turns
and some conversation ensues. Fernando repeats it. He then jokes:>
“If you come here with your partner I recommend you not to do certain things,
because then it will sound like this and everyone will know”
<They move to inside of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl. Fernando seats everyone on
the stairs and continues:> “This is the most beautiful temple of Teotihuacan and the
most important. It is important because of the feathered serpent, which is the figure
that you see here” <Fernando asks for a mirror and says> “With this high
technology I will explain this beautiful temple. What you see here is the talud and
this is the tablero.
There are so many figures and sculptures here because they are symbols. You see
them on more of the temples. They are in animal forms and they are symbols. They
venerated animals and as symbols they reference nature. You see precious birds,
you see shells. Worship was at that time to the elements of nature, to the earth, the
sky, the water, etc. Here you see the serpent and the jaguar. The serpent is a symbol
to the earth and to the water that gives us life.”
<Almost an hour after the tour begun we exit the Temple of Quetzalcoatl and we
are overtaken by the vendors. Fernando gives the group a moment to interact with
the vendors. Then we walk on while he chats with some members of the group. We
come upon the Street of the Dead and Fernando stops at some flowers on the side.
Fernando turns to the group and says out loud:> “It is a wild plant that abounds in
almost all the areas of the country. It is called chicalote” <as other members are still
gathering and chatting his voice gets drawned out. One person of the group, who
appears to be the main organizer, hushes everyone. Fernando starts again> “Get
closer everyone, one little moment” <He points down. The crowd hushes all to
silence> “It is called chicalote and It has an oily property that when it dries we get
the color yellow” <ohh, say some female members>” It is a vegetable die”
<meanwhile Fernando cuts the flower, which is like a herb and grows abundantely
at the site, and passes it around. He smears the stem of the flower on the paper to
make the yellow appears. He says> “The pigment they used for cloths, for feathers,
for wood, for cosmetics. You see because it has this type of oil, this milky
substance and they used it in this area” <The group passes the paper and the plant
around. Everyone erupts in chatter>
“They obtained an insect that is called cochinilla grain [white bug on prickly pear
that paints red when squeezed]. And they squeezed it to obtain the color red, it is a
bloody red. We are going to see this ahead. Here follow along. This was used for
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clothes, etc, and it is still processed today in Europe, in Mexico, etc. The color of the
cochinilla grain. They are very expensive and natural” <meanwhile we have arrived
to where there are some on a prickly pear and Fernando demonstrates the color by
smearing one out on the paper. He says> ”The color read from the cochinilla grain
was used for all kinds of things, for cosmetics, acrylics, cakes, the painting of
yoghurt, Barney” <everyone laughs>
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<The group walks onwards and we exit the building. Different members talk
amongst each other. They speak about the site, are impressed by what the
Teotihuacanos seem to have done, and look around themselves. Fernando directs the
group around the stairs along the Street of the Dead, but the organizer approaches
him. He asks if the tour is going to be much longer and indicates that he needs to get
the group to La Gruta -a restaurant behind the Pyramid of the Sun- and that they are
running out of time. Fernando suggests he can end the tour at the Pyramid of the Sun
and then they can do the Pyramid of the Sun themselves and go to La Gruta from
there. The organizer nodds in agreement. At the Pyramid of the Sun, Fernando says>
“Here we have arrived almost at the feet of the monumental Pyramid of the Sun.
Remember that when we came walking along the Street [of the Dead] it looked
much bigger.

<We enter the Superimposed Building, Fernando points to the no flash sign and
says:> “Walk on the walkways please and don't use flash. Also don't touch
anything.”
<The organizer gathers everyone and repeats this information.>
<We walk in and Fernando begins to explain in the first side chamber> “This house
was from the last period of occupation.”
<People circulate through and we walk on. Fernando shows them a well and notes:>
“Look, they already had their own underwater supply and had some amazing
engineering here. If you'll see, in the next room, you can see a modern bathroom,
complete with shower.”
<The group walks on and by turns sees the hole in the wall that is supposed to be the
modern shower. It is unclear whether or not the shower was used in that way, but it
does seem plausible that water came through and this would indicate some
intelligent engineering.>

Well, look, the structure here and how it looks already very damaged. The corners of
bodies are misaligned because of the damage. When they started exploring the site
in 1905, the investigators came, the archaeologists, well the investigators without
much knowledge of causes and there was an urgency because, well yes, because of
some ideas of the government of Mexico, political, material, social, and economic
conditions, and to do things more quickly they used dynamite. That is why the sixth
body like I already commented, is missing
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Fortunately the façade is the least damaged, parts of the stairs are rescued, some
steps are original and have stucco with red painted. This was painted in red and the
rest in white. The temples were dedicated to water, the earth, sun, moon, life and
death, day and night and other elements” <seeing that the group is impatient,
Fernando cuts his explanation short> “and don’t forget that the most important
pyramid is that of Quetzalcoatl.
Well, I commented that there were four phases, according to the archaeologists there
were four construction phases so what you see is almost the last construction phase.
There are about 10 meters missing. When you get to the top you can see some
people doing metaphysical exercises to charge energy. When you get there, you can
charge some energy too, but don’t charge too much or you will short circuit.”

<The group applauds as he finishes and they invite the guide and me to come along to
the Pyramid of the Moon and to La Gruta afterwards. Fernando thanks the group and says
he cannot because he has a prior commitment, but thanks the group for their attention and
wishes them good luck. The group thanks Fernando, shake his hand, and say good bye as
several members of the group head up the Pyramid of the Sun. Fernando and I walk
back.>
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APPENDIX B: VISITOR DATA TABLES
1. Archaeological Zone of Teotihuacan
January 2002 to July 2003 (from unpublished Z.M.A.Teotihuacan administrative reports).
Jan. 02
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July

Foreigners Total
Schoolchildren Nationals
5228
70132
24741
100101
190097
63005
21664
274766
32135
1083583
362498
1478216
27708
54867
19089
101664
16948
26006
8669
51623
11226
52581
17844
81651
4689
77334
28226
110249
752
76943
26234
103929
3133
62114
21439
86686
18598
68189
23305
110092
33463
74035
25167
132665
19772
78532
26335
124639
7917
62864
21099
91880
21820
66825
22640
111285
60106
740984
36717
837807
31684
101790
33714
167188
12075
59784
20372
92231
12329
56728
19487
88544
834
108808
38167
147809

Per year from 1997 to 2002 (from unpublished Z.M.A.Teotihuacan administrative
reports).
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Foreigners Total
Schoolchildren Nationals
199007
2381941
291900
2872848
107813
2764274
354424
3226511
303643
2263179
931100
3497922
398154
2339169
331464
3068787
147370
1754022
579930
2481322
363749
1787321
605211
2756281

2. National Museum of Anthropology
January 2002 to July 2003 (from unpublished MNA administrative reports).
Jan. 02
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.

Schoolchildren
10164
19094
28324
10797
17163
16624
4423
2425
3378

Students
488
653
693
487
584
1778
1840
1938
2126

Nationals
43779
51756
67301
46517
38916
38916
35943
44493
99507

Foreigners Total
20236
74667
24558
96061
32081
128399
18322
76123
21095
77758
21005
78413
25402
67608
27573
76429
19675
124686
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Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July

2160
2006
2031
1380
1638
2128
1238
1135
1306
882

15085
24374
21334
5761
23519
21993
36177
10807
15328
9440

123089
113825
69790
97612
85347
50071
58358
42156
34241
43191

22862
29022
17765
24303
25517
25698
28057
21172
19132
26958

163196
169227
110920
129056
136021
99890
123830
75270
70007
80471

3. Archaeological Zone of Tula
September 2002 to June 2003 (from unpublished Z.M.A.Tula administrative reports).
Sept. 02
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June

Schoolchildren
1251
4828
3980
3000
3960
3467
8323
7781
3214
3000

Univ.
Students
847
2318
2099
1451
670
2259
2000
2511
3105
2441

Nationals
6370
5474
3728
8100
7934
5963
23030
4040
4249
4391

Foreigners total
711
9179
778
13398
1098
10907
1332
13883
976
13540
1289
12978
1195
34548
987
15319
704
11272
640
10472

By state and for the year of 2002 (from unpublished SEMARNAP data posted on-site).
States
Aguascalientes
Baja California Norte
Baja California Sur
Campeche
Colima
Coahuila
Chiapas
Chihuahua
Durango
Distrito Federal
Estado de México
Guanajuato
Guerrero
Hidalgo
Jalisco
Michoacán

# of
Visitors
296
190
90
106
103
504
197
366
24
59814
29179
3963
640
29669
2670
1314

States
Morelia
Nayarit
Nuevo Leon
Oaxaca
Puebla
Queretaro
Quintana Roo
San Luis Potosi
Sinaloa
Sonora
Taumalipas
Tabasco
Tlaxcala
Veracruz
Yucatán
Zacatecas
Total

# of Visitors
895
83
733
385
2080
3993
129
561
470
115
971
215
478
1923
104
290
142550
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APPENDIX C: TABLES OF GUIDED VISITOR TOURS
1. Archaeological Zone of Teotihuacan
Department of Education data on guided visits at Teotihuacan (from Dept. of Education unpublished administrative
records). Data covers the period from January 2003 to July 2003.

12
38
58
84
111
43
32

Schoolchildren
719
1706
3762
3978
1222
2338
457

Students
153
235
180
732
1058
5
321

Nationals
64
176
165
454
1918
363
220

Foreigners Total
5
941
106
2223
54
4166
113
5277
1155
5353
36
2742
163
1161

2. National Museum of Anthropology
Dept. of Education and Public Guide Service data (compiled from unpublished MNA administrative and Dept of Educ.
Records). Note that empty areas represent a lack of data as I was unable to acquire this at the MNA at the time of my
research. Data collection covers the period from January 2002 to July 2003.
#
educ.
visits
Jan. 02
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.

109
95

# public
guide
Schoolchildren visits

4552
4143

123
130
142
146
138

# public
Total #
# public
guide
guided Total
Students visits
Nationals guide visits Foreigners visits
visitors
488
691
69
653
1841
196
693
780
115
487
564
93
490
17
584
1778
1840
42
1617
30
520
1938
46
1514
28
605
2126
56
1204
32
663
2160
62
1238
41
728
358
8678
2006
60
1218
39
698
332
8065
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# of visits
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July

304
Dec.
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June
July

53
68

2074
2565

140
106
120
146
103
100
108
44

2031
1380
1638
2128
1238
1135
1306
882

62
36
40
73
51
62
60
46

1306
830
940
1036
829
1360
1215
932

46
36
35
43
36
21
18
9

869
795
815
918
521
360
281
87

301
246

6280
5570

Oct. 02
Nov.
Dec.
Jan. 03

Schoolchildren
4552
4143
2074
2565

Students
2160
2006
2031
1380

Nationals
1238
1218
1306
830

Foreigners
728
698
869
795

Total nr. of
guided
tours
Total
358
8678
8065
332
301
6280
246
5570

3. Archaeological Zone of Tula
Guided tour data from the Archaeological Zone of Tula from November 2002 until June 2003 (from unpublished
administrative records of the Archaeological Zone of Tula).

Nov. 02
Dec.
Jan. 03
Febr.
March
April
May
June

# of tours Schoolchildren
100
800
30
500
38
1144
120
2010
210
8000
270
5200
190
2527
67
1870

Students
600
200
75
1560
1500
1527
2327
1560

Nationals
Foreigners
200
400
400
300
9
168
564
897
800
120
2000
800
1787
327
1260
280

Total
2000
1400
1396
5031
10420
9527
6968
4970

304

Summary table of the number of people attended by the Dept. of Education and Public Guide Services at MNA from
October 2002 to January 2003.
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